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SUMMARY

The seismic behaviour of concentrically braced plan irregular structures has been 

investigated experimentally and numerically. An experimental programme consisting of 

twenty-four substructured soft-RT hybrid tests of a single-storey concentrically braced 

frame were undertaken. The hybrid test method combines physical dynamic testing of part 

of the structure with simultaneous numerical modelling of the rest of the structure. This 

concept is known as substructuring and allows full-scale cost effective dynamic testing. A 

structure can be divided into a physical and numerical substructure. The braced plan 

irregular structures investigated in this thesis have varying levels of torsional stiffness 

(lateral torsional frequency ratio) and uneven distribution of mass (static eccentricity) in 

plan resulting in a distribution of the centre of mass away from the centre of resistance of 

the structure. The consequence of this is a torsional rather than translational seismic 

response of the structure due to the plan irregularity.

As part of the hybrid test programme, the first (ground) storey concentrically braced frame 

(physical substructure) as part of a multi-storey braced plan irregular structure was 

identified as having a highly nonlinear response and was physically tested whilst the 

remainder of the structure was simultaneously numerically modelling (numerical 

substructure). In a hybrid test, the displacement command is applied to the physical 

substructure and the force and displacement feedback from the physical substructure are 

used to solve the equation of motion for the next target displacement. The physical data 

from the test provides a more accurate response as compared to a purely numerical model 

alone could. The physical substructre consists of the part of the structure that typically has 

a highly nonlinear or rate dependent response that is difficult to computationally model 

with a high degree of accuracy. The numerical substructure forms the remainder of the 

structure that has a more predictable response and can be computationally modelled with 

greater accuracy.

The hybrid tests performed on the physical substructure investigated the seismic response 

of braced plan irregular structures by variation of some of the important structural 

parameters affecting the seismic response. Within the experimental programme, the affect 

of varying realistic but severe levels of static eccentricity and lateral torsional frequency 

ratio were studied. The Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) accidental eccentricity provision was



applied in design using the torsional effects factor in lateral pushover method of analysis 

for the braced plan irregular structures. The side of the structure closest to the centre of 

mass experiences a greater seismic demand and as a result of design to the Eurocode 8 

(CEN, (2004)) accidental eccentricity provision the brace sizes are increased on that side 

(referred to as the stiff side of the structure). The effectiveness o f the accidental 

eccentricity provision was assessed through the experimental programme. The results from 

the experimental programme were used to validate a purely numerical model of the 

structure.

To greater understand the seismic response of a braced plan irregular structure, an in-depth 

numerical parametric investigation of the key parameters affecting the seismic behaviour 

of braced plan irregular structures was undertaken. Results of this parametric investigation 

indicated that the static eccentricity and lateral torsional frequency ratio are the most 

important parameters affecting the seismic response o f braced plan irregular structures. 

Increasing the level of static eccentricity increases the ductility demand on the stiff side 

and reduces the ductility demand on the flexible side of the structure. Torsionally stiff 

structures perform better than torsionally flexible structures, with higher levels of ductility 

demand and interstorey drift observed in the torsionally flexible structures.

The Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) torsional provision is adequate for torsionally stiff 

structures, and even reduces the ductility demand on the stiff side o f the structure for the 

most torsionally flexible structures at high levels of static eccentricity.

Torsionally flexible structures are subjected to a greater ductility demand (on average 3.75 

times) and interstorey drifts as compared to torsionally stiff structures. However, if the 

level of excitation exceeds the design value, such that the response is more highly 

nonlinear, the levels of ductility demand become unacceptably high and the level of 

interstorey drifts exceed Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) limits. It is not recommended that 

concentrically braced plan irregular structures that are torsionally flexible be allowed in 

seismic design due to their poor performance in situations where the peak ground 

accelerations exceed the design peak ground acceleration.

The influence of the plan aspect ratio and bi-directional excitations on the seismic response 

of concentrically braced plan irregular structures was investigated and observed to have a 

minimal effect.
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NOMENCLATURE

The following is a list of the notation used in this thesis.

Latin upper case letters:

Symbol Definition Symbol Definition

A Width of bay/Cross-sectional h Minor axis second moment of

area o f a member area

B Length of bay L Major axis second moment of

C Damping matrix area

C M Centre o f mass J Torsional constant of section

CR Centre o f resistance/Centre of K ' Stiffness matrix with stiffness

stiffness higher than or equal to the

E Young’s modulus tangent stiffness

F Inertia force L Total length of

Fi Horizontal force acting on storey building/Effective length of a

i as defined using the lateral compression member

force method Li Floor dimension perpendicular

FS Flexible side to the direction of the seismic

Fy Yield strength of the material action

G Shear modulus Le Distance between the two

Ke Elemental stiffness matrix outermost lateral load resisting

Ky Total lateral stiffness o f the elements

elements parallel to the y-axis Lmax Larger plan dimension of

Ko Total torsional stiffness about structural layout

the centre o f resistance L/nin Smaller plan dimension of

H Height o f a building structural layout

I Second moment of area M Mass matrix

hi Major axis second moment of Ma, Torsional moment applied at

area about the centre of mass storey i about its vertical axis

Minor axis second moment of Ms Surface wave magnitude

area about the centre of mass Ncr Elastic buckling load

Ny Squash load

x i



R Reduction factor

Rj+i Restoring force vector at i+ hh

time step

Predictor restoring force at

(n+1) time step is measured 

when the predictor 

displacement is applied 

RO Control parameters from elastic

to plastic branch in material 

model 

S  Soil factor

Se Elastic response spectrum

SS  Stiff side

Sv Relative velocity between the 

mass and ground in a SDOF 

system

T  Period of vibration

TI Fundamental period of vibration
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spectrum
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a Acceleration e Eccentricity of the element from

% Ground acceleration the centre o f mass
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model m Mass
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by analysis
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Chapter One - Introduction

CHAPTER ONE - Introduction

1.1 Motivation

For miUions o f people living within the built environment, structural dynamics plays an 

important, but often hidden role, in their lives. It is the responsibility of structural 

engineers to ensure the built environment can withstand extreme dynamic actions, such as 

wind, traffic or earthquake. Structural engineers must understand how the built 

envirormient will respond to such dynamic actions. Since commencing the research for this 

thesis in late 2008, several devastating earthquakes have occurred such as: a Magnitude 6.3 

earthquake in L’Aquila, Italy on 6 April 2009; a Magnitude 7.0 earthquake in Port-Au- 

Prince, Haiti on 12 January 2010; a Magnitude 6.3 earthquake in Christchurch, New 

Zealand on February 22, 2011 and a Magnitude 8.8 earthquake off the coast of Japan on 

March 11, 2011. An immediate effect o f these earthquakes is numerous fatalities due to 

structural collapse and falling debris, while in the long-term thousands o f individuals are 

left homeless due to collapsed or unsafe buildings and the resulting slow process of 

rebuilding. The structural engineering community has the ability to influence the direct 

consequences of these events by better understanding the seismic response o f building 

structures and aiming to constantly improve their seismic design. Earthquake engineering 

is devoted to the mitigation of earthquake risk by improving the design of earthquake 

resistant structures. To this end, the research in this thesis has the fundamental aim to 

enhance the design o f building structures to protect human life during earthquake events.

1.2 Statement of Problem

When an earthquake occurs, a structure moves laterally and/or vertically caused by surface 

ground motion induced by seismic waves. The lateral motion is typically much greater than 

the vertical motion, with the ground moving at an acceleration (%). Inertial forces (F) are 

generated in the building as a result o f this lateral motion, defined as the product of the 

mass of the structure (m) multiplied by the acceleration of the structure (a) according to 

Newton’s Second Law {F = m x a). At a fundamental level, the mass, size and 

configuration of a building structure dictate how the structure will respond to an 

earthquake event. A stiffer structure has a lower natural period o f vibration and will

1



Chapter One - Introduction

respond to a given seismic event in a different manner than a more flexible structure with a 

larger natural period. In essence an earthquake resistant structure has to resist the lateral 

inertial forces in a safe and reliable manner.

An earthquake engineer has to design a structure to resist the lateral actions applied to it by 

the earthquake ground motion. In order to achieve this, a lateral load resisting system is 

needed to resist these lateral forces. Typical methods o f achieving increased lateral 

stiffness are moment resisting frames, shear walls or braced frames as shown in Figure 1.1. 

The moment resisting frame resists the lateral actions through framing action o f rigid 

connections at the joints. Shear wall systems can be masonry but are typically constructed 

in reinforced concrete and resist lateral actions through in-plane resistance o f the shear 

wall. The braced frame structures resist lateral actions through axial resistance o f the 

bracing members, either through tension yielding or compressive resistance.

Figure 1.1: (left) Moment resisting frame structure (allstructure.com) (centre) shear wall 
structure and (right) braced frame structure (www.berkeley.edu)

Concentrically braced frame steel structures have become increasingly popular in 

seismically vulnerable zones, particularly since the 1994 Northridge (Blakeborough et al., 

(1997)) and 1995 Kobe earthquakes (Chandler and Pomonis, (1997)). During the 

Northridge earthquake, many steel moment resisting frame structures suffered brittle 

beam-to-column connection failure (ASCE, (2000)). Prior to the Northridge earthquake it 

was thought that moment resisting frame structures performed well during cyclic loading 

conditions. Concentrically braced steel frame structures have a high lateral stiffness and a 

good hysteretic response to cyclic loading combined with an efficient use o f materials 

resulting in their increased popularity in earthquake resistant design.
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Figure 1.2: (a) Translational seismic response of plan regular structure (b) torsional seismic
response of plan irregular structure

The seismic response of building structures dominated by the fundamental mode of 

vibration generally is purely translational. In terms of seismic design, the response of 

building structures with a translational dominant response can be predicted with a good 

degree of accuracy. As shown in Figure 1.2(a), the response of a structure regular in plan is 

dominated by the fundamental mode resulting in a translational response. Prediction of the 

seismic behaviour o f the structure is somewhat problematic in structures with a torsional 

rather than translational response during a seismic event. Such structures are said to be 

‘irregular’ structures. Irregularity in building structures can occur in plan or in elevation. 

Plan irregularity causes a torsional response in plan, and can be the result of an uneven 

plan distribution of mass or stiffness in the structure. In Figure 1.2(b), the torsional 

response o f a plan irregular structure is shown. The centre of mass (CM) is distributed 

away from the centre o f resistance/stiffness (CR). The uneven distribution of the mass 

leads to one side o f the structure being stiffer than the other. Consequently, a greater 

dynamic demand occurs on one side of the structure leading to the torsional response. 

Irregularity in elevation is typically caused by the mass of adjacent floors being 

significantly different from each other and results in excessive interstorey drifts in a 

structure. A considerable volume of research has taken place to date on the response of 

plan irregular reinforced concrete framed and shear wall type structures.

Current code provisions (CEN, (2004)) have largely been based on purely numerical 

analysis of reinforced concrete framed and shear wall type structures types of structures. 

Little research exists investigating the seismic response of plan irregular braced structures 

and much o f the research to date investigating plan irregularity in general has proven 

contradictory. In particular, little experimental validation o f the complex response of plan 

irregular structures has been undertaken to date. Many o f the assumptions on the seismic 

response of plan irregular structures are based on results of purely numerical analyses. The
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research presented herein aims to investigate the seismic behaviour o f plan irregular 

concentrically braced steel structures based on numerical analysis validated by 

experimental data.

1.3 Research Objectives

The fundamental objective o f this research is to investigate the seismic response o f plan 

irregular steel braced framed structures. The investigation employs full-scale inelastic 

hybrid testing combined with numerical modelling of the braced plan irregular structures. 

The main research objective and areas in existing research identified as lacking are 

outlined hereafter.

Much of the early research into plan irregularity focused on highly idealised single-storey 

shear wall type structures. Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) plan irregularity provisions are 

largely based on the conclusions obtained from these idealised models. More recently the 

behaviour of more realistic multi-storey framed plan irregular structures has been 

investigated. This thesis aims to extend the understanding of the response o f plan irregular 

structures by investigating the seismic response of muhi-storey plan irregular 

concentrically braced structures.

Little experimental work has been carried out on plan irregularity and the majority o f the 

research has been undertaken on a purely numerical basis. In particular, to the author’s 

knowledge no such comprehensive experimental study has been performed on plan 

irregular braced frame structures. This thesis will contribute to the limited existing 

experimental data on the seismic response of plan irregular structures, and specifically the 

response of irregular braced frames.

The dynamic testing will comprise of substructured hybrid testing, which tests the critical 

part of the structure whilst simultaneously numerically modelling the remainder of the 

structure. A key objective o f this study is to achieve the first implementation o f the hybrid 

test method with the Structural Engineering Laboratory at Trinity College Dublin. This 

implementation will include an assessment of the accuracy and reliability o f the developed 

experimental system when applied to the testing of full-scale braced frame structures.

The hybrid testing procedure implemented in this thesis is a relatively new experimental 

procedure and few similar seismic tests of this kind have been carried out to date.
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Providing seismic test data and observations from the hybrid experiment implemented in 

this thesis will help to enhance the hybrid test method as an accurate, cost effective method 

for dynamic testing and analysis of structures.

Using finite element models validated against the experimental results, a parametric 

investigation of the seismic response of plan irregular braced frame structures will be 

performed. The parametric study will consist of an examination of the important factors 

affecting the seismic response of braced plan irregular structures. The significant structural 

parameters to be investigated will have realistic values relevant to real-world earthquake 

resistant building design. In particular, the level of static eccentricity and lateral torsional 

frequency ratio will be investigated in detail. This study will lead to recommendations on 

the influence of key structural parameters in seismic response and design.

Lastly, the effectiveness of the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) provision accounting for 

torsional effects applied to braced plan irregular structures will be assessed. This provision 

provides a relatively intuitive procedure to account for torsional effects using the lateral 

pushover method of analysis by increasing the seismic design action on the side of the 

structure the mass is distributed towards. The effectiveness o f this procedure for taking 

account of torsional effects in seismic design will be investigated using inelastic time 

history analysis.

1,4 Layout of Thesis

An introduction into the history of research on plan irregular structures is provided in 

Chapter Two. Early research focused mainly on single-storey idealised structures because 

the response could be easily parameterised allowing researchers to gain insight into plan 

irregularity. Research into plan irregularity is characterised by its contradictory nature. The 

lack of experimental validation and minimal research undertaken on plan irregular braced 

steel framed structures is noted.

Chapter Three discusses the numerical modelling approach implemented in this thesis for 

a steel braced framed structure with plan irregularity. Experimental studies of 

concentrically braced steel framed structures are used to validate the numerical modelling 

approach.
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The dynamic test method (hybrid test method) used to investigate the seismic response of a 

concentrically braced steel framed structure with plan irregularity is detailed in Chapter 

Four. A brief background study o f the development o f the hybrid test method and 

important aspects o f the experimental procedure are detailed. A simple validation 

experiment is performed to ensure the test procedure was implemented correctly.

Chapter Five details the experimental set-up. The design of the test structure and physical 

constraints o f the laboratory set-up are described. In Chapter Six, the test results from the 

substructured hybrid test programme on the concentrically braced plan irregular structure 

are described and observations are detailed. An explanation of the main findings of the 

experimental programme is given.

In Chapter Seven a parametric study of the important structural parameters affecting the 

seismic response of a plan irregular braced framed structure is presented. The numerical 

model used in the parameter study is based on the validation numerical model of the 

experimental results in Chapter Six. Results of the parametric study are discussed in 

detail.

A summary o f the conclusions obtained from the work undertaken in the experimental 

programme and numerical parametric study is presented in Chapter Eight.
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CHAPTER TWO -  Plan Irregular Structures

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a brief overview of research into the seismic behaviour o f plan irregular 

structures is presented. Early research focused on the torsional response o f plan irregular 

single-storey structures because the structures could be easily parameterised and their 

response could be more easily evaluated with reduced computational effort. In more recent 

years, research has focused on the seismic response o f multi-storey structures with more 

complex models. The Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) provisions for plan irregularity that will 

be investigated in this thesis will be discussed. Finally, the lack o f both analysis and testing 

o f steel brace framed plan irregular structures is highlighted.

2.2 Irregular Structures

Irregularities in building structures refer to the non-uniform response o f a structure due to 

non-uniform distribution of structural properties. There are two types of structural 

irregularity; vertical (also termed in-elevation) and plan (also termed plan asymmetry). 

Vertical irregularity typically refers to the uneven distribution o f mass along the height o f a 

multi-storey structure or geometrical set-backs changing the floor plan between adjacent 

floors. During a seismic event, the result can be a soft storey mechanism. Plan irregularity 

typically refers to the uneven distribution of stiffness or strength in the plan o f a structure 

resulting in a torsional response of the structure when subjected to a seismic excitation. 

Structures with plan irregularity quite often suffer severe damage in earthquake events 

because the response of the structure is not only translational, but also torsional (De 

Stefano and Pintucchi, (2008)). Many plan irregular buildings were damaged in the 1985 

Mexico City earthquake (Rosenbleuth and Meli, (1986)). In the Mexico City earthquake, 

nearly 50% of the collapses could be attributed to plan irregularity (Rutenberg et al., 

(1992)). The aftermath of the Mexico City earthquake showed that plan irregularity needed 

to be taken into consideration when providing design guidance. Early research undertaken 

in Europe into plan irregularity was needed to provide design guidance for the newly 

developed Eurocodes. The first seismic design Eurocode was published in the mid 1990’s 

and much o f the research in the 1980’s and early 1990’s into plan irregularity was aimed at
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providing design guidance for the code. However, currently there is still a lack of 

agreement on how best to provide design guidance for plan irregular structures. A technical 

report by the Joint Research Centre (Pinto et al. (2007)) identified the need for research to 

be integrated into Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) such that design codes would encompass up- 

to-date technology and knowledge. The design of plan irregular buildings was identified as 

an area requiring further research by Pinto et al. (2007), who stated that current consensus 

is lacking in regard to design against natural or accidental torsion. The design for torsion 

needs to move towards overall drift deformation as opposed to current ductility demands, 

which should help to prevent the excessive inelastic deformation demands. Other authors 

recently have also noted the need for further research (De Stefano and Pintucchi, (2008) & 

Karavasilis et al., (2008)).

2.3 Vertical Irregularity

For completeness, vertical (in-elevation) irregularity will be briefly described to establish 

the overall context o f the research described later.

2.3.1 Introduction

Vertical irregularity results from the uneven distribution of mass, strength or stiffness 

along the elevation o f a building structure. Mass irregularity results from a sudden change 

in mass between adjacent floors, such as mechanical plant on the roof o f a structure. 

Stiffness irregularity results from a sudden change in stiffness between adjacent floors, 

such as setbacks in the elevation of a building. Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) states that a 

building is irregular in elevation if it does not meet the regularity criteria. The criteria are 

set out in Section 4.2.3.3 of Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) and are summarised as follows:

1. All lateral loading systems such as cores, walls and frames shall run continuously 

without interruption from foundation to the top of building or, if  there are setbacks 

then to the top of the relevant zone of the building.

2. The lateral stiffness and mass o f each floor shall remain constant or else reduce 

gradually from the base to the top of the building.

3. In framed buildings, the ratio of the actual storey resistance to the resistance 

required by analysis should not vary disproportionately between adjacent storeys.
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4. If setbacks are present in the building then the following criteria are set out in 

Figure 2.1;

a. For gradual setbacks preserving axial symmetry, the setback at any floor 

level shall not exceed 20% of the previous floor plan dimension in the 

direction of the setback. See Figure 2.1(a) and Figure 2.1(b).

b. For single setbacks within the lower 15% of the total height of the building 

structure, the setback shall not be 50% of the previous plan dimension. See 

Figure 2.1(c).

c. If symmetry is not preserved in the setbacks, in each face the sum of the 

setbacks at all storeys shall not exceed 30% of the plan dimension at the 

ground floor. Individual setbacks shall not exceed 10% of the previous plan 

dimension. See Figure 2.1(d).
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L
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Figure 2.1: Criteria for regularity of buildings with vertical irregularity (setbacks) (CEN,
(2004))

If the above criteria are not met the structure is defined as irregular. Consequently, more 

detailed analysis o f the structure must therefore be undertaken to verify interstorey drift, 

ultimate limit states and damage limitation states.

As a comparison, the Uniform Building Code (ICBO, (1997)) categorises mass irregularity 

as a floor having an effective mass of 150% of the effective mass of an adjacent floor. A 

stiffness irregularity is categorised in UBC 1997 (ICBO, (1997)) as a ‘soft’ storey having a 

lateral stiffness less than 70% of that of an adjacent floor or less than 80% of that o f the 

next three storeys above. Strength irregularity is categorised as the storey strength being 

less than 80%> of that o f the storey above.
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The concept of vertical irregularity has been briefly discussed. The remainder of this thesis 

will be concerned with the torsional response of plan irregular building structures.

2.4 Plan Irregularity

Asymmetric or plan irregular structures are those in which seismic response is not only 

translational but also torsional, and is a result of stiffness and/or mass eccentricity in the 

structure. A regular structure may actually be asymmetric if the structure has masonry infill 

walls or stiffer lateral resisting systems on one side of the structure that have not been 

taken into consideration in the analysis. In-plan static eccentricity, Cs is defined as the 

distance between the Centre of Mass (CM) and Centre of Resistance (CR) of the structure 

at each floor, for example see Figure 2.2. Structures are therefore either Torsionally 

Balanced (TB) with no static eccentricity, Cs or Torsionally Unbalanced (TU) with a static 

eccentricity, Structures with plan irregularity quite often suffer severe damage in 

earthquake events because the response of the structure is not only translational, but also 

torsional (De Stefano and Pintucchi, (2008)).

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) states that a building is irregular in plan if it does not meet the 

regularity criteria. The criteria are set out in Section 4.2.3.2 of Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) 

and are summarised as follows:

1. The building shall be approximately symmetric in plan with respect to two 

orthogonal directions, x  and y.

2. The configuration of the plan shall be compact i.e. the limits of the boundary of 

each floor are marked by a polygonal convex line (any line that is not a tangent to 

the edges drawn through a polygon meets its boundary exactly twice). If the plan 

has setbacks, then the plan is still regular if the floor plan area outside a convex 

polygonal line does not exceed 5% of the area of the total floor plan.

3. The in-plan stiffness of the floor plate shall be much larger than the lateral stiffness 

of the vertical structural elements.

4. The slenderness X = of the building in plan shall not be greater than 4.

Lmax is the larger plan dimension and Lmin is the smaller plan dimension (see Figure 

2 .2).
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5. At each floor and in each direction (x and y), the structural eccentricity eo and the 

torsional radius r must conform to the following conditions;

(2 . 1)
< 0.30 • r.

r > L
(2 .2)

where, eox is the distance between the centre of mass and centre of stiffness in the 

x-direction, /-x is the square root of the ratio of the torsional stiffness to the lateral 

stiffness in the y-direction and 4 is the radius of gyration o f the floor mass in plan.

X
Lfflu ^

L n » /2
-  • - ► 

Resisting Elements

L
►

Litw/ 2< . ^
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• ------------------►
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STIFF SIDE (SS) FLEXIBLE SIDE (FS)

Figure 2.2: Typical configuration of generic plan irregular single-storey model

If the above criteria are not met then in accordance to Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) the 

structure is defined as plan irregular. Subsequently, analysis o f the structure must be 

undertaken to verify interstorey drift, ultimate limit states and damage limitation states. A 

brief introduction to the concept of plan irregularity has been provided. The Eurocode 8 

(CEN, (2004)) criteria for structural irregularity have been listed. The following sections 

will describe the approach by the research community to quantifying structural irregularity 

in single- and multi-storey structures.
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2.4.1 Single-Storey Models

2.4.1.1 Uni-directional Excitation

The topic of torsional response of structures subjected to seismic excitation was first 

addressed by Rosenbleuth, (1957). Since then there has been a substantial amount of 

research undertaken to greater understand the damage caused to a structure by a torsional 

response in a seismic event. Figure 2.2 indicates the typical single-storey structural model 

investigated. In early research simplified single-storey models were used when 

investigating plan irregular structures because they could easily parameterise and quantify 

the influence of structural factors on the seismic response (Tso and Bozorgnia, (1986), 

Hejal and Chopra, (1987), Rutenberg et al., (1992), Correnza et al., (1995), Chandler and 

Duan, (1997), Goel, (1997), Paulay, (1998), Ghersi and Rossi, (2001)). The relative ease of 

computation required for these single-storey models and the reduced number of 

influencing parameters compared to more complex structural systems made the single

storey simplified structures attractive to researchers. Single-storey models were favoured 

because they allowed the governing parameters to be more easily clarified.

Early research focused mainly on the definition of plan irregularity and the effect of key 

parameters on the torsional response of plan irregular structures. For example, the effect of 

parameters such as lateral torsional frequency ratio (Qo), and natural period on the lateral 

torsional coupling of a single storey model was investigated by Hejal and Chopra, (1987). 

Sadek and Tso, (1989) perceived that a relatively weak correlation between peak inelastic 

response and stiffness eccentricity existed, and subsequently proposed using strength 

eccentricity as a measure of plan irregularity. However, the authors demonstrated that the 

response of a plan irregular structure cannot be described by a single parameter. Bozorgnia 

and Tso, (1986) investigated the plan irregular response of a single mass supported by a 

bilinear hysteretic element and one of their findings was that the uncoupled lateral-to- 

torsional frequency ratio was not a critical parameter. In a brief literature review by Goel 

and Chopra, (1990), they indicated that the conclusions of previous research were specific 

to the system investigated and could not be applied in a general manner.

In the 1990’s, the increase in computational power allowed for the analysis of more 

complex structures. The computation of the seismic response of single-storey structures 

became more straight forward, however the ability to convert the observations to design 

procedures was more problematic (Rutenberg and Tso, (2004)). For example, in early
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research, the Cs alone could not describe the torsional response o f  a plan irregular structure. 

Sadek and Tso, (1989) proposed the use o f strength eccentricity as opposed to because in 

the inelastic range the CR no longer remains constant due to yielding. The lateral torsional 

frequency ratio Qe, has been widely used to quantify torsional flexibility (this parameter 

will be described in detail in Chapter Three). [A value o i  Q e>  \ means the structure is 

torsionally stiff, whilst a value o i  Qe < 1 means the structure is torsionally flexible]. 

However, disagreements between researchers initially existed between the actual definition 

o f three possible and legitimate definitions o f lateral torsional frequency ratio (Rutenberg 

and Tso, (2004)). Even simplified single-storey structures, e.g. Figure 2.2, were found to 

have a large number o f parameters for a nonlinear analysis, thus making the response o f 

complex models difficult to summarise. The combination o f the complexity o f  inelastic 

response and large number o f parameters lead to a lack o f universally accepted conclusions 

(De Stefano and Pintucchi, (2008)). It is easy to see why the practising engineering 

community was reluctant to take on the recommendations made by researchers.

Rutenberg et al., (1992) performed a parametric study on two plan irregular code-designed 

single-storey structures in order to compare different design codes. The authors found that 

in the code designed structures the peak ductility demand was lower for the structures 

designed for plan irregularity compared to their symmetric counterparts due to the higher 

strength built into the stiff side (SS) member. Larger Qe leads to lower peak ductility 

demand. For two o f the four records used, the peak ductility demand fell for an increase in 

natural period, while for the other two records, the peak ductility demand increased for an 

increase in natural period. Peak ductility demand was mostly found in an element on the 

SS o f the structure.

Correnza et al., (1995) performed an inelastic analysis on a torsionally unbalanced plan 

irregular building model designed to a number o f design codes. Correnza et al., (1995) 

found that considerable additional ductility demand arises in the flexible side (FS) element, 

which contrasts other researcher’s findings. It was noted that code provisions that do not 

amplify static eccentricity perform poorly, whereas code provisions that do amplify static 

eccentricity (e.g. EC8-89 Draft (Commission o f the Euopean Communities, (1989))) 

adequately controlled the additional ductility demand.

Chandler et al., (1996) summarise the areas o f concern and areas where lack o f agreement 

still existed. In order to resolve the contentious issues, a European Task Group (TG8) was 

established under the auspices o f the European Association for Earthquake Engineering
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(EAEE) to study, over a number o f years, the seismic torsional effects o f stiffness, mass or 

strength plan irregularity or effects due to vertical irregularities such as setbacks. The work 

of TG8 lead to the increase in the number o f researchers investigating the plan irregular 

behaviour of structures.

Chandler and Duan, (1997) investigated the performance o f a single-story plan irregular 

structure designed to a number o f codes and cite as their reason for undertaking the study 

that previous considerable research in the area has not lead to universal agreement. The 

results of the study by Chandler and Duan, (1997) indicated that the SS element is critical 

to the response o f the structure at the SLS and ULS. In EC 8-93 (Communities, 1993) the 

SS element SLS was observed to be unconservative and also had poor ULS performance. 

Unlike the SS element, the FS element is generally conservatively designed.

Early research mentioned above has been somewhat contradictory. More recently, 

investigations into the behaviour o f plan irregular single-story structures has moved 

towards bi-directional excitation of structures as opposed to uni-directional excitation. The 

next section reviews the study of single-storey plan irregular structures subjected to bi

directional excitation.

2.4.1.2 Bi-directional Excitation

2.4.1.2.1 Comparison Between Uni- and Bi-directional Excited Structures

In any structure, stiffness, mass or strength eccentricity may exist in two orthogonal 

directions rather than just an idealised single direction. The idealised single-storey models 

with resisting elements in one direction only may neglect some o f the important effects that 

may influence the inelastic response o f the resisting elements. For example, in such uni

directional models, it is assimied that the resisting elements are subjected to uni-directional 

horizontal forces only (De Stefano and Pintucchi, (2003)). Unlike bi-directional models, 

typically uni-directional models made no allowance for the gravity loads in the orthogonal 

direction or the contribution to the torsional response from the stiffness and strength of 

orthogonal elements. As a result, interaction among bi-directional horizontal and vertical 

forces in resisting elements is not taken into consideration. More realistic, but still 

idealised, single-storey structures such as that in Figure 2.3 have been used to investigate
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the effect o f bi-directional horizontal forces and the interaction between orthogonal 

resisting elements.
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Figure 2.3: Idealised single-storey system with orthogonal resisting elements (Goel, (1997))

An alternative approach proposed by De la Llera and Chopra, (1994, 1995 & 1996) was 

aimed at conceptually understanding the effects of building plan irregularity rather than 

performing extensive numerical modelling. Some degree of order was installed in the 

model characterisation of plan irregular buildings by considering the base shear and torque 

response histories of different structural configurations (De la Llera and Chopra, (1995)). 

All combinations of base shear (in both horizontal directions) and the torque applied 

statistically to cause collapse of each structure investigated provided a base-shear-torque 

(BST) interaction diagram. The different collapse mechanisms developed in the system 

were represented in the BST diagrams. Factors controlling the shape o f the BST surface 

and the effect of building response were studied for several structural configurations. The 

BST interaction diagrams provide most of the information required to describe the inelastic 

properties of the system and how the structural properties affect the seismic behaviour of 

the system.

For the purposes of realism, Correnza et al., (1994) included the resisting elements 

perpendicular to the main direction of the excitation. Correnza et al., (1994) showed that 

using a uni-directional seismic input for short-period systems gives overly-conservative 

additional ductility demands compared to a bi-directional seismic event as being resisted 

by lateral and transverse elements. The ductility demands are found to be accurate for 

medium- and long-period structures. The authors note that the majority o f systems are 

short-period as opposed to medium- or long-period systems.
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Goel, (1997) investigated the seismic response of a plan irregular system using an energy 

based approach. Goel, (1997) noted that the general conclusion of research to date was that 

the SS code designed elements were likely to suffer more damage than the FS elements. 

The FS elements generally had a response similar to the regular symmetric comparison 

structure. Goel, (1997) noted that the Kobe earthquake (1995) and Mexico City earthquake 

(1985) indicated otherwise. The sides of buildings facing the streets (FS) in the above 

mentioned earthquakes suffered greater damage than the sides o f the street facing away 

from the street onto other buildings that were filled with masonry walls (SS). The 

discrepancy was attributed to previous research not considering structures with large 

eccentricities in both directions subject to bi-directional excitation. In contrast to existing 

research, the study indicated that the FS elements could be more vulnerable and the SS 

responds similarly to the symmetric structure when large eccentricities are taken into 

account.

Ghersi and Rossi, (2001) studied the influence of bi-directional ground motion on the 

response of a one-storey structure with plan irregularity. When a symmetric structure is 

subjected to a ground motion in the orthogonal direction, the response is purely 

translational. The response to a bi-directional ground motion is translational along the 

symmetric direction and the rotation of the deck is caused by the orthogonal component. A 

study of the effect o f 30 No. earthquake events on the system was performed. The analyses 

indicated that the influence o f bi-directional excitation on the inelastic response o f the 

structure is minimal as compared to uni-directional excitation. This observation is 

explained because the orthogonal direction elements almost always remain elastic whereas 

the elements parallel to the seismic action undergo inelastic deformation similar to uni

directional excitation, so the effect of the bi-directional excitation is minimal.

De Stefano and Pintucchi, (2002) present a more advanced single-storey numerical model 

in order to overcome some o f the simplifications of previous models. The improved model 

includes the interaction effects in resisting elements between axial forces and bi-directional 

horizontal forces. The parametric study was undertaken on a torsionally stiff structure and 

the results indicated that previous structural models that made no allowance for interaction 

phenomena overestimated the torsional response.
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2.4.1.2.2 Inelastic Response of Bi-directional Excited Structures

Some pertinent observations on the inelastic response of bi-directional excited structures 

were made by De la Llera and Chopra, (1995) and Paulay, (1998). De la Llera and Chopra, 

(1995) observed that structures subjected to bi-directional ground motion will yield in the 

orthogonal direction to the main direction of excitation and develop a torsional mechanism 

when in the inelastic region. Also Paulay, (1998) showed that when a lateral resisting 

element is in the inelastic region, torsional restraint is lost.

Much of the early research was typically undertaken assuming an idealised bilinear 

material hysteresis behaviour; however materials such as reinforced concrete cannot be 

well represented in this manner due to strength deterioration. Therefore, Dutta and Das,

(2002) investigated the impact of strength deterioration in a single-storey model by 

performing bi-directional time history analysis on a plan irregular code-designed structure. 

For the code-designed mass-eccentric system with strength deterioration, the authors found 

that the displacement/ductility demands on the FS element of the system showed a nominal 

increase while the SS element displacement/ductility demands were much larger (in the 

order of 3 times) than the similar symmetric systems with no strength deterioration.

Dimova and Alashki, (2003) provided an approximate analytical estimation of dynamic 

effects caused by mass eccentricity on a combined shear wall/reinforced concrete column 

type structure. It was shown that even a small mass eccentricity resulted in an irregular 

torsional response and that the draft Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2002)) multimodal analysis 

underestimated the effects of accidental torsion by up to 21% for 5% eccentricity. Results 

indicated the application of accidental eccentricities using static application of torsional 

moments in design in the draft Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2002)) do not adequately describe the 

dynamic torsional effects. To account for the dynamic effects the authors implemented 

three-dimensional models in their analysis. Similarly, results from De la Llera and Chopra, 

(1994) also indicated that considerable differences should be expected between analysis of 

a mass eccentric system using a fully dynamic analysis with explicitly shifted centre of 

mass and a static application of torsional moments (e.g. in ECS) (Dimova and Alashki,

(2003)).

Stathopoulos and Anagnostopoulos, (2003) performed an assessment on the idealised 

shear-beam model used in an analysis of single-storey plan irregular buildings. The authors 

point out that previous research focused on checking the adequacy of code provisions
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using a single-storey model with shear-beam load bearing elements. However, 

Stathopoulos and Anagnostopoulos, (2003) doubted that the results from such analyses can 

be extrapolated to frame-type structures. The shear-beam model is used to compare mass 

and stiffness eccentric systems and then form an assessment based on plastic hinge 

idealisations of single-storey models. Results from the assessment indicated that 

comparisons between the shear-beam models and more realistic plastic-hinge models 

showed substantial differences. The authors concluded that the shear-beam model is not 

adequate for assessing code performance for frame-type buildings. For torsionally stiff 

single-storey models, the code designed structure performed well. For the torsionally 

flexible model, the results obtained indicate that an increase in eccentricity results in 

increased demand on the SS and reduced demand on the FS. Subjecting the model to bi

directional excitation resulted in similar overall behaviour as uni-directional excitation.

The interdependence between strength and stiffness in resisting elements was studied by 

Tso and Myslimaj, (2003) & Myslimaj and Tso, (2005). Tso and Myslimaj, (2003) offer a 

design procedure to mitigate torsional damage by providing a desirable distribution o f the 

centre o f mass (CM), centre of stiffness (CR) and centre of strength (CV). The optimum 

arrangement of the CM, CR and CV is to have the CR located on one side o f the CM and 

the CV located on the opposite side of the CM, termed the ‘balanced CV-CR location’ by 

the authors. However, the procedure proposed does not provide a unique solution and 

needs to be carefiilly evaluated for every structure it is applied to. In this regard, more 

traditional prescriptive design code approaches are more simplistic and more easily 

applied. Diaphragm rotation rather than drift or ductility is used as a measure of 

performance. The reason for this is that drift and ductility measure two very different 

things; drift relates to protecting the building envelope and ductility relates to control o f 

structural damage (Tso and Myslimaj, (2003)).

Heredia-Zavoni and Machicao-Barrionuevo, (2004) investigated the influence of 

orthogonal components o f ground motion in a linear single-storey bi-asymmetric 

torsionally stiff and torsionally flexible structure under firm and soft soil conditions. The 

authors found that the response of the structure was affected by the period o f the structure, 

torsional flexibility and soil conditions. More specifically, for long translational period 

torsionally stiff structures on soft soil the effect of horizontal components o f ground 

motion was appreciable. Similarly, it was found that for short translational period, 

torsionally flexible structures on firm soil the affect was also appreciable.
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Perus and Fajfar, (2005) approached the issue of plan irregularity in a general manner by 

ignoring the influence of design codes. The idea behind this approach is that extensive 

parametric studies are only valid for providing general conclusions if  simple mathematical 

models are used. The single-storey structure under investigation was torsionally stiff with 

bilinear hysteretic material behaviour and the structural configurations investigated were 

mostly mass eccentric. Results indicated that in general for a torsionally stiff structure, the 

elastic and inelastic responses were similar. The SS response is governed strongly by the 

effect of several modes of vibration and the influence o f the ground motion. The response 

of the FS o f the structure quantitatively depends on the magnitude of the inelastic 

deformations. If the plastic deformations are small (normalised ductility < 2), the torsional 

effects in the inelastic structures are slightly higher than the elastic. If levels of normalised 

ductility exceed 2, torsional effects decrease on the FS. The authors also note that the 

behaviour of stiffness and strength eccentric systems are very similar. It is important to 

note that results were strongly influenced by the excitation used. Also, the variations in 

torsional stiffness and torsional strength were not taken into consideration in the research 

by Perus and Fajfar, (2005).

In the above sections, the research history of single-storey models subjected to uni

directional and bi-directional excitation has been detailed. It can be seen that in much of 

the early research there were inconsistent conclusions and investigations were undertaken 

in a non-generic marmer on a case-by-case basis. More recently, the conclusions based on 

research undertaken on single-storey models has been more consistent. The research seems 

to indicate that the SS of the structure is subjected to greater demand in plan irregular 

structures. It appears that the effect of bi-directional excitation has some effect on the 

torsional response, but not too substantial (Rutenberg and Tso, (2004)). The effects of bi

directional excitation are reduced if orthogonal elements are introduced to the system. It is 

evident from the above literature review that a lack o f consensus on the structural 

behaviour of plan irregular single-storey structures exists due to the contradictory 

conclusions arrived at by researchers. The next question to be addressed is whether any of 

the conclusions made from single-storey plan irregular models can be extended to more 

realistic multi-storey models. The next section will detail the research studies undertaken 

to answer this question.
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2.4.2 Muiti-Storey Models

The response o f single-storey plan irregular models has been described in detail in the 

previous section. In more recent years, with the increase in computational power and 

greater availability o f three-dimensional non-linear finite element software, research into 

the seismic response o f multi-storey structures has received more attention. The first 

question proposed by researchers investigating the multi-storey structural response of plan 

irregular structures was whether the conclusions from single-storey models could be 

extrapolated to multi-storey structures. Giordano et al., (2008) noted that most research 

investigating multi-storey framed buildings is concerned with assessing the ability o f code 

provisions to accurately capture the torsional response when assessing limit state 

conditions (De la Llera and Chopra, (1994), Moghadam and Tso, (2000a), Stathopoulos 

and Anagnostopoulos, (2005), De Stefano et al., (2006), Kreslin and Fajfar, (2010), 

Erduran and Ryan, (2011)). However, numerous researchers (Duan and Chandler, (1993), 

Moghadam and Tso, (1996), Stathopoulos and Anagnostopoulos, (2003), De Stefano et al., 

(2006)) have noted that many aspects of multi-storey response (e.g. overstrength, 

participation of higher-order modes or change of dynamic properties) cannot be captured 

by one-storey models (Ghersi et al., (2007)). This indicates the need for a fresh approach 

evaluating the complete response o f more realistic multi-storey structures with plan 

irregularity, rather than a simple evaluation of code specifications or reliance on 

conclusions from single-storey models.

The approach to multi-storey modelling of plan irregular behaviour has been split between 

lateral pushover analysis methods and time history analysis. The pushover procedure for 

evaluating the design capacity o f a structure is an intuitive method for a designer, who may 

not be an expert in seismic analysis. In order to capture the torsional behaviour of a plan 

irregular structure using a pushover analysis, a three-dimensional model is required. 

However, defining the pushover load shape vector is more complex for a three- 

dimensional analysis, and several methods of applying the correct load shape vector to a 

three-dimensional plan irregular structure have been proposed, including Fajfar et al. 

(2005). Since the mid 1990’s, time history analysis has been used to investigate the 

behaviour o f plan irregular multi-storey structures and currently, refined three-dimensional 

numerical analysis o f complex multi-storey structures is possible.
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2.4.2.1 Pushover Analysis of Multi-storey Plan Irregular Structures

Many o f the structural irregularity studies performed to date on multi-storey structures 

have been directed at extending the pushover analysis method to plan irregular structures 

(De Stefano and Pintucchi, (2008)). The pushover method was developed to provide a 

design procedure for multi-storey structures undergoing translation during seismic 

excitation. To extend the method to plan irregular structures, the torsional response of the 

structures also needed to be accounted for. Several methods o f applying the pushover 

forces have been proposed, with the simplest method being that o f applying the lateral 

loads at the CM axis or at an eccentricity (design eccentricity) from the CM axis until the 

target displacement is reached (Rutenberg and Tso, (2004)). Early research into the 

pushover method of analysis of plan irregular structures used this simple method (Kilar 

and Fajfar, (1997)).

Fajfar et al., (2002) extended the pushover method to bi-directionally excited multi-storey 

plan irregular structures. The results o f pushover analysis are combined with elastic 

dynamic analysis using an improved version of the N2 method (Fajfar and Gaspersic, 

(1996)). The N2 method had initially been formulated for 2D planar models, but was 

extended by the authors to 3D models by applying a distribution of the lateral forces along 

the height of the building at each floor CM (De Stefano and Pintucchi, (2008)). In De 

Stefano and Pintucchi, (2008) an eight-storey RC walled building was used to demonstrate 

the suitability o f the procedure. Results indicated that the N2 method was conservative but 

could predict the torsional response of a torsionally stiff structure. Subsequently, Fajfar et 

al., (2005) improved the method to properly include torsional effects by combining the N2 

pushover method with a linear dynamic spectral analysis.

De Stefano and Rutenberg, (1998) and Moghadam and Tso, (2000b) performed pushover 

analyses on structures with walls and frames. Typically research has focused on either 

framed or walled structures, or a combination of both. As noted by Rutenberg and Tso, 

(2004), further research is required on combined structural types because the torsional 

response is very sensitive to the relative stiffness o f the walls and frames. Forming 

conclusions on the behaviour of structures with combined wall and frame resisting 

elements based on the behaviour of either walls or frames acting individually is 

problematic.
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Chopra and Goel, (2003) were also concerned with extending the modal pushover analysis 

procedure for regular structures to plan irregular structures. I'he results from the proposed 

modal pushover analysis and nonlinear time history analysis o f nine-storey steel framed 

plan irregular and plan regular structures were compared. Results indicated that the seismic 

demand for both the torsionally stiff and torsionally flexible structural models gave similar 

levels of accuracy as that for the plan regular structure when the pushover and inelastic 

time history result were compared.

Penelis and Kappos, (2005) tried to capture the inelastic torsional response of both single- 

and multi-storey shear wall type plan irregular structures using a three-dimensional 

nonlinear static analysis procedure. The load vectors were calculated from a dynamic 

elastic spectral analysis. The response o f the structure is obtained from an equivalent 

SDOF system which incorporates torsion and translation. The torsion and translation are 

accounted for by extending previous work that only accounted for translation. The results 

for the three-dimensional pushover are compared with inelastic time history analysis and 

they indicate that for the multi-storey structure, the discrepancy between the pushover and 

time history response is 20%, which is considered satisfactory due to the inherent 

assumptions in the time three-dimensional nonlinear modelling.

Giordano et al., (2008) performed a three-dimensional pushover analysis o f a two-storey 

masonry building. The results obtained indicated that the FS of the structure receives 

greater displacement demand, however the results are limited as only one structure was 

analysed. Similar to previous studies, Ferraioli et al., (2010) assessed the response o f a 

multi-storey framed plan irregular structure using three-dimensional nonlinear pushover 

analysis and verified the results against nonlinear time history analysis. Good agreement 

between the results was found for a torsionally stiff structure, but less so for a torsionally 

flexible structure with high levels of mass eccentricity.

The comparisons o f pushover analysis with non-linear time history analysis appear to show 

reasonable agreement, but only for torsionally stiff structures. The structures analysed in 

the literature are specific to the individual research. Therefore, it is recommended that 

whilst undertaking research, inelastic time history analysis should be utilised rather than 

pushover analysis as the pushover analysis can miss important aspects o f the behaviour. It 

will be shown in the next section how the time history analysis undertaken by some 

researchers has aimed at understanding the response of more realistic structural forms.
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2.4.2.1 Time History Analysis of Plan Irregular Multi-storey Structures

Since the availability of greater computational power in the mid 1990’s, inelastic time 

history analysis o f multi-storey structures has become more feasible. As discussed in the 

previous section, pushover analysis as a method of analysis of plan irregular structures has 

been popular, but has almost always been validated by inelastic time history analysis. This 

section will detail the development and conclusions from inelastic time history analyses of 

plan irregular multi-storey structures. The validity of the extension of design procedures 

based on single-storey to multi-storey structures will be discussed.

One of the earliest reported time history analyses performed on a plan irregular structure 

was undertaken by De la Llera and Chopra, (1994) & De la Llera and Chopra, (1996). 

They studied the inelastic behaviour of a plan irregular multi-storey building that had 

different plan configurations of resisting planes. De la Llera and Chopra, (1996) developed 

guidelines to reduce the planwise unbalance that is associated with plan irregular 

structures. The authors established that it is important to have resisting elements in the 

orthogonal direction to help reduce the torsional response, and unwanted torsional response 

can be reduced by changing the strength of some key resisting planes. In general, De la 

Llera and Chopra, (1996) found that the results for single-storey models and the multi

storey models considered in this study show very similar trends.

Masi et al., (1997) studied the effect of flexible inelastic floor diaphragms on the seismic 

response of plan irregular multi-storey structures. An extensive parameter study was 

undertaken with nonlinear analysis of 216 structural variations o f a six-by-two bay, two- 

storey building with varying in-plan locations of shear walls. The analyses indicated that 

the flexible floor hypothesis resulted in very high ductility demands in certain 

configurations and the rigid floor hypothesis resulted in a relatively constant response, 

irrespective o f the structural irregularity.

Moghadam and Tso, (2000a) present a procedure to extend the static torsional provision of 

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (1994)) to plan irregular multi-storey buildings. Based on previous 

work by the authors, they recommended that a minimal torsional stiffness condition should 

be stipulated in Eurocode 8 Annex A (CEN, (1994)). The authors propose a simple design 

criterion for checking minimal torsional stiffness requirements. In order to extend the 

provisions from the single-storey model to the multi-storey model, a minimum level of 

torsional stiffness is required. A torsional ratio is proposed as a method to identify
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buildings of low torsional stiffness, where a ratio of less than 1.0 would mean the structure 

is torsionally flexible. The ratio is effectively used as a torsional index. Results indicate 

that torsionally stiff structures perform well, and torsionally flexible structures do not. If 

the ratio is greater than 1.0, the static design procedure from Eurocode 8 (CEN, (1994)) 

can be used.
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Figure 2.4; Normalised displacements (u / u c m ) in the horizontal plane at the top o f a building 
with 15% mass eccentricity (Marusic and Fajfar, (2005))

Marusic and Fajfar, (2005) investigated the seismic response o f a mass eccentric five- 

storey steel framed building designed to Eurocode 3 (CEN, (2005)) and Eurocode 8 (CEN, 

(2004)) subjected to bi-directional excitation. They found that the intensity o f the ground 

motion influenced the torsional response as it affected the plastic deformation of the 

structure. For the torsionally stiff structure, the FS displacement demand decreases 

moderately for increasing plastic deformation and conversely, the SS displacement demand 

increases for increasing plastic deformations. Results for the three types o f structures 

analysed can be seen in Figure 2.4 (the x-direction is the stronger direction). Building S  

and FI  are torsionally stiff and Building F2 is torsionally flexible. Building S  has moment 

resisting connections throughout, Building FJ has moment resisting cormections in the 

planwise comer frames only and pinned elsewhere. Building F2 has moment resisting 

connections at the interior connections and pinned connections at perimeter cormections.
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From Figure 2.4 it can be seen for the torsionally stiff structures (S & F7) in the weak 

direction (y-direction) the normalised displacements vary almost linearly from the SS to 

the FS, which implies that only one mode of vibration influences the response. For the 

torsionally stiff structures (S & FI)  in the strong direction (x-direction), the increased 

curvature of the normalised displacement lines indicates the influence o f several modes. As 

can be seen in Figure 2.4 for the torsionally flexible structure (F2) almost all of the 

displacements are greater than 1, indicating that the torsionally flexible structure performs 

worse than the symmetric (regular) and torsionally flexible structures. The torsionally stiff 

and torsionally flexible structures perform quantitatively similar in the elastic and inelastic 

range. An important observation is that the displacements in the SS of the structure are 

strongly influenced by the ground excitation used, a point that has also been mentioned by 

others.

Figure 2.5: Three- and five-storey reinforced concrete structural models (Stathopoulos and
Anagnostopoulos, (2005))

Stathopoulos and Anagnostopoulos, (2005) studied the seismic response of three- and five- 

storey plan irregular code designed RC frame (UBC-97 (UBC, (1997)) & Eurocode 8 

(CEN, (1994))) structures (see Figure 2.5) subjected to bi-directional excitation. The study 

presents one o f the first attempts to obtain an inelastic torsional response o f more realistic 

(non-idealised) multi-storey frame type structure.

The results observed by Stathopoulos and Anagnostopoulos, (2005) indicated that in both 

models the beam ductility demand increased substantially on the FS when the eccentricity
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increased, with a less pronounced reduction in the beam ductility observed on the SS. 

Similarly, damage indices are substantially increased in the FS and decreased in the SS. 

The results indicate a shortcoming in the design codes, which indicate that increasing the 

design eccentricity results in a general proportional increase in the stiffness and strength. 

Thus, the equivalent yield displacement remains approximately constant. However, as 

described above, the numerical results indicate that as eccentricity increases the FS 

ductility increases substantially and the SS ductility reduces. This conclusion is contrary to 

the previous results obtained from one-storey models. The authors therefore state the need 

for reassessment o f the current design code provisions to take account o f this contradiction. 

These results are in contrast to the results obtained by Marusic and Fajfar, (2005), who 

found the results from their time history analysis of multi-storey models agreed well with 

those of the previous research on single storey models.

Femandez-Davila and Cruz, (2006) performed a parametric study on the seismic response 

of three-dimensional five-storey RC frame type plan irregular structures. The structural 

models were effectively multi-storey extensions of the idealised single-storey models that 

have been extensively used previously. The study investigated the effect of the number of 

resisting planes parallel to the earthquake direction and the influence o f elastic parameters. 

Results were in agreement with previously well-known behaviour observed in single

storey models, in that the SS frame of the structure was subject to greatest local ductility 

demand.

De Stefano et al., (2006) undertook an investigation to observe the effects of cross- 

sectional overstrength on the seismic behaviour of multi-storey frame type plan irregular 

structures. Structural characteristics such as overstrength and higher modes of vibration 

were believed to not be represented by the simple single-storey models traditionally used. 

The investigation found that using one-storey models led to the accurate evaluation of 

multi-storey plan irregular models only when analysed in the elastic region, however when 

a structure is excited into the nonlinear range, the assumptions of the one-storey models are 

no longer adequate. The energy dissipative mechanisms in multi-storey structures cannot 

be represented by one-storey models. The results of the analyses show that ductility 

demands may become larger at unexpected locations due to overstrength. The ductility 

demand in the upper floors of the multi-storey structure becomes large on the FS of the 

structure (50% larger than torsionally balanced structure). This result contradicts most 

results obtained from single-storey systems in the past and provides further evidence that
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results from single-storey structures cannot be universally extended to multi-storey 

structures.

Figure 2.6: Plan and three-dimensional of torsionally unbalanced structure (Aziminejad and
Moghadam, (2009))

Aziminejad and Moghadam, (2009) performed a study of the nonlinear response of a series 

of five-storey plan irregular structures with different strength distributions. The aim of the 

research was to investigate the effect of the different strength distributions strategies and 

their effect on the plan irregular response. The typical criteria of; ductility demand, 

diaphragm rotation, interstorey drift and plastic rotation were used as a measure of 

damage. The results for interstorey drift and plastic hinge rotation were compared to limits 

in FEMA 356 (FEMA 356, (2000)). Figure 2.6 displays the plan and three-dimensional 

views of the plan irregular structure considered in the research. The structure has an 

idealised resisting element configuration that is not too dissimilar to many of the idealised 

single-storey models used in previous research. Results indicate that for the torsionally stiff 

structure studied, models with a smaller strength eccentricity perform better. However, the 

optimum strength eccentricity that reduces the adverse torsional response depends on the 

damage criteria used e.g. ductility, interstorey drift or floor rotation. For example, if the 

damage criterion is set as interstorey drift then the appropriate strength distribution is to 

have a configuration with a small strength eccentricity. On the other hand, if the damage 

criterion is set as ductility demand of the SS and FS elements then the appropriate strength 

distribution is to have a configuration with the centre of strength located between the CM 

and CR.
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It can be seen from the literature review above on the seismic response of plan irregular 

multi-storey structures that still a definite lack of consensus exists on the expected 

response of the SS or FS o f the structure. Some of the studies mentioned indicate that the 

SS of the structure is subjected to the greatest demand, whilst other studies indicate the FS 

to be subjected to greatest demand. Similarly, some research indicates that the results 

obtained from single-storey models coincide with results from multi-storey structures, 

whereas other researchers found poor agreement between the results obtained using single

storey and multi-storey models. Aside from the SS and FS response o f plan irregular 

structures, the review of previous research also highlights the importance o f stiffness and 

strength asymmetry. The location of the centre of strength and centre of stiffness are 

important factors in the torsional response of plan irregular structures. It is clear that 

further investigation into the seismic response of a variety of structural types is required 

before any conclusions can be arrived at. Considerations for design codes should be at the 

front of any researchers mind when tackling this issue.

2.5 Eurocode 8 Approach to Accidental Eccentricity

As has been explained in previous sections, the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) provisions for 

plan irregular building structures have been developed based on findings from idealised 

single-storey models. Two methods have been developed in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) to 

account for the accidental eccentricity in plan irregular structures namely; a lateral force 

method and a modal response spectrum analysis method. The concept of accidental 

eccentricity has been introduced in Eurococde 8 (CEN, (2004)) to account for uncertainties 

in the location of the CM. The two methods are described briefly in the following sections.

2.5.1 Seismic Design in Eurocode 8

There are two fundamental design levels in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)); no collapse and 

damage limitation. The no collapse requirement corresponds to a design seismic action 

applied to the structure that has a probability of exceedance of 10% in 50 years or a return 

period 475 years. The damage limitation requirement corresponds to a design seismic 

action applied to the structure that has a probability of exceedance o f 10% in 10 years or a 

return period 95 years.
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There are two design options for the behaviour o f a steel structure in Eurocode 8 (CEN, 

(2004)) namely; dissipative and non-dissipative. Non-dissipative design is used for 

structures in areas o f low seismicity where the structure is expected to behave in the elastic 

range. If this is not the case, then the structure must be designed to economically resist a 

seismic action using dissipative behaviour and allowing considerable inelastic 

deformations to be accommodated. In terms o f  ultimate limit state, the resistance and 

energy dissipation capacity assigned to the structure depend on how much o f the non-linear 

response o f  the structure will be utilised. The level o f  resistance and energy dissipation 

capacity utilised in the non-linear response is characterised by the behaviour factor, q and 

the ductility class chosen by the designer. In terms o f damage limitation, serviceability 

conditions such as drift limitations need to be met.

The basic representation o f the seismic action in the code is a reference elastic response 

spectrum (Se). The elastic response spectrum (Sg) in terms o f acceleration is defined as a 

function o f the period (7), the peak design ground acceleration (og), the soil factor (5), the 

damping correction factor (rj) and predefined spectral periods (7!e(s), 7c(s) & T d ( s ))  

(Elghazouli, (2010)). The soil factor (S),  the damping correction factor (rj) and predefined 

spectral periods (7b (s ), T c ( s ) & T d ( s ) )  depend on the soil characteristics taking into account 

the amplifying effect o f soil layers and the seismic characteristics o f the proposed design 

earthquake (higher seismicity areas called Type 1 (surface wave magnitude, Ms > 5.5), 

moderate seismicity areas called Type 2 (My < 5.5) or other defined spectra in the relative 

National Annex). The elastic spectral accelerations are divided by q  to reduce the design 

forces to avoid the need to perform an inelastic analysis. With respect to design, a 

simplified equivalent static force approach for regular structures may be adopted 

(Elghazouli, (2010)). The method can be used if  the response o f the structure can be 

reasonably assumed to be dominated by a single mode (typically the fundamental mode).

Two principle methods o f design exist; the lateral force method (pushover method) and the 

time history analysis method. The lateral force method essentially converts the seismic 

inertia forces to static horizontal pushover forces. The inertia forces are calculated based 

on the mass, structural period, damping and level o f acceleration on an elastic response 

spectrum. The lateral force method is a static procedure o f  analysis that does not require 

complex dynamic calculation. The lateral force method is intuitive and applicable to most 

design scenarios. The shortcomings o f the lateral pushover method o f analysis are that the 

response o f the structure needs to be dominated by its fundamental period for the analysis
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to be applicable and the analysis does not take into account the effect o f  higher modes. 

Inelastic time history overcomes the shortfalls o f the lateral force method and allows more 

complex analysis o f  structures, such as plan irregular structures. The major drawback to 

inelastic time history analysis is the computational time and effort required to perform 

analyses.

The lateral force method o f  analysis provides the most fundamental approach to designing 

a structure to resist an earthquake in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)). The application o f  the 

lateral force method o f design for accidental eccentricity is o f  interest when dealing with in 

plan irregularity. Plan irregularity in terms o f uneven distribution o f mass in plan is 

essentially accidental eccentricity. In the next section, the design procedure for accidental 

eccentricity in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) will be described.

2.5.2 Accidental Eccentricity Design Using Lateral Force Method

As stated in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) (Section 4.3.3.4.2.7), the results from a pushover 

analysis may significantly underestimate the deformations in the SS o f the structure if  

accidental torsion effects are not taken into consideration. Hence, a design procedure to 

take account o f accidental torsion effects is incorporated into Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)). 

The uncertainty in the distribution o f mass at each floor is taken into account by shifting 

the CM o f each floor by an amount defined as follows;

(2.3)
6ai =  O . O S L j

where eat is the accidental eccentricity o f  storey mass i from its nominal location, applied 

in the same direction at all floors

L i is the floor dimension perpendicular to the direction o f  the seismic action

A structure must be regular to allow the application o f accidental eccentricity, eai in design. 

The criteria for regularity in plan were set out in as mentioned in Section 2.4.1. Eurocode 8 

(CEN, (2004)) provides a means o f  estimating the effect o f  accidental torsion if  it has not 

been taken into consideration by Equation 2.3 or another more exact means o f  analysis. 

The Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) torsional effects factor, 6, applied to the seismic action 

affects is defined in Equation 2.4;
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5 =  1 + 0.6-^
Lie

where x is the distance from the element under consideration to the CM of the structure 

measured perpendicularly to the seismic action

Le is the distance between the two outermost lateral load resisting elements

The torsional effects factor, 6 is then multiplied by the relevant design lateral pushover 

action to take account of torsional effects. The criteria for ensuring the structure is not plan 

irregular, as mentioned in Section 2.4.1, need to be met in order to apply the torsional 

effects factor, S in design. The design procedure is quite intuitive for the designer as you 

are applying a factored action to the side of the structure the mass is distributed towards to 

better represent the mass distribution towards that side of the structure. The validity o f this 

procedure will be investigated in this thesis by applying the design criteria in Equation 2.4 

to a concentrically braced steel structure and subjecting the structure to inelastic time- 

history analyses and testing regime in order to assess the effectiveness o f the design.

Seismic design codes aim to reduce the magnitude of the torsional response of buildings. 

Penelis and Kappos, (2005) make the point that the code provisions are related to the 

elastic properties o f the building, such as lateral torsional frequency ratio, Qe. However, 

the same codes promote the design o f buildings in the inelastic range by using the 

‘behaviour factor’ q (or ‘force reduction factor’, R), but at the same time fail to provide 

explicit guidance on the inelastic torsional response of buildings.

In this thesis, the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) provision as outlined in Section 4.5.1 will be 

applied to a plan irregular multi-storey concentrically braced steel structure and the 

effectiveness o f the code provision will be estimated.

2.6 Testing of Plan Irregular Structures

As stated by De Stefano and Pintucchi, (2008) in a review of research on the seismic 

response of irregular structures since 2002, there is a scarcity of experimental research in 

the area of structural irregularity. Experimental work is required to reinforce the 

conclusions that have largely been made based on purely theoretical numerical modelling. 

Previous experimental work in this area will be discussed briefly in this section.
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2.6.1 Previous Test Results

In recent years, there has been a move towards experimental validation o f the theoretical 

research on plan irregular structural response. For example, scale model tests have been 

undertaken by the European Association for Earthquake Engineering (EAEE) Task Group 

8 (TG8) at the University o f Bristol Earthquake Engineering Research Centre (Trombetti et 

al., (2004)). The aim of the research by TG8 were to better understand the behaviour of 

plan irregular buildings, compare the response of symmetric and asymmetric structures, 

verify predictive capabilities and assess the code provisions o f major seismic codes.

Figure 2.7: Scaled three-dimensional model of steel framed structure tested (Trombetti et al.,
(2004))

Trombetti et al., (2004) performed scaled (1/5 scale) shake table tests on three-storey 

symmetric and asymmetric steel framed structures. The structure was a moment resisting 

frame, as shown in Figure 2.7. The plan irregular structure was compared to a symmetric 

structure, but neither was designed using a torsional code provision so that the effect of the 

asymmetry could be quantified. Mass eccentricity of 10% was applied to the plan irregular 

structure and the results showed a consistent increase in the FS maximum deformations 

with respect to the deformations at the CR.

One of the most analysed structures ever tested in the field o f earthquake engineering was 

the Seismic PErformance Assessment and Rehabilitation (SPEAR) project undertaken at 

the European Laboratory for Structural Assessment (ELSA) in Ispra, Italy. As part of the 

project, a fiill scale pseudo dynamic (PsD) test on a three-storey irregular reinforced 

concrete structure was undertaken (Fardis and Negro, 2005). Included in the large volume
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of research undertaken on the SPEAR structure were; scaled shake table tests undertaken 

by Coelho et al., (2005), analytical assessments of the structure performed by Jeong and 

Elnashai, (2005) and retrofitting solutions proposed by Mola and Negro, (2005). The 

SPEAR project allowed for the first time a comparative numerical modelling study of a 

typical existing southern European reinforced concrete structure designed to resist gravity 

loads only. Results from the test indicated that the FS columns which were located far from 

the centre o f rigidity were damaged more severely than the other columns (Jeong and 

Elnashai, (2005)).

PsD testing was also performed by Bousias et al., (2007) on a uni-axial eccentric two- 

storey, one-bay reinforced concrete structure subjected to uni-directional ground motion. 

The results from the initial test indicated that the FS o f the structure sustained large drifts 

simultaneously in the two transverse directions. Once the initial PsD test was complete on 

the irregular structure, the columns on the FS of the structure were retrofitted using RC- 

jacketing and a subsequent test was undertaken.

The lack of experimental validation could seriously hamper code development of seismic 

provisions for plan irregular structures. It can be seen from the limited number of 

experiments completed to date that further testing is needed to validate theoretical 

conclusions made. The proposed plan irregular braced frame structure that is to be 

investigated in this thesis will be physically tested in order to provide essential 

experimental data on the seismic response of this class o f structure.

2.7 Analysis of Braced Plan Irregular Structures

Within the research undertaken to date into plan irregular structures, very little research on 

the response of concentrically braced structures exists (notwithstanding the importance of 

this form of construction in many earthquake regions). Typically, analytical studies have 

focused on moment resisting frame structures or shear wall structures. The Eurocode 8 

(CEN, (2004)) provisions are mainly based on the seismic response o f single-storey shear 

wall type structures. It is important to see if the provisions are applicable to braced steel 

structures that have a very different inelastic response compared to moment resisting 

frames or shear wall type structures. This section will briefly detail the different 

approaches to the modelling of concentric bracing in plan irregular structures.
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More recently, some research investigating the seismic behaviour of braced steel structures 

has been performed; Lignos and Gantes, (2005), Miri and Maramaee, (2009) & Erduran 

and Ryan, (2011). Lignos and Gantes, (2005) investigated the seismic response of steel 

braced frame structure with plan stiffness irregularity using modal pushover analysis 

(MPA). The stiffness irregularity is applied to the building by selecting various locations 

for the braced frames in the building. The results of the modal pushover analysis indicated 

that it could predict the response o f low-rise buildings well, whereas it underestimated the 

response of taller structures. The pushover results were validated with nonlinear time 

history analysis, however the authors note that when a storey mechanism forms between 

the braces and collapse occurs, MPA is not able to predict this behaviour. The authors were 

mainly concerned with global response of the structure and did not explicitly mention the 

SS or FS behaviour or the response o f individual bracing members.

Miri and Maramaee, (2009) performed an inelastic time history analysis o f the effect of 

mass eccentricity on the seismic response o f a five-storey concentrically braced structure. 

The study was not very extensive and unsurprisingly the main results indicated that the 

increase in mass eccentricity resulted in greater storey drifts in the structure.

Erduran and Ryan, (2011) studied the effects of torsion on the behaviour o f a peripheral 

steel braced frame system in a three-dimensional three-storey steel framed structural 

model. The structure had been designed for 5% eccentricity according to ASCE 7-05 

(American Society of Civil Engineers, (2005)). Both elastic response spectrum analysis 

and pushover analysis were used to capture and evaluate the behaviour o f the structure. In 

general, the observations indicate that the FS of the structure is subjected to greater 

torsional response due to the dynamic shift in the CR that results from yielding and 

buckling. In contrast, the SS bracing remains almost elastic. The structure with 5% 

eccentricity (level of accidental eccentricity in Eurocode 8) experienced significant 

amplification of the interstorey drifts when subjected to high intensity ground motions. The 

normalised interstorey drifts for the inelastic response exceeded the interstorey drifts for 

the elastic response. Unlike previous framed structure research, the interstorey drifts for bi

directional excitations are much greater than those for uni-axial excitation. The authors 

conclude by saying that a much better response o f a braced framed steel structure can be 

achieved by having the bracing aligned on several lines throughout the building and not 

just at the periphery o f the building. The conclusion is reiterated in separate findings by 

Ding, (2006) which state that the response of the structure is improved if the bracing is
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located closer to the CM of the structure. It would appear from this study that the 

behaviour o f concentrically braced framed structures does not follow the general trends 

displayed by moment resisting framed structures.

The research to date on braced framed steel structures with plan irregularity has relied 

solely on analytical studies. To the best of this author’s knowledge, no experiments on 

braced framed steel structures with plan irregularity have been undertaken to date. From 

the brief summary o f the few analytical investigations undertaken to date, it is evident that 

their conclusions are weak and sometimes contradictory.

2.8 Passive Control of Plan Irregular Structures

A growing area of research in plan irregular structures is aimed at reducing the torsional 

response o f the structure using passive control. The topic of passive control will be briefly 

discussed in this section to provide an overview o f the general trends in plan irregular 

research, but will not be dealt with further in this thesis. The passive control systems 

investigated by researchers can be segregated into the following general categories; (1) 

fluid viscous dampers and their subsequent tuning, (2) other types of damper e.g. tuned 

mass dampers and (3) base isolation.

Much o f the early research into the passive control o f plan irregular structures utilised fluid 

viscous dampers as the control mechanism (Goel, (1998), Lin and Chopra, (2003) & Petti 

and De luliis, (2008)). Fluid viscous dampers had been shown to dampen the vibration 

response of regular structures, so the aim was to extend this concept to irregular structures. 

Goel, (1998) showed that it was possible to reduce the edge deformation of a plan irregular 

structure to similar deformations a symmetric one by using viscous damping.

Other forms o f damping studied include the use of tuned mass dampers (Singh et al., 

(2002) & Wang and Lin, (2005)). Singh et al., (2002) optimised the design of multiple 

tuned mass dampers and the effectiveness of the optimisation procedure is detailed with 

several numerical examples. The irmovative use of magnetorheological (MR) dampers as 

control for plan irregular structures was studied by Yoshida et al., (2003). The MR 

dampers provide semi-active control resulting in all of the responses o f the sample building 

tested being reduced. Li and Li, (2009) also investigated the use of MR dampers for semi-
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active control and found the MR dampers to be quite effective at mitigating the torsional 

response.

Base isolation has been used widely to reduce the response o f structural systems to 

earthquake excitation. Examples of base isolation strategies being applied to plan irregular 

structures include; Lee, (1980), Tena-Colunga and Gomez-Soberon, (2002), Lee and Ab- 

Malek, (2010) & Koren and Kilar, (2011). Tena-Colunga and Gomez-Soberon, (2002) 

found that the effectiveness o f the isolator system was reduced by increasing the degree of 

mass eccentricity. Lee and Ab-Malek, (2010) analysed a base isolation scheme for an L- 

shaped multi-storey building and observed that base isolation elongated the natural period 

of the structure helping to eliminate resonance effects at the predominant period of the 

earthquake. Results indicated that a properly designed base isolation system helped to 

eliminate the torsional response o f the plan irregular structure analysed.

Passive control has been briefly shown to be an effective tool for the reduction of the 

adverse torsional response of plan irregular structures. Semi-active and active control 

torsional response of building structures is an area of promising continuing further 

research.

2.9 Chapter Overview

An overview of research undertaken on plan irregular structures has been presented. The 

early research focused on simple single-storey structures that could be easily 

parameterised. The research was extended from linear to nonlinear analysis for single

storey structures. In more recent years, the behaviour of more realistic multi-storey plan 

irregular structures has been undertaken. From the literature review in this chapter, it is 

evident that conclusions on the seismic response plan irregular structures are weak and 

sometimes contradictory. Some research indicates the FS of the structure is subjected to 

greater demands than the SS of the structure and vice versa. It has been shown that 

research mainly focused on reinforced concrete structures and some steel moment resisting 

framed structures, but little research to date has been undertaken on concentrically braced 

plan irregular structures. Some of the important parameters/aspects o f behaviour that have 

been identified are; the location of the CM and CR, the torsional stiffness/flexiblity o f the 

structure and the level to which the structure is excited in the elastic/inelastic range. The
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aim of the research described in this thesis is to better understand the torsional response of 

plan irregular multi-storey steel braced structures and to assess the applicability o f the 

European design code. This is achieved through the joint use of experimentation and 

numerical analysis. The next chapter describe the numerical modelling technique given for 

concentrically braced plan irregular structures.
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CHAPTER THREE -  Numerical Modelling of Braced Plan
Irregular Steel Structures

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described the research that has taken place to date on plan irregular 

structures. In Chapter Two, it has been noted that there is a lack o f research into plan 

irregular concentrically braced steel frame structures. This chapter introduces the 

characteristics o f brace behaviour that affect the earthquake response o f such structures, 

and the proposed computational modelling approach to be used in the investigation o f  this 

behaviour. The important factors affecting the plan irregular response o f building 

structures and the modelling o f these parameters will be detailed.

3.2 Eurocode 8: Seismic Design of Concentrically Braced Structures

The fundamental aim o f this research is to investigate the dynamic behaviour o f 

concentrically braced plan irregular steel structures. As stated in the previous chapter, the 

design guidance for plan irregular structures in most design standards has been based on 

highly idealised single-storey structures. In this context, Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) will 

form the background to which this current research will take place. It is important to 

understand how Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) deals with the design o f concentrically braced 

steel frames in their own right, prior to their investigation in a plan irregular structure 

scenario.

Concentrically Braced Frames

Some o f the different types o f concentrically braced frames commonly used are shown in 

Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1(a) indicates an X-braced framed structure and Figure 3.1(b) 

indicates a decoupled diagonally braced framed structure. Both the X-braced and diagonal 

braced frames rely on dissipative zones in the tension braces only. Figure 3.1(c) indicates 

an inverted-V braced structure. The capacity o f the inverted-V braced structure relies on 

dissipative zones in the tension and compression diagonals. Figure 3.1(d) indicates a K- 

braced structure, whose design is not recommended for dissipative design.
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(b)(a)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.1: Types o f concentrically braced frames (a) X-bracing, (b) decoupled diagonal 
bracing, (c) inverted V-bracing and (d) K-bracing

The behaviour factor, q for the diagonally braced structures in Figure 3.1(a) & (b) in 

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) is 4, for both DCM (Ductility Class Medium) and DCH 

(Ductility Class High). The behaviour factor, q for the inverted-V braced structure in 

Figure 3.1(c) in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) has a lower bound o f 2.0 for DCM and 2.5 for 

DCH respectively. This project will only be concerned with the design o f X-braced frames 

and will not deal with the detail o f other concentrically braced structural forms.

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) prescribes conditions in relation to slenderness limits. For X- 

bracing the non-dimensional slenderness is limited by Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) as 

follows;

1.3 <  I  <  2.0 (3.1)

The lower limit o f 1.3 prevents the bracing members becoming too stocky, which could 

result in overloading o f the columns in the pre-buckling stage. The upper limit o f 2.0 

prevents the bracing members from being too slender, which could result in a poor 

hysteretic response. These limits in many cases can be the governing factor in design.
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An important point to note is that connection design is only considered conceptually in 

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)). No specific design procedure for specific connection types is 

presented in the code; however, preventing damage o f  the connection by providing 

sufficient overstrength in the connection is the method adopted. This helps to ensure that 

the members yield away from the connection. The connection design o f the proposed test 

frame will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Five.

Serviceability Limit State

The serviceability limit state is associated with the damage limitation requirement. The 

interstorey drift limitations prescribed by the code for buildings having non-structural 

brittle elements attached to the structure is;

drV < 0.005/1 (3.2)

where;

dr is the design interstorey drift obtained by analysis 

h is the storey height 

V is the reduction factor

The factor multiplying the storey height changes depending on the type o f structure. For 

buildings having ductile non-structural elements, the value o f this factor is 0.0075. For 

buildings having non-structural elements fixed to the structure in a way that does not affect 

the structural deformations, the value o f this factor is 0.01.

3.3 Concentric Bracing Behaviour

The aim o f a comprehensive numerical model is to capture the important behaviour o f 

brace members whilst remaining sufficiently efficient to be used in everyday analysis. A 

model is required that can capture the nonlinear cyclic response displayed by a strut 

undergoing alternative and repeated compression buckling and tensile yielding to 

significant levels o f axial deformation and ductility demand. This section provides a brief 

introduction to the different analytical methods o f  replicating the structural behaviour o f
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bracing members. Examples of experimental studies undertaken on bracing members 

include; Jain et al., (1978), Black et al., (1980), Popov and Black, (1981), Tremblay et al., 

(2003), Boutros, (1999) & Goggins, (2004). In particular, testing by Black et al., (1980) 

has been used extensively by researchers for analytic brace model validation. Researchers 

have created different types of analytical models based on the observations from 

experimental data. As stated by Uriz et al., (2008), the three different types of existing 

analytical models for steel braces are; phenomenological models, physical theory (Ikeda 

and Mahin, (1984)) and three-dimensional finite element models.

Phenomenological Models aim to imitate the hysteretic behaviour o f brace members 

using physically observed axial force-deformation curves (Longo et al., (2008)). The 

phenomenological models are computationally very efficient; however, numerous 

empirical parameters need to be inputted into the models. If the empirical data for a 

particular specimen does not exist, then other models are needed. Therefore, 

phenomenological models are case specific and not suitable for a generalised solution. As 

stated by Huang and Mahin, (2010), phenomenological models are typical pin-ended truss 

members with a prescribed axial force-deformation relationship that mimics the hysteretic 

response of the brace. Examples of phenomenological models include Zayas et al., (1980), 

Ikeada et al., (1984) & Khatib et al., (1988).

Physical Theory Models use simplified theoretical formulations based on physical 

observations to model the hysteretic behaviour o f a brace member. Physical theory models 

are a combination o f phenomenological models and the finite element approach (Longo et 

al., (2008)). Physical theory models use input parameters based on material properties such 

as yield strength and elastic modulus in conjunction with geometric properties such as 

cross-sectional area and moment of inertia (Jin and El-Tawil, (2003)). A typical example 

of a physical theory model is two elastic elements connected by a plastic hinge at the mid

span. In these models, assumptions are being made about the strain distribution across a 

section (Huang and Mahin, (2010)) and assuming between plastic hinges the element 

remains elastic. The typical physical theory model only incorporates uni-directional 

properties resulting in multi-axis stress states and three-dimensional phenomena such as 

local buckling not represented in the response. Examples of physical theory models of 

brace members include; Maison and Popov, (1980), Ikeda and Mahin, (1984), Boutros, 

(1999), Fell et al., (2006), Uriz et al., (2008) & Dicleli and Calik, (2008).

Continuum Finite Element Models explicitly model the geometry and material behaviour 

of the brace member. The above mentioned models are special types o f finite element
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models, however, continuum finite element models aim to overcome drawbacks in tl 

above mentioned models by incorporating multi-axis stress states and three-dimension 

phenomena. Examples of continuum finite element models of brace members include Fe 

et al., (2006), Kanvinde and Deierlein, (2007), Huang and Mahin, (2008) & (2009). Tl 

models accurately replicate hysteretic behaviour and can include three-dimension 

phenomena such as local buckling. However, finite element models require considerab 

computational time and effort when compared to the other forms of analytical model 

Typically, the continuum finite element models are used for local models consisting of 

few structural components rather than modelling an entire structure. Even with modei 

computers, the computational time and effort is too onerous for most design situation 

Some drawbacks of basic continuum finite element models are the inability to indue 

material failure, such as fracture, and large defomiations as they are not incorporated in tl 

model (Huang and Mahin, (2010)). More complex finite element packages or specificall 

developed finite element packages can incorporate complex behaviour such as fracture ar 

large deformation. These continuum models tend to be computational very expensive.

The numerical implementation o f bracing hysteresis response used in this thesis is base 

on physical theory and will be discussed in further detail in Sections 3.3 & 3.4.

Hysteretic Behaviour o f  Steel Braces

A brief overview of the inelastic cyclic behaviour of a brace member can be seen in Figui 

3.2. On Branch A of the loading curve from Point 0 to Point 1, the brace is axially loade 

in compression. Due to initial imperfections in the brace member, the brace axiall 

shortens and the brace deflects laterally (either in- or out-of plane). At Point 1, th 

maximum compressive load is reached as the brace buckles. After Point 1 in Branch B c 

the hysteresis, the brace deflects laterally at mid-span to accommodate increasing axi< 

displacement. A plastic hinge begins to form at mid-span which leads to a reduction i 

capacity (Elghazouli, (2003)). At Point 2, the maximum compression displacement o f th< 

cycle is reached and load reversal occurs. In Branch C, elastic recovery occurs when th 

load is reversed. Branch C has a smaller slope than the Branch A due to the residual laten 

displacement at mid-span following the compression loading phase (Dicleli and Calil 

(2008)). In Branch D, tensile yielding occurs. By Point 4, the bending moment i 

effectively zero in the section at mid-span and the brace is essentially straight. Branch  ̂

represents uniaxial plastic elongation of the brace. At Point 5, the direction of loading i 

reversed. Elastic unloading occurs in Branch F as the tensile force reduces. From Point i
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the brace is in compression. In Branch G, compressive loading results in a reduced 

buckling load at Point 7 due to residual deflections in the brace member, i.e. at the end of 

the initial cycle, the brace member did not straighten completely resulting in a residual 

displacement which reduces the buckling capacity. In Branch H, the brace response 

continues as described above from Branch B.

/ p / - -

Figure 3.2: Hysteresis zones o f axial cyclic response o f brace member (Dicleli and Calik,
(2008))

Two important effects o f cyclic inelastic loading o f steel members are the Baushinger 

effect (Bauschinger, (1886)) and the Growth effect. An accurate material model needs to 

implement these effects in order to replicate cyclic brace behaviour accurately. The 

Baushinger effect is named after Johann Baushinger who performed the first measurements 

of elastic limits under repeated loads and noted that after plastic deformation from loading 

in one direction, the stress was lower for subsequent loading in the opposite direction 

(Simsir et al., (2010)). The Baushinger effect can be seen in Figure 3.3, where the tensile 

yield strength increases at a cost o f the reduction in the compressive strength of the brace 

section. When a specimen is loaded in tension and then reloaded in compression, it is 

observed that the yield occurs at a reduced stress (Hill, (1998)). McCIintock and Argon, 

(1966) observed that there was some material work hardening as well as softening. It can 

also be observed in Figure 3.3 that the material modulus o f elasticity (stiffness) softens in 

proportion to the number o f loading cycles that have been executed.
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Figure 3.3: Baushinger effect and growth effect (Dicleli and Calik, (2008))

The Growth effect can be seen in the compression unloading and tension loading part o f 

the cycle. During cyclic loading, typically for three cycles, the brace is subjected to the 

same magnitude o f maximum tensile force. However, as can be seen in Figure 3.3, during 

this phase o f unloading and loading, the axial displacement increases. Even though the 

brace may not have yielded and the brace is subjected to the same load at each cycle, this 

causes the brace to lengthen (Dicleli and Calik, (2008)). This phenomenon is known as the 

Growth effect. The reason for the Growth effect is degradation o f the axial stiffness during 

the elastic unloading (Branch C Figure 3.2) and tension loading (Branch D Figure 3.2).

3.4 OpenSees Computational Platform

The computational platform used to model the behaviour o f the structural systems in this 

project is OpenSees (Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation) (M cKenna et 

al., (2000)). OpenSees is an open source object oriented framework for finite element 

analysis. Unlike many commercial finite element packages, OpenSees gives the user 

control over almost all o f the analysis parameters, thus giving the user a greater 

understanding o f their model. It is possible to use OpenSees with a graphic user interface 

(GUI) called OpenSeesNavigator (Schellenberg and Yang, (2006)), however in this project
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a string-based scripting language called Tool Command Language (TCL) (ActiveState, 

(2010)) is used to call the different methods available in OpenSees.

OpenSees has become increasingly popular amongst the engineering research community 

as the tool to perform inelastic dynamic analysis. OpenSees provides control for the user of 

almost every modelling parameter used to perform nonlinear time history analysis. This 

user controllability is the fundamental reason why researchers use OpenSees rather than 

other off the shelf finite element software packages in which much o f the analyses 

parameters choices are predefined. OpenSees provides an extensive library o f 

materials/element and it is possible to create an element/material. In the context o f this 

thesis, OpenSees provides the additional benefit o f compatibility with the hybrid test 

procedure being implemented in this thesis, in that the hybrid test software was initially 

developed to be compatible with OpenSees. The remainder o f this section provides a brief 

description o f  the computational aspects o f OpenSees.

General

The model builder object in OpenSees creates the domain that, as in any finite element 

software, subdivides the structure into elements, nodes, forces and constraints. The 

structure o f the domain object is shown in Figure 3.4. As shown in Figure 3.4, the model 

builder objects in OpenSees are; element, node, muUiple point constraint, single point 

constraint, load pattern and time series.

Node

ElementalLoad

SP_Constralnt

NodalLoad

M P_Constraint Load Pattern

Material

Time Series

SP _C onstrain t

E lem ent

Domain

Figure 3.4: Domain object in OpenSees (Mazzoni et al., (2006))

The Domain object is linked to the Analysis and Recorder objects in OpeSees to combine 

together to perform finite element simulations. Some o f the fundamental finite element 

components o f inelastic time history analysis such as; damping, numerical elements, 

material models, recorders and analysis objects will be discussed herein.
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Mass & Damping

The analysis of framed structures used in this thesis models the mass as discrete lumped 

masses at the nodes. Lumping the masses at the nodes is a structural idealisation and 

therefore is an approximation of the reality of structural mass distribution.

Rayleigh damping is used in OpenSees to apply damping to the physical system. Rayleigh 

damping is also referred to as stiffness and mass proportional damping and is widely used 

in computer programs. The formulation of Rayleigh damping is given below:

[C] =  a[M] +  p[K] (3.3)

f  =  a/2co +  P(i)/2

where;

C is the damping matrix of the framed structure 

A/is the mass matrix of the framed structure 

K  is the stiffness matrix of the framed structure 

a 8l P are the Rayleigh damping parameters 

CO is the fundamental period o f the structure 

^ is the structural damping

It is apparent from Equation 3.3, i f P is ignored, known as alpha damping, the a-parameter 

is calculated from a known value of damping, ^ (a = 2^co). Alpha damping is good at 

damping out lower modes of vibration. If a is ignored, known as beta damping, the higher 

modes of vibration are damped. Alpha damping is the viscous component and beta 

damping is the stiffness component of damping.

It should be noted that only using alpha damping means that only the first mode of 

vibration is damped. The second mode of vibration would be damped if the alpha and beta 

proportional damping was used. The fundamental and second frequency of the structure is 

approximately 16 and 33 Hz, respectively, for the structure considered. As can be seen in 

Figure 3.5, the first two frequencies are far enough away from each other that only the 

fundamental frequency is of importance.
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Figure 3.5: Frequency plot of first two frequencies for Taiwan excitation

Numerical Elements and Sections

A  structure can be modelled using frame elements or continuum mechanics elements in 

OpenSees. For the analysis undertaken in this thesis, frame elements are used to model a 

structure as per the physical theory model representation discussed in Section 3.1. For 

further details on the capabilities of OpenSees, refer to the user manual (Mazzoni et al., 

(2006)) or the OpenSees website http://opensees.berkeley.edu/.

steel square 
hollow section 
 (SHS)

Figure 3.6: (a) OpenSees numerical element and (b) fiber cross-section discretisation of
square hollow section

In order to define the properties of a frame element for analysis, a finite element cross- 

section is specified. The section command creates a stress-strain relationship at integration 

points along the beam-column element as shown in Figure 3.6(a). The integration points 

provide locations along an element where the stress and strains are calculated by the Gauss 

points in the cross section. In Figure 3.6(a), there are 7 No. integration points along the 

length, L of the element. These elements can be elastic or nonlinear and within the 

formulation the assumption of plane sections remaining plane is made. The fiber command

(a) (b)

node integration 
/  point

element
sub-division'
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used in conjunction w ith the section com m and at the location o f  the integration points is 

used to discretise the section into sm aller regions as show n in Figure 3.6(b). In Figure 

3.6(b), the section is divided into 5 No. fiber elem ent cross section subdivisions across the 

w idth o f  each thin w alled section and 10 No. fiber elem ent cross section subdivisions along 

the length o f  each th in  w alled section. The Gauss points w ithin the subdivided ‘patches’ 

provide the approxim ation o f  stress and strain.

M aterial Models

The list o f  m aterial m odels a user can define in O penSees is extensive. The m aterial 

m odels range from  the m ost basic, such as elastic perfectly plastic m odels to com plex 

reinforced concrete m odels. The range o f  m aterial m odels are too extensive to list here. 

Refer to M azzoni et al., (2006) or the O penSees wiki website 

(h ttp://opensees.berkeley.edu/w iki) for further details. In term s o f  this thesis, a 

com prehensive steel m aterial m odel is required to adequately replicate the inelastic cyclic 

response o f  braced m em bers. The G iuffre-M enegotto-P into M aterial m odel (M enegotto 

and Pinto, (1973)) was selected and is detailed in the next section (Section 3.5).

S o lver
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Figure 3.7: Analysis object in OpenSees (Mazzoni et al., (2006))

Analysis Objects

The analysis object m oves the m odel from  state tim e M o a state at tim e t+8t. Figure 3.7 

illustrates the analysis objects available to the user in O penSees. A s show n in Figure 3.7 

the analysis options give the user control over; the m ethod o f  applying boundary 

constraints, num bering the degrees o f  freedom , analysis type, m atrix  solvers, static and 

transient num erical integrators and linear system  o f  equation solvers. M ost com m ercial
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finite element packages do not offer the user a range o f  choice when performing an 

analysis.

Recorders

Recorders are then used to monitor user-defined parameters in the model during an 

analysis. Recorders include node, element, drift, envelope recorder and display. Nodal 

recorders record displacement, velocity, acceleration and reaction whereas element 

recorders record global/local force, stiffness, deformation and stress/strain.

3.5 OpenSees M odelling of Brace Members

This section details the numerical modelling o f brace members using OpenSees. The 

modelling o f brace members can be performed in OpenSees using physical theory models, 

as described in Section 3.3. Firstly, the optimal modelling parameters for the OpenSees 

physical theory modelling approach and the optimal choice o f  material model and analysis 

parameters will be discussed. The proposed numerical model will be validated against 

experimental results o f two-dimensional cyclic tests o f brace members and three- 

dimensional nonlinear dynamic tests o f braced frames.

3.5.1 Optimal Model Parameters

Firstly, the modelling parameters that can affect the response o f a computational 

representation o f a braced member need to be explored. Using OpenSees, a physical theory 

model composed o f nonlinear beam-column elements to capture inelastic deformations in 

conjunction with a reasonably sophisticated steel material model was used to represent the 

brace member response. Physical theory models replicate the cyclic/dynamic behaviour o f 

brace members using two beam-column elements and applying an out-of-plane camber to 

the mid-span node incorporates the geometric imperfection o f a brace member, thus 

enabling global buckling. The finite element fiber cross-section replicates the material 

properties o f the brace member. The combination o f the out-of-plane camber o f the frame 

elements with the fiber cross-sectional representation results in an accurate physical theory 

model. The important computational factors dictating the numerical response o f the brace 

member include; the number o f beam-column elements representing the member, number
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of integration points, number o f fiber element subdivisions in the cross section and the out- 

of-plane straightness.
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Figure 3.8: (a) M odel geom etry, loading and section discretisation for parameter study (b) 
effect o f initial imperfection on buckling behaviour o f strut (Uriz et al., (2008))

A numerical analysis parametric study was undertaken by Uriz et al., (2008) to verify the 

optimal numerical modelling parameters for replicating brace member behaviour during 

cyclic loading. Uriz et al., (2008) performed a series o f analyses on the cyclic inelastic 

buckling o f steel braces using OpenSees to investigate the effect o f the initial camber, 

number o f elements and level o f discretisation o f cross-section. The strut model geometry 

and initial section discretisation are shown in Figure 3.8(a) and an example o f the results 

from the parameter study for level initial imperfect on the buckling behaviour are shown in 

Figure 3.8(b). It can be seen from Figure 3.7(b) that the level o f initial imperfection has a 

significant effect on the buckling load. From the computational parametric study 

undertaken by Uriz et al., (2008), the most accurate and efficient OpenSees model for 

brace members have been identified as follows:

• Nonlinear beam column elements used to represent the brace members

• 2 No. elements to represent each brace member

• 0.1% out-of-plane initial cambre at the mid-length node to induce buckling

• 7 No. integration points along each element

• 5 No. fiber element cross section subdivisions across the width o f each thin walled 

section

• 10 No. fiber element cross section subdivisions along each thin walled section

• A uniaxial steel material model based on the Giuffre-M enegotto-Pinto (M enegotto 

and Pinto, (1973)) model with isotropic strain hardening
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In terms o f seismic performance, energy dissipation, initial buckling and xxx are all 

important responses to model accurately. Say how initial buckling was found to be 

reasonable accurate. This is based on initial imperfection in brace member.

Steel Material Model

There are two predefined material models available in OpenSees, SteelOl & Steel02. The 

SteelOl material model constructs a uniaxial steel material with kinematic hardening and 

optional isotropic hardening described by a nonlinear evolution equation. The Steel02 

model constructs a Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto (Menegotto and Pinto, (1973)) uniaxial steel 

material model with isotropic strain hardening. The Giuffre-M enegotto-Pinto was used as 

the material model in analysis because the model allows greater control over the elastic to 

plastic branches o f the material behaviour as compared to the SteelOl model. The Giuffre- 

Menegotto-Pinto (Menegotto and Pinto, (1973)) material model is defined in OpenSees as 

follows;

uniaxialM aterial Steel02 SmatTag $Fy SE $b SRO $cR l $cR2 Sal Sa2 $a3 $a4

where; matTag is the unique object integer tag

Fy is the yield strength o f the material (N/mm^)

E  is the Young’s modulus (N/mm^) 

b is the strain hardening ratio (%)

RO, cR l & cR2 are parameters controlling the response from the transition region 

from linear to nonlinear behaviour

a l  & a2 are isotropic hardening parameters governing the increase in compression 

yield envelope after plastic strain

a3 & a4 are isotropic hardening parameters governing the increase in tension yield 

envelope after plastic strain

Elastic-plastic Material Response Transition

Within the steel material model, parameters are available to control the transition from the 

elastic to plastic parts o f the material response. The R-value defines how closely the 

transition from elastic to plastic fits a bilinear transition.
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Figure 3.9: Graph o f stress vs. strain for Steel02 material model with varying (a) RO value,
(b) cR l value and (c) cR2 value

As can be seen in Figure 3.8, the R-value governs the transition from the elastic to plastic 

regions of the stress-strain profile. The larger the RO value, the closer the transition is to an 

idealised bilinear stress-strain transition as can be seen in Figure 3.9(a). Values of RO = 20, 

cRl = 0.925 and cR2 = 0.15 were chosen and are the recommended values in the OpenSees 

command manual (Mazzoni et al., (2006)). The cR l parameter affects the change in 

stiffness in the material. A value of cR l -  0.925 results in a gradual change in stiffness 

whereas a value of cR l = 0.0 results in an abrupt change in stiffness as can be seen in 

Figure 3.9(b). The cR2 parameter controls the deterioration in subsequent load cycles. A 

value of cR2 = 1.0 results in an idealised uniaxial material response where the inelastic 

branch of the response has the same outline path for each subsequent loading phase as 

shown in Figure 3.9(c). A value of cR2 = 0.15 results in a more gradual deterioration in 

subsequent load cycles as shown in Figure 3.9(c). For a comprehensive review o f the 

modelling parameters for the Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto Material model (Menegotto and 

Pinto, (1973)), refer to OpenSees wiki website (http://opensees.berkeley.edu/wiki).
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Isotropic Hardening Parameters

Within the steel material model, parameters are available to define the isotropic hardening 

properties of the material, namely a l, a2, a3 & a4.

(b)

a

Stra ir M 10'

(a)
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(c)
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Figure 3.10: Graph of stress vs. strain for Steel02 material model for a3 parameter variation 
(a) a3 = 0 & -0.1, (b) a3 = 0 & 0.1 & (c) a i  = 0 »& 0.5 (Model has a l  = 0, a2 = I & a4 = I)

A  negative a l value will result in compressive softening and a positive a l value will result 

in compressive hardening. A large value (e.g. 5) of a2 will result in the tension and 

compression branches being similar with slight compressive hardening. A value of 1.0 for 

a2 will result in the tension and compression branches being the same. Smaller values of 

a2 will result in hardening of the compressive branch of the response. If a3 is zero, the 

compressive and tensile branches are the same, as can be seen in Figure 3.10. A negative 

value of a3 results in softening of the tension branches {a3 = -0.1 in Figure 3.10(a)) and a 

positive value of a3 results in hardening of the tension branches {a3 = 0.1 in Figure 3.10(b) 

& {a3 = 0.5 in Figure 3.10(c)). A value of a4 = 1.0 will result in the tension and 

compression branches being the same. A value of a4 less than 1 will result in tension 

hardening. A larger value (e.g. 5) of a4 results in the tension branches being similar with 

slight tension hardening. Values of a l = 0.0, a2 = 1.0, a3 = 0.0 and a4 = 1.0, were selected 

for the material model replicating the default values in OpenSees. The selected parameters
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gave slight tension and compressive hardening. For a comprehensive review o f the 

modelling parameters for the Giuffre-M enegotto-Pinto material model (Menegotto and 

Pinto, (1973)), refer to OpenSees wiki website (http://opensees.berkeley.edu/wiki).

Summary

The material model allows definition o f the yield strength, Young’s modulus and strain 

hardening ratio. However, more advanced control over the transition from elastic to plastic 

branches and isotropic hardening properties o f the material are available.

3.5.2 Modelling the Cyclic Response of Brace Members

The computational model o f the brace member referred to in the previous section was 

validated against cyclical tests undertaken by Goggins, (2004). The experimental set-up is 

shown in Figure 3.11(a) and the numerical model o f the test set-up is shown in Figure 

3.11(b). The model is a two-dimensional model with the stiffener and SHS defined by fiber 

sections with nonlinear beam column elements. The stiffener plate and SHS brace member 

are combined in the fiber section between Nodes 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 as shown in Figure 

3.11(b). A uniaxial steel material model as defined in the previous section is used. For 

further details on the experimental setup, cyclic loading, material properties and test results 

refer to Goggins, (2004), Goggins, (2005) or Goggins, (2006). The two test specimens that 

were computationally modelled are 1100mm (including end restraint conditions) long 

20x20x2.0mm SHS and 40x40x2.5mm SHS specimens respectively. The results o f  the 

experiment and numerical model can be seen in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13. Load cycles 

as follows were undertaken on each specimen during the cyclic testing schedule; one cycle 

o f ±6y/4, one cycle o f ±25y/4, one cycle o f  ±35y/4, one cycle o f ±5y, three cycles o f  ±25y 

followed by three cycles ±(2+2n)6y, where n = 1, 2, 3....etc.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Test specimen and (b) numerical model of cyclic experiments (Goggins,
(2004))
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Figure 3.12 shows the experimental and numerical results for the cyclic test on the 

20x20x2mm SHS specimen. From Figure 3.12, it can be seen that the agreement between 

the experimental results and computational model is good. The evolution o f the tensile 

strength and hysteretic behaviour o f the response is well modelled. There is an 

overestimation o f the initial buckling load o f 17.7% by the numerical model but in later 

cycles the buckling capacity is well predicted. The post-buckling phase is softer in the 

experimental data, resulting in the residual compressive capacity being overestimated in 

the numerical model. The tensile loading phase and peak tensile capacity is modelled 

accurately with a 1.6% difference in the peak tensile load. The Baushinger effect 

(Bauschinger, (1886)) is modelled well, particularly in the buckling phases o f  the response, 

as can be seen in Figure 3.12. A negative strain hardening ratio o f -1.0% was used in each 

o f the analyses in order to replicate the reduced tensile capacity o f the member in 

subsequent loading phases. With the large number o f  cycles, it is difficult to see the 

Growth Effect in Figure 3.12 however; the Growth Effect was modelled accurately. No 

local buckling was observed during the experimental response o f  this specimen.
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Figure 3.12: Graph of load vs. displacement for 20x20x2mm SHS specimen (test results
courtesy of (Goggins, 2004))

Figure 3.13 shows the test and numerical results for the cyclic loading o f  the 

40x40x2.5mm SHS specimen. From Figure 3.13, it can be seen that the response o f the test 

specimen is modelled with reasonable accuracy and shows acceptable agreement. In the 

test, the member failed by combined overall lateral buckling and local buckling at the 

plastic hinge locations. There is an overestimation o f  the peak tensile capacity in the 

numerical model o f 8.9%. There is an overestimation o f 3.5% o f the initial buckling load in 

the numerical model. As for the 20x20x2mm SHS, the post-buckling phase is softer in the
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experimental data resulting in the residual compressive capacity being overestimated in the 

numerical model. The point o f fracture in this test specimen was not observed in the 

model, thus leading to an overestimation o f the evolution o f the tensile strength. The 

numerical model does not have the capability to model fracture.
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Figure 3.13: Graph of load vs. displacement for 40x40x2.5mm SHS specimen (test results
courtesy of (Goggins, 2004))

The results o f the analyses in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 indicate the proposed model is 

capable o f predicting the peak resistance with a reasonable level o f  accuracy. The energy 

dissipation is modelled successfully in the 20x20x2mm SHS and less well in the 

40x40x2.5mm SHS specimen. The stiffness o f both test specimens is predicted with 

reasonable accuracy by the OpenSees model. The model is more accurate for the more 

slender specimen (Figure 3.12) as compared to the less slender specimen (Figure 3.13) 

because local buckling occurs in the less slender specimen. The numerical representation 

o f the physical theory using non linear beam-column elements does not take into account 

local buckling effects. In order to capture local buckling, a solid mechanics approach using 

continuous finite element model (see Zienkiewicz and Taylor, (2005)) or a unique 

constitutive model to represent the particular example would be required. The material 

model used and finite element representation implemented in this model does not have the 

capability to model fracture in an element. In this context the most accurate physical theory 

model using non linear beam-column elements for both the 20x20x2mm SHS and 

40x40x2.5mm SHS specimen was chosen.
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3.5.3 Modelling the 3D Nonlinear Dynamic Response of Braced Frames

In the previous section, the validation o f the brace member model was undertaken using 

static experimental data. The proposed analysis o f  plan irregular structures requires three- 

dimensional models to allow for torsional effects and nonlinear time history analysis. The 

next step is to validate the dynamic analysis o f three-dimensional braced steel structures 

using inelastic time history analysis. Important model parameters such as the boundary 

conditions, modelling o f damping, support excitation and element connectivity need to be 

verified. The study presented in this section provides a means to create a reliable numerical 

modelling template in OpenSees for the three-dimensional inelastic time history analysis o f 

braced frame structures subjected to ground motion excitation.

 11 '

^ A 1 t

iteaptr. I ,
.......

Figure 3.14: Concentrically braced frame test set-up (a) elevation and (b) plan view (masses
not shown) (Goggins, (2004))

The concentrically braced test frame in Figure 3.14 was tested by Goggins, (2004) in the 

Laboratory for Earthquake Engineering o f  the National Technical University o f Athens. 

The test frame comprises o f 4 No. HE 160M xl80 columns, 2 No. 280M x310 primary 

beams, 3 No. HE 180Axl71 secondary beams and varying sizes o f bracing members. In 

the series o f tests, the bracing members used were as follows; 50x25x2.5mm RHS, 

20x20x2.0mm SHS and 40x40x2.5mm SHS. During some o f the tests, the bracing 

members were filled with a concrete mix with a self compacting admixture. OpenSees was 

used to perform a dynamic time history analysis o f the response o f this concentrically 

braced test frame to the ground acceleration record imposed during the test; namely the El 

Centro record scaled to a peak ground acceleration o f 0 .8Iĝ . The numerical model is a 

three-dimensional representation o f the test structure shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.15: Graph of displacement vs. time Figure 3.16: Graph of acceleration vs. time
for 3D inelastic El Centro time history for 3D inelastic El Centro time history

analysis for Node A3 analysis for Node A3

Figure 3.15 indicates the results o f the displacement o f  Node A3 (as per Figure 3.14) for 

both the numerical model and test data. The braced specimens in this test were 

50x25x2.5mm RHS. From Figure 3.15 it can be seen that the displacement response 

history o f the test structure is quite accurately modelled. The period o f the numerical 

model response matches well with the test data, however the peak displacements are 

overestimated, particularly around 5 to 6 seconds. The peak difference in the maximum 

displacement between the numerical model and test results is 29.1%. Similarly in Figure 

3.16, the modelled acceleration response is reasonably well matched to the test data; the 

peak difference in the maximum acceleration between the numerical model and test results 

being 23.8%. One possible source o f inaccuracy in the predictive model is the level o f 

damping used. The peak responses are not predicted with a high degree o f  accuracy 

indicating the damping was under-estimated. Overall, the numerical model provided 

reasonable accuracy in the prediction o f the response o f the test structure.

From the OpenSees dynamic numerical model o f the test structure, the following points to 

note about the analysis are:

• Geometric detail o f the test structure was o f great importance in accurately 

modelling the brace response. For example, explicitly modelling the stub sections 

that were to represent a pinned connection at the column top and base resulted in a 

much more accurate model response. Assuming the columns were spanned from 

the shake table to the beam connection and applying pinned restraints at the nodes 

did not capture the response o f the test specimen accurately.
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• In a three dimensional model, out-of-plane camber in the bracing members is 

required in both axes to account for buckling behaviour in both o f  the horizontal 

axes.

• The equal degree o f freedom command in OpenSees was used to connect the brace 

members to the support connections. The equal degree o f freedom command 

applies the same degrees o f freedom o f a master node to a slave node.

• The zero length element that can be used to connect two nodes at the same location 

i.e. for the brace end connections, resulted in convergence issues because the 

stiffness o f the zero length element had to be large in order to constrain the 

connection as required. The zero length element constrains two nodes at the same 

location by a zero length element with high stiffness.

• The rigid diaphragm command in OpenSees could not be used to model the floor 

diaphragm. The rigid diaphragm command enforces the same degrees o f freedom 

o f all the selected nodes as per a master node. When the rigid diaphragm command 

was used, the nodes between beams are constrained resulting in very large axial 

forces in the beam members. The large axial forces resulted in a lack o f 

convergence o f the numerical integration due to incompatible element forces. The 

individual nodes at each floor were assigned adequate nodal fixity to replicate the 

floor diaphragm response.

• The uniform excitation command was used for the transient analysis. Using the 

uniform excitation command, the displacements between the support nodes and 

other non-support nodes is absolute i.e. the support nodes do not displace and are 

fixed by their constraints.

• The multiple support excitation command can also be used for transient analysis. 

When using the multiple support excitation, the displacements between the support 

nodes and other non-support nodes is absolute i.e. the support nodes displace as if 

they were connected to a moving support. It was observed that for any duplicate 

nodes connected by a zero length element or equal degree o f freedom command a 

displacement was assigned to the support node, but the duplicate node remained in 

its approximate location. This resulted in the restraint between the two duplicate 

nodes not being enforced correctly and resulted in convergence issues during the 

analysis.
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3.6 Plan Irregular Concentrically Braced Frame Numerical Representation

As discussed above, the results o f cyclical tests on axial loaded members and the dynamic 

shake table tests o f a concentrically braced frame have been modelled reasonably 

accurately by the respective OpenSees numerical models. The next step is to progress the 

numerical model representation o f a concentrically braced steel structure to that o f  a plan 

irregular concentrically braced steel framed structure. The model will be used for analysis 

o f the effect o f  variation o f  key structural parameters within realistic ranges. The following 

sections will detail the numerical model and specific parameters taken into consideration.

In order to accurately represent torsional seismic response in a plan irregular structure, the 

computational model needs to be a three-dimensional model. The torsional stiffness o f the 

individual structural elements needs to be included and the three-dimensional 

representation o f the structure is necessary in order to reflect the different demands 

experienced on each side o f the structure. In this section, the important physical properties 

o f a structure that influence its irregular response will be detailed and the numerical 

representations o f these properties will be discussed.

3.6.1 Mass Distribution

As described in Chapter One, asymmetric or plan irregular structures are those in which 

seismic response is not only translational but also torsional due to stiffness and/or mass 

eccentricity in the structure. In-plan static eccentricity, is defined as the distance between 

the Centre o f Mass (CM) and Centre o f Resistance (CR) o f the structure at each floor, as 

can be seen in Figure 3.17. Structures are therefore either; Torsionally Balanced (TB) with 

no static eccentricity, or Torsionally Unbalanced (TU) with static eccentricity, In this 

research, one o f the most important factor affecting the torsional response o f the structure 

is an irregular mass distribution in-plan. Due to the uneven distribution o f mass, the 

structure has a stiffer side (SS) and a more flexible side (FS) as can be seen in Figure 3.17. 

The SS has the mass distributed towards it and the FS has the mass distributed away from 

it. The distribution o f the mass towards the left hand side o f the structure as shown in 

Figure 3.17 places a greater demand on the structure. Increasing the lateral resistance of 

this side o f the structure results in this side o f the structure being stiffer, hence the term 

stiff side (SS). As discussed in the Chapter Two, researchers refer to the SS o f the structure 

because the structure under investigation has a greater lateral stiffness on one side o f the 

structure as compared to the other. Other researchers investigated the response o f in-plan
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m ass eccentricity only. Typically in these structures, the structure is sym m etrically  stiff 

and researchers refer to the SS o f  the structure as the side o f  the structure w ith the m ass 

distributed away from  it. The CR has not been altered, but the CM  has m oved away from  

the CR.

The concentrically  braced steel structure used to investigate plan irregularity is a three- 

storey, tw o-by-one bay fram ed structure as show n in Figure 3.17. The colum ns are 203 UC 

46 colum ns on every storey and are sim ply supported in the x-direction. Concentric 

bracing provides the lateral support at each end fram e in the x-direction. The beam s are 

305x165x40m m  UB sections throughout. The structure has a 2.5m  high first (ground) 

storey, a 2.2m  high second storey and a 2 .2m  high third storey, providing typical 

architectural storey heights. The structure is sim plified to only have two bays such that the 

torsional response can be understood with greater clarity.
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Figure 3.17: Plan view o f structure with plan irregularity (lumped masses not shown)

The range o f  values being considered in this project are show n in Table 3.1. The 

proposed m axim um  static eccentricity, is 0 .15L,  as any greater level o f  m ass distribution 

w ould be very unlikely in a real-w orld scenario. For the idealised structure show n in 

Figure 3.17, an o f  0 .151 arises for a m ass o f  0.533 tim es the total floor m ass at the SS 

colum ns and a m ass o f  0.233 tim es the total floor m ass at the Centre and FS colum ns o f  the 

structure, as indicated in Table 3.1. A  value o f  o f  0 .15Z, resuhs in a significant shift in 

m ass from  the CR and is three tim es that taken into consideration for the accidental torsion 

provision in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)).
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Table 3.1: Mass eccentricity factors for varying levels of static eccentricity

Static Eccentricity Mass Factor SS Mass Factor Centre Mass Factor FS

O.OL 0.25 0.5 0.25

0.025L 0.367 0.317 0.317

0.05L 0.4 0.3 0.3

0.075L 0.433 0.283 0.283

O.IL 0.467 0.267 0.267

0.125L 0.5 0.25 0.25

0.15L 0.533 0.233 0.233

3.6.2 Lateral Torsional Frequency

One o f  the m ost im portant factors in the torsional response o f  a p lan  irregular structure is 

the lateral torsional frequency ratio, Q.0. For < 1, the structure is considered to be 

torsionally flexible, and if  Q.o > 1. the structure is considered to be torsionally  stiff. The 

calculation o f  Q,o is show n in Equation 3.4;

_(O 0 _ r ^  (3.4)
—  —

(Oy

where; cog is the uncoupled torsional frequency

cOy is the uncoupled translational frequency in the y-direction

ri( is the stiffness radius o f  gyration about the centre o f  resistance

is the m ass radius o f  gyration about the centre o f  m ass

In order to calculate the lateral torsional frequency ratio, D.g, the stiffness radius o f  gyration 

about the centre o f  resistance, ric is calculated as follows;

(KeV̂  (3 5 )

where Ky is the total lateral stiffness o f  the elem ents parallel to the y-axis and K g  is the total 

torsional stiffness about the centre o f  resistance, defined in the follow ing Equation 3.6;
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n n ( 3 .6 )
^0  =  ^  kyi iXi  -  e)2 +  ^  k^. y f

i=l i=l

where; n is the number o f  elements

kyi is the lateral stiffness o f  each element in the y-direction

Xj is the distance from the element being considered to the centre o f  resistance in 

the x-direction

e is the eccentricity o f  the element from the centre o f  mass

yi  is the distance from the element being considered to the centre o f  resistance in 

the y-dircction

The mass radius o f  gyration about the centre o f  mass is calculated as follows;

where; Ixi is the major axis second moment o f  area about the centre o f  mass and m  is the 

nodal masses for each element. Equation 3.7 is the same for the mass radius o f  gyration in 

the y-direction, however 7̂ , replaces Ixi as follows;

The Q.e values that will be studied in this project are 0.75, 0.875, 1.0, 1.125 and 1.25. 

These levels provide a good distribution o f  torsionally stiff and torsionally flexible 

structures while remaining in the realistic range. The value o f  Cle is varied in the idealised 

structure by changing the mass applied to the structure resulting in a change in period. The

1.25 as an equal amount o f  for a torsionally stiff structure needed to be checked.

(3 .7 )

(3 .8 )

lower bound o f  o f  0.75 required a load factor o f  almost 2.0 times the gravity load to be 

applied to the structure. The lower bound o f  0.75 therefore dictated the upper bound o f
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3.6.3 Plan Aspect Ratio

The plan aspect ratio is the ratio between the length (Z,) and width (A) o f the building in 

plan (see Figure 3.17). It may be expected that a long and slender structure with a high 

plan aspect ratio experiences a different torsional response during an earthquake event 

compared to a structure with a lower aspect ratio. The plan aspect ratio will be varied with 

the following values; 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0. These values represent plausible building 

plan dimensions.

3.6.4 Non-dimensional Slenderness

As mentioned in Section 3.2, one o f the most important factors influencing the behaviour 

o f bracing members is the non-dimensional slenderness. The buckling o f  straight 

compression members is addressed in Eurocode 3 (CEN, (2005)) (or for a good 

explanation see also Trahair et al., (2008)). It can be shown that the load at which an ideal 

straight member under axial compression laterally buckles is given by;

n^EI  (3.9)

where; Ncr is the elastic buckling load 

E l  is the flexural rigidity

L is the effective length o f the compression member

The elastic buckling load can be written as follows;

n^EA  (3.10)
Ncr =  =  —r , ----

(Vi)"

where; i is the radius o f gyration (/ =

A is the cross sectional area o f the member

O’er is the elastic buckling stress

From Equation 3.10 it can be seen that the buckling load varies in inverse proportion to the 

square o f the slenderness ratio (L/i). The non-dimensional slenderness ratio can be written 

as follows;
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A =
iV,cr

fy fy

a^r i-

(3.11)

where;7^, is the yield stress o f  the m aterial and Ny is the squash load (Ny =  Afy)

As m entioned previously, for X -bracing the non-dim ensional slenderness is lim ited by the 

Eurocode 8 (CEN , (2004)) as follows;

1.3 <  I <  2.0 (3.12)

The low er lim it o f  1.3 prevents the bracing m em bers becom ing too stocky, w hich could 

result in overloading o f  the colum ns in the pre-buckling stage. The upper lim it o f  2.0 

prevents the bracing m em bers from  being too slender, w hich could result in a poor 

hysteretic response. A s m entioned by Elghazouli, (2003), relatively slender braces m ay 

also result in undesirable shock loading on the structure. In m any cases, these slenderness 

values are the controlling param eters o f  the seism ic design. Typically, the tension capacity 

required for the brace m em ber is less than that provided by a m em ber that is w ithin the 

lim iting value o f  2.0 for non-dim ensional slenderness. Previous studies such as Goggins, 

(2004) and Trem blay et al., (2003) as have been undertaken to partly investigate the 

appropriateness o f  these non-dim ensional slenderness limits.

3.6.5 Time Histories

In order to gain a full accurate understanding o f  the dynam ic seism ic response o f  a 

structure, a range o f  earthquake ground m otion records need to be applied. In a nonlinear 

tim e history analysis, Eurocode 8 (CEN , (2004)) suggests that average value o f  an action 

effect from  7 different ground m otions should be used for design (See Section 4.3.3.4.3(3) 

in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004))).

Table 3.2 lists the proposed earthquake tim e histories to be used to investigate the response 

o f  the proposed idealised structure. All the earthquake records are taken from  the PEER 

D atabase (PEER, (2000)). These ground m otion records have been chosen to represent 

different levels o f  peak ground AJW ratio, which can be used to characterise earthquake 

records. A /V  ratios can be classed as a high ratio (A/V > 1.2), a m edium  ratio (0.8 > A/V <
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1.2) and a low ratio {A/V < 0.8). As can be seen in Table 3.2; the Taiwan, El Centro and 

Calitri records have Low ATV ratios; the Kobe and Friuli records have Medium A/V ratios 

and the Spitak and NWCalif records have High A/V ratios.

Table 3.2: Record details and A/V ratio

Record

No.

Earthquake

Record

Magnitude

(Richter

Scale)

Distance

To

Epicentre

(km)

Max.

Acc.

(g)

Max.

Velocity

(cm/s)

A/V

Ratio

A/V

Ratio

Category

1 Taiwan (1986) 7.3 39 0.153 28.3 0.53 Low

2 El Centro (1940) 7.0 8.3 0.215 30.2 0.69 Low

3 Calitri (1980) 6.5 19 0.177 23.6 0.74 Low

4 Kobe (1995) 6.9 0.6 0.343 38.3 0.89 Medium

5 Friuli (1976) 6.5 37.7 0.315 30.8 1.00 Medium

6 Spitak (1988) 6.8 30 0.119 8.8 1.33 High

7 N W Calif(1951) 5.8 56 0.11 6.1 1.77 High

The intensity of an earthquake is characterised by its peak ground acceleration, velocity 

and displacement values. However, it is quite common to characterise an earthquake record 

using the peak ground acceleration only and to use this to calculate the design elastic 

response spectrum (Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004))). As noted by Tso et al., (1992) and 

Broderick, (1994), seismological studies have indicated that peak ground acceleration is 

associated with high frequency waves and peak velocity is often associated with longer 

frequency waves. As a result, A/V ratios are higher for ground motion records closer to the 

earthquake source than ground motion records far from the earthquake source. The ground 

motion experienced near the earthquake source tends to be more impulsive and of higher 

frequency and those further from the earthquake source are more periodic and longer 

duration (Tso et al., (1992)).

The effective duration of a seismic event, which is greater for low A/V records, is also 

significant in that it determines the energy dissipation requirements imposed on a structure 

and the degree to which low-cycle fatigue and the deterioration of its resistance will affect 

the response. Additionally, it is important to include records possessing a range of spectral 

widths, (i.e. the range of periods over which significant amplification is experienced, being 

inversely proportional to the A/V ratio) as this determines whether a structure experiences 

similar response amplification in the linear and nonlinear ranges (Broderick, (1994)).
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Table 3.3: Parameter summary table

Parameter Range Considered - 

M inim um  Value

Range Considered - 

M axim um  Value

I 1.3 2.0

e.s O.OL 0.15Z,

Qff 0.75 1.25

PA ratio 1.0 3.0

A/V 0.53 1.77

Table 3.3 summarises the proposed parameter variation under investigation in this 

research. The maximum and minimum values o f each parameter being varied are shown. 

The proposed hybrid test and subsequent numerical model parameter study (described in 

following chapters) that will investigate the plan irregular response o f a concentrically 

braced steel structure will be subjected to parameter variations within the limits set out in 

Table 3.3.

3.7 Chapter Overview

This chapter has described the numerical modelling approach to a plan irregular 

concentrically braced steel structure. The numerical modelling approach has been built up 

from parametric studies o f the available method in OpenSees along with static and 

dynamic validation tests. Finally, the structural parameters that are most important to the 

torsional response o f asymmetric irregular structures are described and the applicability to 

the proposed numerical model approach is detailed. The next chapter details the hybrid test 

method, together with the modelling procedure described in this chapter, which examines 

the seismic response o f a plan irregular steel concentrically braced structure.
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CHAPTER FOUR - Hybrid Test Method and Validation Test

4.1 Introduction

This chapter consists o f a literature review describing the development o f  the hybrid test 

(HT) method followed by the description o f a hybrid test method validation experiment 

and its results. Firstly, the development o f hybrid testing from the fundamental concept of 

the pseudodynamic (PsD) test method to its current state o f development in the form o f a 

real-time hybrid test (RTHT) will be described. In order to see the benefits o f  hybrid 

testing, there will be a brief overview o f other dynamic test methods available including 

the relative merits o f each test method. Finally, the current implementation o f the hybrid 

test method used in this thesis will be detailed and the experimental results from a 

validation experiment o f a substructured hybrid test will be discussed.

4.2 Methods of Dynamic Testing

As stated by Carrion and Spencer, (2007), when the response o f a system is difficult to 

model numerically e.g. due to nonlinearity or rate dependent behaviour, the most reliable 

way to verify its response is by testing. Testing is required by some design codes to verify 

a non-code conforming system. For example in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)), unless there is 

existing test data, the details o f  an energy dissipating connection need to be investigated 

experimentally to verify stable cyclic deformation and energy dissipation to conform to 

local ductility criteria (see Section 5.11.2.1.3, (CEN, (2004))). Even as computational 

power is increasing, there is still a fundamental need for testing, either for validation o f 

complex numerical models or to provide accurate input data for a numerical model e.g. 

material properties.

The main types o f structural laboratory testing under dynamic loads are reviewed by 

Blakeborough et al., (2001). The types o f testing are (i) quasi-static testing (ii) shake table 

testing (iii) pseudo dynamic (PsD) testing and more recently, (iv) real-time hybrid testing 

(RTHT). Quasi-static testing, such as the static cyclic test method, is typically used to 

determine structural performance under reversed cyclic loading. The loading rate during 

the test is very slow, hence the term quasi-static. The main types o f  dynamic testing above
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will be discussed in further detail in the following Sections. Another specific test method 

worth discussing is the Effective Force Test (EFT) method which is similar in concept to 

the PsD test method.

4.2.1 Shake Table Testing

A shake table is a rigid table with the structure to be tested mounted on the table. Actuators 

excite the table to the prescribed dynamic input required. Shake table tests model true 

dynamic behaviour, however, the shake table test does have some drawbacks. The capacity 

o f the actuators required to perform the test means that the size o f the structure that can be 

tested on the shake table is limited. This drawback typically results in the scaling o f the 

structural systems to be tested. However, it is often difficult to relate the results gained 

from a scaled model to the full sized model. In particular, size effects do not transfer well 

for local effects such as crack propagation and local buckling (Carrion and Spencer, 

(2007)).

The shake table test is truly dynamic; however, there is no control during the running o f 

the test because once the test is set in motion the rate o f testing cannot be interfered with 

unless the test is terminated. Examples o f tests exist where the collapse o f the structure 

damaged the shake table itself (e.g. the collapse o f an unreinforced masonry building at the 

LNEC Shake Table Facility, Lisbon, 2005). Other problems include the input excitation 

not being the same as the resulting table excitation, which can become an issue if  the same 

test as a comparison is to be performed on different shake tables or using the PsD method 

for example. The cost o f shake table tests and the issue o f scaling o f structural models in 

order to fit the payload capacity o f the shake table are typical constraints.

4.2.2 Pseudo Dynamic Test Method

The concept o f  the pseudodynamic (PsD) test was first proposed by Hakuno et al., (1969) 

in which an actuator excitation o f a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system was 

combined with the solution o f the equation o f motion on an analogue computer. The PsD 

test method was first formally implemented by Takanashi et al., (1975). The fundamentals 

o f the PsD test can be seen in this test in that the structural stiffness o f the test member 

inputted into the computer model was obtained from the physical experiment o f the
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structure. The predicted deformations computed by a piecewise linear method were then 

sent back to the actuator to give the next timestep target displacement for the actuator to 

apply onto the test system. This procedure was repeated until the end of the test.

Num erical in tegration

Experimental componentNumerical com ponent

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the hybrid test method (Carrion and Spencer, (2007))

In the PsD test method, it is conventionally assumed that the structure can be represented 

by lumped masses. At the location o f the lumped masses, actuators are provided to apply 

the dynamic loading to the structure in the form of target displacements. Structural 

properties such as the inertia and damping are numerically modelled. The equations of 

motion of the structure are solved by numerical integration. The equation of motion in 

Equation 4.1 is solved over a series of time steps A/, i.e. at the (i+l)th step of:

^ / + i  + Cx,+, +  4̂

in which is the nodal acceleration vector, is the nodal velocity vector, 7?,̂ , is the

restoring force vector and is the external excitation force applied to the system. As per

Figure 4.1, if the excitation is an earthquake ground acceleration ofx^ , th e n /’,̂ , = -M x^ .

Figure 4.1 indicates how the displacement x, ,̂ is calculated by the numerical component

and sent to the experimental test structure. The displacement command for the current time 

step for the idealised structure is applied to the structure by the actuators. The measured 

restoring force, 7?̂ ,̂ is then fed back to the numerical model where the displacement for

the next target displacement command is calculated. Effectively, the PsD test method is a 

computational dynamic analysis in which the stiffness term is measured physically 

(Bormet, (2006)).
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The term pseudo-dynamic implies that the rate o f testing is not actually fully dynamic. The 

slow loading rate o f the test structure is required so as not to induce damping or inertia 

response, because these have already been accounted for numerically (Mahin et al., 

(1989)). In early investigations into the test method, issues o f stability and accuracy o f the 

test method were heavily researched (Shing and Mahin, (1985), Shing and Mahin, (1987) 

& Takanashi and Nakashima, (1987)). The assumed structural idealisation and numerical 

representation o f the damping along with numerical integration errors raised concerns 

about the accuracy and stability o f  the PsD test method. These issues will be dealt with in 

more detail in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

The principal benefits o f the PsD test method compared to the shake table method are that 

there are no scaling issues with the PsD test, the cost o f a PsD test is lower and the failure 

mode can be more easily inspected in a PsD test as it is performed at an extended 

timescale. The disadvantage o f the PSD test is that it is not a fully dynamic test and effects 

such as strain-rate effects cannot be examined (W illiams and Blakeborough, (2001)).

4.2.3 Continuous Pseudo Dynamic Test Method

As discussed by Magonette, (2001), the PsD method has the fundamental drawback that 

the test is undertaken using an expanded timescale and therefore the response o f the 

material being tested must be rate independent. The reason for having an extended 

timescale is to allow for the time required for numerical integration o f the equations o f 

motion and the implementation o f the resulting command displacements by the test 

actuators (Zhang et al., (2005)). The time integration scheme employed therefore needs to 

be efficient, resulting in explicit integration procedures being typically used in early 

research; the numerical integration can take place typically in 5 -10ms. An implicit method 

requires iteration in each time-step which results in longer computation time.

Early implementations o f PsD testing required a pause phase to allow for the computation 

o f the numerical integration step to be completed, as can be seen in Figure 4.2. During the 

pause stage o f the integration step, there is a certain amount o f load relaxation that also 

leads to inaccuracies. The experiment should preferably be performed in a non-discrete 

manner to allow smooth loading in order to fully capture the response o f  the structure. The 

fundamental idea being that the numerical simulation and the loading o f the actuator take
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place in unison. The continuous PsD test method was first proposed by Takahashi and Ohi, 

(1984).

gromid acceleratiou g
AT

eailliquake time-scale

r

stnictiiral displacement ri

hold period ramp period
PsD test time-scale

PsD loop, (at time iiiAT) 
compute the external force: /™ 
measure the restoring force; 
compute ff" and 
compute the displacement: 
increment m
send the displacement target to 

the controllers 
move the structure to 
w'ait the end of the ramp period 
go to PsZ) hop

Figure 4.2: Conventional pseudo dynamic method (Magonette, (2001))

groimd acceleration g

eailhquake tmie-scale

N  interpolated \ alues

stnictiu al displacement ri

PsD test time-scale

Control hop.
compute the external force: f "  
measure the restoring force: 
compute n',7 and i 
compute the displacement 
impose if"*^ on the stmcture:

I
. ..  Control algorithm: 

set control target = rfJIVi

go to Control hop

Figure 4.3: Continuous pseudo dynamic method (Magonette, (2001))

The improvement of the continuous pseudo dynamic method was made using a servo- 

controller to control the movement of the actuator. Figure 4.3 shows how the continuous 

PsD method differs from the conventional pseudo dynamic method. The control algorithm 

used by the servo-controller allowed the actuator to follow the target displacement 

accurately within small time steps preventing the need for the hold period (as shown in 

Figure 4.2).

4.2.4 Substructured Pseudo D ynam ic Test M ethod

The important feature of substructuring in PsD testing was first introduced by Dermitzakis 

and Mahin, (1985) and implemented by others; Nakashima et al., (1990), Vannan, (1991), 

Buchet and Pegon, (1994), Pegon and Pinto, (2000) & Molina et al., (2002). The concept
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o f substructuring allows the critical part o f the structure (typically with a highly nonlinear 

response) to be physically tested and the rest o f the structure to be simultaneously 

numerically modelled. The force and displacement from the actuator(s) are fed back to the 

numerical model, where they are used to solve the next time-step command. For example, 

Figure 4.4 shows a complete knee-braced frame structure and its knee element substructure 

(Blakeborough et al., (2001)). The critical element, which is the knee element, is physically 

tested and the remaining structure is modelled numerically.

knee elem ent

loading
frame

knee
elem ent critical

element
removedbiacecritical

element
actuator

strong floor

Figure 4.4: Concept o f substructuring applied to knee-braced structure, (a) complete 
structure; (b) physical test o f critical element; and (c) numerical model o f the rest o f  the

structure (Blakeborough et al., (2001))

The concept o f substructuring prevents testing o f  large, heavy and costly structures. The 

part o f the structure that is difficult to numerically model or whose mechanical response 

has a critical effect on the dynamic response o f  the structure is physically tested and the 

remainder o f  the structure is simultaneously numerically modelled. The concept o f 

substructuring allows full scale specimens to be tested, thus avoiding scaling issues.

4.2.5 Real-time Hybrid Test Method

The next progression o f the continuous PsD method was the real-time PsD method, which 

for the remainder o f this thesis will be referred to as the Real-time Hybrid Test (RTHT) 

method. Nakashima et al., (1992) present the first system capable o f performing a real-time 

PsD test, termed the fast PsD test. The challenge to overcome when a PsD test is run at a 

timescale close to or at real-time is that the command for the next time step from the 

numerical model needs to be computed very quickly. Nakashima et al., (1992) completed a 

real-time PsD test on a viscous damper. A digital servo-mechanism was used to achieve 

sufficient actuation accuracy in both displacement and velocity and two memory buffers 

were used to prevent delay in the actuator command signal. One o f  the buffers is the main
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buffer to receive the regular signal and the other can receive an additional signal for the 

following step (Nakashima et al., (1992)), thus allowing a continuous command signal, as 

required. Another method to allow uninterrupted command signals was developed by 

Nakashima and Masaoka, (1999). An extrapolation-interpolation method is employed in 

which previous command displacements are used to extrapolate the command 

displacement to its next value one time step ahead of the current time. This and other 

techniques enabling RTHT will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

In a RTHT, the damping and inertia response of the test structure are measured in the force 

feedback and not defined computationally. This is the fundamental difference between 

RTHT and PsD tests. For structures whose response has velocity dependent characteristics, 

the RTHT method is especially useful. A RTHT that only tests the critical part of the 

structure and computationally models the remainder of the structure is known as a 

substructured-RTHT (S-RTHT). Examples of RTHT that have been undertaken to date 

include; Darby et al., (1999), Horiuchi et al., (1999), Nakashima and Masaoka, (1999), 

Blakeborough et al., (2001) & Shing et al., (2004). As noted by Bonnet, (2006) these test 

arrangements were typically bespoke to the particular laboratory in which they were 

undertaken.

Some researchers have utilised shake tables to act as the substructure for a RTHT. For 

example. Reinhorn et al., (2004) used a shake table as the interface to the support structure 

(i.e. base excitation) and actuators at the interface to the computational substructure. Other 

researchers who have undertaken hybrid tests using shake tables include Horiuchi et al., 

(2000), Igarashai et al., (2004), Neild et al., (2005) & Shao et al., (2011). Users o f shake 

tables have seen this development as a positive one because it can address the scaling 

issues associated with shake table testing.

Another more recent development in hybrid testing is the linking of geographically 

separate physical testing and numerical modelling facilities via the internet. The internet 

effectively replaces the laboratory cables that connect the physical substructure to the 

numerical computation. Another name for this type of testing is online testing. As noted by 

Elkhoraibi and Mosalam, (2007), other examples of online testing are given by Pinto et al., 

(2002), Mosqueda, (2003b), Pan et al., (2006) & Takahashi and Fenves, (2006). Tests have 

been carried out online by The George E. Brown, Jr., Network for Earthquake Engineering 

Simulation (NEES) in the United States. NEES is a geographically distributed network of 

research facilities and fast hybrid tests (FHT) can be run at the University o f Colorado
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either remotely over the internet or else locally from the University o f Colorado’s facilities. 

Other online hybrid tests have utilised an event driven strategy to deal with the random 

execution times that can occur due to internet communication (Stojadinovic et al., (2006)). 

The NEES system has been the basis for the UK-NEES system linking research 

laboratories in Bristol, Oxford and Cambridge (Saleem et al., (2008)). The fundamental 

benefits o f  online testing are the sharing o f test facilities and expertise and the resulting 

greater collaboration.

4.2.6 Effective Force Test Method

Other experimental procedures have been developed for undertaking real-time testing, such 

as the Effective Force Test (EFT) method (Dimig et al., (1999), Shield et al., (2001), Zhao 

et al., (2006), Wu et al., (2007)). The EFT was developed in order to circumvent some o f 

the issues associated with PsD testing. It has been described in a number o f papers ((Mahin 

and Shing (1985), M ahin et al. (1989) & Thewalt and Mahin (1987)) that a PsD test with 

explicit time-varying forces imposed at each lumped mass to conduct real-time tests could 

be implemented without the need for computing and imposing required displacements 

(Dimig et al., (1999)). As stated by Nakashima et al., (1992), the technique is conceptually 

and physically different from real-time PsD testing because o f  the lack o f a need for 

displacement control and required integration algorithms. In the EFT method, the force 

applied to the test structure is a product o f  the lumped masses and their accelerations, and 

are therefore independent o f structural properties such as stiffness and damping. As noted 

by Bonnet, (2006), civil engineering structures are often stiff structures subjected to small 

displacements and high forces to which force control is more suited.

4.3 Time Integration Techniques 

4.3.1 Introduction

The equation o f  motion is a second order differential equation that can be solved using 

integration in the time domain. Using integration, the loading history is considered to be a 

series o f short-duration impulses, and the solution o f  the free vibration response o f each o f 

these intervals becomes a separate contribution to the overall response o f the system 

(Clough and Penzien, (1993)). Numerical methods replace the need for direct integration.
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N um erical integration in the tim e dom ain is a step-by-step procedure for solving the 

equation o f  m otion. The loading and response history are divided into tim e-steps (C lough 

and Penzien, (1993)), typically  in earthquake response analysis, the lengths o f  these tim e 

intervals or tim e-steps are those o f  the tim e-steps at w hich an earthquake event has been 

recorded. The response o f  the system  is calculated based on the initial conditions o f  the 

system  (displacem ent and velocity). There are tw o m ain types o f  num erical integration 

techniques; explicit and im plicit. The follow ing sections briefly detail the fundam entals o f  

explicit and im plicit num erical integration, describing some o f  the im portant num erical 

integration techniques used in hybrid testing. (For a detailed description o f  dynam ic 

system s refer to C lough and Penzien, (1993) and for a detailed description o f  num erical 

m ethods refer to (C hapra and Canale, (2006).

4.3.2 Explicit Numerical Integration Techniques

One o f  the m ajor areas o f  research into im proving the PsD and RTH T m ethods is the 

efficiency o f  the algorithm  used for num erical integration. Explicit m ethods are often used 

because they are com putationally  efficient and due to their ease o f  im plem entation. One o f  

the draw backs to explicit m ethods is that they are conditionally stable, resulting in a 

lim itation on the m axim um  tim e step that can be used. The m axim um  tim e step is lim ited 

by the natural frequency o f  the system. The lim itation is defined as; —  2, where

is the highest natural frequency o f  the system  and the m axim um  tim e step. As

stated by Shing and M ahin, (1985), the lim itation becom es im portant for structures w ith 

higher m odes o f  vibration. The N ew m ark E xplicit and Central D ifference M ethods (CD M ) 

are two com m only used explicit m ethods and are briefly described below.

4.3.2.1 Central Difference Method

M any researchers have used the CD M  as the integration schem e for PsD and R T H T 

(Takanashi and N akashim a, (1987), N akashim a et al., (1992), Shing et al., (1996), 

N akashim a and M asaoka, (1999), H oriuchi et al., (1999), Darby et al., (1999), A lgaard, 

(2001), Zhao et al., (2003), W u et al., (2005)). The CDM  has probably been the m ost 

w idely used tim e integration schem e for hybrid testing. The m athem atical description o f  

the CD M  is given in Equations 4.3, 4.4 & 4.5 below . Firstly, the equation o f  m otion;
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(4.2)

Using the CDM the velocity and acceleration are approximated as;

(4.3)

and it follows that;

(4.4)

=x,-+jA((x,-+x,^,) (4.5)

where, x, is the displacement at the /th time step 

is the velocity at the /th time step 

Xi is the acceleration at the /th time step 

/}/ is the integration time step

The numerical integration scheme is termed explicit because the new response value for a 

step is calculated based on the previous step. The method progresses directly from one step 

to another. From Equation 4.4 it can be seen that the new displacement response is 

calculated based on the displacement, velocity and acceleration from the previous step.

4 .3 .2.1 E xplicit N ew m ark M ethod

The Newmark method (Newmark, (1959)) and subsequent family of modified Newmark 

methods have proven popular in hybrid testing. The explicit Newmark method has been 

implemented in the hybrid test in this research project. The mathematical description of 

Newmark’s method in the general form is given as;

(4.6)

x,„ = x , + A /[( l- r)x , + ;a ,„ ] (4.7)
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where P  and y  are the integration parameters. It can be seen that in Equation 4.6 if  yff 0 the 

method requires a measure o f the acceleration at the end o f the time step, making the 

method implicit. Letting = 0 and 7 = y then the Newmark Method is the same as the 

Central Difference Method. Letting /? = 0, the prediction o f displacement reduces to;

(4.8)

Shing and Mahin, (1985) have shown that error propagation properties o f  the Newmark 

method are better than those o f the CDM. The explicit Newmark method does not provide 

numerical dissipation, however Thewalt and Mahin, (1987) have shown that the Newmark 

system is more reliable and superior to the CDM.

4.3.3 Implicit Numerical Integration Techniques

A numerical integration scheme is termed implicit when the new response value for a step 

is calculated based on one or more o f the current response values as well as previous step 

values. In general, explicit algorithms have been chosen for PsD testing over implicit 

integration algorithms because implicit algorithms require iterative correction which could 

induce undesirable unloading. Another drawback for some implicit integration algorithms 

is that they require the tangent stiffness o f the system being tested, which can be difficult 

to evaluate during a test (Shing and Manivannan, (1990)). The main drawback to an 

explicit integration scheme is that it is conditionally stable. On the other hand, implicit 

integration methods are unconditionally stable (Zhang et al., (2005)). For civil engineering 

structures, there is generally a large difference between the lowest and highest natural 

frequencies, and even if  only a small number o f the lowest natural frequencies are 

dominant in the dynamic response o f the structure, an unconditionally stable scheme may 

be required so that the structure itself does not govern the time step to be used.

Thewalt and Mahin, (1987) were the first to successfully implement an implicit time 

integration scheme for PsD testing. The scheme was based on the a-m ethod developed by 

Hilber et al., (1977) and has proven to be more reliable and superior to explicit schemes 

(Bursi and Shing, (1996)).
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4.3.3.1 Implicit Newmark Method

The impHcit Newmark method employs two constants, y and P  , whose values are set such 

that the scheme is unconditionally stable. The mathematical description of the implicit 

Newmark method in its general form is given as;

The method is most often applied as the Constant Average Acceleration Method (CAAM) 

with y -  Vz and = Va. The CAAM does not produce any numerical damping, unlike the 

implicit Newmark method which provides numerical damping for y > 0.5. Numerical 

damping is beneficial for improving computational stability; however numerical damping 

also suppresses the accuracy of the solution.

4.3.3.2 Operator Splitter Method

The two main research directions in hybrid testing in which the implicit schemes have 

deviated are: (1) using an iterative implicit method; cycling at each time step to match 

equilibrium (Shing and Manivannan, (1990) & Shing et al., (1991)) or (2) by using the 

non-iterative, linearly implicit or non-linear explicit operator splitter method (Nakashima 

et al., (1990) & Combescure and Pegon, (1997)).

A procedure o f splitting a numerical integration method into implicit-explicit components 

was proposed by Hughes et al., (1979). The Operator-Splitter (OS) method for use in PsD 

testing was first proposed by Nakashima et al., (1990). The OS method prevented the need 

for an iterative procedure. The method is implicit for the linear part of the response and 

explicit for the nonlinear part of the response, preventing the need for iteration.

In a similar fashion to the Newmark method, the OS method has had a-damping applied to 

it, known as the a-OS method (Combescure and Pegon, (1997)). The scheme was 

developed in order to combine the speed of computation from explicit methods with 

numerical dissipation. The a-OS method is used in particular in one of the world’s leading

(4.9)

(4.10)
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research centres on PsD testing at ELSA (European Laboratory for Structural Assessment) 

in Italy. The mathematical formulation o f this scheme is defined as follows;

The predictor step

= x  + A r i  + ^ ( l - 2 / ? ) x  (4-11)

(4.12)

where;

is the predictor displacement at the /+7th time step 

is the predictor velocity at the /th time step

The corrector step

(4.13)

(4.14)

The a-shifted equation o f motion is defined as:

+ (l + a)Cx„^, -  aCx„ +{\ + a -  aR„ = (l + -  aF, ( 4  , 5 )

This procedure is known as the a-method. The parameters a and P are chosen from Hilber 

et al., (1977). The Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (Hilber et al., (1977)) (HHT) numerical 

integration scheme was developed in order to improve the numerical dissipation to damp 

out spurious participation o f higher modes. The direct integration o f the equations of 

motion is presented using a group o f  unconditionally stable one-step methods. The HHT 

scheme showed improved numerical dissipation o f higher modes and is unconditionally 

stable when compared with the Newmark method. Refer to Hilber et al., (1977), Thewalt 

and Mahin, (1987) or Broderick, (1994) for further details. The parameters a and P are 

chosen as;
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p  = { \ - a f l A  (4.16)

X = ( l - 2 a ) / 2  (4] 7)

for - 1 /3  < or < 0 , numerical damping of the method is possible. From Equation 4.15 it can 

be seen that if the relationship between R and x becomes non-linear, then an iterative 

solution procedure is required. The predictor step is implicit and the corrector step is 

explicit. The OS method is based on the following approximation of the restoring force;

(4.18)

where; K'  is a stiffness matrix with stiffness higher than or equal to the tangent stiffness 

(the elastic stiffness is used if the tangent stiffness is unavailable)

is the predictor restoring force at (n+1) time step is measured when the 

predictor displacement is applied 

is the predictor displacement at (n+1) time step

Other authors such as Zhang et al., (2005) & Wu et al., (2006) have made developments in 

OS methods. Zhang et al., (2005) developed an explicit predictor-corrector time integration 

scheme using polynomial extrapolation to predict the system’s response. Wu et al., (2006) 

noted that the OS method only provides an explicit target displacement but not an explicit 

target velocity. For a RTHT, when velocity dependent restoring force is required, the 

method is effectively implicit. Therefore, Wu et al., (2006) proposed a predictor-corrector 

method based on the OS method that is explicit when applied in a RTHT.

The Explicit Newmark method was utilised in the hybrid testing because it was available in 

the OpenFresco software and was found to be stable and efficient.

4.3.3.3 Integral Form

The majority of research into numerical integration schemes for the PsD and RTHT is 

concerned with the fundamental second order differential equation of motion. An approach 

where the integrated first order form of the equation of motion is used as opposed to the
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original second order form has also been implemented (Chang, (1998) & Algaard et al., 

(2001)). Chang, (1998) first proposed the scheme, in which an incremental form o f the 

explicit Newmark method is integrated as follows;

+Cx,̂ , = lF.^,dt (4 19)

jx_,Ut = A/x + —At^x (4-21)
■' / i + i  2

From Equations 4.19, 4.20 & 4.21, it can be seen that the equation o f motion is now solved 

in terms o f change in velocity rather than acceleration (Algaard et al., (2001)).

When using direct integration for PsD testing, cumulative errors may become large if  the 

rapid variation o f resistance o f the test system is not captured accurately due to non-linear 

behaviour (Chang et al., (1998)). However, using the first order solution method, errors 

due to the assumption that the structural properties remain constant throughout a time step 

(linearisation error) are eliminated by the integration o f the restoring force, while the sharp 

characteristics o f the seismic loading are smoothed out by the integration o f the applied 

force (Chang et al., (1998)). The result is an algorithm which is capable o f picking up the 

effects o f rapidly varying excitation forces and stiffness changes, while at the same time 

displaying improved error propagation characteristics over the standard Newmark explicit 

representation. These characteristics o f the integral form make the method appropriate for 

PsD testing.

4.4 Errors in Hybrid Testing

There are three main sources o f error in hybrid testing namely; the structural idealisations 

the approximations made in the numerical integration o f the equation o f  motion and the 

experimental set-up.
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Structural Idealisation

In general, the physical constraints o f available testing facilities restrict the structure that 

can be tested. Typically these restrictions result in a SDOF or low MDOF system being the 

limit o f the capabilities o f the laboratory. In addition to this, the structural idealisation o f 

lumped masses is essential for the implementation o f PsD and RTHT methods. 

Displacement commands are applied at the location o f the lumped masses by hydraulic 

actuators in order to represent the seismic response o f the structure. Structures are not 

discrete entities, so the question arises; how well does the discrete model o f the system 

represent the continuous system? Special consideration is therefore needed when 

performing a hybrid test to ensure the test specimen and test set-up can accurately replicate 

the proposed structure under consideration.

Num erical Integration

From Section 4.2, describing the variety o f numerical integration schemes available for 

either PsD testing or RTHT, it is clear that careful selection o f the numerical integration 

scheme is required to minimise possible errors. Numerical integration, by its nature can 

only provide an approximate solution. While the possible error in each time step may be 

small, however when these errors are accumulated the overall error may be significant. 

Structural damping plays an important role in the response o f a structure and the exact 

characteristics o f damping may be difficult to model because in reality different types o f 

damping may exist e.g. viscous, Coloumb, etc (Shing and Mahin, (1984)). In a non-linear 

analysis, energy can be introduced into the model by assuming the force-displacement 

relationship at each step is constant (linearisation) (Shing and Mahin (1984)).

Experimental Errors

Errors in experimental set-up can be broadly classified as measurement or control errors. In 

particular, hybrid tests are very sensitive to actuator control errors. Experimental errors are 

probably o f most concern because the nature o f the error can result in failure o f the test 

procedure. The experimental errors can then be further sub-divided into either systematic 

or random errors (Shing and Mahin, (1983)). Examples o f experimental errors are; 

movement in the support connection, flexibility in the reaction frame, feedback noise to the 

actuator (particularly at small command signals), inaccurate measurement and inaccurate 

control o f the actuator(s). The random and systematic errors will be briefly discussed in the 

following sections.
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4.4.1 Random Errors

The random errors are typically as a result o f noise in the measurement system. Noise can 

be problematic as it can result in a change to the electrical signal being sent during a test. 

Round-off errors associated with the A/D conversion o f the signal can result in random 

errors (Shing and Mahin, (1983)). The round-off errors are due to floating-point 

computation. Shing and Mahin, (1987) note that the round-off errors are small in 

comparison to the systematic errors. Random errors are irregular in nature and have been 

shown to produce negligible effects (M osqueda et al., (2005)) when compared to 

systematic errors.

4.4.2 Systematic Errors

Shing and Mahin, (1987) investigated the experimental feedback errors accumulated in the 

step-by-step integration procedure in the PsD test. The main experimental errors are 

restoring force feedback measurement errors and subsequent errors associated with the 

step-by-step integration procedure.

O vershoot

I
Es«
s-
i5 T arget

D isp lacem en t

Time

Figure 4.5: Undesired oscillation in displacem ent controller

Systematic errors introduced by the actuator are o f  most concern in hybrid testing because 

they provide undesireable energy effects on the dynamic response o f the system (Shing and 

Manivannan, (1990)). The errors tend to have a dominant frequency that is identical to the 

numerical response frequency o f the structure (Shing and Manivannan, (1990)). Due to the 

cumulative nature o f numerical integration, incrementally small errors introduced to the 

system will result in resonance-like effects in the error growth. For higher modes, this 

resonance-like growth o f  cumulative error occurs faster than for lower modes. In MODF
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systems, systematic errors will cause spurious higher mode response due to relatively small 

convergence errors. In order to prevent this, it is possible to find the dominant frequency 

by trial tests and then adjusting the servo-control system to improve the actuator 

performance. Numerical integration with numerical damping can also help to reduce 

spurious higher mode effects.

Figure 4.5 indicates undesired oscillation resulting in overshoot of the target actuator 

response. The most common method for control o f servo-hydraulic actuators is PID 

(Proportional Integral Derivative) control. A PID controller is a feedback controller that 

uses a feedback loop to measure the error in a process and minimise it by adjusting the 

process control inputs. Proper control tuning of the actuator can help to mitigate this error, 

however other methods to compensate this have also been implemented. As stated by 

Bonelli and Bursi, (2004), the undershooting errors introduced by the control system 

cannot be damped out by the numerical damping provided by the a parameter. The I- 

Modification error compensation technique proposed by Nakashima and Kato (1987) to 

compensate for overshoot, was used by Bursi and Shing, (1996) in the a-OS method to 

correct the displacement and control errors. The restoring force is corrected by the I- 

Modification algorithm to the known displacement error and predictor stiffness (Bonnet, 

(2006)). Mosqueda et al., (2005) suggests the use of adaptive Minimal Control Synthesis 

(MCS) algorithms as opposed to using PID control as this allows an adaptive gain to be 

changed as the test specimen degrades during an experiment.

4.5 Actuator Delay and Compensation Techniques

Actuator delay represents a major source of inaccuracy in the fast PsD test and RTHT 

methods (Nakashima et al., (1992)). Figure 4.6 indicates the delay between the input and 

output signal for a hydraulic actuator. The use of measured forces in the numerical 

integration scheme assumes that the displacements corresponding to those forces are 

accurate. The response delay of the actuator causes an increase in the total energy to the 

system, similar to that caused by equivalent negative damping. If the negative damping is 

greater than the structural damping, then the response will not converge. Therefore, 

minimising actuator delay is vitally important in obtaining an accurate solution. Horiuchi 

et al., (1999) present an actuator delay compensation method for the RTHT method. The
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delay is reduced by predicting the displacem ents one tim e step ahead, w hose length is 

equal to the tim e delay o f  the actuators.

0.2

8 ms

Inpur' Outputr o - 0 . 1

•.=  - 0 -2, 0,2 
Time (s)

0.4

Figure 4.6: Input and output signal for hydraulic actuator (Horiuchi et al., (1999))

As shown in Figure 4.7, the com pensation m ethod predicts the actuator displacem ent after 

the response delay, St. The calculated displacem ent value, x is the value calculated by the 

num erical integration schem e. The predicted  displacem ent value, x ' is that predicted by the 

com pensation m ethod. Inputting the predicted displacem ent value, x ' as the control signal 

to the actuator (i.e. in place o f  the calculated value), causes the resulting displacem ent, x ” 

to be the sam e as the calculated displacem ent, elim inating the actuator delay. Horiuchi et 

al., (1999) developed a second-order polynom ial fit that could forw ard predict the 

com m and displacem ent by one w hole tim e-step. The com pensation m ethod has been 

successfully im plem ented in a num ber o f  PsD and RT substructured tests; Darby et al., 

(1999), B lakeborough et al., (2001) & D arby et al., (2002).
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of the prediction method for actuator delay compensation (Horiuchi et
al., (1999))

N akashim a and M asaoka, (1999) incorporated the com pensation technique developed by 

H oriuchi et al., (1999) in their extrapolation/in terpolation algorithm  (also referred to as 

m ulti-tasking). In order to conduct a continuous hybrid test, the com m and signal needs to
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be sent to the actuator without any delay. The extrapolation/interpolation method to 

compensate for any lag consists o f generating a command signal at a time step (e.g. 1ms) 

shorter than the overall integration time step (e.g. 10ms). The command displacement is 

extrapolated using a polynomial to a target displacement, even if  this target displacement is 

not known. Simultaneously, a separate task is performed to predict the next target 

displacement. When this task is complete, the interpolation phase corrects the extrapolated 

command displacement at the sub time steps increments (1ms) to achieve the predicted 

next target displacement. The procedure therefore allows continuous hybrid testing.

A version o f the polynomial approximation by N akashim a and Masaoka, (1999) has been 

implemented in an event-driven strategy by Stojadinovic et al., (2006). The event-driven 

strategy was developed by Mosqueda, (2003a) and used by Stojadinovic et al., (2006) to 

perform geographically distributed hybrid tests, and is the method implemented in this 

project. The event-driven strategy is used in this project to perform continuous hybrid tests. 

The details o f the event-driven strategy are discussed in Section 4.5.3. Other methods o f 

delay compensation exist, such as the adaptive polynomial based forward prediction 

algorithm proposed by Wallace et al., (2005). The compensation method uses an error 

driven adaptive feedback controller as an outer-loop control strategy. It is shown that the 

method allows the forward prediction algorithm to accurately cope with frequency 

dependent system behaviour and operate with no prior knowledge o f the system 

characteristics (Wallace et al., (2005)).

4.6 Current Implementation of Hybrid Test Method

A considerable volume o f research to date has been undertaken on improving both the 

hardware and software involved in hybrid testing. However, most o f this research has been 

individually developed by the particular host research body to suit their specific test and 

laboratory facilities. In the United States, there has been a drive towards a generic hybrid 

simulation framework. This framework is called OpenFresco (Open Framework for 

Experimental Setup and Control) (Schellenberg et al., (2009a)). As stated by Schellenberg 

et al., (2009c) the fundamental idea o f OpenFresco is to allow testing to be undertaken at 

different laboratories, with different test equipment and without specialised knowledge 

required for the underlying software. To this end, OpenFresco has been used in 

conjunction with OpenSees to perform hybrid tests in this project. The remainder o f this
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section will briefly describe the hybrid test equipment used in this thesis, the processes 

involved a hybrid test and the event driven strategy used to undertake a continuous hybrid 

test.

4.6.1 Hybrid Test Facility at Trinity College Dublin

The hybrid testing facility in the structures laboratory at Trinity College Dublin comprises 

o f an MTS real-time hybrid test system (MTS Systems Corporation). The hardware 

consists o f a Series 111 MTS Accumulator and a high speed linear hydraulic actuator with 

a 150kN capacity and 250mm (± 125mm) stroke. The computer hardware comprises o f a 

Dell Precision Dual-Core Simulation Host PC (or ‘Simulation PC’), a Dell Precision Dual- 

Core Real-time xPC Target PC (or ‘Target PC ’), a HP Pentium IV Test PC (or ‘Test PC ’) 

and a two-channel MTS 493 Real-time Controller (or ‘Servo-controller’) as shown in 

Figure 4.8. The digital controller has closed loop PID control. The Structural Test System 

(STS) software provides the user interface for PID control and calibration o f the actuator. 

The actuator tuning properties employed in the experiments undertaken in this project can 

be found in Table 4.1. The system is capable o f running real-time (RTHT) and soft-real- 

time hybrid tests (soft-RTHT). The soft-RTHT differs from a RTHT in that it uses 

OpenSees and OpenFresco to perform the hybrid test. The term ‘soft’ is used because the 

test is performed at an extended time scale. The soft-RTHT is discussed in more detail later 

in this section.

S im u la tio n  PC

R eal-tim e  Sim ulation

S tructural M odel S c ram n e t

S e rv o -
c o n tro l le r

Servo -con tro l
P rog ram

Figure 4.8: Schematic of hardware and data communication for a RTHT (McCrum and
Broderick, (2010))

The RTHT communication between the hardware and software is shown in Figure 4.8. In a 

real-time test, Simulink (Mathworks, (2010)) is used to create the dynamic model o f the
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structure. The structural model is created on the Simulation PC and then downloaded onto 

the Target PC through a fibre optic cable. The sole task o f the Target PC is to run the 

model in real-time using Mathworks xPC Target (Mathworks, (2010)). The Target PC has 

no user interface, and receives commands from the Simulation PC. The Target PC sends 

commands to the Structural Test System (STS) controller via the shared reflective memory 

called SCRAMNet GT150 (Shared Common Random Access Memory Network). The Test 

PC provides the user interface to the Servo-controller, and allows pre-test tuning and 

control o f the actuator through a PID controller. The command displacement is then sent 

from the Servo-controller to the MTS actuator. The measured force and displacement are 

sent back to the Servo-controller and then back to the Target PC, where the data is used to 

calculate the next time step command displacement, making the process close-looped.

Targ«t PC

Sim ulation PC

O penFresco (soflRT)

O penSees (softKT)
Scram oet

T est PC S«fvo-
c o n trd ie r

793 Cortrol 
Program

STS Conlrollef

Figure 4.9: Schematic of hardware and data communication for a soft-RTHT (McCrum,
(2010))

A soft-RTHT works in a similar way to the RTHT described above, however the 

simulation (structural model) is created with OpenSees on the Simulation PC instead o f 

using Simulink. As can be seen from Figure 4.9, the communication between the finite 

element model and the test hardware is dealt with by OpenFresco as opposed to Simulink 

in the RTHT. The details o f OpenFresco will be given in the next section.
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Table 4.1: Control parameters for MTS controller

Control Parameters Values

Proportional Gain 45.0 V/V

Integral Gain 5.0 1/sec

Integral Authority 10.0 %FS

Derivate Gain 0.0 sec

Feedforward 0.0 sec

Dynamic Force Frequency 1.0 Hz

Bandwidth 1000.0 Hz

4.6.2 OpenFresco Architecture

In the previous section, the communication process in a hybrid test was explained. The 

details o f the software architecture used in the communication process will next be 

explained. OpenFresco is an object oriented framework for hybrid simulation. The link 

between a finite element model (created using any generic finite element software) and the 

laboratory test equipment/control system is provided by OpenFresco. The development of 

OpenFresco is closely related to that o f OpenSees, making OpenSees the most ideal finite 

element modelling framework to use in conjunction with OpenFresco. The use o f 

OpenFresco as shown in Figure 4.9 is termed a soft-RTHT. A soft-RTHT runs at an 

expanded timescale because the finite element framework, namely OpenSees, cannot 

provide commands at real-time (discussed in greater detail later in this section). The option 

o f using a RTHT is not achievable when OpenSees is being employed to simulate the 

numerical substructure. Using a soft-RTHT, which is very similar to a continuous PsD test, 

is suitable for many investigations including the concentrically braced frames structure 

considered in this project in which the test structure does not have a velocity dependent 

dynamic response. Although there is a reduced time scale associated with a soft-RTHT, the 

ease o f implementation with OpenSees makes the use o f soft-RTHT most appropriate 

when a detailed representation o f the numerical substructure is desired. The complex 

material property and analysis parameter libraries available in OpenSees can be fully 

utilised in a soft-RTHT.

The multi-tier software architecture o f OpenFresco can be seen in Figure 4.10. The 

structure consists o f three tiers; a client tier, one or two middle server tiers and a backend 

server tier. In Figure 4.10 the blue box represents the finite element software for the
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computational simulation. The green boxes represent OpenFresco processes, and the gray 

box represents the laboratory control systems. With respect to the local and distributed 

simulations in Figure 4.10, the red box shows the processes that occur on the client side, 

the purple box shows the processes that occur on the middle tier server side, and the orange 

box shows the processes that occur on the server side. On the left hand side o f Figure 4.10, 

the LocalExpSite is used for running a local test at one laboratory. On the right hand side o f 

Figure 4.10, ShadowExpSite and ActorExpSite are required on the client and server side 

respectively to undertake a geographically distributed test. Following the OpenFresco 

convention, “trial data” refers to any data being sent from the finite element software 

towards the laboratory and “daq data” refers to data being sent from the laboratory towards 

the finite element software.

Figure 4.10: Three tier architecture for local (left) and distributed (right) simulation
(Schellenberg et a!., (2009c))

The Middle Tier in Figure 4.10 provides the link between the computational modelling 

package and the data control & acquisition in the laboratory. A local hybrid test will be 

performed during a validation test and the full test schedule, subsequently only the local 

hybrid test will be discussed herein. W ithin the Middle Tier, the ExperimentalElement 

represents the real-world experimental element being tested and transforms the global trial 

displacements to control displacements for the basic coordinate system for the 

experimental element. The LocalExpSite represents the real-world laboratory where the 

test is being undertaken where the global trial displacements are stored. The
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ExperimentalSetup transforms the trial displacements into actuator control displacements. 

Finally, the ExperimentalControl converts the trial displacements for the actuator to into 

control signals for the respective control system in the laboratory. Following the 

imposition o f  physical displacements, the measured force from the load cell is converted 

into a vector o f  forces by the ExperimentalControl, then transformed from load cell forces 

to basic element forces by the ExperimentalSetup, stored by the ExperimentalSite and then 

transformed from the basic element forces to global forces. The data is used to solve the 

equation o f motion for the next timestep.

OpenFresco supports the implementation o f a small number o f generic experimental 

elements. The experimental element can be represented as a beam-column element, a two 

node link, a generic element or an inverted v-brace element. The generic elements offer the 

user a relatively easy way o f initially using the software framework. The experimental 

truss element has one axial dof and is defined by two nodes. The experimental beam- 

column element formulation is based on three (two-dimensional) or six (three-dimensional) 

d o f The experimental two node link element is defined by two nodes and can have 1 to 6 

dof uncoupled from each other for one-, two- or three-dimensional representation. The 

experimental generic element can be defined by any number o f  nodes and any number o f 

dof. The experimental inverted v-brace elements are defined by three nodes and can only 

be represented in two-dimensions.

Figure 4.11: Experimental beam-column element (Schellenberg, (2008))

The beam-column element will be used in the validation model and final test model to 

represent the experimental substructure. The experimental element in OpenFresco utilises 

the coordinate transformation {CrdTransf) class in OpenSees to transfer the element global
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dof to the basic element dof (Schellenberg, (2008)). In OpenSees, the CrdTransf can be 

linear, p-delta and corotational geometric transformations. The coordinate transformation 

enables the linear or nonlinear effects to be accounted for without affecting the 

implementation of the frame elements themselves. The transformation of the global dof for 

the beam-column element is shown in Figure 4.11. However, the simply supported basic 

dof system is not suited to experimental testing because there are rotational dof at each end 

of the element that are very difficult to achieve in a test setup. The simply supported dof 

are transformed to a cantilever basic dof system as shown in Figure 4.11. For explicit 

mathematical formulation of the transformation of the trial displacements from the basic to 

cantilever system and back again, refer to Schellenberg, (2008).

The procedure of implementing a two-dimensional experimental beam-column element in 

OpenFresco is detailed in Section 4.7. The procedure in which OpenFresco implements the 

experimental element into the numerical substructure for a three-dimensional structure is 

detailed in Chapter Five, Section 5.6. OpenFresco has a number of experimental setups 

predefined, such as no transformation, one actuator, two actuators, three actuators, inverted 

v-brace and aggregator. It is also possible to perform hybrid tests using different 

experimental control hardware such as dSpace, xPC Target and SCRAMNet. For a more 

detailed description of the capabilities o f OpenFresco refer to Schellenberg, (2008), 

Schellenberg et al., (2009b) or Schellenberg et al., (2009c).

4.6.3 Current Implementation of Event Driven Strategies

The delay compensation technique adopted in the current implementation of hybrid testing 

is implemented using the event-driven strategy proposed by Mosqueda, (2003a). The 

following section is a short description of the numerical processes involved in running a 

continuous soft-RTHT. The hybrid test facility at the structures laboratory in Trinity 

College Dublin consists of a system that is capable of running geographically distributed 

hybrid tests as well as local RTHT. The delay compensation method used in the system 

was developed by Mosqueda, (2003a) to implement a geographically distributed hybrid 

test and has been further refined by Schellenberg, (2008). If the test parameters and 

specimen are chosen correctly, then the test will run continuously.

In modern testing equipment, it is not untypical for the computational driver and servo- 

hydraulic control system to run at two different sampling rates. The computational driver is
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run at a rate that depends on the numerical integration o f the equation o f motion in the 

finite element software, typically 0.01s. However, the servo-hydraulic control system 

generally runs at a much higher sampling frequency. SCRAMNet runs at a sampling rate 

o f 1/1024s. Not only are the sampling rates different, but while the servo-hydraulic control 

system samples at a constant rate, the numerical integration runs at a non-deterministic 

rate, particularly during a nonlinear response such as yielding or buckling (Schellenberg et 

al., (2009c)). The solution to this problem proposed by Schellenberg et a!., (2009c) is the 

use o f a predictor-corrector technique. The predictor-corrector technique here should not 

be confused with the integration predictor-corrector procedure used for solving the 

equation o f motion, and is based on the extrapolate/interpolate polynomial approximation 

developed by Nakashima and Masaoka, (1999).

It can be beneficial in terms o f computational efficiency to apply the concept o f  m ulti

tasking to undertake tasks on separate processors (M osqueda et al., (2005)). Figure 4.12 

indicates the three-looped control architecture used to undertake hybrid tests. The inner 

control loop consists o f a PID servo-control loop tuned to the optimum parameters. The 

tasks for the inner-control loop are run on the Servo-controller. The outer control loop is 

the numerical integration loop integrating the equation o f motion. The outer control task is 

run on a separate local processor than the servo control loop. The intermediate control loop 

is termed the predictor-corrector control loop in Figure 4.12. As described previously, this 

control loop allows synchronisation between the outer and inner control loops, which 

perform their tasks at different time scales.

Integration Loop

Predictor-corrector Loop
FE Model

Servo-Control Loop

predictDisp

Actuator

SCRAMNet 
-commDsp - 

•measFrc------

TCP/IP
disp

force

Simulation PC 
OpenSees & OpenFresco

Servo-controllerTarget PC

Figure 4.12: Schematic of the control loops in the implementation of a soft-RTHT using 
SCRAMNet experimental control (Schellenberg et al., (2009b))
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The event driven strategy is applicable to geographically distributed hybrid tests, however 

in a local test, if  there is a delay in the sending o f the next command target displacement to 

the servo-control due to excessive iteration in the numerical integration then this 

communication delay is dealt with in the same manner as a communication delay over the 

internet in a distributed test. Figure 4.13 indicates the state transition diagram for an event 

driven hybrid test. Five states exist in the state transition diagram; extrapolate, interpolate, 

slow, hold  and free  vibration. The extrapolate and interpolate transition states have been 

described above. The default state is extrapolate, where the commands are predicted based 

on previously computed displacements and the integrator computes the next target 

displacement (M osqueda et al., (2005)). The state changes from extrapolate to interpolate 

after the next target displacement is received by the controller. The D-update event is then 

generated. Once the target displacement has been applied to the physical substructure and 

the target displacement is achieved, event D target is then generated. The state then 

transitions back to extrapolate where the updated measured displacement is sent to the 

numerical integration algorithm for the next time step.

D_up(Lite

D_upda^TimeOut
D jupda te

Tim eO ut

Tim eO utlegend 
Stale: 

Transition Path: free_vibraiion
Event: Event!functionCallO

interpolateextrapolate

holdslow

Figure 4.13: State transition diagram used in a hybrid test (Stojadinovic et al., (2006))

As stated by Stojadinovic et al., (2006), the advantage o f an event driven strategy is that 

logic can be used to handle excessive delays. If  the system remains in the extrapolate state 

for too long, the actuator can deviate from the target (Nakashima and Masaoka, (1999)). In 

order to overcome excessive delays, M osqueda et al., (2005) proposed to allow a change o f 

state to slow down the actuator. In the slow  state, the extrapolation occurs at a reduced 

velocity resulting in more time being available to receive a command update. When the 

next target displacement is received, the state transitions to interpolate. Alternatively, if  the 

target displacement is not received after a specified number o f steps, the state transitions to 

a hold  state to allow the target displacement to be received. If  no target displacement is
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received (possibly due to integrator crashing), the hold  state times out (TimeOut) to force 

the system into free  vibration. The free_yibration  state allows unloading o f  the structure in 

a highly damped free vibration.

Schellenberg, (2008) updated the extrapolate/interpolate states to utilise predictor/corrector 

algorithms to improve synchronisation between the integration and actuator control process 

in the event-driven strategy. The proposed predictor/corrector algorithm improves 

performance by generating continuous displacement commands (Schellenberg, (2008)). A 

further improvement to the event-driven strategy is an adaptive time stepping strategy. The 

previous strategy (M osqueda et al., (2005)) spent approximately 80% o f the simulation 

time step in the prediction state, leaving only 20% available for the correction state. If the 

predicted displacements were not accurate, there was not sufficient time to correct the 

displacement. The solution was to create a predictor that predicted the displacement a 

number o f time steps ahead rather than just one time step ahead (Schellenberg, (2008)). 

The event driven strategy described above is implemented in the validation test described 

in the next section.

C reate  FEM model 
of numerical 
substructure

-No-

Check
Excessive integration 

time

Solve equation 
of motion

Target PC

Servo-controller

Actuator

Event-driven Strategy
Extrpolate/interpolate/ 

hold/slow down

PID control loop
Check that the 

com m and disp. = m easured  disp.

Figure 4.14: Flowchart o f hybrid test implemented at Trinity College Dublin testing facility
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A summary o f  the processes involved in performing a hybrid test at structures laboratory at 

Trinity College Dublin, as described in this section are given below in Figure 4.14.

4.7 Hybrid Test Verification

A verification test was undertaken to validate the implementation o f the hybrid test 

procedure prior to undertaking the full testing schedule (described in Chapter Five). The 

commonly tested two dimensional substructured steel column portal frame substructure 

test was employed for this purpose. The laboratory test setup and obtained results are 

described in this section.

Objective

The main objective o f the validation experiment is to evaluate the implementation o f the 

hybrid test procedure. To ensure the hybrid experimental procedure was implemented 

correctly, the displacement, velocity and acceleration response o f the test specimen were to 

be compared to a comparative purely numerical model. The equilibrium o f the test would 

be checked by comparing the base shear o f the test structure (i.e. actuator force) to that of 

the comparative numerical model. The effectiveness o f the event-driven strategy will be 

investigated by assessing the hold and slow-down phase actuator tracking during these 

phases o f the test.

Scope

The proposed hybrid validation experiment was only to be conducted in two-dimensions. 

A soft-RTHT is to be implemented in the validation test as this type o f experiment will be 

implemented in the full test schedule. It was not necessary to perform a RTHT within the 

scope o f  the validation test. The validation test is performed in the linear elastic range only, 

so that modelling issues associated with nonlinearity in the comparative numerical model 

are not o f  concern. The peak allowable displacement during the test was defined as the 

upper limit o f the linear elastic portal frame displacement. The experimental element had 

to have significant stiffness to allow actuator displacement o f  a few millimetres such that 

reasonable values o f actuator displacement could be evaluated.
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4.7.1 Substructured Portal Fram e Test Setup

The proposed hybrid validation test is a two-dimensional substructured steel portal frame 

test illustrated in Figure 4.15, in which one steel column is physically tested (physical 

substructure). As indicated in Figure 4.15(a), the physical substructure consists o f a 

150x90mm channel section. As shown in Figure 4.15(b), the numerical substructure 

consists o f an elastic beam-column element with a high elastic stiffness representing the 

beam member, and a simulated experimental beam-column element with the same 

properties as the physical substructure representing the other column member. The base o f 

the portal frame columns was fixed and the top o f the column elements was pinned. The 

mass was applied to Node 3 and Node 4 (masses not shown in Figure 4.15(b)). The 

damping was numerically applied to the structure using mass proportional Rayleigh 

damping. The experimental setup chosen in OpenFresco is the One Actuator setup. The 

numerically modelled column was simulated using SimDomain. This specific test is a 

template o f a verification test used in a soft-RTHT and has been undertaken by others 

(Schellenberg, 2008). The Tcl script o f the hybrid test model o f the portal frame can be 

seen in Appendix A l. The Tcl script for the purely numerical model o f  the portal frame 

can be seen in Appendix A2. It is important to point out that the yield strength and elastic 

modulus o f test specimen had to be estimated because the specimen used was taken from 

the laboratory but did not have its material properties labelled on it. The extended time 

scale o f the test was approximately 20 times slower than the simulated model.
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Figure 4.15: Substructured test of two-dimensional portai frame validation test

Initially it was intended to use a steel member I-section as the physical substructure in the 

hybrid test. However, the stiffness o f  the steel member I-section specimens readily 

available in the laboratory was too low which would have resulted in too small actuator 

displacements. A channel section was available with no lead-in time and was therefore
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utilised. The channel section is tested in its stronger axis. It was observed during the test 

that the channel section was rotating around its longitudinal axis. The connection from the 

actuator to the test specimen was centred on the centroid o f the channel section and the 

threaded bolts were tightened equally either side (perhaps the shear centre would have 

been more appropriate). However, due to the additional stiffness o f  one side o f the 

specimen and possible inconsistencies in the connection detail, a slight twisting 

deformation occurred. This torsion may have lead to inaccuracies in the test results as these 

effects are three-dimensional, whereas the model was only defined in two-dimensions.

To initiate the numerical integration for the analysis, the test specimen needs to have its 

stiffness defined. The formation o f the initial stiffness matrix o f the test specimen is 

described as follows;

3
C 9 - 4

Figure 4.16: Cantilever frame element degrees of freedom

The full plane frame stiffness matrix for a pinned-fixed beam-column element shown in 

Figure 4.16 is given below:

(4.22)
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where, E is the Young’s Modulus (N/mm )

A is the area o f the section (mm )

/  is the second moment o f  area o f the section (mm‘̂) 

L is the effective length o f the member (mm)
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The 6x6 cantilever frame element stiffness matrix in Equation 4.22 can be reduced. 

Degrees of freedom 1-3 are all zero due to the cantilever fixity; therefore the stiffness 

matrix reduces to:
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The element stiffness matrix in Equation 4.23 represents the initial stiffness for the 

experimental beam-column element in the test model. The experimental setup chosen in 

OpenFresco is the One Actuator setup. This test only accounts for one degree o f freedom 

as there is only one actuator. In a two-dimensional test, the vertical displacements and 

rotational degree of freedom are ignored and only the lateral displacements are considered. 

The initial stiffness provides sufficient information required to initiate the first command 

displacement using numerical integration.

4.7.2 Results from Verification Test

The test portal frame was subjected to a scaled North-South component of the Taiwan 

earthquake of 14th of November 1986, selected from the PEER database (PEER, (2000)). 

The results for the lateral displacement of Node 3 (refer to Figure 4.15) on the simulated 

model and the hybrid test are compared in Figure 4.17. The largest difference in lateral 

displacement is 0.28mm, which corresponds to 4% of the maximum displacement demand. 

The root-mean-square (rms) values of the test displacement and simulated displacement 

differ by 10.3%. This indicates servo hydraulic control system achieved reasonably 

accurate actuator displacement tracking; however the twisting of the test specimen during 

the experiment was thought to add to the displacement error along with the servo hydraulic 

control. From Figure 4.17, it can be seen that the displacement response was predicted 

reasonably accurately by the numerical model. The level of damping chosen was 5%, 

however this value may not have been correct for this specimen as the peak displacements 

do not match well in Figure 4.17 indicating the higher frequencies were not being damped 

adequately in the simulated model. It appears from Figure 4.17 that some yielding takes 

place around 15s as there is an upward shift in the test displacement compared to the 

simulated displacement.
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T im *  («)

Figure 4.17: Lateral displacement vs. time for the simulated mode! and test data for Node 3
(refer to Figure 4.15) of portal frame model

Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 compare the lateral velocity and lateral acceleration o f  Node 3

for the simulated model and the hybrid test data, respectively. As can be seen in Figure

4.18, the test data velocity and simulated velocity are observed to match closely. The

largest difference in lateral velocity between the test and simulated velocities is

5247.5cm/s, which corresponds to 8.1% o f the maximum velocity demand. The rms values

o f the test velocity and simulated velocity differ by 4.9%. As can be seen in Figure 4.19,

the test data velocity and simulated acceleration are observed to match closely. The largest

difference in lateral acceleration between the test and simulated velocities is 0.066m/s ,

which corresponds to 4.1% o f the maximum acceleration demand. The rms values o f the

test acceleration and simulated acceleration differ by 3.2%.

T im *  (« )

Figure 4.18: Lateral velocity vs. time for the simulated model and test data for Node 3 (refer
to Figure 4.15) of portal frame model
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Figure 4.19: Lateral acceleration vs. time for the simulated model and test data for Node 3
(refer to Figure 4.15) of portal frame model

-20 20 eo to

Figure 4.20: Base shear vs. displacement for the simulated model and test data for Node 3 
(refer to Figure 4.15) of portal frame model

As discussed above, the verification test results provided validation o f the test method and 

gave confidence to extend the test procedure to more complex models. As can be seen 

fi'om Figure 4.17, the period o f the results from the test and the simulated results show very 

good agreement. The test results are slightly shifted downwards, which indicates that some 

damage settlement in the specimen or connection. Figure 4.20 presents the base shear 

versus roof displacement displayed in the test data and simulated model. The results in 

Figure 4.20 indicate the force equilibrium in the test and numerical model did not show 

good agreement. The simulated model overestimated the test specimen’s stiffness. The test 

specimen also shows nonlinearity in the hysteretic response. However, the test specimen 

only displaced a maximum o f approximately 5mm, which is below the yield displacement 

o f the test specimen. Therefore the test specimen hysteresis is unexpected. It is expected
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that not having the exact yield strength and elastic modulus properties o f  test specimen 

resulted in the overestimation o f the stiffness.
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Figure 4.21: (a) Graph of command displacement and feedback displacement vs. time (b) 

close-up of command displacement and feedback displacement from validation test

Figure 4.21 compares the command and feedback displacement signals. As can be seen in 

Figure 4.21(a) & (b), the actuator displacement command signal (green line) is smooth, 

indicating the predictor-corrector model used in the test was performing well. The 

feedback displacement signal (measured displacement) does not always follow the 

command signal because there is a small tracking error. When a delay occurred, the 

command displacement signal made a smooth transition into the hold state, as can be seen 

in Figure 4.21(a). However, when the new target displacement was received, the command 

displacement signal was not smooth and there was an abrupt change in the displacement 

command. The results o f the validation test indicate some inaccuracies in the test method 

and set-up, however overall the system has been shown to be performing well.

4.8 C hapter O verview

This chapter has briefly described the development o f the hybrid test method from its 

origins as the pseudodynamic test (PsD) method to its current form as the RTFIT method. 

Key aspects such as delay compensation and numerical integration techniques used in PsD 

and RTHT were introduced and the proposed numerical integration and delay 

compensation scheme adopted in this project have been detailed. A two-dimensional 

validation test investigating a cantilever column within a steel portal frame was described. 

The results o f the validation test indicated that the hybrid test method had been adequately 

implemented. The next chapter will detail the proposed test set-up for the application o f the

Ô sp Fbk 
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soft-RTHT method to an investigation of the earthquake response of plan irregular 

concentrically braced frame structures.

Terminology:

A useful synopsis of the terminology in relation to hybrid testing is provided;

• Definition of a pseudodynamic (PsD) test is a dynamic test run at elongated time 

e.g. the test is run 30 or 100 times slower than reality.

• A real-time test (RT) is a dynamic test run at actual time i.e. one second in the test

is one second in reality.

• A hybrid (HT) or substructured test is a test where the critical part of the structure

is physically tested and the rest of the structure is numerically modelled. The

physical results from the test feed into the numerical model and are used to 

calculate the next command displacement from numerical integration for the next 

timestep.

• A ‘soft’ real-time hybrid test (soft-RTHT) is essentially a PsD test. The term soft-

RT results from using the current event-driven strategy to perform dynamic testing 

is referred to as

• A ‘hard’ real-time hybrid test (hard-RTHT) is a one to one correspondence

between the simulation time and the actual test time.
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CHAPTER FIVE -  Experimental Programme Set-up

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the practical design o f the proposed experimental set-up and the 

proposed numerical modelling strategy implemented in the hybrid test programme. Details 

o f the variation o f the parameters affecting the torsional response o f braced plan irregular 

structures to be studied during the experimental programme will be detailed. The practical 

issues associated with the test set-up, such as geometric and actuator capacity constraints 

will be discussed. The details o f the final OpenFresco and OpenSees models used in the 

test will be given.

numerical
model

critical elements

lumped
masses

Figure 5.1: Uneven distribution of mass towards one side of structure

Figure 5.1 illustrates the uneven distribution o f the mass in the plan irregular concentrically 

braced structure investigated in this thesis. The additional mass distributed towards one 

side o f the structure creates an additional demand on the bracing; in particular the 

behaviour o f the first-storey braced frame is critical to the overall response o f the structure, 

as shown in Figure 5.1. The objectives o f  the experimental programme are;

• Assess the effects o f important structural parameters affecting the seismic response of 

braced plan irregular structures. These parameters have been identified as the lateral 

torsional frequency ratio, Q g  and the static eccentricity, Varying the levels o f  static
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eccentricity and lateral torsional frequency ratio within the experimental programme 

will allow an assessment o f the effect they have on the seismic response.

• Assess the adequacy o f the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) torsional effects factor at 

improving the seismic response o f braced structures with mass eccentricity. Varying the 

brace section sizes in the first-storey braced frame within the experimental programme 

will allow an assessment o f the effect the torsional effects factor in design has on the 

seismic response. The next section will detail the parameter selection for the 

experimental programme.

5.2 Experimental Programme

It is important to choose an appropriate number o f parameters to vary during the 

experimental programme. At a basic level, the tests will be used to validate the numerical 

modelling approach to be used in future parametric studies. However, more importantly, 

the testing programme needs to observe the effect o f varying important structural 

parameters on the torsional response o f the proposed plan irregular structure being 

investigated. The fundamental parameters to be varied during the testing programme are 

shown in Table 5.1. A brief description o f the choice o f final test parameters is given 

below;

Table 5.1: Experimental Programme

Test

Series

Number

Brace

Size

(mm)

Normalised

Slenderness,

I

Static

Eccentricity,

e s

Lateral 

Torsional 

Freq. Ratio, £2g

Plan Aspect 

Ratio

1 30x30x3 SHS 1.68 0.15 0.75 2.0

2 50x30x3 RHS 1.57 0.15 0.75 2.0

3 30x30x3 SHS 1.68 0.15 1.25 2.0

4 50x30x3 RHS 1.57 0.15 1.25 2.0

Static Eccentricity

The static eccentricity, Cs was chosen to reflect realistic possible values. As stated in 

Chapter Three, Section 3.6.1, the static eccentricity is to be varied from O.OZ to 0.15Z, 

(where L is the total length o f the building in the direction under consideration). The
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response o f  the structure at the maximum static eccentricity o f 0.15L was chosen for each 

o f the tests as can be seen in Table 5.1. The static eccentricity will be varied in one 

direction only.

Lateral Torsional Frequency Ratio

As described in Chapter Three, Section 3.5.2, the lateral torsional frequency ratio, Q.e is the 

param eter that best characterises the level o f torsional resistance o f the structure (i.e. if  Q-e 

< l.then the structure is torsionally flexible and if  Cle > l,then the structure is torsionally 

stiff). The upper and lower bounds reflect realistic levels o f torsional stiffness and torsional 

flexibility were chosen as Qe = 1.25 and Qg = 0.75 respectively. Both o f the upper and 

lower bounds o f Q.g will be investigated in two sets o f comparative tests, as can be seen in 

Table 5.1.

Plan Aspect Ratio

Contradictory evidence by researchers has stated that the plan aspect ratio has either no 

effect or a considerable effect on the response o f plan irregular structures. Upper and lower 

bounds o f  1.0 and 3.0 respectively were to be investigated. In the experimental 

programme, the value o f plan aspect ratio o f  2.0 was chosen. Due to the limited number o f 

proposed tests, the plan aspect ratio was not varied in the four tests and the effect o f  this 

parameter was to be purely computationally assessed.

Slenderness

The upper and lower bounds o f non-dimensional slenderness are 2.0 and 1.3, respectively, 

as defined by Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)). The structure designed for plan irregularity using 

the torsional effects factor resulted in bracing o f size 50x30x3mm RHS on the SS first- 

storey braced frame, with a non-dimensional slenderness o f A = 1.57. The structure not 

designed for plan irregularity resulted in bracing o f  size 30x30x3mm SHS SS first-storey 

braced frame, with a non-dimensional slenderness o f X = 1.68. The effect o f the 

torsionally designed and torsionally undesigned structure will be compared in the testing 

regime as shown in Table 5.1.

Time History Selection

As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.5, the AJV  ratio is a useful method o f classifying an 

earthquake record’s intensity and energy characteristics. A preliminary computational test 

model was subjected to each o f the 7 No. time histories selected in that section (see Table
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3.2). In preliminary numerical analyses of the proposed test structure it was found that the 

Taiwan record and El Centro record resulted in the greatest ductility demand and damage 

of the test structure, namely the SS first-storey brace members. Of these, the Taiwan time 

history was selected for application in the test programme as it produced a smoother and 

more regular response over the duration of the time history. The El Centro excitation has 

greatest amplitude in the first 5 to 10 seconds with most of the energy dissipated over the 

first 5 to 10 seconds. The Taiwan time history provides a more gradual build-up in 

intensity over the duration of the response making it more appropriate to use during a 

hybrid test.

The two main parameters that are varied in the tests are the slenderness, X  and the lateral 

torsional frequency ratio, Q q. The more slender (A, =  1.68) section is the brace member that 

has been not been designed to resist the torsional response and the less slender ( A  =  1.57) 

section is the section that has been designed to take account of the torsional response. The 

lateral torsional frequency ratio, Q g  is varied to represent a torsionally stiff and torsionally 

flexible structure by varying the nodal masses. Varying the above mentioned parameters as 

shown in Table 5.1 will provide sufficient validation data for the comparative numerical 

model.

5.3 Experimental Set-up

In this section, the structural design procedure for the first-storey (ground floor) 

concentrically braced test frame will be given. The practical issues encountered in 

designing the test set-up such as the physical limitations of the size o f the reaction frame 

and the capacity of the actuator will be detailed.

5.3.1 Design of Test Frame

The proposed test frame was designed according to Eurocode 3 (CEN, (2005)) and 

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)). The hysteretic behaviour of braces and the design procedure 

for a concentrically braced framed steel structure was outlined in Chapter Three. A brief 

description of the design of the proposed test structure and the plan irregularity design 

considerations will be discussed. Appendix B contains the entire set of fabrication
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drawings o f the experimental frame and can be referred by the reader to clarify any o f  the 

experimental frame details.

Design M ethod

The proposed structure was designed according to Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) using the 

lateral force method o f analysis, where the earthquake action is represented by equivalent 

static forces that are applied to the structure. A brief description o f the design process is 

outlined.

Design Actions

The permanent action from an assumed reinforced concrete floor is 7.2kN/m , and the
9 9 9variable action is 3.5kN/m (2.5kN/m for office loading and l.OkN/m for partitions). The 

soil is assumed Type B, the peak ground acceleration, ag is assumed as 3.5m/s . The 

behaviour factor, q for a concentrically braced steel structure designed for medium 

ductility class (DCM) is 4. From these values an elastic target response spectrum for 

design is calculated. The target response spectrum gives the peak response o f a SDOF 

system as a function o f damping and natural period (Elghazouli, (2009)). Only the 

horizontal component o f  the earthquake time history is considered. Using the lateral force 

method o f analysis in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)), the distribution o f the seismic pushover 

forces are calculated.

Design o f  Concentric Bracing

The test structure is assumed to resist the lateral actions by concentric bracing only and no 

frame resistance. The tension brace is assumed to resist all the lateral action while the pre

buckling resistance o f the compression brace is not considered. In this case and with most 

concentrically braced frames, the limiting factor in the design is the non-dimensional 

slenderness.

Design o f  Beams and Columns

The beams and columns were designed to ensure adequate overstrength to the combined 

seismic, permenant and variable action effects. As a precaution, web stiffeners are 

provided to the columns and beam at the locations where the gusset plate connects to the 

respective columns and beam. The stiffeners are required to prevent any possibility o f local 

buckling on the columns and beam. The columns and beam were to be used in every test, 

therefore no damage was acceptable.
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Design o f  Gusset Plate Connections

The gusset plate connections are designed using the design action obtained from the lateral 

force method and applying an appropriate overstrength factor. The overstrength factor 

depends on the type o f structure and is calculated by the ratio o f a ja i ,  where a„ is the 

value by which the horizontal seismic design action is multiplied in order to achieve first 

plastic action o f any member and ai is the value by which the horizontal seismic design 

action is multiplied in order to achieve a number o f plastic hinges and structural instability. 

The overstrength factor aims to ensure that the connection remains non-ductile throughout 

the response, so the element is then termed non-dissipative. The ductility and energy 

dissipation in an inelastic response o f the structure is provided by the bracing members and 

not the connections. The gusset plate design in this thesis provided certain difficulties. For 

one, a typical gusset plate connection is connected to the beam and column intersection at 

the corner o f a frame. In the proposed experimental set-up as shown in Figure 5.2, the 

gusset plates cannot be connected to both the beam flange and column flange. For the top 

gusset plate connection, the gusset plate is only connected to the beam flange to allow for 

the rotation o f the stub section connecting the beam to the column. A stiffener plate is 

provided where the gusset plate connection would normally be connected to the column. 

Similarly, for the bottom gusset plate connection, the gusset plate is only connected to the 

column flange to allow for the rotation o f the stub section connecting the column to the 

support. A stiffener plate is provided where the gusset plate connection would normally be 

connected to the beam below.

The tension capacity o f the gusset plate connection was calculated using W hitmore’s width 

(Whitmore, (1952)). The alignment o f  the brace member connection in the gusset plate will 

provide a trilinear yield line due to out-of-plane buckling o f the brace member. The 

spacing around the brace member connection in the gusset plate facilitates the out-of-plane 

buckling and is similar to trilinear yield line proposed by Wijesundara, (2009). In order to 

form a linear yield line in the gusset plate due to out-of-plane buckling, AISC, (2005) 

specifies a free space o f two times the gusste plate thickness between the brace end and a 

line that connects the re-entrant corners o f the gusset plate. However, it was not possible to 

implement these guidelines due to the constraint o f the gusset plate only being connected 

to the test frame on one side.

In case any yielding occurred in the gusset plates, the gusset plate connections were 

replaced after each test. The connection bolts were either M l6 Gr. 8.8 ordinary bolts or
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M20 Gr. 8.8 ordinary bolts and were tightened according to BS EN 1090-2 (British 

Standards Institution, (2008)).

Torsional Effects Design

The only exception to the above mentioned design is the design to resist torsion. As noted 

in Chapter Two, Section 2.5.1, the torsional effects are considered in the seismic design 

using the torsional effects factor, 6. In preliminary analyses, it was observed that the SS o f 

the structure that has the mass distributed towards it has a greater ductility demand. The 

torsional effects factor, 6 results in an increased design seismic pushover action, resulting 

in a larger brace section being required to resist the design pushover action. Therefore, the 

bracing members on the SS o f the torsionally unbalanced structure resist a greater design 

action. The effect o f  the torsional response o f the structure and the adequacy o f the 

proposed Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) design method using the torsional effects factor, 8 are 

the main areas o f consideration o f the proposed experimental study.

5.3.2 Practical Considerations for Experimental Set-up

The dimensions o f the test structure had to allow the test frame to fit into the available 

reaction frame in the test laboratory. As shown in Figure 5.2, the reaction frame actually 

consists o f two identical reaction frames mounted side-by-side and connected via cross 

members. The test frame was mounted between the two reaction frames as shown in Figure 

5.2. Testing the structure between the two reaction frames allowed a larger and more 

realistic sized frame to be tested. Two horizontal members spanning between the reaction 

frames supported the test frame as can be seen in Figure 5.2. Testing between the two 

reaction frames also allowed the frame to move freely in the direction o f actuation without 

any restrictions. A roller guide was mounted on the reaction frame, as shown in Figure 5.2, 

in order to prevent the test frame displacing laterally out-of-plane and impacting the 

reaction frames.
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Figure 5.2: Elevation view of test frame and reaction frame with 30x30x3 SHS braces (left)
schematic and (right) photograph

It was originally proposed to use a fully pinned connection in the braced frame consisting 

o f a rotating pin joint, both at the column bases and column to beam connections. 

However, as explained in Chapter Four, Section 4.3, the hybrid test method can fail due to 

small displacement error being imposed on the test structure or being sent back from the 

actuator to the numerical model. A small discrepancy in the rotating joint could allow 

some ‘wobble’ in the test frame resuhing in spurious displacements being imposed on the 

structure or being sent back to the numerical model. The fabrication tolerances required to 

construct the pinned joints would have been very small. In order to overcome possible 

fabrication issues, the pinned supports provided in the experimental set-up are column stub 

sections to allow almost free rotation in the plane o f the test frame whilst preventing any 

spurious displacements in the test frame.

The force capacity o f the actuator limited the size o f the brace sections that could be tested. 

As stated in Chapter Four, the capacity o f the actuator is 150kN and the limit o f the stroke 

is ± 125mm. It is important to keep the load in the actuator below approximately 80% of 

the force capacity so that linearity in the actuator is maintained and the actuator can 

perform accurately. Based on the dimensions o f the test set-up allowed by the reaction 

frame, the bracing members are inclined at 37.1°. A maximum force o f 150kN from the 

actuator will provide a force o f  188.18kN in the tension brace, if  the tension brace alone 

resisted the action. However, a contribution to the lateral resistance o f the frame is also 

provided by the compression brace. It was important not to approach the force capacity o f 

the actuator in order to protect the actuator from damage. The tests are conducted at a slow 

speed meaning the dynamic rating o f the actuator would not be a limiting constraint. The 

stroke o f the actuator would not be a constraint because the concentrically braced frame is
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very stiff resulting in a yield displacement and any subsequent hysteretic displacement 

response being far below the stroke capacity o f ± 125mm. The seismic design o f the frame 

using the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) torsional effects factor indicated that a 50x30x3mm 

RHS should be employed. The 50x30x3mm RHS section has a yield force o f 101.99kN 

corresponding to an actuator force o f 81.3kN, which is well within the actuator capacity. 

The compression brace has a buckling capacity o f 41.6kN corresponding to an actuator 

force o f 33.2kN. The combined lateral force in the actuator is approximately 114.5kN for 

the test specimen with 50x30x3mm RFIS sections, well below the actuator capacity o f 

150kN. The frame designed without the torsional effects factor required 30x30x3mm SHS 

sections in the first-storey on the SS o f the structure; implying a tension brace yield force 

o f 73.8kN (actuator force 58.8kN) and a brace buckling load o f 26.1kN (actuator force 

20.8kN). The combined lateral force required from the actuator is approximately 84.9kN, 

well below the actuator capacity o f 150kN.

5.4 Instrumentation of Experimental Setup

The internal load cell and LVDT in the actuator record the force and displacement, 

respectively at Node 12 as shown in Figure 5.3. Data recorded on the Test PC consists o f 

displacement and force feedback from the internal LVDT and load cell in the actuator. The 

data is fed back from the actuator to the Test PC at the Scramnet frequency o f 1/1024s. 

Data recorded on the Host PC consists o f displacement and force feedback from the STS 

PC at larger time steps equal to the integration step for the particular earthquake record e.g. 

typically 0.01s. Refer to Chapter Four, Section 4.5.1 for a more detailed description o f the 

test procedure and data communication.

External LVDT’s are located at Node 12 and Node 13 as indicated in Figure 5.3. The 

LVDT at Node 12 provides an external verification measure for the internal LVDT in the 

actuator. The LVDT at Node 13 measures the out-of-plane displacement o f the concentric 

bracing. The LVDT’s used in the experimental programme are RDP ACT 2000C 

displacement transducers with a range o f  ±50mm and a ±0.5mm linearity error.
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Figure 5.3: Locations of strain gauges and LVDT's on experimental set-up

Strain gauges were used to record the strain at different locations on the test frame. The 

strain gauges used were Radionics Ltd. mild steel foil gauges, 5mm in length with a 

resistance of 120Q and a measurable strain of 3-4%. Each test specimen had 11 No. strain 

gauges attached at various locations as indicated in Figure 5.3. As can be seen in Figure 

5.3, strain gauges Nos. 1 & 3 were used to record the strain (and corresponding axial load 

by calculation) in the two columns. Similarly, strain gauge No. 2 was used to record the 

strain (and corresponding axial load by calculation) in the beam. Strain gauges Nos. 3-11 

were used to record the strain in the brace members at the locations o f expected yield. For 

example as shown in Figure 5.3, strain gauge No. 6 is located on the front face of the 

braced section and records the out-of-plane buckling strain at mid-span o f the brace. Strain 

gauge No. 7 is located on the top face of the braced section and records the in-plane 

buckling strain at mid-span of the brace.

5.5 Numerical M odelling o f Experimental Set-up

This section will detail the numerical modelling of the test set-up using OpenSees. As 

discussed previously, various considerations in the design of the frame were tailored to the 

actuator capacity, reaction frame size and realism of the test structure. Details of the 

numerical modelling assumptions and aspects of the model, including sensitivity analyses 

on the test model, will be discussed.

The numerical model used in the sensitivity analysis is based on 3D dynamic models from 

Chapter Three. Nonlinear beam-column elements with fiber cross sections defining the 

sectional properties of the member under consideration are used as frame elements. Elastic
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elements are used to define elements with elastic sectional properties o f the member. A 

recap o f  the modelling parameters as follows;

• Nonlinear beam column element used to represent the brace members

• 2 No. elements to represent brace member

• 0.1 % out-of-plane lack o f straightness at the mid-length node to induce buckling in 

brace members

• 7 No. integration points along each element

• Dynamic analysis carried out using HHT and Krylov Newton algorithm

• Constraints applied using penalty method

• Giuffre-M enegotto-Pinto uniaxial steel material model (Menegotto and Pinto, 

(1973)))

W ithin the sensitivity analysis, the number o f cross section subdivisions o f each patch 

element making up the cross-sectional representation o f the member at each integration 

point will be varied.

5.5.1 Sensitivity Analysis

To ensure that the computation o f the command displacement does not result in an 

excessively long hold phase in the event driven strategy, the numerical model needs to be 

computationally efficient. Reducing the computational effort and time required in the 

numerical integration step is achieved by trying to ensure the number o f iterations remains 

small and the hold phase in the event driven strategy is not required. An example o f such a

strategy to reduce the computational effort is given by Stauffer et al., (2007), where the

FEM complexity and size o f the proposed structural model was reduced in order to run a 

fast hybrid test as efficiently as possible at the CU NEES FHT laboratory (University o f 

Colorado). Reducing the number o f integration points and using linear elements where 

applicable are examples o f ways o f reducing the computational effort whilst maintaining 

the numerical accuracy o f the model. A sensitivity analysis was therefore carried out to 

optimise the OpenSees model for the twin goals o f accuracy and efficiency. The sensitivity 

analysis composed o f comparing key results and computation times for five different 

modelling strategies, each involving varying levels o f model complexity. The numerical 

model used in the sensitivity analysis has idealised pinned connections representing the 

support conditions.
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The parameters o f the full three-dimensional model o f the plan irregular structure used to 

assess the different strategies are:

• Brace members o f slenderness 1.68

• Plan aspect ratio o f 2.0

• No mass eccentricity

• Lateral torsional frequency ratio o f 1.0 i.e. neither torsionally stiff nor torsionally 

flexible

• Taiwan earthquake excitation (N-S component recorded at Smartl 11/14/86) scaled 

200%

The following five modelling strategies were investigated to the full three-dimensional 

numerical model o f the plan irregular structure in order to reduce the computational effort 

and time;

Strategy 1: Full Model -  Nonlinear Beam, Column and Brace Elements 

Strategy 2: As per Strategy 1 with Beams as Elastic Elements 

Strategy 3: As per Strategy 2 with Reduced Column & Brace Element Subdivisions 

Strategy 4: As per Strategy 3 with Reduced Column & Brace M ember Subdivisions 

Strategy 5: As per Strategy 4 with Elastic Column Elements

n o d e in teg ratio n
point
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Figure 5.4: Categories of numerical subdivisions implmented in modelling strategies (left) 
integration points along an element, (centre) subdivisions across width of thin wall sections 

and (right) subdivisions along length of thin wall sections

The subdivisions for the finite elements composing the members are categorised as 

follows:

A: Number o f integration points along the length o f  each element

B: Number o f cross section subdivisions across the width o f each thin wall o f the section

C: Number o f cross section subdivisions along the length o f each thin wall o f the section
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Table 5.2; Model strategies and subdivisions

Beam Column Brace

Strategy

No.

A B C A B C A B C

No. 1 1 1 15 7 1 15 1 1 15

No. 2 Elastic Elastic Elastic 7 1 15 1 1 15

No. 3 Elastic Elastic Elastic 7 5 10 1 5 10

No. 4 Elastic Elastic Elastic 7 3 5 1 3 5

No. 5 Elastic Elastic Elastic Elastic Elastic Elastic 1 3 5

The categories o f the subdivisions used in the proposed modelling strategies are illustrated 

in Figure 5.4. In each three-dimensional model, the beams, columns and braces have model 

refinements as set out in Table 5.2. For example. Strategy No. 2 has elastic beam-column 

elements modelling the beam members (A, B, C = Elastic). The column members are 

modelled as nonlinear beam-column elements with 7 No. integration points along the 

length o f  each element, 7 No. cross section subdivisions across the width o f  each thin wall 

o f the section and 15 No. cross section subdivisions along the length o f each thin wall o f 

the section (A = 7, B = 7, C = 15). The brace members are modelled as nonlinear beam- 

column elements with 7 No. integration points along the length o f each element, 7 No. 

cross section subdivisions across the width o f each thin wall o f the section and 15 No. 

cross section subdivisions along the length o f  each thin wall o f the section (A = 7, B = 7, C 

= 15).

Table 5.3: Reduced computational effort strategies

Strategy No. Fundamental

Period

(s)

Time to 

execution

(s)

Percentage

Quicker

(%)

Peak

Displacement

(mm)

Percentage

Difference

(%)

Strategy 1 0.267 1332.9 0.0 2.42 0.0

Strategy 2 0.291 1110.2 16.7 2.49 2.7

Strategy 3 0.291 771.9 42.1 2.50 2.9

Strategy 4 0.352 544.8 29.1 1.26 48.2

Strategy 5 0.449 502.7 62.3 1.01 58.3

The simulations were performed on a Dell Optiplex 760 with an Intel Core Duo E4800 3.0 

GHz Processor with 3.25GB o f RAM using Windows XP. The resuhs o f the reduced
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computational effort sensitivity analysis o f the above mentioned strategies for the SS o f the 

structure are given in Table 5.3. The results indicate an expected reduction in 

computational time and an increase in relative error with a reduction o f  computational 

complexity. The peak roof displacement is used as the reference for accuracy to compare 

each o f  the Strategies. The fundamental period o f the structure is also used as a guide to 

model strategy accuracy. From the results in Table 5.3, Strategy 3 was selected for use in 

future models, as it predicts a similar fundamental period as Strategy 1 (the most complex 

model), with a relative peak displacement error o f only 2.9%. Strategy 3 is 42.1% quicker 

than Strategy 1, giving Strategy 3 an improved chance o f not requiring a hold-phase during 

the hybrid test. The displacement errors in Strategy Nos. 4 & 5 (48.2% & 58.3% 

respectively) combined with incorrect fundamental periods means these strategies have too 

large errors to be used as the modelling strategy. It can be seen that in Strategy 5, having 

elastic column members resulted in a significant impact on the predictions o f fundamental 

period and peak displacement. Comparing Strategy 1 and Strategy 5, the axial and lateral 

load in a column member is underestimated by 13% and 42%, respectively (results not 

shown here). The elastic rather than nonlinear beam-column representation o f the column 

members significantly underestimates the lateral force. The reason for this is that nonlinear 

element used here is force based and considers the spread o f plasticity along the element, 

whereas the elastic element provides an estimation o f force based on sectional properties 

alone.

5.5.2 Final Numerical Model of Test Frame

The numerical modelling approach using OpenSees for concentrically braced structures 

subjected to earthquake excitation was described in Chapter Three, Section 3.5. As per the 

dynamic validation tests in Section 3.5, the importance o f the stub section being explicitly 

modelled was shown. Preliminary hybrid test data was used to validate the computational 

model. The important aspects o f the numerical model representation o f  the test structure 

are as follows (as per Strategy 3):

• Columns are modelled with nonlinear beam-column elements with 7 No. 

integration points along their length and subdivided across their section into 10 No. 

elements along each thin-walled section and 5 No. elements across thin-walled 

section.
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• Beams are modelled with elastic beam column elements with relevant section 

properties defined.

• Brace members are modelled with nonlinear beam-column elements with 7 No.

integration points along their length and subdivided across their section into 10 No.

elements along each thin-walled section and 5 No. elements across thin-walled 

section. The initial out-of-plane camber is 0.1% of the brace m em ber’s length.

• The gusset plates were modelled as elastic beam-column elements with a relatively 

high stiffness to replicate the structural stiffness o f the gusset plates in the test set

up.

• The stub sections were modelled explicitly as nonlinear beam-column elements. 

One beam-column element represented one o f  the section flanges with length equal 

to the flange thickness and fiber cross section defined as the in-plan dimensions o f 

the flange. The other flange o f the stub section was similarly defined. The web was 

represented by a nonlinear beam-column element with length equal to the height o f 

the web and fiber cross section defined as the in-plan dimensions o f the web.

• Gravity loads were not applied to the structure because the stub sections would fail

due to buckling o f the web section under gravity load.
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Figure 5.5: Elevation view of numerical representation of test structure (actuator and
reaction frame not shown)

The final numerical model representation o f the test frame can be seen in Figure 5.5. Note 

the nonlinear beam-column elements representing the column and bracing members. The
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beam and gusset plates are modelled using elastic beam-column elements. The end 

restraint of the over-designed gusset plates was expected to result in a fixed connection in

plan and a semi-rigid connection out-of-plane. The over-design of the gusset plates in 

conjunction with the expected response resulted in the gusset plates being modelled as 

elastic beam-column elements with a high elastic stiffness.

The remainder of the proposed three-storey concentrically braced structure is numerically 

modelled as part of the numerical substructure. The FS first-storey braced frame is 

modelled as per the test structure. However, the upper storeys are modelled with idealised 

pinned connections rather than modelling the pinned joints as per the test column stub 

connections. The main reason for this is to reduce the uneccesary complexity o f the 

numerical model.

5.6 Hybrid Test Representation

The final combined computational and hybrid simulation model in OpenFresco will be 

presented in this section. Details o f the hybrid test implementation and numerical 

representation of the physical substructure will be given.

5.6.1 Hybrid Test Substructure

In order to undertake a substructured hybrid test using OpenFresco, the structural 

properties of the physical substructure need to be made available for OpenFresco. The 

experimental substructure needs to be explicitly defined in OpenFresco. An initial stiffness 

matrix for a beam column element is used as a structural simplification for the SS first 

storey concentrically braced frame. Figure 5.6 indicates the soft-RTHT substructure 

simplification required to perform the test. The initial stiffness of the physical substructure 

is required by OpenFresco to calculate the first command displacement for the actuator. 

When OpenSees is used as the finite element software the experimental element is directly 

embedded in OpenFresco. The experimental element therefore acts like a regular element 

in OpenSees. There is a high degree o f compatability between OpenFresco and OpenSees 

as compared to other computational drivers because OpenFresco was initially developed
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with OpenSees in mind as the companion finite element software. At runtime, OpenSees 

has direct access to the all the OpenFresco commands (Schellenberg, (2008)).

numerical
model

critical elements 
removed from- 

numerical model
im

m

(b)

numerical
model

experimental 
beamColumn 
element 99% 

lateral stiffness

experimental 
beamColumn 

element 1 % 
lateral stiffness

Figure 5.6: Concentrically braced three-storey steel structure (lumped masses not shown) (a)
purely numerical model indicating critical elem ents and (b) numerical model including

experimental elements

Three different approaches were attempted to replicate the physical substructure shown in 

Figure 5.6(a) in OpenFresco, and are summarised as follows;

1. One cantilever column with lateral stiffness o f  the physical substructure. The initial 

stiffness was obtained by performing preliminary tests on the physical substructure, 

cantilever was required to ensure stability o f the structure. The cantilever column was 

located at the centre o f  the bay with a fixed-fixed end connectivity. The beam supported by 

the cantilever had a high stiffness to prevent deflection. This approach proved unsuccessful 

as the OpenFresco model was unstable.

2. An approach to represent the lateral stiffness o f the physical substructure using two column 

members sim ilar to that shown in Figure 5.6(b). In order to provide stability to the 

structure, two cantilever columns with fixed-pinned connectivity were used. The lateral 

stiffness o f  the concentrically braced frame was applied to both members with each column 

having 50% o f the lateral stiffness. Somewhat surprisingly, this approach proved 

unsuccessful as the OpenFresco model was unstable.

3. The approach shown in Figure 5.6(b) was then implemented. In this approach, 99% o f the 

lateral stiffness provided by the frame was applied to one o f  the column members (LHS 

column) and 1% o f the lateral sdffness was applied to the other column m ember (RHS 

column) as shown in Figure 5.6(b). Both cantilever elements had an axial stiffness equal to 

that o f the actual test columns. With only one actuator available for testing, the 

experimental element with 1% lateral stiffness was simulated using SimDomain in 

OpenFresco. The force and displacement feedback from the experiment were taken from
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the experimental beam-column elem ent that had 99% o f  the braced frame lateral stiffness. 

This approach proved successful.

The approach taken in OpenFresco to replicate the lateral stiffness o f the physical 

substructure using the experimental beam-column element defined in OpneFresco with 

99% o f the lateral stiffness in one element is valid because with only one actuator, only 

one degree o f freedom at one node location can be tested. However, it would be expected 

that the 50% lateral stiffness approach should have also been successful. OpenFresco is 

requires continuous input from users in order to develop, so it is not unexpected for certain 

aspects to require further investigation.

Appendix C l contains the hybrid test two-dimensional model script and Appendix C2 

contains the OpenSees two-dimensional model script o f the experimental structure used in 

the experiments. Appendix C3 contains the hybrid test three-dimensional model script and 

Appendix C4 contains the final OpenSees model three-dimensional script o f the overall 

structure.

Figure 5.7: Fixed-pinned space frame element degrees-of-freedom

As mentioned above, the initial stiffness matrix o f the experimental elements needed to be 

defined for the hybrid test. In the implementation described above, the braced frame is 

represented by two column elements with fixed-pinned end fixities. The initial stiffness 

matrix for the beam-column element was derived from a space frame element for the three- 

dimensional model as shown in Figure 5.7. The stiffness matrix for a fixed-pinned beam- 

column element in three-dimensions shown in Figure 5.7 is given below;
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(5.1)

where; E  is the Y oung’s Modulus (N/mm )

A is the area o f the section (mm )

L  is the second moment o f area about the major-axis (mm'*) 

ly is the second moment o f area about the major-axis (mm'*) 

G is the shear modulus (N/mm )

J  is the torsional constant o f the section (mm"*)

L is the effective length o f the member (mm)

The 12x12 cantilever space frame stiffness matrix in Equation 5.1 can be reduced. Degrees 

o f  freedom 1-6 are all zero due to the cantilever fixity; therefore the stiffness matrix 

reduces to:

(5.2)

-AE
I 0 0 0 0 0

0 3£’4
L3

0 0 0 0

0 0
2Ely

L3
0 0 0

0 0 0 9L
1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
- 0 0 0 0 0 0

The major axis second moment o f area (/;) o f the bracing members provide the lateral 

stiffness in the major axis (i.e. in the plane o f the test frame) and the minor axis second
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moment of area {ly) of the column sections provide the stiffness in the minor axis (i.e. out 

of the plane of the test frame).

The stiffness matrix given in Equation 5.2 was used as the initial stiffness of the physical 

substructure in OpenFresco. One experimental element (LHS column in Figure 5.4(b)) had 

99% of the in-plane lateral stiffness and the same axial and torsional stiffness of the initial 

stiffness matrix in Equation 5.2. The other experimental element (RHS column in Figure 

5.4(b)) had 1% of the in-plane lateral stiffness and the same axial and torsional stiffness of 

the initial stiffness matrix in Equation 5.2. Refer to Appendix C3 for details of the 

OpenFresco model of the test structure incorporating the experimental element stiffness 

matrix.

5.6.2 Hybrid Test Numerical Integration

As mentioned in Chapter Four, the explicit Newmark integrator has been widely used in 

hybrid testing due to its computational efficiency. The explicit Newmark with fixed 

number of iterations was utilised during this research. A fixed number of iterations 

(maximum of 5 No. iterations chosen) were used throughout the testing to prevent 

excessive iteration during an integration time step. An excessive number of iterations in the 

integration time steps would result in delay in the command displacement for the next time 

step being sent to the actuator. This could result in a hold and pause phase in the soft- 

RTHT procedure causing unwanted force relaxation in the experimental specimen. 

Simulations of each experiment were undertaken prior to the test being performed to 

ensure no excessive hold phases and possible timing out of the numerical integration 

would occur.

Other available methods o f numerical integration in OpenFresco include the collocation 

method, HHT method and the a-OS method. The explicit Newmark with fixed number of 

iterations was found to be the simplest and most reliable numerical integrator during 

preliminary testing. The explicit Newmark method with fixed number of iterations 

consistently resulted in the no timing-out during simulations and was chosen mainly for 

this reliability.
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5.7 Chapter Overview

This chapter has described the key parameters affecting the seismic response o f braced 

plan irregular structures and the investigation o f these parameters in the experimental 

programme. The design o f the experimental set-up was detailed, including practical and 

numerical modelling considerations. A sensitivity analysis was undertaken to ensure an 

adequate numerical model representation was chosen. The final soft-RTHT numerical and 

physical substructures were described in detail in this chapter. The next chapter will detail 

the test results obtained from the experimental programme.
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CHAPTER SIX -  Experimental Results

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the experimental results from four series o f tests (24 No. tests in 

total). The schedule of tests is shown in Table 6.1. The tests are divided into four 

categories representing different levels of slenderness and lateral torsional frequency ratio, 

as discussed in Chapter Five, Section 5.3.

Each series of tests is referred to as Test 1, Test 2, Test 3 and Test 4, and each sub-test is 

referred to as Test lA, Test IB, Test 1C, etc as per Table 6.1. The tests conducted without 

braces were used to gauge the contribution of the pinned frame to the overall lateral 

stiffness (Test lA, Test 2A, Test 3A & Test 4A). In effect, these tests evaluated how well 

the column stub connections replicated idealised pinned connections. An elastic cyclic 

sawtooth test was then performed on the test structure with the concentric bracing present 

to determine the initial stiffness of the test frame (Test IB, Test 2B, Test 3B & Test 4B). 

Next, a two-dimensional elastic test was performed to validate the two-dimensional 

numerical model (Test 1C, Test 2C, Test 3C & Test 4C). A three-dimensional elastic test 

was performed to validate in the elastic region the three-dimensional numerical model 

against the test results (Test ID, Test 2D, Test 3D & Test 4D) and a three-dimensional 

inelastic test was then performed to validate the inelastic region of the three-dimensional 

numerical model against the test results (Test IE, Test 2E, Test 3E & Test 4E). Finally, a 

three-dimensional inelastic test with increased level of ground acceleration input excitation 

was performed to damage the test specimens to a greater extent than the previous inelastic 

test (Test IF, Test 2F, Test 3F & Test 4F).

Two- and three-dimensional numerical models will be validated against test results by 

comparing roof displacement and acceleration on the SS of the structures. The base shear 

versus displacement hysteresis plots will provide a force equilibrium check between the 

test and numerical model. The test and numerically modelled strain in the braces will also 

be compared.
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Table 6.1: Summary of test schedule
Test

ID

Input

Excitation

Test

Type

Scaling

Factor

B race S ize 2 es Qf)

lA Cyclic Elastic - No Braces 1.68 0.15 0,75

IB Cyclic Elastic - 30x30x3SHS 1.68 0.15 0.75

1C Scaled Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 30x30x3SHS 1.68 0.15 0.75

ID Scaled Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 30x30x3SHS 1.68 0.15 0.75

IE Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 30x30x3SHS 1.68 0.15 0.75

IF Scaled Taiwan 3D Inelastic 2.0 30x30x3SHS 1.68 0.15 0.75

2A Cyclic Elastic - N o Braces 1.57 0.15 0.75

2B Cyclic Elastic - 50x30x3RHS 1.57 0.15 0.75

2C Scaled Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 50x30x3RHS 1.57 0.15 0.75

2D Scaled Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 50x30x3 RHS 1.57 0.15 0.75

2E Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 50x30x3 RHS 1.57 0.15 0.75

2F Scaled Taiwan Inelastic 2.0 50x30x3 RHS 1.57 0.15 0.75

3A Cyclic Elastic - N o Braces 1.68 0.15 1.25

3 8 Cyclic Elastic - 30x30x3SHS 1.68 0.15 1.25

3C Scaled Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 30x30x3SHS 1.68 0.15 1.25

3D Scaled Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 30x30x3SHS 1.68 0.15 1.25

3E Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 30x30x3SHS 1.68 0.15 1.25

3F Scaled Taiwan Inelastic 2.0 30x30x3SHS 1.68 0.15 1.25

4A Cyclic Elastic - No Braces 1.57 0.15 1.25

4 8 Cyclic Elastic - 50x30x3RHS 1.57 0.15 1.25

4C Scaled Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 50x30x3RHS 1.57 0.15 1.25

4D Scaled Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 50x30x3RHS 1.57 0.15 1.25

4E Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 50x30x3RHS 1.57 0.15 1.25

4F Scaled Taiwan 3D Inelastic 2.0 50x30x3 RHS 1.57 0.15 1.25

6.2 TEST 1 Experimental Results

The follow ing section will detail the experimental results obtained for both elastic and 

inelastic tests o f  the group TEST 1 experiments. These tests employed 30x30x3m m  SHS 

concentric brace specimens with normalised slenderness o f  1.68. The main test results for 

each sub-test will be given, including a brief description o f  the results.
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6.2.1 TEST lA  -  Cyclic Sawtooth: No Braces

TEST lA  was used to calculate the stiffness o f the test frame without any braces providing 

lateral stiffness. The displacement and force feedback from the experiment were used to 

calculate the lateral stiffness o f the unbraced test frame as 30N/mm.

6.2.2 TEST IB -  Cyclic Sawtooth: With Braces

TEST IB was used to calculate the initial lateral stiffness o f the concentrically braced test 

frame. The displacement and force feedback from the experiment were used to calculate 

the lateral stiffness o f the test frame with braces, which was calculated as 9995N/mm. This 

value represents the lateral stiffness o f the experimental element in the hybrid test model 

(refer to Chapter Five, Section 5.6 for details) which is input into the OpenFresco model in 

subsequent tests (TESTS IC-F). The test data from TEST IB are presented in Appendix 

D l.

6.2.3 TEST 1 C - 2 D  Elastic

In TEST 1C the response o f the test structure to earthquake ground motion was examined 

in a hybrid test. The scaled Taiwan ground acceleration time history used in the experiment 

is presented in Figure 6.1. The peak ground acceleration is O.OOSg.

The main results from the test can be seen in Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.4. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was 3.34mm, as shown in Figure 6.2. As 

can be seen in Figure 6.2, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions well, with a 4.9% difference in peak lateral 

displacement. The periods o f the test structure and numerical model show good agreement. 

Similarly, as can be seen in Figure 6.3, the variation in lateral roof acceleration throughout 

the test matches the numerical predictions well, with a 4.2% difference in peak lateral 

acceleration. A maximum lateral roof acceleration o f -0.08m/s was observed during the 

test.
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Figure 6.1: Scaled Taiwan input time history 
for elastic 2D test
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Figure 6.2: Graph of roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees mode! and test results

Figure 6.3: Graph of roof acceleration vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results
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Figure 6.4: Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
gauge No. 4

The test data for strain gauge No. 4 is shown in Figure 6.4. It can be seen from Figure 6.4 

the strain does not reach yield during the experiment. The other strain gauge test data from 

TEST 1C are presented in Appendix D2. (Refer to Chapter Five, Section 5.3 for details o f 

the location o f the strain gauges on the test structure).

6.2.4 TEST ID -  Elastic 3D: Taiwan Scaled

The three-dimensional test model in TEST ID had a lateral torsional frequency ratio o f 

0.75 (i.e. torsionally flexible) and a plan aspect ratio o f 2.0. Its response to the Taiwan 

earthquake scaled to a peak ground acceleration o f 0.06g was examined in a hybrid test.

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.6 to Figure 6.9. The maximum lateral 

displacement o f the roof during the test was 4.52mm, as shown in Figure 6.6. As can be 

seen in Figure 6.6, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test matches 

the numerical model predictions well, with a 4.6% difference in peak lateral displacement.
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The periods o f the test structure and numerical model show good agreement. Similarly, as 

can be seen in Figure 6.7, the variation in lateral roof acceleration throughout the test 

matches the numerical predictions well, with a 14.9% difference in peak lateral
 ̂ 2

acceleration. The maximum lateral roof acceleration observed during the test was 1.34m/s .
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Figure 6.5: Scaled Taiwan input time history 
for elastic 3D test

Figure 6.6: Graph o f roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results

Figure 6.7: Graph o f roof acceleration vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test data

Figure 6.8: Graph o f strain vs. time at strain  
gauge No. 4 for OpenSees model and test 

data

Figure 6.9: Graph o f strain vs. time at strain  
gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and test data
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Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 compare the experimentally measured and numerically modelled 

brace strains at strain gauges No.; 4 and No. 5, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 

6.8, at location No. 4 the numerically modelled brace strains and the recorded strains from 

the experiment were in the same'order o f  magnitude and show reasonable agreement. The 

peak strain recorded during the, test was -3.68e‘'* whereas the peak numerically modelled 

strain was -S.Ole'"^ representing a difference o f 26.5%, with the numerically modelled 

strains being larger. As can be seen from Figure 6.9, the numerically modelled brace 

strains at stain gauge location No. 5 underestimated the recorded strains from the 

experiment. The peak recorded strain during the test was -4.09e''' whereas the peak 

numerically modelled strain was -1.44e'^ representing a difference o f  80.9%, with the 

numerically modelled strains being smaller. Although there is a considerable difference 

between the test strains and numerically modelled strains for strain gauge No. 5, they are 

o f the same order o f magnitude.

The results for the remainder o f the strain gauges for TEST 1D are presented in Appendix 

D3.

6.2.5 TEST IE -  Inelastic 3D: Taiwan

The test model in TEST IE possessed the same lateral torsional frequency ratio and plan 

aspect ratio as TEST ID. In this test, an external LVDT was placed on the actuator head 

plate to validate the feedback displacement from the actuator internal LVDT. During the 

experiment, the number o f iterations required by the numerical model caused the numerical 

integration to ‘time-out’ such that the numerical commands were no longer sent to the 

actuator and the test terminated. (There is a more detailed description o f the timing-out 

during a test in Chapter Four, Section 4.5). The test ran for approximately 23 seconds o f 

the simulation before this occurred. The excitation had reached maximum amplitude and 

was diminishing towards the end o f the excitation, so the most important results were not 

affected by the premature end o f the test.

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.11 to Figure 6.19. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was 11.51mm, as shown in Figure 6.11. As 

can be seen in Figure 6.11, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions well, with a 3.2% difference in peak lateral 

displacement. The periods o f the test structure and numerical model show good agreement.
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Similarly, as can be seen in Figure 6.13, the variation in lateral roof acceleration 

throughout the test matches the numerical predictions well, with a 13.9% difference in 

peak lateral acceleration. The maximum lateral roof acceleration observed during the test

was 3.29m /s .

i

Figure 6.10: Scaled Taiwan input time 
history for inelastic 3D test

Figure 6.11: G raph of roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results

!

Figure 6.12: Close-up of roof displacement Figure 6.13: G raph of acceleration vs. time 
vs. time for OpenSees model and test data for OpenSees model and test data
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] op*

Figure 6.14: Graph of strain vs. time at gauge Figure 6.15: Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
No. 4 for OpenSees and test data gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and test

data
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I
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Figure 6.16: Graph of displacement vs. time Figure 6.17: Close-up of displacement vs.
for actuator with STS and LVDT time for actuator with STS and LVDT

Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 show the test strains and numerically modelled strains at strain 

gauge No. 4 and strain gauge No. 5, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 6.14 the 

numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 4 and the recorded 

strains from the experiment differ considerably, indicating poor numerical modelling o f the 

strains at this location. The peak recorded strain during the test was -7.38e‘‘*. The peak 

numerically modelled strain was -3.22e' . The peak numerically modelled and peak test 

strains at strain gauge location No. 4 differed by 335%, with the numerically modelled 

strains being larger. The numerical model predicted yielding and potentially buckling o f 

the brace member at strain gauge No. 4 at approximately 15s. The specific value o f the 

peak strain is not as important as the information it provides in terms o f possible prediction 

o f  yielding and buckling. As can be seen from Figure 6.15, the numerically modelled 

strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 5 and the recorded strains from the 

experiment were closer in order o f magnitude: the peak recorded strain during the test 

being 1.08e'^, whereas the peak numerically modelled strain was 4.47e''' representing a 

difference o f 58.5%.

As can be seen in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15, the brace member did not yield during the 

experiment. Comparing Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15, it is evident that the strains at strain 

gauge No. 4 were modelled less accurately as compared to the strains at strain gauge No. 5. 

A possible reason for this is that the numerical model allows for out-of-plane buckling 

through an initial camber in both axes o f the brace members. However, in reality the brace 

member will predominantly buckle in one plane only, resulting in different levels o f strain 

on each perpendicular face o f the brace section. The numerical model does not account for 

this possible behaviour as initially it allows for the possibility o f buckling in- and out-of-
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plane. This behaviour was observed throughout the experimental programme where on one 

face o f the brace section the strains are modelled more accurately compared to the face 

perpendicular to it.

In Figure 6.16, it can be seen that the external LVDT applied to the actuator head plate and 

the STS recorded actuator displacement from the internal actuator LVDT match reasonably 

well. Figure 6.17 is a close-up o f the external LVDT and STS actuator displacements. The 

peak displacement error between the STS recorded data and the external LVDT was 7.9%. 

In the next experiment, TEST 2, it was observed that the external LVDT was calibrated 

incorrectly and found to have an error o f 3.5%. The corrected LVDT data is shown in 

Figure 6.17. The error is therefore within acceptable limits. The results for strain gauge No. 

4 and No. 5 are shown above, however all o f the raw strain gauge data and LVDT data for 

TEST IE can be found in Appendix D4.

i
II

I

Figure 6.18: Graph of SS and FS test peak Figure 6.19: Base shear vs. displacement for 
interstorey drifts OpenSees and test data

The interstorey drifts o f the SS and FS o f the experimental structure are shown in Figure 

6.18. It can be seen from Figure 6.18 the interstorey drifts are the largest on the SS first- 

storey. None o f the interstorey drifts exceed the assumed Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) limit 

o f 0.5%. The variation in interstorey drift between the SS and FS can be seen in Figure 

6.18 and indicates the influence o f a torsional rather than a purely translational response in 

the test structure. It should be noted that numerical substructure was modelled with 

idealised pinned coOnnections during each hybrid test.

The hysteresis plot o f base shear against displacement for the test specimen and numerical 

model can be seen in Figure 6.19. As shown in Figure 6.19 the force in the brace 

specimens exceeds their buckling load but not their yield load. The numerical model 

overestimates the initial stiffness o f the test specimen. The hysteresis plot for the test
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shows some nonlinear behaviour with slightly reduced stiffness in one large displacement 

cycle. The peak ductility demand recorded during TEST IE  was 0.88, indicating the 

structure did not exceed yield displacement.

It should be noted that the stub connections have a significant effect on the response o f the 

structure. The lateral force from the test is transferred to the reaction frame through shear 

in the stub connections. For example, in this test, 69% o f the peak displacement o f 9.83mm 

was due to the shear force in the stub section. The P-A effect in the column stub due to the 

axial load was taken into consideration in the numerical model.

6.2.6 TEST IF -  Inelastic 3D: Taiwan Scaled 2.0

The test model in TEST IF possessed the same lateral torsional frequency ratio and plan 

aspect ratio as TEST ID. The input excitation was scaled by a factor o f 2.0. In this test, 

external LVDTs were placed on the actuator head plate and at the cross-point o f the braces 

in order to measure out-of-plane displacement o f the braces.

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.21 to Figure 6.26. The maximum 

positive and negative lateral displacements o f the roof o f the structure observed during the 

test were 22.73mm & -18.64mm, as can be seen in Figure 6.21. The maximum numerically 

modelled lateral displacements were 26.09mm & -27.06mm representing a 12.9% 

overestimation o f  the observed peak lateral roof displacement on the positive side and 

31.1% on the negative side. As shown in Figure 6.22 the periods o f the test structure and 

numerical model do not show good agreement, particularly after yielding in the braces 

occurs at 15s. As can be seen in Figure 6.23, the test lateral acceleration at the roof 

matches reasonably well the numerical model. The maximum lateral roof acceleration o f 

the structure during the test was 6.38m/s as can be seen in Figure 6.23. The maximum 

numerically modelled lateral roof acceleration o f  the structure was 4.56m/s as can be seen 

in Figure 6.23. There is a 28.6% difference in peak lateral acceleration between the 

numerical model and test data.
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Figure 6.20: Scaled Taiwan input time 
history for inelastic 3D test

Figure 6.21: Graph of roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results

!

Figure 6.22: Close-up of roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test data

Figure 6.23: Graph of acceleration vs. time 
for OpenSees model and test results

Figure 6.24: Graph of strain vs. time at Figure 6.25: Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
gauge No. 4 for OpenSees and test data gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and test data

Figure 6.24 and Figure 6.23 show the test strains and numerically modelled strains at strain 

gauge No. 4 and strain gauge No. 5, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 6.24, the 

numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 4 and the recorded 

strains from the experiment were not in the same order o f  magnitude and showed poor 

agreement. The peak recorded strain during the test was -4.8 le' . The peak numerically
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modelled strain was -1.34e' . The peak numerically modelled and peak test strains at strain

gauge location No. 4 differed by 64.1%, with the numerically modelled strains being 

larger. It can be seen from Figure 6.24 that the numerical model correctly predicts the 

initiation o f yielding, but overestimates the strains. As can be seen from Figure 6.25, the 

numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 5 and the recorded 

strains from the experiment were in the same order o f  magnitude. The peak recorded strain
T -5

during the test was 2.87e' . The peak numerically modelled strain was 2.88e' . The peak 

numerically modelled and peak test strains at strain gauge location No. 5 differed by 0.3%, 

with the numerically modelled strains being smaller. However, the negative peak 

numerically modelled strain overestimated the negative peak strain by 47.2% as can be 

seen in Figure 6.25. The numerically modelled strains at strain gauge location No. 5 

underestimated the response, particularly after yielding. Although there is a considerable 

difference in the peak test strains and peak numerically modelled strains, particularly for 

strain gauge No. 4, the numerical model successfully predicts the initiation o f yielding at 

approximately 15s.

Figure 6.26 shows the observed variation in the out-of-plane displacement at the cross- 

point node (refer to Node 13 in Figure 5.3 in Chapter Five) o f the concentric bracing. The 

peak out-of-plane displacement was 11.3mm. The peak lateral displacement o f the test was 

22.73mm. The lateral displacement was approximately twice the brace out-of-plane 

displacement at the cross point o f the braces. The displaced shape o f the concentric bracing 

can be seen at the end o f TEST 1F in Figure 6.27 showing the buckled shape o f the bracing 

members. No local buckling was observed in either bracing member.

400 600 600

Figure 6.26: Graph of displacement vs. time for 
LVDT and OpenSees at Node 13

Figure 6.27: Photo of test frame after 
TEST IF
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The resuhs for strain gauge No. 4 and No. 5 arershown above, however all o f the raw strain
• ■' ,

gauge data and LVDT data can be found in A ^ e n d ix  D5 for TEST IF.

The interstorey drifts o f the SS and FS o f the 'j^perim ental structure are shown in Figure 

6.28. It can be seen from Figure 6.28 the inters'torey drifts are the largest on the SS first- 

storey. The first-storey SS interstorey drift o f  0.91% exceeded the assumed Eurocode 8 

(CEN, (2004) limit o f  0.5%. The variation in interstorey drift between the SS and FS can 

be seen in Figure 6.28 and indicates a torsional rather than a purely translational response 

in the test structure.

I
!

Figure 6.28: Graph of SS and FS test peak Figure 6.29: Base shear vs. displacement for 
interstorey drifts OpenSees and test data

The hysteresis plot o f base shear against displacement for the test specimen and numerical 

model can be seen in Figure 6.29. As shown in Figure 6.29 the force in the brace 

specimens exceeds their buckling load, but not their yield load. The numerical model 

overestimates the initial stiffness o f the test specimen. The hysteresis plot for the test 

shows considerable nonlinear behaviour with severely reduced stiffness. It is thought the 

nonlinear behaviour in TEST 2E affected TEST 2F, as the peak ductility demand recorded 

during TEST IF was 1.74, indicating the structure did exceed yield displacement.

6.3 TEST 2 Experimental Results

The following section will detail the test results for both elastic and inelastic tests for all 

sub-tests o f TEST 2. These tests employed 50x30x3mm RHS concentric brace specimens 

with normalised slenderness o f 1.57. The main test results for each sub-test will be given, 

including a brief description o f the results. After TEST 1F the braces were removed and
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the stub connections at the base had permanent lateral deformation pushing the test 

columns inwards making the removal o f the braces difficult. The stubs had yielded at the 

web to flange connection.

6.3.1 TEST 2A -  Cyclic Sawtooth: No Braces

TEST 2A was used to calculate the stiffness o f  the test frame without any braces providing 

lateral stiffness. The displacement and force feedback from the experiment were used to 

calculate the lateral stiffness o f the unbraced test frame as 38.6N/mm.

6.3.2 TEST 2B -  Cyclic Sawtooth: With Braces

TEST 1B w'as used to calculate the initial lateral stiffness o f the concentrically braced test 

frame. The displacement and force feedback from the experiment were used to calculate 

the lateral stiffness o f the test frame with braces, which was calculated as 1 1383N/mm. 

This value represents the lateral stiffness o f the experimental element in the hybrid test 

model (refer to Chapter Five, Section 5.6 for details) which is input into the OpenFresco 

model in subsequent tests (TESTS 2C-F). The test data from TEST 2B are presented in 

Appendix D6.

6.3.3 TEST 2C -  2D Elastic

In TEST 2C the response o f the test structure to earthquake ground motion was examined 

in a hybrid test. The scaled Taiwan ground acceleration time history used in the experiment 

is presented in Figure 6.30. The peak ground acceleration is 0.005g.

The main results from the test can be seen in Figure 6.31 to Figure 6.33. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was 3.14mm, as shown in Figure 6.31. As 

can be seen in Figure 6.31, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions well, with a 2.1% difference in peak lateral 

displacement. The periods o f the test structure and numerical model show good agreement. 

However, as can be seen in Figure 6.32, the variation in lateral roof acceleration 

throughout the test matches the numerical predictions poorly, with a 30.0% difference in 

peak lateral acceleration. The maximum lateral roof acceleration observed during the test
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was 0.08m/s . The low amplitude and noisy nature o f the test acceleration response may be 

a reason for the poor predictive accuracy o f the numerical model.

I

Figure 6.30: Scaled Taiwan input time 
history for elastic 2D test

Tfm« (a)

Figure 6.31; Graph of roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results

I

Time (s)

Figure 6.32: Graph of roof acceleration vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results

Figure 6.33: Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
gauge No. 4

The test data for strain gauge No. 4 is shown in Figure 6.33. It can be seen from Figure 

6.33 the strain does not reach yield during the experiment. The other strain gauge test data 

from TEST 2C are presented in Appendix D7.

6.3.4 TEST 2D -  Elastic 3D: Taiwan Scaled

The three-dimensional test model in TEST 2D had a lateral torsional frequency ratio of 

0.75 (i.e. torsionally flexible) and a plan aspect ratio o f 2.0. Its response to the Taiwan 

earthquake scaled to a peak ground acceleration o f  0.06g was examined in a hybrid test.

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.35 to Figure 6.38. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was 4.53mm, as shown in Figure 6.35. As
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can be seen in Figure 6.35, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions well, with a 4.9% difference in peak lateral 

displacement. The periods o f  the test structure and numerical model show good agreement. 

Similarly, as can be seen in Figure 6.36, the variation in lateral roof acceleration 

throughout the test matches the numerical predictions well, with an 8.9% difference in 

peak lateral acceleration. The maximum lateral roof acceleration observed during the test
'y

was 1.25m/s .

Time (a)

1

Figure 6.34: Scaled Taiwan input time Figure 6.35: Graph of roof displacement vs.
history for elastic 3D test time for OpenSees model and test results

1

Figure 6.36: Graph of roof acceleration vs. Figure 6.37: Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
time for OpenSees model and test data gauge No. 4 for OpenSees model and test

data
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Figure 6.38: Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and test data

Figure 6.37 and Figure 6.38 compare the experimentally measured and numerically 

modelled brace strains at strain gauges No. 4 and No. 5, respectively. As can be seen from 

Figure 6.37, at location No. 4 the numerically modelled brace strains and the recorded 

strains from the experiment were in the same order o f magnitude and show reasonable 

agreement. The peak strain recorded during the test was -3.46e‘‘* whereas the peak 

numerically modelled strain was -3.09e‘'* representing a difference o f  10.8%, with the 

numerically modelled strains being larger. As can be seen from Figure 6.38, the 

numerically modelled brace strains at stain gauge location No. 5 underestimated the 

recorded strains from the experiment. The peak recorded strain during the test was 3.17e‘‘’ 

whereas the peak numerically modelled strain was 1.37e‘‘’ representing a difference o f 

56.8%, with the numerically modelled strains being smaller. Although there is a 

considerable difference between the test strains and numerically modelled strains for strain 

gauge No. 5, they are o f  the same order o f  magnitude.

TEST 2D stopped prematurely at approximately 21 seconds during the experiment due to 

the numerical integration timing-out. The excitation had reached maximum amplitude and 

was diminishing towards the end o f  the excitation, so the most important results were not 

affected by this. The results for the remainder o f  the strain gauges for TEST 2D can be 

found in Appendix D8.

6.3.5 TEST 2E -  Inelastic 3D: Taiwan

The test model in TEST 2E possessed the same lateral torsional frequency ratio and plan 

aspect ratio as TEST 2D. TEST 2E stopped prematurely at approximately 25.5 seconds
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during the experiment due to the numerical integration timing-out. The excitation had 

reached maximum amplitude and was diminishing towards the end o f the excitation, so the 

most important results were not affected by this.

I

□

1

Figure 6.39: Scaled Taiwan input time Figure 6.40: Graph of roof displacement vs.
history for inelastic 3D test time for OpenSees model and test results

I

Time (s)

1
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Figure 6.41: Close-up of roof displacement vs. Figure 6.42: Graph of acceleration vs. time 
time for OpenSees model and test data for OpenSees model and test results

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.40 to Figure 6.46. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was 11.41mm, as shown in Figure 6.40. As 

can be seen in Figure 6.40, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions well, with a 0.5% difference in peak lateral 

displacement. As shown in Figure 6.41 the periods o f the test structure and numerical 

model show good agreement. Similarly, as can be seen in Figure 6.42, the variation in 

lateral roof acceleration throughout the test matches the numerical predictions well, with a 

6.4% difference in peak lateral acceleration. The maximum lateral roof acceleration 

observed during the test was 3.17m/s .
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Figure 6.43: Graph of strain vs. time at gauge Figure 6.44; Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
No. 4 for OpenSees and test data gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and test

data

Figure 6.43 and Figure 6.44 show the test strains and numerically modelled strains at strain 

gauge No. 4 and strain gauge No. 5, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 6.43 the 

numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 4 and the recorded 

strains from the experiment differ considerably, indicating poor numerical modelling of the 

strains at this location. The peak recorded strain during the test was 7.93e''*. The peak 

numerically modelled strain was 2.47e‘'’. The peak numerically modelled and peak test 

strains at strain gauge location No. 4 differed by 68.8%, with the numerically modelled 

strains being larger. Yielding did not occur in either the test or numerical model. As can be 

seen from Figure 6.44, the numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge 

location No. 5 and the recorded strains from the experiment were in the same order of 

magnitude with the peak recorded strain during the test being 6.11c^, whereas the peak 

numerically modelled strain was 2.15e''* representing a difference o f 68.1%.

1

Figure 6.45: Graph of SS and FS test peak 
interstorey drifts

X 1o’

t
I
i

Figure 6.46: Base shear vs. displacement for 
OpenSees and test data
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The interstorey drifts o f the SS and FS o f the experimental structure are shown in Figure 

6.45. It can be seen from Figure 6.45 the interstorey drifts are the largest on the SS ground- 

storey. None o f the interstorey drifts exceed the assumed Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004) limit o f 

0.5%. The variation in interstorey drift between the SS and FS can be seen in Figure 6.45 

and indicates a torsional rather than a purely translational response in the test structure.

The hysteresis plot o f base shear against displacement for the test specimen and numerical 

model can be seen in Figure 6.46. As shown in Figure 6.46 the force in the brace 

specimens exceeds their buckling load, but not their yield load. The numerical model 

underestimates the initial stiffness o f the test specimen. Unlike TEST IE  & IF, the 

stiffness is underestimated by the numerical model. As mentioned previously, at the end o f 

TEST IF the braces were removed and the stub connections at the base had permanent 

lateral displacement pushing the test columns inwards making the removal o f the braces 

difficult. This permanent deformation in the stubs may have lead to a change in stiffness o f 

the overall test frame accounting for the numerical model underestimation o f stiffness. It 

can be seen from the remainder o f the test results that the numerical model underestimates 

the test stiffness. The hysteresis plot for the test shows some nonlinear behaviour with 

slightly reduced stiffness in a few o f the larger displacement responses. The test specimen 

reached buckling load but not yield as can be seen in Figure 6.46. The peak ductility 

demand recorded during TEST2E was 0.88, indicating the structure did not exceed yield 

displacement.

6.3.6 TEST 2F -  Inelastic 3D: Taiwan Scaled 2.0

The test model in TEST 2F possessed the same lateral torsional frequency ratio and plan 

aspect ratio as TEST 2D. The input excitation was scaled by a factor o f 2.0. TEST 2E 

stopped prematurely at approximately 30 seconds during the experiment due to the 

numerical integration timing-out. The excitation had reached maximum amplitude and was 

diminishing towards the end o f the excitation, so the most important results were not 

affected by this.
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Figure 6.47: Scaled Taiwan input time history Figure 6.48; Graph of roof displacement vs.
for inelastic 3D test time for OpenSees model and test results

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.48 to Figure 6.56. The maximum 

positive and negative lateral displacements o f the roof o f the structure observed during the 

test were 22.66mm & -18.91mm, as can be seen in Figure 6.48. The maximum numerically 

modelled lateral displacements were 24.03mm & -20.84mm representing a 5.7% 

overestimation o f the observed peak lateral roof displacement on the positive side and 

9.25% on the negative side. As shown in Figure 6.49 the periods o f  the test structure and 

numerical model show reasonable agreement. As can be seen in Figure 6.50, the test lateral 

acceleration at the roof matches reasonably well the numerical model. The maximum 

lateral roof acceleration o f the structure during the test was 6.12m/s^ as can be seen in 

Figure 6.50. The maximum numerically modelled lateral roof acceleration o f the structure 

was 5.92m/s^ as can be seen in Figure 6.50. There is a 3.3% difference in peak lateral 

acceleration between the numerical model and test data.
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Figure 6.49: Close-up of roof displacement Figure 6.50: Graph of acceleration vs. time 
vs. time for OpenSees model and test data for OpenSees and test results
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Figure 6.51 and Figure 6.52 show the test strain and numerically modelled strain at strain 

gauge No. 4 and strain gauge No. 5, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 6.51, the 

numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 4 and the recorded 

strains from the experiment showed poor agreement. The peak recorded strain during the 

test was 1.418e'^. It can be seen in Figure 6.51 that yielding occurs during the test, but is 

not predicted by the numerical model. The peak numerically modelled strain was 4.88e‘‘’. 

The peak numerically modelled and peak test strains at strain gauge location No. 4 differed 

by 65.6%, with the numerically modelled strains being smaller. As can be seen from 

Figure 6.52, the numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 5 

and the recorded strains from the experiment were in the same order o f magnitude. The 

peak recorded strain during the test was 8.85e'''. The peak numerically modelled strain was 

4.34e’ . The peak numerically m.odelled and peak test strains at strain gauge location No. 5 

differed by 50.9%, with the numerically modelled strains being smaller. The numerical 

model underestimates the strains in brace members and does not predict yielding.

Figure 6.51: Graph of strain vs. time at gauge Figure 6.52: Graph of strain vs. time at strain
No. 4 for OpenSees and test data gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and test 

data
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9
Figure 6.53: Graph of displacement vs. time for Figure 6.54: Photo of test frame after

LVDT and OpenSees at Node 13 TEST 2F
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Figure 6.53 shows the observed variation in out-of-plane displacement at the cross-point 

node (refer to Node 13 in Figure 5.3 in Chapter Five) o f the concentric bracing. The peak 

out-of-plane displacement was 16.68mm. The peak lateral displacement o f the test was 

22.66mm. The lateral displacement was approximately 1.36 times the brace out-of-plane 

displacement. The displaced shape o f the concentric bracing can be seen at the end o f 

TEST 2F in Figure 6.54. The buckled shape is not as pronounced as TEST IF. No local 

buckling was observed in either bracing member.

The results for strain gauge No. 4 and No. 5 are shown above, however all o f the raw strain 

gauge data and LVDT data can be found in Appendix DIO for TEST 2F.

The interstorey drifts o f the SS and FS o f the experimental structure are shown in Figure 

6.55. It can be seen from Figure 6.55 the interstorey drifts are the largest on the SS first- 

storey. The first-storey interstorey drift o f 0.9% exceeded the assumed Eurocode 8 (CEN, 

(2004) limit o f 0.5%. The variation in interstorey drift between the SS and FS can be seen 

in Figure 6.55 with the SS interstorey drifts differing from the FS interstorey drifts 

indicating a torsional rather than purely translational response in the structure.

The hysteresis plot o f base shear against displacement for the test specimen and numerical 

model can be seen in Figure 6.56. As shown in Figure 6.56 the force in the brace 

specimens exceeds their buckling and yield loads. The numerical model underestimates the 

initial stiffness o f the test specimen. The hysteresis plot for the test shows considerable 

nonlinear behaviour with some reduced stiffness in the larger displacement response 

cycles. The peak ductility demand recorded during TEST 2F was 1.73, indicating the 

structure did exceed yield displacement.

r

Figure 6.55: Graph of SS and FS test peak 
interstorey drifts

Figure 6.56: Base shear vs. displacement for 
OpenSees and test data
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6.4 TEST 3 Experimental Results

The following section will detail the experimental results obtained for both elastic and 

inelastic tests for the group TEST 3 experiments. These tests employed 30x30x3mm SHS 

concentric brace specimens with normalised slenderness o f  1.68. The main test results for 

each sub-test will be given, including a brief description o f the results.

6.4.1 TEST 3A -  Cyclic Sawtooth: No Braces

TEST 3A was used to calculate the stiffness o f the test frame without any braces providing 

lateral stiffness. The displacement and force feedback from the experiment were used to 

calculate the lateral stiffness o f the unbraced test frame as 31.8N/mm.

6.4.2 TEST 3B -  Cyclic Sawtooth: With Braces

TEST 3B was used to calculate the initial lateral stiffness o f the concentrically braced test 

frame. The displacement and force feedback from the experiment were used to calculate 

the lateral stiffness o f the test frame with braces, which was calculated as 10094N/mm. 

This value represents the lateral stiffness o f the experimental element in the hybrid test 

model (refer to Chapter Five, Section 5.6 for details) which is input into the OpenFresco 

model in subsequent tests (TESTS 3C-F). The test data from TEST 3B are presented in 

Appendix D l.

6.4.3 TEST 3C -  2D Elastic

In TEST 3C the response o f the test structure to earthquake ground motion was examined 

in a hybrid test. The scaled Taiwan ground acceleration time history used in the experiment 

is presented in Figure 6.57. The peak ground acceleration is 0.005g.

The main results from the test can be seen in Figure 6.58 to Figure 6.60. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was -1.26mm, as shown in Figure 6.58. As 

can be seen in Figure 6.58, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions reasonably well, with an 11.9% difference in 

peak lateral displacement. The periods o f the test structure and numerical model show 

good agreement. However, as can be seen in Figure 6.59, the variation in lateral roof
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acceleration throughout the test matches the numerical predictions poorly, with a 38.4% 

difference in peak lateral acceleration. The maximum lateral roof acceleration observed 

during the test was -0.19m/s . The low amplitude and noisy nature o f the test acceleration 

response may be a reason for the poor predictive accuracy o f the numerical model.

i

Figure 6.57: Scaled Taiwan input time history Figure 6.58: Graph of roof displacement vs.
for elastic 2D test time for OpenSees model and test results

Figure 6.59: Graph of roof acceleration vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results

Figure 6.60: Graph of strain vs. time at 
strain gauge No. 4

The test data for strain gauge No. 4 is shown in Figure 6.60. It can be seen from Figure 

6.60 the strain does not reach yield during the experiment. The other strain gauge test data 

from TEST 3C are presented in Appendix D12.

6.4.4 TE ST 3D -  Elastic 3D: Taiw an Scaled

The three-dimensional test model in TEST 3D had a lateral torsional frequency ratio o f 

1.25 (i.e. torsionally stiff) and a plan aspect ratio o f  2.0. Its response to the Taiwan 

earthquake scaled to a peak ground acceleration o f 0.06g was examined in a hybrid test. It 

is important to note that when initially running this experiment, an error occurred in 

running the wrong file and a much higher displacement was applied to the structure
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resulting in slight yielding o f the specimen before the test was manually terminated. As can 

be seen in Figure 6.65, there is a slight upward shift o f the test strain data compared to the 

numerical model indicating slight yielding prior to the test being run again correctly.

I!
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Figure 6.61 Scaled Taiwan input time history Figure 6.62 Graph of roof displacement vs.
for elastic 3D test time for OpenSees model and test

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.62 to Figure 6.65. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was 1.06mm, as shown in Figure 6.62. As 

can be seen in Figure 6.62, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions well, with an 8.6% difference in peak lateral 

displacement. The periods o f the test structure and numerical model show good agreement. 

However, as can be seen in Figure 6.63, the variation in lateral roof acceleration 

throughout the test matches the numerical predictions reasonably poorly, with a 19.7% 

difference in peak lateral acceleration. The maximum lateral roof acceleration observed 

during the test was -0.68m/s .
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Figure 6.63 Graph of roof acceleration vs. Figure 6.64 Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
time for OpenSees model and test data gauge No. 4 for OpenSees model and test

data
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Figure 6.65 Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and test data

Figure 6.64 and Figure 6.65 compare the experimentally measured and numerically 

modelled brace strains at strain gauges No. 4 and No. 5, respectively. As can be seen from 

Figure 6.64, at location No. 4 the numerically modelled brace strains and the recorded 

strains from the experiment show reasonable agreement. The peak strain recorded during
5 4the test was 9.19e‘ whereas the peak numerically modelled strain was 1.21e' representing 

a difference o f 23.9%, with the numerically modelled strains being larger. As can be seen 

from Figure 6.65, the numerically modelled brace strains at stain gauge location No. 5 

underestimated the recorded strains from the experiment. The peak recorded strain during 

the test was 8.73e'^ whereas the peak numerically modelled strain was 3.15e'^ representing 

a difference o f  63.9%, with the numerically modelled strains being smaller. Although there 

is a considerable difference between the test strains and numerically modelled strains for 

strain gauge No. 5, they are o f the same order o f magnitude.

The results for the remainder o f the strain gauges for TEST 3D can be found in Appendix 

D13.

6.4.5 TEST 3E -  Inelastic 3D: Taiwan

The test model in TEST 3E possessed the same lateral torsional frequency ratio and plan 

aspect ratio as TEST 3D. The test ran for approximately 27 seconds o f the simulation 

before the test timed out. The excitation had reached maximum amplitude and was 

diminishing towards the end o f the excitation, so the most important results were not 

affected by the premature end o f the test.

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.67 to Figure 6.73. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was 2.69mm, as shown in Figure 6.67. As
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can be seen in Figure 6.67, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions reasonably well, with an 8.5% difference in peak 

lateral displacement. The periods o f the test structure and numerical model show good 

agreement. However, as can be seen in Figure 6.69, the variation in lateral roof 

acceleration throughout the test matches the numerical predictions reasonably poorly, with 

a 25.2% difference in peak lateral acceleration. The maximum lateral roof acceleration 

observed during the test was -1.88m/s . The numerical model results for TEST 3E do not 

show as good agreement with the test data as compared to TEST IE or TEST 2E. The 

expected reason for this is the premature yielding o f  the brace specimens during TEST 3D 

as explained previously in Section 6.4.4.
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Figure 6.66: Scaled Taiwan input time 
history for inelastic 3D test
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Figure 6.68: Close-up of roof displacement 
vs. time for OpenSees model and test data

Figure 6.67: Graph of roof displacement 
time for OpenSees model and test results
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Figure 6.69: Graph of acceleration vs. time 
for OpenSees model and test results
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Figure 6.70: Graph of strain vs. time at 
gauge No. 4 for OpenSees and test data

Figure 6.71: Graph of strain vs. time at 
strain gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and 

test data

Figure 6.70 and Figure 6.71 show the test strains and numerically modelled strains at strain 

gauge No. 4 and strain gauge No. 5, respectively. The strain in the bracing members did 

not reach the yield strain of 1.12e' . As can be seen from Figure 6.70 the numerically 

modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 4 and the recorded strains from 

the experiment differ considerably, indicating poor numerical modelling of the strains at 

this location. The peak recorded strain during the test was 233e ‘̂. The peak numerically 

modelled strain was 8.95e'^. The peak numerically modelled and peak test strains at strain 

gauge location No. 4 differed by 61.6%, with the numerically modelled strains being 

larger. As can be seen from Figure 6.71, the numerically modelled strains in the bracing at 

stain gauge location No. 5 and the recorded strains from the experiment were in the same 

order of magnitude with the peak recorded strain during the test being 2.176'^ ,̂ whereas the 

peak numerically modelled strain was representing a difference of 27.3%.
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Figure 6.72: Graph of SS and FS test peak Figure 6.73: Base shear vs. displacement for 
interstorey drifts OpenSees and test data
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The interstorey drifts o f the SS and FS o f the experimental structure are shown in Figure 

6.72. It can be seen from Figure 6.72 the interstorey drifts are the largest on the SS first- 

storey. None o f the interstorey drifts exceed the assumed Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004) limit o f 

0.5%. The variation in interstorey drift between the SS and FS can be seen in Figure 6.72 

indicating a torsional rather than purely translational response in the structure.

The hysteresis plot o f base shear against displacement for the test specimen and numerical 

model can be seen in Figure 6.73. As shown in Figure 6.73 the force in the brace 

specimens do not exceed their buckling or yield loads. The numerical model 

underestimates the initial stiffness o f  the test specimen. The hysteresis plot for the test 

shows slight nonlinear behaviour with no stiffness deterioration. The peak ductility 

demand recorded during TEST 3E was 0.206, indicating the structure did not exceed yield 

displacement.

6.4.6 TEST 3F -  Inelastic 3D: Taiwan Scaled 2.0

The test model in TEST 3F possessed the same lateral torsional frequency ratio and plan 

aspect ratio as TEST 3D. The input excitation was scaled by a factor o f  2.0.

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.75 to Figure 6.81. The maximum 

positive and negative lateral displacements o f  the roof o f  the structure observed during the 

test were 5.38mm & -3.44mm, as can be seen in Figure 6.75. The maximum numerically 

modelled lateral displacements were 5.51mm & -3.44mm representing a 2.4% 

overestimation o f the observed peak lateral roof displacement on the positive side and 

14.1% on the negative side. As shown in Figure 6.76 the periods o f  the test structure and 

numerical model show good agreement. As can be seen in Figure 6.77, the test lateral 

acceleration at the roof matches reasonably poorly with the numerical model. The 

maximum lateral roof acceleration o f the structure during the test was -3.67m/s as can be 

seen in Figure 6.77. The maximum numerically modelled lateral roof acceleration o f the 

Structure was -2.49m/s as can be seen in Figure 6.77. There is a 32.1% difference in peak 

lateral acceleration between the numerical model and test data.
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Figure 6.74: Scaled Taiwan input time 
history for inelastic 3D test
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Figure 6.75: Graph of roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results
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Figure 6.76: Close-up of roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test data

Figure 6.77: Graph of acceleration vs. time 
for OpenSees model and test results

Figure 6.78 and Figure 6.79 show the test strains and numerically modelled strains at strain 

gauge No. 4 and strain gauge No. 5, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 6.78, the 

numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 4 and the recorded 

strains from the experiment were in the same order o f magnitude and showed good 

agreement. The peak recorded strain during the test was 4.526'"^. The peak numerically 

modelled strain was 5.36e‘‘̂ . The peak numerically modelled and peak test strains at strain 

gauge location No. 4 differed by 15.8%, with the numerically modelled strains being 

larger. It can be seen from Figure 6.79 that the numerical model overestimates the strains. 

As can be seen from Figure 6.79, the numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain 

gauge location No. 5 and the recorded strains from the experiment were in the same order 

o f magnitude. The peak recorded strain during the test was 4.16e'''. The peak numerically 

modelled strain was 1.79e'''. The peak numerically modelled and peak test strains at strain 

gauge location No. 5 differed by 56.8%, with the numerically modelled strains being
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smaller. The numerically modelled strains at strain gauge location No. 5 underestimated 

the response.

Figure 6.78: Graph of strain vs. time at gauge Figure 6.79: Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
No. 4 for OpenSees and test data gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and test

data

The observed variation in the out-of-plane displacement at the cross-point node (refer to 

Node 13 in Figure 5.3 in Chapter Five) o f the concentric bracing can be found in Appendix 

D15. The peak out-of-plane displacement was 3.74mm. The peak lateral displacement o f 

the test frame was 5.38mm. The lateral displacement was approximately 1.44 times the 

brace out-of-plane displacement. The displaced shape o f the concentric bracing after TEST 

3F can be seen in Figure 6.82. No local buckling was observed in either bracing member.

Figure 6.80: Graph of SS and FS test peak 
interstorey drifts

Figure 6.81: Base shear vs. displacement for 
OpenSees and test data

The interstorey drifts o f the SS and FS o f the experimental structure are shown in Figure 

6.80. It can be seen from Figure 6.80 the interstorey drifts are the largest at the SS first- 

storey. None o f the interstorey drifts exceed the assumed Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004) limit o f 

0.5%. The variation in interstorey drift between the SS and FS can be seen in Figure 6.80
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with the SS interstorey drifts being greater than FS interstorey drifts indicating a torsional 

rather than purely translational response in the structure.

Figure 6.82: Photo of test frame after TEST 3F

The hysteresis plot o f base shear against displacement for the test specimen and numerical 

model can be seen in Figure 6.81. As shown in Figure 6.81 the force in the brace 

specimens did not exceed their buckling or yield loads. The numerical model 

underestimates the stiffness o f the test specimen. The hysteresis plot for the test shows 

slight nonlinear behaviour with no stiffness deterioration. The photo o f the test frame after 

TEST 3F in Figure 6.82 also indicates no buckling in the bracing members. The peak 

ductility demand recorded during TEST 3F was 0.413, indicating the structure did not 

exceed yield displacement.

6.5 TEST 4 Experimental Results

The following section will detail the experimental results obtained for both elastic and 

inelastic TEST 4 group o f experiments. These tests employed 50x30x3mm RHS concentric 

brace specimens with normalised slenderness o f  1.57. The main test results for each sub

test will be given, including a brief description o f the results.

6.5.1 TEST 4A -  Cyclic Sawtooth: No Braces

TEST 4A was used to calculate the stiffness o f the test frame without any braces providing 

lateral stiffness. The displacement and force feedback from the experiment were used to 

calculate the lateral stiffness o f the unbraced test frame as 34N/mm.
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6.5.2 TEST 4B —  Cyclic Sawtooth: With Braces

TEST 4B was used to calculate the initial lateral stiffness o f the concentrically braced test 

frame. The displacement and force feedback from the experiment were used to calculate 

the lateral stiffness o f the test frame with braces, which was calculated as 12136N/mm. 

This value represents the lateral stiffness o f  the experimental element in the hybrid test 

model (refer to Chapter Five, Section 5.6 for details) which is input into the OpenFresco 

model in subsequent tests (TESTS 4C-F). The test data from TEST 4B are presented in 

Appendix D16.

6.5.3 TEST 4C -  2D Elastic

In TEST 4C the response o f the test structure to earthquake ground motion was examined 

in a hybrid test. The scaled Taiwan ground acceleration time history used in the experiment 

is presented in Figure 6.83. The peak ground acceleration is O.OOSg.

The main results from the test can be seen in Figure 6.84 to Figure 6.86. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was -1.23mm, as shown in Figure 6.84. As 

can be seen in Figure 6.84, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions reasonably poorly, with a 20.6% difference in 

peak lateral displacement. The periods o f the test structure and numerical mode! show 

good agreement. Similarly, as can be seen in Figure 6.85, the variation in lateral roof 

acceleration throughout the test matches the numerical predictions poorly, with a 31.8% 

difference in peak lateral acceleration. The maximum lateral roof acceleration observed 

during the test was 0.18m/s . The low amplitude and noisy nature o f the test acceleration 

response may be the reason for the poor predictive accuracy o f the numerical model.
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Figure 6.83: Scaled Taiwan input time 
history for elastic 2D test

Figure 6.84: Graph of roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results

Figure 6.85: Graph of roof acceleration vs. time Figure 6.86: Graph of strain vs. time at 
for OpenSees model and test results strain gauge No. 4

The test data for strain gauge No. 4 is shown in Figure 6.86. It can be seen from Figure 

6.86 the strain does not reach yield during the experiment. The other strain gauge test data 

from TEST 4C are presented in Appendix D17.

6.5.4 TEST 4D -  Elastic 3D: Taiw an Sealed

The three-dimensional test model in TEST 4D had a lateral torsional frequency ratio o f 

1.25 (i.e. torsionally stiff) and a plan aspect ratio o f  2.0. Its response to the Taiwan 

earthquake scaled to a peak ground acceleration o f 0.06g was examined in a hybrid test.

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.88 to Figure 6.91. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was 0.99mm, as shown in Figure 6.88. As 

can be seen in Figure 6.88, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions well, with a 3.6% difference in peak lateral 

displacement. The periods o f  the test structure and numerical model show good agreement.
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Similarly, as can be seen in Figure 6.89, the variation in lateral roof acceleration 

throughout the test matches the numerical predictions reasonably w ell, with a 15.2% 

difference in peak lateral acceleration. The maximum lateral roof acceleration observed 

during the test was -0.6m /s .

1

Figure 6.87: Scaled Taiwan input time 
history for elastic 3D test

Figure 6.88: Graph of roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results

Figure 6.89: Graph of roof acceleration vs. time Figure 6.90: Graph of strain vs. time at 
for OpenSees model and test data strain gauge No. 4 for OpenSees model and

test data

Figure 6.91: Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and test data
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Figure 6.90 and Figure 6.91 compare the experimentally measured and numerically 

modelled brace strains at strain gauges No. 4 and No. 5, respectively. As can be seen from 

Figure 6.90, at location No. 4 the numerically modelled brace strains and the recorded 

strains from the experiment were in the same order o f  magnitude and show reasonable 

agreement. The peak strain recorded during the test was 8.14e'^ whereas the peak 

numerically modelled strain was 6.91e'^ representing a difference o f 15.1%, with the 

numerically modelled strains being larger. As can be seen from Figure 6.91, the 

numerically modelled brace strains at stain gauge location No. 5 underestimated the 

recorded strains from the experiment. The peak recorded strain during the test was 8.06e'^ 

whereas the peak numerically modelled strain was 2.89e'^ representing a difference o f 

64.1%, with the numerically modelled strains being smaller. Although there is a 

considerable difference between the test strains and numerically modelled strains for strain 

gauge No. 5, they are o f  the same order o f magnitude.

6.5.5 TEST 4E -  Inelastic 3D: Taiwan

The test model in TEST 4E possessed the same lateral torsional frequency ratio and plan 

aspect ratio as TEST 4D.

1

Figure 6.92: Scaled Taiwan input time 
history for inelastic 3D test

Figure 6.93: Graph of roof displacement vs. 
time for OpenSees model and test results
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i

Figure 6.94: Close-up of roof displacement Figure 6.95: Graph of acceleration vs. time
vs. time for OpenSees model and test data for OpenSees model and test results

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.93 to Figure 6.99. The maximum 

lateral displacement o f the roof during the test was 2.42mm, as shown in Figure 6.93. As 

can be seen in Figure 6.93, the variation in lateral roof displacement throughout the test 

matches the numerical model predictions well, with a 5.1% difference in peak lateral 

displacement. As shown in Figure 6.94 the periods o f the test structure and numerical 

model show reasonably good agreement. Flowever, as can be seen in Figure 6.95, the 

variation in lateral roof acceleration throughout the test matches the numerical predictions 

poorly, with a 31.6% difference in peak lateral acceleration. The maximum lateral roof 

acceleration observed during the test was 1.29m/s .

Tim. (•>

Figure 6.96: Graph of strain vs. time at gauge Figure 6.97: Graph of strain vs. time at strain 
No. 4 for OpenSees and test data gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and test

data

Figure 6.96 and Figure 6.97 show the test strains and numerical model strains at strain 

gauge No. 4 and strain gauge No. 5, respectively. The strain in the bracing members did 

not reach the yield strain o f 1.12e‘ . As can be seen from Figure 6.96, the numerically 

modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 4 and the recorded strains from
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the experiment were in the same order o f magnitude and showed good agreement. The 

peak recorded strain during the test was 2.136'"^. The peak numerically modelled strain was 

1.76e'^. The peak numerically modelled and peak test strains at strain gauge location No. 4 

differed by 17.5%, with the numerically modelled strains being smaller. As can be seen 

from Figure 6.97, the numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location 

No. 5 and the recorded strains from the experiment were in the same order o f magnitude 

and showed reasonably good agreement. The peak recorded strain during the test was 

2.09e'"'. The peak numerically modelled strain was 1.31e“̂ . The peak numerically modelled 

and peak test strains at strain gauge location No. 5 differed by 37.5%, with the numerically 

modelled strains being smaller. Overall, the peak test strains and peak numerically 

modelled strains are in the same order o f magnitude and indicate good agreement.

The results for strain gauge No. 4 and No. 5 are shown above, however all o f the raw strain 

gauge data and LVDT data can be found in Appendix D19 for TEST 4E.

Z
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Figure 6.98: Graph of SS and FS test peak Figure 6.99: Base shear vs. displacement for 
interstorey drifts OpenSees and test data

The interstorey drifts o f the SS and FS o f the experimental structure are shown in Figure 

6.98. It can be seen from Figure 6.98 the interstorey drifts are the largest on the SS first- 

storey. None o f the interstorey drifts exceed the assumed Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004) limit o f 

0.5%. The variation in interstorey drift between the SS and FS can be seen in Figure 6.98 

indicating a torsional rather than purely translational response in the structure.

The hysteresis plot o f base shear against displacement for the test specimen and numerical 

model can be seen in Figure 6.99. As shown in Figure 6.99 the force in the brace 

specimens does not exceed their buckling or yield loads. The numerical model 

underestimates the initial stiffness o f the test specimen. The hysteresis plot for the test 

shows slight nonlinear behaviour with no stiffness deterioration. The peak ductility
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demand recorded during TEST 4E was 0.195, indicating the structure did not exceed yield 

displacement.

6.5.6 TE ST 4F -  Inelastic 3D: Taiwan Scaled 2.0

The test model in TEST 4F possessed the same lateral torsional frequency ratio and plan 

aspect ratio as TEST 4D. The input excitation was scaled by a factor o f 2.0.

The main results for the test can be seen in Figure 6.101 to Figure 6.107. The maximum 

positive and negative lateral displacements o f the roof o f the structure observed during the 

test were 5.09mm & -3.25mm, as can be seen in Figure 6.101. The maximum numerically 

modelled lateral displacements were 4.85mm & -3.51mm representing a 4.7% 

overestimation o f the observed peak lateral roo f displacement on the positive side and 

7.4% on the negative side. As shown in Figure 6.102 the periods o f  the test structure and 

numerical model show good agreement. As can be seen in Figure 6.103, the test lateral 

acceleration at the roof matches reasonably poorly the numerical model. The maximum 

lateral roof acceleration o f the structure during the test was 3.76m/s as can be seen in 

Figure 6.103. The maximum numerically modelled lateral roo f acceleration o f the structure 

was 2.59m/s^ as can be seen in Figure 6.103. There is a 31.1% difference in peak lateral 

acceleration between the numerical model and test data.

I1

Figure 6.100: Scaled Taiwan input time Figure 6.101: Graph of roof displacement vs.
history for inelastic 3D test time for OpenSees model and test results
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! 1

Figure 6.102: Close-up of roof displacement Figure 6.103: Graph of acceleration vs. time
vs. time for OpenSees mode! and test data for OpenSees mode! and test results

Figure 6.104 and Figure 6.105 show the test strain and numerical model strain at strain 

gauge No. 4 and strain gauge No. 5, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 6.104, the 

numerically modelled strains in the bracing at stain gauge location No. 4 and the recorded 

strains from the experiment were in the same order o f magnitude and show good 

agreement. The peak recorded strain during the test was 4.18e"'^. The peak numerically 

modelled strain was 3.50e''*. The peak numerically modelled and peak test strains at strain 

gauge location No. 4 differed by 16.2%, with the numerically modelled strains being 

smaller. As can be seen from Figure 6.105, the numerically modelled strains in the bracing 

at stain gauge location No. 5 and the recorded strains from the experiment were in the 

same order o f magnitude and show reasonably poor agreement. The peak recorded strain 

during the test was 4.09e‘‘*. The peak numerically modelled strain was 1.60e“̂ . The peak 

numerically modelled and peak test strains at strain gauge location No. 5 differed by 

60.8%, with the numerically modelled strains being smaller. Although there is a 

considerable difference between the peak test strains and peak numerically modelled 

strains for strain gauge No. 5, in general they are in the same order o f  magnitude.No 

yielding o f the brace specimens was observed during the experiment.
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I

Figure 6.104: Graph of strain vs. time at Figure 6.105: Graph of strain vs. time at
gauge No. 4 for OpenSees and test data strain gauge No. 5 for OpenSees model and

test data

The out-of-plane displacement for the cross-point node (refer to Node 13 in Figure 5.3 in 

Chapter Five) o f the concentric bracing is presented in Appendix D20. The peak out-of- 

plane displacement recorded was 2.53mm. The peak lateral displacement o f the test frame 

was 5.09mm. The lateral displacement was approximately twice the brace out-of-plane 

displacement. The results for strain gauge No. 4 and No. 5 are shown above, however all o f 

the raw strain gauge data and LVDT data can be found in Appendix D20 for TEST 4F.

Z
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Figure 6.106: Graph of SS and FS test peak Figure 6.107: Base shear vs. displacement for 
interstorey drifts OpenSees and test data

The interstorey drifts o f the SS and FS o f the experimental structure are shown in Figure 

6.106. It can be seen from Figure 6.106 the interstorey drifts are the largest on the SS first- 

storey. None o f the interstorey drifts exceed the assumed Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004) limit of 

0.5%. The variation in interstorey drift between the SS and FS can be seen in Figure 6.106 

indicating a torsional rather than purely translational response in the structure.
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Figure 6.108: Photo of test frame after TEST 4F

The hysteresis plot o f base shear against displacement for the test specimen and numerical 

model can be seen in Figure 6.107. As shown in Figure 6.107 the force in the brace 

specimens does not exceed their buckling or yield loads. The numerical model 

underestimates the stiffness o f the test specimen. The hysteresis plot for the test shows 

slight nonlinear behaviour with no stiffness deterioration. The photo o f the test frame after 

TEST 4F in Figure 6.108 also indicates no buckling in the bracing members. The peak 

ductility demand recorded during TEST 4F was 0.39, indicating the structure did not 

exceed yield displacement.

6.6 Coupon Tests

Coupon test samples in accordance with BS EN ISO 6892-1:2009, (British Standards 

Institution, (2009)) were taken from untested brace members in order determine the yield 

strength (fy) o f each specimen. The yield strength, is needed in to compare the numerical 

model to the test data. For the 50x30x3 RHS specimens, the mean value for the yield 

strength is 233.26N/mm^ and the 30x30x3 SHS specimens, the mean value for the yield 

strength is 244.13N/mm . The steel was specified from the supplier at a grade o f 

235N/mm^.

6.7 Results Discussion

The following section will summarise the results from the experimental programme and 

discuss the conclusions arising from the test results. Firstly, the accuracy o f the 

experimental method will be discussed. Secondly, the accuracy o f the numerical model in
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comparison to the test data will be discussed. Finally, the effect o f parameter variation and 

corresponding conclusions will be detailed.

6.7.1 Performance of Experimental Procedure

The accuracy o f  the hybrid test method procedure has been assessed in detail in Chapter 

Four, Section 4.7, in the validation test. The validation test showed that the hybrid test 

method could perform well for a simple structural arrangement. The general effectiveness 

o f  the hybrid test procedure to perform dynamic experiments on a concentrically braced 

frame can be assessed from the results in this chapter.

The majority o f the experiments in which only small displacement responses were 

observed required hold phases to facilitate calculation o f the next time step command 

displacement. As noted previously, some tests timed-out due to excessive delays in 

computing the next target displacement by numerical integration. The timing-out o f this 

process was typically observed when the command displacements became quite small. 

Small changes in displacement proved difficult for the algorithm to proceed to the next 

time step within the time limitation. In contrast, the system performed well during periods 

o f large displacement command fluctuation when no hold phases were required. Out o f the 

24 No. tests in total, the following tests timed-out prematurely; TEST IE  (23s), TEST 2D 

(21s), TEST 2E (26s), TEST 2F (30s) and TEST 3D (27s). The peak displacement and 

acceleration for the test structure occurs around 15-17s. The Taiwan ground acceleration 

time history gradually increases in amplitude to a peak around 15-17s and then gradually 

reduces in amplitude to the end o f the record at 40s. As can be seen from the times at 

which each experiment timed-out, the peak displacement and peak acceleration were 

already achieved during each o f the experiments. The peak displacement and acceleration 

results were not affected by the premature end o f these tests.

Prior to performing each experiment, a test simulation was undertaken. The simulation o f a 

hybrid test is performed by replacing the experimental element with a numerical element. 

The model is a purely numerical model, but differs from the OpenSees model. The 

simulated numerical element that replaces the experimental element uses the initial 

stiffness matrix o f  the proposed experimental element. In OpenFresco the numerical 

element is simulated using SimDomain. SimDomain is used to test that the numerical 

model, experimental setup and network communication are functioning correctly prior to
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conducting an experiment. Each of the simulated experiments ran successfully without any 

timing-out issues. Hence, the subsequent timing-out of the actual experiments as a result of 

excessive numerical integration time was not expected.

As can be seen from the experimental results for each series of the four tests, the 

displacement and acceleration responses were mostly smooth and continuous. Some of the 

two-dimensional tests with small scale input ground accelerations had a noisy acceleration 

response due to the low amplitude input excitation.

6.7.2 Accuracy of Numerical Model

A summary of the test data and numerical modelling results for peak lateral displacement, 

peak lateral acceleration and peak strains at strain gauge No. 4 are given in Table 6.2. The 

results from strain gauge No. 4 are used as an indicator for the accuracy of the numerically 

modelled strains. The summary of the test and numerical modelling results for the root- 

mean-square (rms) values of lateral displacement, lateral acceleration and strain at strain 

gauge No. 4 are given in Table 6.3. The rms value provides information on the overall 

signal amplitude rather than just the peak values, allowing a better overall comparison.

The difference between the peak displacement of the test data and numerical model 

showed an average error o f 5.3%, as shown in Table 6.2. It can be seen from Table 6.2 in 

TEST 1; TESTs 1C, ID & IE have similar levels of difference in peak displacement of 

4.92%, 4.63% and 3.2%, respectively. However, TEST IF has a difference in peak 

numerically modelled and test displacement of 31.1%. In general, the level of accuracy for 

peak displacements is good, however due to the limited number of tests in each block, if 

one test does not perform well this can skew the results. Between three o f the experiments, 

good agreement is shown. The difference between the peak acceleration of the test data 

and numerical model showed an average error of 9.3%>, as shown in Table 6.2. Similar to 

the peak displacements, an error in one experiment slightly skewed the mean peak 

acceleration error (TEST IF).

The average difference between the rms values for displacement of all the test data and 

numerical models is 7.69%, as shown in Table 6.3. The average difference between the 

rms values for acceleration of all the test data and numerical models is 8.05%), as shown in 

Table 6.3. It can be seen from Table 6.3 in TEST 4; TESTs 4D, 4E & 4F have similar
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levels o f difference in rms acceleration o f 15.12%, 4.69% and 6.08%, respectively. 

However, TEST 4C has a difference in rms numerically modelled and test acceleration o f 

72.24%. In general, the level o f accuracy for rms acceleration is reasonable, however due 

to the limited number o f tests in each block, if  one test does not perform well this can skew 

the results. The combined results o f peak and rms values indicate the numerical model 

predicts the acceleration response o f the test structure with an acceptable level o f accuracy.

The average difference between the peak test strains and peak numerically modelled strains 

is 20.1%, as shown in Table 6.2. The average difference between the rms values for strains 

o f the test data and numerical model are 121.06%, as shown in Table 6.3. The combined 

results o f peak and rms values indicate the numerical model predicts the strains in the test 

structure with an unacceptably poor level o f accuracy.

In summary, the numerical model shows good agreement with the test data with respect to 

displacement and accelerations, but the strains show unacceptably poor agreement.
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Table 6.2: Summary of peak test and numerical model results
Test

ID

Input

Excitation

Test

Type

Scaling

Factor

Max. R oof 

Displacement 

(mm)

Disp. Error 

Model and 

Test (%)

Max,

Acceration

(m/s^)

Acc. Error 

Model and 

Test (%)

M ax

Strain

SG4

Strain

Error

(%)

lA Cyclic Elastic ■ - - - - - -

IB Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

1C Sc. Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 3.339 4.92 -0.082 4.16 - -

ID Sc. Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 4.52 4.63 1.34 14.9 -3.678e-4 26.5

IE Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 11.509 3.2 3.298 13.9 -7.381e-4 335

IF Sc. Taiwan 3D Inelastic 2.0 -27.055 31.1 4.558 28.6 -4.801e-4 64.04

Mean 7.3 10,2 70.9

COV 1.36 0.76 188.9

2A Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

2B Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

2C Sc. Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 3.143 2.13 0.0797 30 - -

2D Sc. Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 4.526 4.95 1.252 8.97 3.463e-4 10.8

2F, Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 11.41 0.53 3.17 637 7.932e-4 68.8

2F Sc. Taiwan 3D Inelastic 2.0 22.66 9.25 6.12 3.27 1.418e-3 65.57

Mean 2.8 8.1 24.2

COV 0.11 I.IO 7.08

3A Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

33 Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

3C Sc. Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 -1.264 11.9 0 186 38.4 - -

3D Sc. Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 1.06 8.55 0.681 19.7 9.19e-5 23.9

3E Taiwan 3D Inclastic 1.0 2.69 8.45 -1.875 25.2 2.333e-4 61.6

3F Sc. Taiwan 3D Inelastic 2.0 5.51 14.1 -3.67 32.1 4.517e-4 15.77

Mean 7.2 19.2 16.9

COV 0.06 0.49 3.99

4A Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

4B Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

4C Sc. Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 -1.23 20.6 0 178 31.8 - -

4 0 Sc. Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 0.989 3.6 -0.599 15.2 8.14e-5 15.1

4E Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 2.42 5.1 1.29 31.6 2.129e-4 17.5

4F Sc. Taiwan 3D Inelastic 2.0 5.09 7.4 -3.76 31.1 4.177e-4 16.2

Mean 6.1 18.3 8.1

COV 0.45 0.49 0.01

Mean 5.3 9.3 20.1

COV 0.03 0.24 5.89
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Table 6.3: Summary of rms test and numerical model results
Test

ID

Input

Excitation

Test

Type

Scaling

Factor

RM S R oo f 

Displacement 

(mm)

Disp. Error 

Model and 

Test (%)

RM S

Acceration

(m/s^)

Ac& Error 

Model and 

Test (%)

RM S

Test

Strain

SG4

Strain

Error

(%)

lA Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

IB Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

1C Sc. Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 0.8916 0.07 0.0195 5.44 - -

ID Sc. Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 0.6857 8.92 0.1992 3.67 3.593C-5 118.83

IE Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 2.2602 6.11 0.6565 7.48 1 649e-4 310.98

IF Sc. Taiwan 3D Inelastic 2.0 3.427 47.07 0.9799 13.52 1.957e-4 96.77

Mean 15.54 7.53 175.53

COV 341.63 13.77 9254.9

2A Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

2B Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

2C Sc. Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 0.8128 7.52 0.0179 2.07 - -

2D Sc. Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 0.5942 4.67 0.2552 6.01 1,592e-4 7.72

2E Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 2.166 0.05 0.6185 1.63 3.035e-4 66.64

2F Sc. Taiwan 3D Inelastic 2.0 4.007 11.6 1 119 3.63 l.40l3e-4 66.95

Mean 3.63 1.48 47.1

COV 40.14 11.84 775.5

3A Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

3B Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

3C Sc. Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 0.3604 3.73 0.03167 26.22 - -

3D Sc. Taiwan 3D Elastic 0 4 0.1609 21 06 0.09365 16.24 9.40e-6 121.5

3E Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 0.5143 17.52 0.3685 1.65 4.642e-5 64.23

3F Sc. Taiwan 3D Inelastic 2.0 0.8732 5.23 0.6108 24.67 4.135e-5 138.49

Mean 10.02 4.03 65.25

COV 97.5 374.54 8431.14

4A Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

48 Cyclic Elastic - - - - - - -

4C Sc. Taiwan 2D Elastic 0.03 0.355 10.15 0.0229 72.24 - -

4D Sc. Taiwan 3D Elastic 0.4 0.1505 8.41 0.08677 15.12 5.8IC-6 104.86

4E Taiwan 3D Inelastic 1.0 0.4034 4.88 0.29053 4.69 8.30e-6 270.92

4F Sc. Taiwan 3D Inelastic 2.0 0.8202 3.17 0.5895 6.08 l.966e-5 213,3

Mean 1.57 19.15 196.35

COV 49.42 1010.13 4739.4

Mean 7.69 8.05 121.06

COV 30.23 45.66 4305.2
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Table 6.4: Difference in initial stiffness and energy dissipation between test data and
numerical model

Test

ID

Test Type Energy

Dissipation

Test

(J)

Energy 

Dissipation 

Num. Model

(J)

Difference 

in Energy 

Dissipated 

(%)

Test

Initial

Stiffness

(N/mm)

Numerically

Modelled

Init.Stiffhess

(N/mm)

Initial

Stiffness

Error

(%)

Init. Stiffness 

Error 3D 

Models Only 

(%)

lA Cyclic ■ - - - - - -

IB Cyclic ■ - - - - - -

1C Sc. Taiwan 2D 5774.8 2490.1 56.8 9437.03 4820,44 48.92 -

ID Sc. Taiwan 3D 2606.3 2490.1 4.46 9505.88 4822.12 49.29 49.29

IE Taiwan 3D 4437.6 1579.2 64.4 9846.09 5355.09 45.61 45.61

IF Sc. Taiwan 3D 49204 38564 21.6 9397.57 4397.11 47.64 47.64

Mean 36.8 47.87 47.51

COV 610.5 2.07 2.26

2A Cyclic - - - - - - -

2B Cyclic - - - - - - -

2C Sc. Taiwan 2D 7698,9 1971.2 74.4 1 1505.88 2879.97 74.97 -

2D Sc. Taiwan 3D 1639.1 395.4 75.9 11408.14 7035.64 38.33 38.33

2E Taiwan 3D 13580.9 8877.4 34.6 11157.14 6119.4 45.15 45.15

2F Sc. Taiwan 3D 44249.0 30990 29.9 10733.58 5980.53 44.18 44.18

Mean 53.7 50,68 42.59

COV 461.7 203,54 9 19

3A Cyclic - - - - - - -

3B Cyclic - - - - - - -

3C Sc. Taiwan 2D 986,2 265.62 73.1 9835.45 2716.57 72.38 -

3D Sc. Taiwan 3D 173.8 124.89 28.2 9846.06 6249.79 36.53 36.53

3E Taiwan 3D 758.9 611.5 19.4 9770.26 6248.55 36.05 36.05

3F Sc. Taiwan 3D 3839.9 2797.9 27.1 9749.39 6247.13 35.92 35.92

Mean 36.9 45.22 36.16

COV 446.3 245.97 0.067

4A Cyclic - - - - - - -

4B Cyclic - - - - - - -

4C Sc. Taiwan 2D 814.7 238.5 70.7 11492.95 3091.13 73.11 -

4D Sc. Taiwan 3D 137.1 103.2 24.7 1 1657.17 7069.44 39.35 39.35

4E Taiwan 3D 970.1 559.9 42.3 11763.63 6607.21 43.83 43.83

4F Sc. Taiwan 3D 4900.3 2773.6 43.4 12052.01 7070.27 41.34 41.34

Mean 45.3 49.41 41.51

COV 270.6 189.71 3.36

Mean 43.2 48.3 41.9

COV 48.82 4.14 16.26

Energy Dissipation

The force equilibrium o f the system was examined to assess the accuracy o f  the numerical 

model in representing the test data. In the finite element method, solving for the 

displacements that minimise the total potential energy o f the system ensures an equilibrium 

solution. Plots o f base shear and lateral roof displacement are used to assess the 

equilibrium o f the numerical model. Figure 6.109 below presents a typical hysteretic
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response o f the TEST 2F structure subjected to a seismic excitation. The area within the 

hysteresis o f such a plot provides an evaluation:oJ^the energy dissipated in the structure 

during the seismic event.

-  -■ O p e n se e «  
---------- T est

Euler Buckling

Euler Buckling

?20 ^ 5  ^ 0  ^  Q~ ^  10 15 20 25
D isp lacem en t (mm)

Figure 6.109: Graph of base shear vs. lateral displacement of test structure for TEST 2F

Table 6.4 compares the numerically modelled and experimentally measured energy 

dissipation during each experiment. In TEST 1, the average difference in energy 

dissipation between the numerical model and test data was 36.8%. In TEST 2, the average 

difference in energy dissipation between the numerical model and test data was 53.7%. In 

TEST 3, the average difference in energy dissipation between the numerical model and test 

data was 36.9%. In TEST 4, the average difference in energy dissipation between the 

numerical model and test data was 45.3%. It is evident from these results that the 

numerical model underestimated the level o f  energy dissipation that occurred in the 

structure during each test. It is not unexpected in finite element analysis to observe 

accurate displacements, but inaccurate forces, especially in nonlinear systems. In terms o f 

displacements, velocities, accelerations and forces in the finite element method, the 

displacements provide the most reliable and accurate solution. For example, the shape 

functions and displacements are used to calculate the elemental forces. The shape functions 

are large and displacements are small. Subsequently, a small error in the displacement 

translates to a larger error in the computed forces.

Stiffness

Figure 6.109 presents a typical comparison o f base shear and lateral displacement between 

the test data and the numerically modelled results. It can be seen from Figure 6.109 that the 

numerical model underestimates the stiffness o f the frame. Table 6.4 presents the
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differences in stiffness between the test data and numerical modelled results. The initial 

stiffness was calculated from the slope o f the base shear versus lateral roof displacement 

hysteresis plot. The accuracy o f the numerical model in predicting the stiffness o f the test 

structure was reasonably poor. The stiffness o f  the three-dimensional models rather than 

two-dimensional models was o f greater interest as these models capture the torsional 

response o f the entire structure. The hysteresis plots for test and numerical model results 

for the three-dimensional models show an average 41.9% difference in initial stiffness. 

Similar to the forces, the calculation o f  the stiffness o f an element in the FEM is based on 

the displacements. As can be seen from Table 6.4, the average difference in energy 

dissipation and stiffness throughout all o f  the tests is 43.2% and 41.9% respectively, both 

with a similar percentage o f error.

Possible Errors

As mentioned in TEST 2, Section 6.3, the test frame base stub sections yielded in the web 

during TEST 1 and were permanently deformed inwards after the test. The numerical 

model in TEST 1 overestimated the stiffness o f  the test structure and then underestimated 

the stiffness in the remainder o f the experiments (TEST 2, 3 & 4). It is thought the reason 

for some o f  the inaccuracy in the stiffness estimation o f the test structure is due to this. To 

investigate this, a brief comparison o f TEST 1 and TEST 2 is presented.

(a)

I

1

Ot

(b)

Z
I
i

Figure 6.110 Graph of base shear vs. lateral displacement of test structure (a) TEST IF and
(b) TEST 2F

Figure 6 .110(a) & (b) presents the numerically modelled and actual test hysteresis o f  TEST 

IF and TEST 2F, respectively. The test structures differed in that TEST IF had X = 1.68 

and TEST 2F had X = 1.57. Comparing Figure 6.110(a) & (b) it can be seen that the 

numerical model overestimates the stiffness o f  the test frame in TEST IF, while 

underestimating the stiffness o f the test frame in TEST 2F. As mentioned previously, the
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stub connections yielded during TEST 1 and were permanently deformed pushing the 

columns inwards as shown in Figure 6.111. It can-be seen in Figure 6.111 the web section 

has yielded and is acting as a column with fixed-fixed restraints at the web-to-flange 

connection.

Figure 6.111 Permanent deformation of base stub connection after TEST IF

For the remainder o f the experiment, TEST 3 and TEST 4, the numerical model 

underestimated the initial stiffness o f the test frame similar to TEST 2. It is evident from 

these observations that the use o f the stub pin connection to represent a pinned connection 

creates errors, and may account for some o f the difference in the numerically modelled and 

actual stiffness.

6.7.3 Effect o f Param eter V ariation

The main aim o f the test series is to evaluate the effect on observed response o f the 

changes in some important structural parameters. The effect o f these parameter changes on 

the torsional response o f the plan irregular test structure is o f particular importance.

The variation in observed response with the change in torsional stiffness o f  the structure is 

evident by comparison o f  the peak lateral displacements o f the torsionally stiff (Qq = 1.25) 

and torsionally flexible {Qe = 0.75) structures. For example, TEST IF with Qg = 0.75 had a 

maximum lateral roof displacement o f 27.1mm, and TEST 3F with fJg = 1.25 had a 

maximum lateral roof displacement o f 5.51mm. Both test specimens in TEST IF and 

TEST 3F were identical, having the same level o f mass eccentricity, brace section size and 

being subjected to the same level o f ground excitation. The only difference between the 

structures was the value o f £2̂  due to the different masses. Similarly, TEST 2F with £Jff =
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0.75 had a m axim um  lateral ro o f  displacem ent o f  22.66m m  and TEST 4F w ith Q q = 1.25 

had a m axim um  lateral ro o f  displacem ent o f  5.09m m . It can be seen from  this sim ple 

com parison betw een these structures that Qe has a significant effect on the structural 

response. The torsionally flexible structure has a greater displacem ent response (over 4 

tim es greater) than the torsionally stiff  structure.

The effect o f  designing the structure against accidental torsion can be seen in the 

com parison betw een TEST 1 & TEST 2 and betw een TEST 3 & TEST 4. For exam ple, the 

test structures in TEST 3 and TEST 4 possess the sam e param eters but one was designed 

against accidental torsion. TEST 3 has 30x30x3m m  SHS bracing and TEST 4 has 

50x30x3m m  RHS bracing. TEST 4F has been designed to resist accidental torsional 

effects. The m axim um  ro o f displacem ent o f  the structure for TEST 3F was 5.38m m  

com pared to a m axim um  ro o f displacem ent o f  the structure for TEST 4F o f  5.09m m. This 

sim ple com parison indicates that the structural response was not significantly im proved by 

using the Eurocode 8 (CEN , (2004)) design m ethod for accidental torsion. The test 

structure has only been designed to resist 5% m ass eccentricity, as per Eurocode 8 (CEN, 

(2004)), w hereas the structure has been tested w ith a m ass eccentricity o f  15%. The rm s 

displacem ents o f  the num erical m odel and test structure differed by 15.54% in TEST 1, but 

only 3.63%  in TEST 2. A sim ilar trend was observed in the rm s displacem ent errors for 

TEST 3 o f  10.02% and for TEST 4 o f  1.57%. The results indicate that the structures 

designed to resist torsion (i.e. TEST 2 & TEST 4) displayed a m ore reliable response as the 

num erical m odel was m ore capable o f  accurately predicting the overall displacem ent 

response observed in the test data.

The lateral torsional frequency ratio w as varied betw een test structures by altering the m ass 

and hence the natural period o f  the structure. The reduction/increase o f  the natural period 

results in a different level o f  response am plification for the sam e earthquake event. This 

can be seen in Figure 6.112 where the periods o f  the TEST 1 and TEST 3 structures are 

shown on the relative displacem ent response spectrum  o f  the Taiw an earthquake record. 

The change in the period o f  the structure accounts for som e o f  the change in the torsional 

flexibility o f  the structure. It could be expected that the change in the observed 

displacem ent response for each structure would correspond to the change in displacem ent 

dem and indicated by the spectral values at the different natural periods.
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 R«lairv« O tplacam ani 5% Damping
—  •- • LaI Tor* Fraq Ratio 1.2S 
. . . . .  Tgf, Ffaq Ratio 0.75

Period (s)

Figure 6.112: Graph o f relative displacement vs. period for 5% dam ping for Taiwan
excitation

Shown in Figure 6.112 is the relative displacement response spectrum o f the Taiwan 

excitation (1986) with 5% damping. The relative displacement spectrum is related to the 

relative velocity spectrum and absolute acceleration response spectrum by the following 

equations:

where x^ox is the maximum value o f the relative displacement between the mass and 

ground in a SDOF system

Xmax is the maximum value o f the relative velocity between the mass and ground in 

a SDOF system

Xmax is the maximum value o f the relative acceleration between the mass and 

ground in a SDOF system 

T  is the period o f the SDOF system

Sv is the relative velocity between the mass and ground in a SDOF system

(For a detailed description o f the derivation o f the response spectrum, see Hudson,

(1956) or Clough and Penzien, (1993))

T (6 . 1)
max

(6 .2)

^max
(6.3)
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The hybrid test undertaken is displacement controlled, making the relative displacement 

response spectrum an appropriate method of assessing the difference in the responses of 

the the torsionally stiff and torsionally flexible structures.

The relative displacements expected in test structures corresponding to different periods 

can be seen in Figure 6.112. The stiffer structure (TEST 3) has a period of 0.289s and a 

relative displacement demand of 1.107cm compared to the flexible structure (TEST 1) with 

a period of 0.507s and a relative displacement demand of 2.714cm. The ratio of relative 

displacement response spectrum demand is 2.714/1.107 = 2.45. The maximum observed 

roof displacement in TEST IF is 22.73mm and in TEST 3F is 5.38mm, resulting in a peak 

displacement ratio of 27.06/5.51 = 4.91. By comparing the relative displacement ratio and 

peak displacement ratio, it can be estimated that approximately 50% of the change in 

displacement response is attributed to the change in natural period. Similarly, the ratio of 

relative displacement response spectrum demand for TEST 2F and TEST 4F is 2.695/1.04 

= 2.59. The maximum roof displacement for TEST 2F is 22.66mm and for TEST 4F is 

5.09mm, resulting in a peak displacement ratio of 22.66/5.09 = 4.39. By comparing the 

relative displacement ratio and peak displacement ratio, it can be estimated that 41% of the 

increase in displacement response is due to the change in period. The remainder of the 

change in displacement response could be assumed to be due to the change in Qe.

6.8 Chapter Overview

This chapter presented the main test results from a series of hybrid braced frame 

experiments. Two- and three-dimensional numerical models are compared to the test 

results to provide validation for the models. The results indicate that the proposed 

numerical model, as outlined in the Chapter Five, was able to accurately model the 

displacement response of the test structure. The peak and rms numerically modelled 

displacements showed good agreement with the test data. The peak and rms numerically 

modelled accelerations showed acceptable agreement with the test data. The peak and rms 

numerically modelled strain showed unacceptably poor agreement with the test data. In 

general, the numerical model underestimated the stiffness of the test structure. Some of the 

error associated to the underestimation of the initial stiffness was believed to be caused by 

the numerical modelling of the stub connections. The next chapter will detail the 

parametric study of a concentrically braced plan irregular structure with the full range of 

important structural parameters affecting the torsional response being investigated.
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CHAPTER SEVEN -  Parametric Study

7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a parametric investigation o f the seismic response o f concentrically 

braced plan irregular structures. In the previous chapter, the response o f an OpenSees 

numerical model o f the concentrically braced plan irregular structure was compared 

against hybrid test data, and indicated good predictive capabilities. The three-dimensional 

numerical model developed in previous chapters will be used to investigate the changes in 

the response o f concentrically braced plan irregular structures caused by variations in 

important structural parameters. Key parameters such as static eccentricity and lateral 

torsional frequency ratio are investigated using inelastic time history analysis. The 

effectiveness o f the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) torsional effects design provision is 

assessed.

7.2 Parametric Study

This section will provide a brief overview o f the important parameters that affect the 

torsional response o f a concentrically braced plan irregular structure. The key parameters 

affecting the seismic behaviour o f the plan irregular structure have been discussed in detail 

in Chapter Three. Only a limited number o f parameters were varied during the test 

schedule in Chapter Six, a numerical parameter study allows a more complete investigation 

o f the seismic behaviour o f concentrically braced plan irregular structures. The key 

parameters investigated are; static eccentricity, lateral torsional frequency ratio, torsional 

effects design (brace slenderness) and plan aspect ratio.

Table 7.1: Key parameters and range considered
Parameter Range Considered

I 1.3, 1.57, 1.68,2.0

e. O.OZ, 0.025Z, 0.05Z, 0.075Z, O.IZ, 0.125Z, 0.15Z

Qfj 0.75, 0.875, 1.0, 1.125, 1.25

PA ratio 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0

A.rW ratio 0.53,0.69, 0.74, 0.89, I.O, 1.33, 1.77
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The stochastic nature of earthquake events is considered by subjecting the structure to five 

earthquake time histories with low, medium and high AfV  ratios (see Chapter Three, 

Section 3.6.5 for details). The important structural properties affecting the structural 

response of the plan irregular structure and the range of values investigated are listed in 

Table 7.1.

7.3 Numerical Model

The final three-dimensional numerical model used in the parametric study was the same 

model used in Chapter Five (Section 5.5.2) with the exception that the stubs used in the 

experimental setup to mimic a pinned connection are not included in the parametric 

numerical model. Idealised pinned connections at the column ends replace these stub 

connections. The final model is summarised as follows;

• Beams are modelled with elastic beam column elements with relevant section 

properties defined.

• Brace members are modelled with nonlinear beam-column elements with 7 No. 

integration points along their length and subdivided across their section into 10 No. 

elements along each thin-walled section and 5 No. elements across thin-walled 

section. The initial out-of-plane camber is 0.1% of the brace member’s length.

• The gusset plates were modelled as elastic beam-column elements with a relatively 

high stiffness to replicate the structural stiffness of the gusset plates in the test set

up.

• All connections are modelled as idealised pinned connections.

134

133142

132

131 141
N ode

P inned
C onnection

N um erical
E lem en t

130 140

Figure 7.1: Final numerical model of concentrically braced frame for parametric study
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The final braced frame numerical model is shown in Figure 7.1. Replacing the stub 

connections with idealised pinned connections had the effect o f stiffening the structure and 

importantly allowed the structure to be modelled with gravity loads. For example, for the 

structure with Qe = 0.75, = O.OZ, and I = 1.68, the period o f  the parametric numerical

model is 0.39s (without stubs) and test numerical model was 0.5s (with stubs). 

Consequently, the magnitude o f the displacements observed during the experimental 

programme is higher than those displayed by equivalent numerical model without the stub 

connections. See Appendix E for the OpenSees model o f  the final braced frame structure.

7.4 Parametric Study Results

The following section provides a summary o f the numerical analyses performed on the 

base model (described below) plan irregular three-storey concentrically braced steel 

structure. The seismic response is evaluated with respect to displacement ductility demand 

and interstorey drifts. The displacement ductility demand o f the structure, fig is defined as 

follows;

where; Su is the maximum displacement o f the structure 

Sy is the first yield displacement o f the structure

The yield displacement is obtained from a pushover analysis o f the concentrically braced 

frame structure. The yield displacement is the lateral displacement o f the structure at which 

the first yield o f the bracing members occurs. The interstorey drift, dr is defined in 

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) as the difference in the average lateral displacements at the top 

and bottom o f the storey under consideration.

7.4.1 Base Model

The base (or reference) model structure was designed using the lateral force method o f 

analysis in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)). The base model structure had a plan aspect (PA) 

ratio o f 2.0, = O.OL, Q e=  1.0 (neither torsionally stiff nor torsionally flexible) and the

lateral stability o f the structure was provided by 30x30x3mm SHS concentric bracing (A =
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1.68) in each storey. The base model has been designed to resist a PGA of 0.35g. The base 

model structure has not been designed to resist any torsional effects. The base model 

structure was initially subjected to 7 No. earthquakes with varying levels of AfV  ratio as 

described in Chapter Three, Section 3.6.5. The roof displacement response of the base 

model for all 7 No. unsealed earthquakes can be seen in Figure 7.2. The time histories with 

low AAl ratios are Taiwan (PGA 0.153g), Calitri (PGA OAllg) and El Centro (PGA 

0.215g), as shown on the left of Figure 12. The time histories with medium A7V ratios are 

Kobe (PGA 0.343g )̂ and Friuli (PGA 0.315g), as shown in the centre of Figure 7.2. The 

time histories with high PJV ratios are Spitak (PGA 0.119g )̂ and NWCalifornia (PGA 

0.1 Ig), as shown on the right of Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Graph o f roof displacement vs. time for base model structure for (a) low,
(b) medium, and (c) and high AA^ ratio time histories

As can be seen from Figure 7.2, the Taiwan, Calitri and El Centro excitations have the 

medium level of lateral roof displacements and a sustained level of displacement 

throughout their duration. The Kobe and Friuli excitations result in the greatest lateral roof 

displacement for the base model structure analysed. The Spitak and NW Calif excitations 

had the smallest lateral roof displacements compared to the other excitations studied. To 

investigate the structural response more extensively only five earthquakes were selected; 

two excitations from low A/V  ratio level, one from medium A/V ratio level and two from 

high AfV  ratio level. The time histories selected were; Taiwan (L), El Centro (L), Friuli 

(M), Spitak (H) & NWCalif (H). The Taiwan excitation was chosen because the excitation 

provides an even distribution of acceleration gradually increasing to peak acceleration 

around 15s and then gradually reducing to the end of the excitation. The El Centro 

excitation was chosen because it has quite a different response compared to the Taiwan 

excitation, with large accelerations at the very start o f the response rather than spread more 

evenly over the whole response as in the Taiwan excitation. The Kobe excitation has a 

longer duration than the Friuli excitation, but the Kobe excitation is rather uneventful in 

the second half of the excitation. Consequently, the Friuli excitation was chosen for the 

medium A/V ratio time history. For the high A/V ratio, both the Spitak and NWCalif 

excitations were chosen. The Friuli excitation had the largest PGA (0.315g) of the selected 

time histories. Each acceleration time history was scaled to have the same PGA as the 

Friuli time history so that the results from the analyses could be compared directly.
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It should be noted that each of the above mentioned excitations is scaled to a PGA of 

0.315g which is less than the assumed design PGA («g = 0.35g-) for the structure. Some 

yielding of the base model structure is expected during the analyses. Figure 7.3 shows each 

of the five ground acceleration time histories with equal PGA. The Spitak and NW Calif 

records have durations of 20s, whereas the Taiwan, Friuli and El Centro records have 

durations of 40s.
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Figure 7.3: Graph of ground acceleration vs. time for (a) Taiwan (L), Friuli (M), Spitak 
(H), and (b) El Centro (L), Friuli (M), & NW Calif (H) excitations with equal PGA
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Figure 7.4: (a) Graph of scaled pseudo acceleration vs. period for Taiwan (L), El Centro 
(L), Friuli (M), Spitak (H) & NW Calif (H) excitations with equal PGA, and (b) close-up 

indicating three structural periods of structures analysed in relation to response spectrum

The scaled pseudo acceleration response spectrums o f the 5 No. earthquake excitations 

used in the study are shown in Figure 7.4. The overall pseudo acceleration response 

spectrum can be seen in Figure 7.4(a). A close-up o f  the pseudo acceleration response 

spectrum with the periods o f three o f the structures analysed is shown in Figure 7.4(b). The 

three structural periods indicated represent the natural periods o f the structures with a PA 

ratio o f 2.0, = O.OL, A =1.68 and lateral torsional frequency ratios of; Q g  = 0.75 (T =

0.388s), Q e  =  1.0 (T = 0.291s) and Q g  = 1.25 (T = 0.233s). These three structural periods 

give an indication o f the upper and lower bounds o f the natural period o f the structures 

under investigation. As can be seen from Figure 7.4(b), the pseudo acceleration responses 

are similar at all three periods for the El Centro and Spitak excitations. The NW  Calif 

excitation has a similar response at the lower and upper periods, but a higher response for 

the base model structure (T = 0.291s). The Friuli excitation has a similar level o f 

acceleration for the structures with the two lower structural periods (T = 0.233s & T = 

0.291s), but an increased response for the torsionally flexible structure with the larger 

period (T = 0.388s).

7.4.2 Analyses of Base Model Results

The following results outline the response o f the base model structure to the 5 No. 

earlthquakes described in the previous section. The base model structure used in these 

analyses has a PA ratio o f  2.0, Q g  = 1.0, A = 1.68 and varying levels o f The base model 

structure has not been designed to resist any torsional effects.
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Figure 7.5: Graph o f ductility demand vs. Figure 7.6: Graph o f first-storey drift vs. 
static eccentricity for SS & FS for each static eccentricity for SS & FS for each
excitation (Q q = 1.0, PA = 2.0, A = 1.68) excitation {Qo = 1-0, PA = 2.0, A = 1.68)

Figure 7.5 com pares the variation in displacem ent ductility dem and with static eccentricity  

for the SS and FS o f  the base m odel structure for each o f  the tim e histories. W ith the 

exception o f  the El Centro excitation, ductility dem and in the SS o f  the structure increases 

consistently with static eccentricity. In contrast, w ith the exception o f  the Spitak excitation, 

the ductility dem and in the FS o f  the structure decreases consistently with static 

eccentricity. Figure 7.6 com pares the variation in first-storey drift w ith static eccentricity  

for the SS and FS o f  the base model structure for each o f  the tim e histories. The first-storey 

drifts due to the Spitak and Friuli excitations increase consistently  with static eccentricity  

on both the SS and FS o f  the structure. The Taiw an and N W  California excitations initially  

display a reduction in drift as the static eccentricity increases from  O.OZ to 0.025L, but then  

experienced increasing drifts w ith increase in static eccentricity on both the SS and FS o f  

the structure. Figure 7.6 indicates that the first-storey drift is approxim ately the sam e for 

both the SS and FS o f  the structure, w ith the exception o f  the El Centro excitation.
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Figure 7.7: Graph o f ductility demand vs. He Figure 7.8: Graph o f ductility demand vs. S2o 
for SS & FS for each excitation (Cj = O.OL, PA for SS & FS for each excitation (e* = 0.15L,

= 2.0 , 1  = 1.68) PA = 2.0 , 1  = 1.68)

Figure 7.7 com pares the change in ductility dem and against change in lateral torsional 

frequency ratio for the SS and FS o f  the base m odel structure w ith no static eccentricity (Cs 

= O.OL). Figure 7.8 com pares the change in ductility dem and against change in lateral 

torsional frequency ratio for the SS and FS o f  the base m odel structure w ith m axim um  

static eccentricity  =  0 .15Z,). In Figure 7.7 the ductility dem ands are very sim ilar on the 

SS and FS o f  the structure for no static eccentricity (Cs = O.OL) as can be seen from  the 

overlapping lines in the graphs. W ith the exception o f  the N W  C alif excitation on the SS o f 

the structure for Qe =  0.75, the ductility dem ands are approxim ately the sam e for both the 

SS and FS o f  the structure for all excitations. Figure 7.7 indicates the torsionally  flexible 

{Qe -  0.75) structures are subjected to a larger ductility dem and com pared to the 

torsionally  stiff  {Qe = 1.25) structures. It can be seen from  Figure 7.8 the ductility dem ands 

are noticeably different on the SS and FS o f  the structure for m axim um  static eccentricity 

{Cs =  0 .15Z,). In particular, the N W  C alif excitation has a m uch larger ductility  dem and as 

com pared to the other excitations for Qe =  0.75. For the torsionally  s tiff  structures {Qe = 

1.125 & 1.25), the response o f  the structure is m ore stable. There is a greater variation in 

the ductility dem and for the torsionally flexible structures {Qe =  0.75 & 0.875) as 

com pared to the torsionally  stiff  structures {Qe =  1.125 & 1.25) as can be seen in both 

Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8. For all levels o f  Qe, the SS ductility dem ands for = 0.15Z, are 

on average 22.1%  greater than that o f  the SS ductility dem ands for Cs = O.OZ. For all levels 

o f  Qe, the FS ductility dem ands for = 0 .15Z are on average 51.9%  low er than these o f  the 

FS ductility dem ands for = O.OZ,.
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Figure 7.9: Graph of first-storey drift vs. i2o Figure 7.10: Graph of first-storey drift vs. 
for SS & FS for each excitation (e* = O.OL, for SS & FS for each excitation (e* = 0.15L, 

PA = 2.0, A = 1.68) PA = 2,0, J. = 1.68)

Figure 7.9 com pares the change in first-storey drift against change in lateral torsional 

fi'equency ratio for the SS and FS o f  the base m odel structure w ith no static eccentricity 

= O.OZ,). Figure 7.10 com pares the change in first-storey drift against change in lateral 

torsional frequency ratio for the SS and FS o f  the base m odel structure w ith m axim um  

static eccentricity = 0 .15L). It can be seen from  Figure 7.9 the first-storey interstorey 

drifts are approxim ately the sam e on the SS and FS o f  the structure for no static 

eccentricity = O.OZ,). L ikew ise, it can be seen from  Figure 7.10 the first-storey 

interstorey drifts are approxim ately  the sam e on the SS and FS o f  the structure for 

m axim um  static eccentricity = 0.151). Com paring Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10, the first- 

storey interstorey drifts for Cs = 0 .15Z- are on average 23.4%  greater than that o f  the first- 

storey interstorey drifts for = O.OZ- on the SS o f  the structure. Sim ilarly, the first-storey 

interstorey drifts for Cs = 0 .15Z. are on average 22.7%  greater than that o f  the first-storey 

interstorey drifts for =  O.OL on the FS o f  the structure.

The seism ic response o f  the torsionally  stiff  structures (Qe = 1.125 & 1.25) is m ore stable. 

As shown in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10, the first-storey interstorey drift is lower for the 

torsionally s tiff  structures (Qg = 1.125 & 1.25) as com pared to the torsionally  flexible 

structures {Qo = 0-75 & 0.875). The torsionally  flexible (Qe = 0.75 & 0.875) structures 

show  a m ore unstable structural response, particularly  the N W  C alif excitation for the 

structure w ith Cs =  0.15Z and Qg =  0.75, in w hich the first-storey drift is 8.5 tim es greater 

than in the structure w ith Cs = 0.15Z, and Qg = 1.25. As show n in Figure 7.10 the SS and FS 

o f  the Qg = 0.75 structure, the first-storey interstorey drift o f  0.43%  for the N W  C alif
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excitation approaches the assum ed Hmit from  Eurocode 8 (CEN , 2004) for interstorey drift 

o f  0.5%.
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Figure 7.11: Graph of storey level vs. inter- Figure 7.12: Graph of storey level vs.
storey drift for SS for each excitation for Cs = interstorey drift for FS for each excitation for 

O.OL & Cs = 0.15L (i2e = 1.0) = O.OL & ê  = 0.15L (Qo = 1-0)

The variation in SS and FS interstorey drift throughout the height o f  the building is shown 

for various values o f  static eccentricity in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12, respectively. Figure

7.11 shows the base m odel perform s well in term s o f  interstorey drift on the SS o f  the 

structure for Cs = O.OZ, and = 0 .15L. The Eurocode 8 (CEN , (2004)) interstorey drift lim it 

o f  0.5%  is assum ed as the design criteria lim it. It can be seen from  Figure 7.11 and Figure

7.12 the interstorey drifts are all below  the 0.5%  lim it for the base m odel structure.

The interstorey drifts o f  the SS for =  O.OL and = 0 .15Z, are very sim ilar w ithin each 

storey. The interstorey drifts o f  the FS for Cs = O.OL and 6s =  0 .151  are very sim ilar w ithin 

each storey, w ith the exception o f  the third-storey. U nexpectedly, the FS interstorey drifts 

for the third-storey w ith = 0 .15L  had slightly larger in terstorey drifts as com pared to the 

SS third-storey interstorey drifts w ith =  0 .15Z, for all excitations, as show n in Figure 

7.12. The FS interstorey drifts are approxim ately 69.2%  greater than  the SS interstorey 

drifts for the third-storey for m axim um  static eccentricity, ft is possib le the influence o f 

higher m odes affected the third-storey response o f  this structure to a greater extent than 

previously observed responses.

The results indicate the base m odel Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) designed structure with PA 

ratio o f  2.0, Qe  = 1.0, Cs =  O.OZ. & 0.15Z and I  =  1.68, perform ed w ell w ith respect to 

interstorey drifts. The ductility dem and on the SS o f  the structure increases w ith increasing 

static eccentricity but reduces with increasing static eccentricity  on the FS o f  the structure.
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The torsionally  flexible structures have an increased ductility dem and as com pared to the 

torsionally  stiff  structure. This section has provided an overview  o f  the structural 

behaviour o f  braced fram e plan irregular structures. The next section will describe the 

structural behaviour o f  the concentrically  braced plan  irregular structures m ore extensively.

7.5 Complete Parametric Investigation

For the purposes o f  clarity, the average results o f  the five chosen earthquakes will be used 

to dem onstrate the seism ic response o f  the concentrically  braced plan irregular structures, 

as opposed to presenting the results from  each individual earthquake as per the previous 

section. To sim plify the visualisation o f  the effect o f  the structural properties and different 

earthquake results, the m ean results will be used w ith 95%  confidence intervals (C l’s) 

where applicable.

7.5.1 Static Eccentricity

The static eccentricity, es was varied from  O.OZ, to 0 .15Z. A nalyses were undertaken on the 

base m odel structure w ith PA ratio o f  2.0, A = 1.68 and varying levels o f  Q e  and 6s. The 

behaviour o f  the structure for a range o f  static eccentricities at different levels o f  lateral 

torsional frequency ratio is show n in Figure 7.13 to Figure 7.22. The m ean o f  the results 

rather than all individual results from  the five tim e histories are plotted to im prove the 

clarity o f  the displayed data. A  one sam ple t-test is perform ed w ithin each group to verify 

norm ality and check the significance o f  the m ean value. All o f  the A nderson-D arling test 

statistics gave p-values strongly supporting the null-hypothesis that the data com es from  a 

norm al distribution. The shaded areas in the figures indicate the lim it o f  the 95%  C l’s. 

Tables 7.2 & 7.3 sum m arise the m ean ductility  dem and and first-storey drift including C l’s 

for the SS and FS, respectively.
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Figure 7.13: Graph of ductility demand vs. 
static eccentricity for SS «& FS for Qe ~ 0-75

Figure 7.14: Graph of first-storey drift vs. 
static eccentricity for SS & FS for Qe = 0.75

Figure 7.13 illustrates the variation in ductility dem and w ith static eccentricity  for the Qe = 

0.75 structure (torsionally flexible). D uctility dem and increases on the SS o f  the structure 

from  1.84 for = O.OZ, to 2.3 for 6s = 0 .15Z, w hile the ductility dem and decreases from 

1.57 for Cs =  O.OZ, to 1.06 for Cs = 0.15Z, on the FS o f  the structure. The 95%  C l’s for the SS 

o f  the structure are large, as can be seen in Figure 7.13 and Table 7.2, indicating the 

variability in the SS structural ductility dem and for the various earthquakes is reasonably 

large for the m ost torsionally  flexible structure {Qe = 0.75). For the SS o f  the Qe = 0.75 

structure, the C l’s are sm aller for = O.OZ, com pared to = 0 .15Z,. The C l’s are larger for 

Cs =  O.OZ, com pared to = 0 .15Z, on the FS o f  the Qe =  0.75 structure. As can be seen in 

Figure 7.13 and Tables 7.2 & 7.3, the 95%  C l’s for the FS o f  the structure are sm aller than 

the SS, indicating the FS ductility dem and is less variable for the m ost torsionally  flexible 

structure {Qe =  0.75). A bove = 0.075Z, the ductility  dem and on the SS can be greater 

than 3.

Figure 7.14 illustrates the variation in first-storey interstorey drift w ith static eccentricity 

for the Qe =  0.75 structure (torsionally flexible). The first-storey drift increases on the SS 

o f  the structure from  0.17%  for = O.OZ, to 0.22%  for Cs = 0 .15Z, w hile the first-storey 

drift increases from  0.14%  for Cs = O.OZ, to 0.22%  for =  0.15Z, on the FS o f  the structure.

The 95%  C l’s for the SS o f  the structure are quite large, indicating the variability  in the SS 

structural first-storey drift for the various earthquakes is reasonably  large for the m ost 

torsionally  flexible structure {Qe = 0.75). The C l’s are larger for es =  0.15Z, com pared to 

= O.OZ,. In Figure 7.14 and Tables 7.2 & 7.3 it can be seen the first-storey drift response o f  

the SS and FS o f  the structure is approxim ately the sam e, w ith the exception o f  Cs = O.OZ,. It
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appears to be an anomaly that the SS first-storey drift at = O .O L  is greater than the FS 

first-storey drift at = O.OZ, as this was not observed in the other analyses.
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Figure 7.15: Graph o f ductility demand vs. Figure 7.16: Graph o f first-storey drift vs. 
static eccentricity for SS & FS for Q q  = 0.875 static eccentricity for SS & FS for £ l o  ~  0.875

Figure 7.15 illustrates the variation in ductility demand with static eccentricity for the Q e  = 

0.875 .structure (torsionally flexible). The ductility demand shows the same trend as the Q e  

=  0.75 structure with ductility demand increasing on the SS and decreasing on the FS of 

the structure with increasing C s, however the ductility demands are lower for the Q e  =  0.875 

structure compared to the Q e  = 0.75 structure. It can be seen from Figure 7.15 that the SS 

ductility demand remains below 2 even at Cs = 0.15Z,. The C l’s are more consistent at each 

value of C s, and are smaller in magnitude for the Q e  = 0.875 structure compared to the Q e  = 

0.75 structure. Similar to the Q e  =  0.75 structure, the FS ductility demand is less variable 

compared to the SS ductility demand (larger CFs).

Figure 7.16 illustrates the variation in first-storey interstorey drift with static eccentricity 

for the Q e  = 0.875 structure (torsionally flexible). The first-storey drift shows a similar 

trend as the Q e  = 0.75 structure with the SS and FS first-storey drifts are approximately the 

same at every value of Cs- As can be seen in Figure 7.16 and Tables 7.2 & 7.3, the peak 

first-storey drift increases on both SS and FS of the structure from approximately 0.1% for 

6 s  = O.OZ, to 0.13% for 6 s  = 0.151. The peak first-storey drift is less than the first-storey 

drift of the Q e  =  0.75 structure (0.22% at C s =  0.15Z,).
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Figure 7.17: Graph of ductility demand vs. Figure 7.18: Graph of first-storey drift vs.
static eccentricity for SS & FS for = 1.0 static eccentricity for SS & FS for Qo=\.Q

Figure 7.17 illustrates the variation in ductility dem and w ith static eccentricity for the Q q = 

1.0 structure (neither torsionally  stiff  nor torsionally  flexible). D uctility dem and increases 

on the SS o f  the structure from  0.75 for =  O.OZ, to 0.98 for 6s = 0 .15Z, w hile the ductility 

dem and decreases from  0.73 for es = O.OZ, to 0.49 for es = 0.15Z, on the FS o f  the structure. 

U nlike the torsionally  flexible structures {Qe = 0.75 & 0.875), the Q e =  1-0 structure has 

levels o f  ductility dem and below  1 for all values o f  indicating no yield in the structure. 

The 95%  C l’s for the SS o f  the structure are relatively small. As can be seen in Figure 7.17 

and Tables 7.2 & 7.3, the 95%  C l’s for the FS o f  the structure are larger than the SS, 

indicating the variability in the FS structural ductility dem and for the various earthquakes 

is m ore variable than the SS o f  the structure for the neither torsionally  s tiff  nor torsionally  

flexible structure {Qe -  1.0). This is in contrast to the torsionally  flexible structures.

Figure 7.18 illustrates the variation in first-storey interstorey drift w ith static eccentricity 

for the Q e =  1.0 structure (neither torsionally  s tiff  nor torsionally  flexible). As can be seen 

in Figure 7.18 and Table 7.3, the first-storey drift on the SS and FS o f  the structure 

increases from  0.06%  for Cs = O.OZ, to 0.08%  for es =  0 .15Z,. The first-storey drift is 

approxim ately the same on the SS and FS o f  the structure, representing a sim ilar trend to 

the torsionally  flexible structures. The 95%  C l’s are sm aller in com parison to the 

torsionally flexible structures indicating the variability  in the SS structural ductility 

dem and for the various earthquakes is reasonably low  for the neither torsionally  stiff  nor 

torsionally flexible structure {Qg = 1.0).
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Figure 7.19: Graph of ductility demand vs. Figure 7.20: Graph of first-storey drift vs. 
static eccentricity for SS & FS for Q g  =  1.125 static eccentricity for SS & FS for £ ig  = 1.125

Figure 7.19 illustrates variation in ductility demand with static eccentricity for the Qe = 

1.125 structure (torsionally stiff). Ductility demand increases on the SS o f the structure 

from 0.537 for Cs = O.OL to 0.698 for Cs =  0.15L, while the ductility demand decreases from 

0.518 for Cs = O.OZ, to 0.365 for = 0.15Z, on the FS o f  the structure. In comparison with 

the more flexible structures {Qe = 0.75, 0.875 & 1.0), the ductility demand is reduced but 

shows a similar trend increasing on the SS and decreasing on the FS. The increase and 

decrease is almost linear unlike the more flexible structures {Qe = 0.75, 0.875 & 1.0). The 

95% C l’s for the SS o f the structure are quite large, as can be seen in Figure 7.19 and 

Table 7.2, indicating the variability in the SS structural ductility demand for the various 

earthquakes is reasonably large for the intermediate torsionally stiff structure {Qe = 1.125). 

The C l’s on the SS and FS o f the structure are similar for all levels o f static eccentricity.

Figure 7.20 illustrates the variation in first-storey interstorey drift with static eccentricity 

for the structure with Qe = 1.125 (torsionally stiff). As can be seen in Figure 7.20 and 

Table 7.3, the first-storey drift on the SS and FS increases from 0.04% for = O.OZ to 

0.06% for Cs = 0.15Z,. The first-storey drift is approximately the same on the SS and FS o f 

the structure, representing a similar trend to the torsionally flexible structures. The 95% 

C l’s are quite large, indicating the variability in the first-storey drift for the various 

earthquakes is reasonably large for the intermediate torsionally stiff structure {Qe = 1.125). 

The first-storey drifts are less than the first-storey drifts o f the more flexible structures {Qe 

= 0.75, 0.875 & 1.0).
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Figure 7.21: Graph of ductility demand vs. Figure 7.22: Graph of first-storey drift vs. 
static eccentricity for SS & FS for SIq = 1.25 static eccentricity for SS & FS for Qe ~ 1-25

Figure 7.21 indicates the variation in ductility dem and w ith static eccentricity  for the Qe = 

1.25 structure (torsionally stiff). Ductility dem and increases on the SS o f  the structure from 

0.47 for es = O.OZ to 0.58 for = 0 .15Z, while the ductility dem and decreases on the FS o f  

the structure from  0.45 for es = O.OZ, to 0.34 for es = 0 .15L. In com parison w ith the m ore 

flexible structures {Qe = 0.75, 0.875, 1.0 & 1.125), the ductility dem and is reduced but 

shows a sim ilar trend increasing on the SS and decreasing on the FS. The 95%  C l’s for the 

SS and FS o f  the structure are large, as can be seen in Figure 7.21 and Table 7.2, indicating 

the variability  in the SS structural ductility dem and for the various earthquakes is 

reasonably large for the m ost torsionally s tiff  structure {fie  = 1.25). The proportional size 

o f  the C l’s is larger than any o f  the previous structures indicating greater variability in the 

response, but on average the level o f  ductility dem and is reduced as com pared to the m ore 

torsionally flexible structures {Qe"^ 0 .75 , 0.875, 1.0 & 1.125).

Figure 7.22 illustrates the variation in first-storey interstorey drift w ith static eccentricity 

for the £2e =  1-25 structure (torsionally stiff). As can be seen in Figure 7.22 and Table 7.3, 

the first-storey drift on the SS and FS increases from  0.04%  for es = O.OL to 0.05%  for Cs = 

0.15Z. The first-storey drifts are slightly less com pared to the Qe = 1.125 structure. The 

95%  C l’s are large, indicating the variability in the first-storey drift for the various 

earthquakes is reasonably large for the m ost torsionally s tiff  structure {Qe = 1.25). The C l’s 

are larger for Cs =  0.151 com pared to Cs = O.OL. The first-storey drifts are less than the first- 

storey drifts o f  the m ore flexible structures (Qe = 0.75, 0.875, 1.0 & 1.1.25).
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Summary

The static eccentricity was varied during the parametric study ranging from no static 

eccentricity = O.OZ) to maximum static eccentricity = 0.15L). The maximum value 

represents a severe but realistic level o f static eccentricity. Results indicate that the 

ductility demand increases with increasing levels of static eccentricity on the SS of the 

structure and reduces with increasing levels of static eccentricity on the FS of the structure. 

The torsionally stiff structures perform better than the torsionally flexible structures having 

reduced ductility demands and reduced first-storey drifts. Considering all lateral torsional 

frequency ratios, the SS ductility demand increased on average by nearly 30% from the no 

static eccentricity case to the maximum static eccentricity case. In contrast, the FS ductility 

demand decreased on average by just over 30%. The first-storey interstorey drift increases 

for increasing levels of static eccentricity for all values of lateral torsional frequency ratio. 

Unlike the ductility demands, the first-storey interstorey drifts increase by a similar amount 

on both the SS (29.6%) and FS (35.2%) of the structure. The C l’s are generally larger at 

extreme levels of lateral torsional frequency ratio e.g. Qe = 0.75 & 1.25. No general trend 

was observed indicating reduced C l’s for the torsionally stiff structures compared to the 

torsionally flexible structures. The level o f interstorey drift presented in this section has 

focussed on the first-storey drift, as this always gave the greatest level of drift for each of 

the storeys. The level of drift in the other storeys varied such that the ductility demand was 

always greater on the SS compared to the FS even though the SS and FS first-storey drifts 

were generally similar. The level of static eccentricity has been observed to be a key 

parameter affecting the seismic torsional response of plan irregular braced frame type 

structures.
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Table 7.2: Summary of SS mean ductility demand and interstorey drift results
o . Static Ecc. 

(L)
Mean

Ductility
Demand

+ 95%
a

Ductility
Demand

- 95% a  
Ductility 
Demand

ilo Static
Ecc.
(L)

Mean
First-
storey
Drift

+ 95%
a

Ductility
Demand

- 95% a  
Ductility 
Demand

0.75 0.0 1.835 2.701 0.971 0.75 0.0 0.168 0.316 0.019
0.025 1.893 2.332 1.454 0.025 0.174 0.261 0.087
0.05 2.132 2.847 1.417 0.05 0.196 0.321 0.071

0.075 2.110 3.005 1.417 0.075 0.207 0.346 0.068
0.1 2.249 3.110 1.389 0.1 0.212 0.362 0.062

0.125 2.269 3.165 1.373 0.125 0.218 0.372 0.065
0.15 2.288 3.156 1.420 0.15 0.221 0.374 0.069

Mean 2.111 Mean 0.199
COV 0.028 COV 0.0004
0.875 0.0 1.197 1.444 0.950 0.875 0.0 0.098 0.124 0.072

0.025 1.226 1.464 0.989 0.025 0.096 0.113 0.079
0.05 1.273 1.465 1.081 0.05 0.102 0.124 0.082

0.075 1.355 1.585 1.127 0.075 0.109 0.133 0.085
0.1 1.476 1.771 1.181 0.1 0.119 0.154 0.085

0.125 1.547 1.837 1.258 0.125 0.126 0.162 0.089
0.15 1.581 1.882 1.280 0.15 0.131 0.166 0.093

Mean 1.379 Mean 0.112
COV 0.021 COV 0.0002

1.0 0.0 0.751 0.795 0.708 1.0 0.0 0.061 0065 0.056
0.025 0.741 0.817 0.667 0.025 0.062 0.071 0.053
0.05 0.705 0.927 0.683 0.05 0.065 0.074 0.057

0.075 0.837 0.920 0.754 0.075 0.068 0.074 0.062
0.1 0.879 0.922 0.837 0.1 0.071 0.075 0.068

0.125 0.917 0.976 0.858 0.125 0.075 0.080 0.069
0.15 0.975 1.047 0.902 0.15 0.080 0.086 0.074

Mean 0.829 Mean 0.069
COV 0.009 COV 4.1Se-5
1.125 0.0 0.537 0.637 0.437 1.125 0.0 0.043 0.053 0.034

0.025 0.569 0.712 0.425 0.025 0.044 0.059 0.029
0.05 0.596 0.745 0.447 0.05 0.047 0.063 0.031

0.075 0.617 0.763 0.472 0.075 0.049 0.064 0.034
0.1 0.649 0.789 0.509 0.1 0.050 0.064 0.036

0.125 0 679 0.819 0.540 0.125 0.052 0.066 0.037
0.15 0.698 0.830 0.566 0,15 0.057 0.069 0.045

Mean 0.621 Mean 0.049
COV 0.003 COV 1.78e-5
1.25 0.0 0.465 0.547 0.384 1.25 0.0 0.038 0.047 0.029

0.025 0.494 0.651 0.337 0.025 0.041 0.053 0028
0.05 0.528 0.691 0.365 0.05 0.043 0.056 0.031

0.075 0.566 0.741 0.389 0.075 0.046 0.059 0033
0.1 0.560 0.764 0.357 0.1 0.046 0.061 0.029

0.125 0.560 0.747 0.373 0.125 0.046 0.061 0.031
0.15 0.584 0.793 0.375 0.15 0.048 0.064 0.032

Mean 0.537 Mean 0.044
COV 0.002 COV 1.05e-5
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Table 7.3: Summary of FS mean ductility demand and interstorey drift results
Qg Static Ecc. 

(Q
Mean

Ductility
Demand

+ 95%
a

Ductility
Demand

- 95% a  
Ductility 
Demand

iio Static
Ecc.
(L)

Mean
First-
storey
Drift

+ 95% 
Cl 

Ductility 
Demand

- 95% a  
Ductility 
Demand

0.75 0.0 1.569 2.207 0.931 0.75 0.0 0.142 0.218 0.066
0.025 1.559 2.048 1.070 0.025 0.174 0.260 0.087
0.05 1.455 1.914 0.995 0.05 0.196 0.324 0.069

0.075 1.366 1.767 0.967 0.075 0.208 0.349 0.066
0.1 1.276 1.612 0.941 0.1 0.212 0.365 0.059

0.125 1.174 1.447 0.900 0.125 0.219 0.375 0.064
0.15 1.062 1.244 0.879 0.15 0.222 0.377 0.067

Mean 1.352 Mean 0.196
c o v 0.032 COV 0.0007
0.875 0.0 1.149 1.458 0.841 0.875 0.0 0.098 0.124 0.072

0.025 0.958 1.135 0.783 0.025 0.096 0.113 0.079
0.05 0.823 0.943 0.704 0.05 0.103 0.123 0.082

0.075 0.758 0.849 0.669 0.075 0.109 0.133 0.085
0.1 0.697 0.791 0.604 0.1 0.119 0.154 0.085

0.125 0.651 0.759 0.544 0.125 0.126 0.162 0.089
0.15 0.611 0.739 0.481 0.15 0.129 0.166 0.093

Mean 0.807 Mean 0.114
COV 0.031 c o v 0.0002

1.0 0.0 0.728 0.686 0.686 1.0 0.0 0.061 0.065 0.057
0.025 0.636 0.535 0.535 0.025 0.062 0.070 0.054
0.05 0.601 0.497 0.497 0.05 0.065 0.074 0.056

0.075 0.567 0.457 0.457 0.075 0.068 0.073 0.062
0.1 0.543 0.434 0.434 0.1 0.071 0.073 0.069

0.125 0.521 0.399 0.399 0.125 0.075 0.080 0.069
0.15 0.4883 0.384 0.384 0.15 0.079 0.085 0.075

Mean 0.584 Mean 0.068
c o v 0.006 c o v 4.11e-5
1.125 0.0 0.518 0.638 0.398 1.125 0.0 0.044 0.054 0.034

0.025 0.485 0.520 0.351 0.025 0.044 0.060 0.029
0.05 0.461 0.587 0.335 0.05 0.047 0.053 0.031

0.075 0.435 0.563 0.306 0.075 0.049 0.065 0.033
0.1 0.414 0.541 0.288 0.1 0.050 0.065 0.035

0.125 0.393 0.510 0.275 0.125 0.051 0.066 0.036
0.15 0.365 0.468 0.262 0.15 0.057 0.070 0.044

Mean 0.439 Mean 0.049
COV 0.002 COV 1.74U-5
1.25 0.0 0.450 0.551 0.349 1.25 0.0 0.0381 0.047 0.029

0.025 0.413 0.517 0.309 0.025 0.0403 0.052 0.028
0.05 0.383 0.475 0.292 0.05 0.0431 0.056 0.030

0.075 0.372 0.484 0.260 0.075 0.0461 0.059 0.033
0.1 0.364 0.496 0.232 0.1 0.0453 0.062 0.029

0.125 0.356 0.488 0.223 0.125 0.0457 0.062 0.029
0.15 0.339 0.479 0.201 0.15 0.0476 0.065 0.030

Mean 0.383 Mean 0.043754
COV 0.001 COV 1.019e-5

7.5.2 Lateral Torsional Frequency Ratio

The effect o f  altering the lateral torsional frequency ratio on the seism ic behaviour o f  the 

concentrically braced plan irregular structure is presented in this section. Analysis was 

undertaken on a concentrically braced plan irregular structure with a PA ratio o f  2.0 and A 

= 1.68 with a range o f  static eccentricities and lateral torsional frequency ratios. Results are 

normalised against the base model structure with a PA ratio o f  2.0, Q q  =  1.0, = O.OZ and

X  =  1.68. The results displayed in Figure 7.23 to Figure 7.26 display mean values for the 

five earthquakes. The 95% CPs are not displayed in the figures for the purposes o f  visual 

clarity. The results displayed herein are the same results as displayed in the previous
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section describing the effect o f  static eccentricity , how ever the results have been re

arranged to display the variation o f  the lateral torsional frequency ratio.
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Figure 7.23: Graph o f normalised ductility Figure 7.24: Graph o f normalised ductility 
dem and vs. static eccentricity for SS demand vs. static eccentricity for FS

Figure 7.23 illustrates the change in SS norm alised ductility dem and against static 

eccentricity  for a range o f  lateral torsional frequency ratios. The torsionally  s tiff  structures 

(Qo = \ . \25  &. Q e=  1.25) perform  better than the base m odel structure as can be seen by 

the norm alised ductility dem and less than 1.0 for all levels o f  static eccentricity. The 

torsionally  flexible structures {Qe = 0.75 & Qg = 0 .875) perform  worse than the base m odel 

structure as can be seen by the norm alised ductility dem and greater than 1.0 for all levels 

o f  static eccentricity. The SS norm alised ductility dem and o f  the m ost torsionally  flexible 

structure, Qe = 0.75 is on average 2.83 tim es that o f  the base m odel structure.

F igure 7.24 illustrates the change in FS norm alised ductility dem and against static 

eccentricity  for a range o f  lateral torsional frequency ratios. The torsionally  stiff  structures 

(Qff = 1.125 & = 1.25) perform  better than the base m odel structure as can be seen by

the norm alised ductility dem and less than 1.0 for all levels o f  static eccentricity. The 

torsionally  flexible structures (fJg = 0.75 &  0 .875) perform  worse than the base m odel

structure as can be seen by the norm alised ductility dem and greater than 1.0 for all levels 

o f  static eccentricity. The FS average norm alised ductility dem and o f  the m ost torsionally 

flexible structure, Qg -  0.75 is 1.86 tim es that o f  the base m odel structure.

C om paring Figure 7.23 w ith Figure 7.24, it can be seen that the SS norm alised ductility 

dem and increases w hilst the FS norm alised ductility  dem and decreases w ith increase in 

value o f  static eccentricity.
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Figure 7.25: Graph of normalised first- Figure 7.26: Graph of normalised first-
storey drift vs. static eccentricity for SS storey drift vs. static eccentricity for FS

Figure 7.25 illustrates the change in SS normalised first-storey drift against static

eccentricity for a range o f  lateral torsional frequency ratios. The torsionally stiff structures 

(Do = 1.125 & Q e=  1.25) perform better than the base model structure as can be seen by 

the normalised first-storey drift less than 1.0 for all levels o f static eccentricity. The 

torsionally flexible structures (Qe = 0.75 & Qe = 0.875) perform worse than the base model 

structure as can be seen by the normalised first-storey drift greater than 1.0 for all levels o f 

static eccentricity. The SS normalised first-storey drift o f the most torsionally flexible 

structure, Qe = 0.75 is on average 3.28 times that o f the base model structure.

Figure 7.26 illustrates the change in FS normalised first-storey drift against static

eccentricity for a range o f lateral torsional frequency ratios. The torsionally stiff structures 

{Qe = 1.125 & Qg=  1.25) perform better than the base model structure as can be seen by 

the normalised first-storey drift less than 1.0 for all levels o f static eccentricity. The 

torsionally flexible structures (Qe = 0.75 & Qe = 0.875) perform worse than the base model 

structure as can be seen by the normalised first-storey drift less than 1.0 for all levels o f 

static eccentricity. The FS average normalised first-storey drift o f the most torsionally 

flexible structure, Qg = 0.75 is 3.22 times that o f the base model structure. The SS and FS 

normalised first-storey drifts are very similar.

Comparing Figure 7.25 with Figure 7.26, it can be seen that the normalised first-storey

drifts increase on the SS and FS o f the structure with increase in value o f static

eccentricity. The SS normalised first-storey drifts are approximately the same as the FS 

normalised first-storey drifts, with the exception o f the Qe = 0.75 and = O.OZ structure.
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Summary

The lateral torsional frequency ratio ranged from Qe = 0.75 (torsionally flexible) to Qe = 

1.25 (torsionally stiff) within the parametric study. The torsionally stiff structures perform 

better than the torsionally flexible structures. The SS o f the structure has a larger ductility 

demand compared to the FS of the structure for all levels of lateral torsional frequency 

ratio. The ductility demand on the SS of the Qe = 0.75 structure is nearly 4 times greater 

than that of the Qe = 1-25 structure. Similarly, the ductility demand on the FS of the Qe = 

0.75 structure is 3.5 times greater than that of the Qq = 1.25 structure. On average, the 

torsionally flexible structures have a ductility demand 3.75 times that o f the torsionally 

stiff structures. The SS ductility demand increases for increasing levels o f static 

eccentricity for all values of lateral torsional frequency ratio. The FS ductility demand 

decreases for increasing levels of static eccentricity for all values of lateral torsional 

frequency ratio. Unlike the ductility demands, the first-storey drifts are approximately the 

same on the SS and FS of the structure. The first-storey drifts increase for increasing levels 

of static eccentricity for all values of lateral torsional frequency ratio. The level of lateral 

torsional frequency ratio has been observed to be a key parameter affecting the seismic 

torsional response of plan irregular braced frame type structures.

7.5.3 Plan Aspect Ratio

The effect of changing the plan aspect (PA) ratio on the seismic behaviour of the 

concentrically braced plan irregular structures is investigated by varying the PA ratio with 

the following values; 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 to 3.0. The concentrically braced frames have A = 

1.68, Cs = O.OZ & 0.151 and the PA ratio is varied by increasing/decreasing the dimension 

of the structure perpendicular to the braced frames. The width of the braced frames 

remains unchanged. The structures under investigation have Qe ranging from 0.75, 0.875, 

1.0, 1.125 to 1.25. Results are normalised against the base model structure with a PA ratio 

of 2.0, Qe = 1.0, 6s = O.OL and A = 1.68. The results displayed in Figure 7.27 to Figure 7.30 

display mean values for the five earthquakes considered. The 95% C l’s are not displayed 

for the purposes o f visual clarity.
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Figure 7.27: Graph of normalised ductility Figure 7.28; Graph of normalised ductility 
demand vs. PA ratio for SS demand vs. PA ratio for FS

Figure 7.27 compares the change in SS nonnalised ductiHty demand against PA ratio for 

varying levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio and static eccentricity. As can be seen 

from the results in Figure 7.27 combined with the low levels o f COV, the ductility demand 

remains approximately constant for all levels o f plan aspect ratio. On average, the SS 

ductility demand increased by 4.9% from PA ratio o f 1.0 to 3.0. The results indicate 

variation o f the PA ratio does not have a large effect on the SS normalised ductility 

demand. Compared to the base model structure with PA ratio o f 2.0, the lower and higher 

PA ratio structures perform similarly.

Figure 7.28 compares the change in FS normalised ductility demand against plan aspect 

ratio for varying levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio and static eccentricity. A 

decrease in the FS normalised ductility demand with increasing PA ratio can be seen in 

Figure 7.28, particularly the Qe = 0.75 and = 0.15L structure and the = 0.875 and = 

0.15Z, structure. On average, the FS ductility demand decreased by 18.1% from PA ratio o f

1.0 to 3.0. Compared to the base model structure with PA ratio o f 2.0, the lower PA ratio 

structures have a slightly higher FS normalised ductility demand and the higher PA ratio 

structures have a slightly lower FS normalised ductility demand.

Figure 7.29 compares the change in SS normalised first-storey drift against plan aspect 

ratio for varying levels o f  lateral torsional frequency ratio and static eccentricity. As can be 

seen in Figure 7.29 the normalised first-storey drift remains approximately constant for all 

levels o f PA ratio. On average, the SS first-storey drift decreased by 2.3% from PA ratio o f

1.0 to 3.0. The results indicate variation o f the PA ratio does not have a large effect on the 

SS normalised first-storey drift o f the structure.
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Figure 7.29: Graph of normalised first-storey Figure 7.30: Graph of normalised first-storey 
drift vs. PA ratio for SS drift vs. PA ratio for FS

Figure 7.30 compares the change in FS normalised first-storey drift against plan aspect 

ratio for varying levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio and static eccentricity. As can be 

seen from the results in Figure 7.30, the normalised first-storey drift remains 

approximately constant for all levels o f PA ratio as per the SS first-storey drift discussed 

above. On average, the FS first-storey drift decreased by 2.2% from PA ratio o f 1.0 to 3.0. 

rhe results indicate variation o f the PA ratio does not have a significant effect on the FS 

normalised first-storey drift o f the structure.

Summary

The effect o f changing the PA ratio on the seismic behaviour o f  braced plan irregular 

structures was considered by altering the PA ratio within realistic ranges from 1.0 to 3.0. 

The SS ductility demand at values o f no static eccentricity = O.OL) and maximum static 

eccentricity = 0.15L) increased by 4.9% from a PA ratio o f 1.0 to 3.0, while the SS 

first-storey drift increased by 2.3% over the same range. No substantial variation was 

observed in the SS ductility demand or SS first-storey drift. The SS ductility demand and 

SS first-storey drift are approximately constant for all levels o f PA ratio. The FS ductility 

demand at values o f no static eccentricity (Cs = O.OL) and maximum static eccentricity (e^ = 

0.15Z,) decreased by 18.1% from a PA rafio o f 1.0 to 3.0. The FS ductility demand for the 

torsionally stiff structures {Qg = \ .\25 &. Qg= \ .25) decreased by 4.6% on average from a 

PA rafio o f  1.0 to 3.0. The FS ductility demand for the torsionally flexible structures {Qq = 

0.875 & Qe = 0.75) decreased by 26.9% on average from a PA ratio o f 1.0 to 3.0. The FS 

first-storey drift for no static eccentricity = O.OI) and maximum static eccentricity = 

0.15L) decreases by 2.2% across the range o f PA ratios and can be considered to be
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approximately constant for all levels of PA ratio. The effect o f varying the PA ratio is not 

significant except for the FS ductility demand that reduces for increasing levels o f PA 

ratio.

7.5.4 Design for Torsional Effects

Eurocode 8 (CBN, (2004)) provides an intuitive method of designing structures to resist 

torsional effects using the lateral pushover method of analysis. The torsional effects 

provision makes allowance for 5% static eccentricity in the plan of the structure. The 

structure not designed to take account of torsional effects is referred to as an Excluding 

Torsional Provision (ETP) structure. The structure designed to take account o f torsional 

effects is referred to as an Including Torsional Provision (ITP) structure. The difference 

between the ETP and ITP structures is the brace section size on the SS of the structure. The 

side of the structure closer to the eccentric mass requires additional lateral stiffness to resist 

the additional demands placed on it by the mass distribution. The ETP structure has a SS 

brace section size of 30x30x3mm SHS, with A =  1.68, whereas the ITP structure has a SS 

brace section size of 50x30x3mm RHS, with X  =  1.57. In both structures the FS brace 

section size is 30x30x3mm SHS (A = 1.68). The results are normalised to the base model 

structure with a PA ratio of 2.0, Q q  =  1.0, eg = O.OL and A = 1.68.

The ETP structural responses have been presented previously and are repeated here to 

allow easier comparison between the ETP and ITP structural responses. For example. 

Figure 7.31 is the same graph as Figure 7.23.
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Figure 7.31 and Figure 7.32 illustrate the variation in SS norm alised ductility  dem and with 

static eccentricity  for varying levels o f  lateral torsional frequency ratio for the ETP and ITP 

structures, respectively. C om paring the SS response o f  the ETP structures in Figure 7.31 

and the ITP structures in Figure 7.32, it is evident the ITP structures experience a lower 

norm alised ductility dem and than the ETP structures. For Qe = 0.75, the SS norm alised 

ductility dem and varies from  2.44 for =  O.OL to 3.04 for es = 0 .15L in the ETP structure 

(Figure 7.31) com pared to 1.19 for = O.OL to 2.01 for es = 0.15Z in the ITP structure 

(Figure 7.32). The SS norm alised ductility dem and o f  the torsionally  flexible structures 

=  0.75 & jQff = 0.875) are on average 42%  sm aller in the ITP structure as com pared to the 

ETP structure. For =  1.25, the SS norm alised ductility dem and varies from  0.62 for es = 

O.OL to 0.78 for = 0 .15L for the ETP structure (Figure 7.31) com pared to 0.41 for es = 

O.OL to 0.52 for = 0.15Z, for the ITP structure (Figure 7.32). The SS norm alised ductility 

dem and o f  the torsionally s tiff  structures =  1.125 & Q e =  1.25) are on average 31.5%  

sm aller in the ITP structure as com pared to the ETP structure. The SS norm alised ductility 

dem and o f  the ITP structure is reduced by 35.5%  on average for all levels o f  lateral 

torsional frequency ratio. The ITP structure reduces the ductility  dem and o f  the ETP 

structure on average by 35.4%  for 5%  static eccentricity (es = 0.05L).
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Figure 7.33: Graph of normalised ductility Figure 7.34: Graph of normalised ductility
demand vs. static eccentricity for FS of the demand vs. static eccentricity for FS of the

ETP structure ITP structure

Figure 7.33 and Figure 7.34 illustrate the variation in FS norm alised ductility dem and with 

static eccentricity  for varying levels o f  lateral torsional frequency ratio for the ETP and ITP 

structures, respectively. Com paring the FS response o f  the ETP structure in Figure 7.33 

and the ITP structure in Figure 7.34, it is evident the ITP structure has slightly reduced 

norm alised ductility dem and as com pared to the ETP structure. The FS norm alised 

ductility dem and o f  the torsionally  stiff  structures (Qg = 0.75 & Qg = 0.875) are on average
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10.9% smaller in the ITP designed structure as compared to the ETP designed structure. 

The FS normalised ductility demand o f the torsionally flexible structures {Qe = 1.125 &, Qe 

= 1.25) are on average 7.5% smaller in the ITP designed structure as compared to the ETP 

designed structure. The FS normalised ductility demand o f the ITP structure is reduced by 

8.5% on average for all levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio. The ITP structure 

reduces the ductility demand o f the ETP structure on average by 7.8% for 5% static 

eccentricity = 0.05L).
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Figure 7.35: Graph of normalised first-storey Figure 7.36: Graph of normalised first- 
drift vs. static eccentricity for SS of the ETP storey drift vs. static eccentricity for SS of 

structure the ITP structure

Figure 7.35 and Figure 7.36 illustrate the variation in SS normalised first-storey drift with 

static eccentricity for varying levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio for the ETP and ITP 

structures, respectively. Comparing the SS response o f the ETP structure in Figure 7.35 

and the ITP structure in Figure 7.36, it is evident the ITP structure has a reduced 

normalised first-storey drift compared to the ETP structure. The SS normalised first-storey 

drifts o f the torsionally stiff structures {Qq = 0.75 8c Qe = 0.875) are on average 45.4% 

smaller in the ITP designed structure as compared to the ETP designed structure. The SS 

normalised first-storey drifts o f the torsionally stiff structures {Qq = 1.125 &. Q q= 1.25) are 

on average 28.2% smaller in the ITP structure as compared to the ETP structure. The SS 

normalised first-storey drift o f the ITP structure is reduced by 35.1% on average for all 

levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio. The ITP structure reduces the first-storey drift o f 

the ETP structure on average by 34.6% for 5% static eccentricity = 0.05Z).
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Figure 7.37 and Figure 7.38 illustrate the variation in FS normalised first-storey drift 

against static eccentricity for varying levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio for the ETP 

and ITP structures, respectively. Comparing the FS response o f the ETP structure in Figure 

7.37 and the ITP structure in Figure 7.38, it is evident the ITP structure has a reduced 

normalised first-storey drift compared to the ETP structure. The FS normalised first-storey 

drifts o f the torsionally stiff structures = 0.75 8c Qe = 0.875) are on average 44.8% 

smaller in the ITP structure as compared to the ETP structure. The FS normalised first- 

storey drifts o f the torsionally stiff structures {Qq = \ .\2 5  8l Qe = 1.25) are on average 

28.3% smaller in the ITP structure as compared to the ETP structure. The FS normalised 

first-storey drift o f the ITP structure is reduced by 35.1% on average for all levels o f lateral 

torsional frequency ratio. The ITP structure reduces the first-storey drift o f the ETP 

structure on average by 34.7% for 5% static eccentricity = 0.05Z-).

Summary

The effectiveness o f the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) provision for torsional effects was 

evaluated by application o f  the design procedure to the base model concentrically braced 

plan irregular structure. The base model structure was designed without the torsional 

effects provision (ETP - Excluding Torsional Provision) was compared to the base model 

structure designed with the torsional effects provision (ITP - Including Torsional 

Provision). The normalised ductility demand for all levels o f static eccentricity o f the ITP 

structure is reduced by 35.5% on the SS o f the structure and 8.5% on the FS o f the 

structure. The normalised first-storey drift for all levels o f static eccentricity o f the ITP
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structure is reduced by 35.1% on the SS of the structure and 35.1% on the FS of the 

structure. The normalised ductility demand of the most torsionally flexible ITP structure 

{Qq = 0.75) is 2.01 times that o f the base model structure. Similarly, the normalised first- 

storey drift of the most torsionally flexible ITP structure {Qe -  0.75) is 2.04 times that of 

the base model structure. The results from the ETP and ITP analysis indicate the Eurocode 

8 (CBN, (2004)) torsional provision is adequate for torsionally stiff structures, and even 

reduces the ductility demand on the SS of the structure for the most torsionally flexible 

structure at high levels o f static eccentricity when subjected to earthquake excitation with 

PGA below the design PGA (e.g. for Qe = 0.75 and es = 0.151 ETP ductility demand of 

3.04 compared to ITP ductility demand of 2.01). Likewise, the provision even reduces the 

FS interstory drift at high levels of static eccentricity. The results are somewhat unexpected 

as the provision allows for = 0.05Z, whereas the maximum static eccentricity considered 

here is three times this value. For the level of static eccentricity accounted for in the 

provision (up to 5%), the structure performs well.

7.5.5 Over- and Under-designed for Torsional Effects

The previous section detailed the effect on the seismic response of braced frame plan 

irregular structures when designed to resist torsional effects. Designing the structure to 

take account of a mass eccentricity of 5% resulted in the bracing increasing in size on the 

SS o f the structure from 30x30x3mm SHS (A = 1.68) to 50x30x3mm RHS (I = 1.57). To 

further investigate the effects of over- and under-designing the structure to resist the 

torsional effects, time history analysis o f frames with varying brace sizes were performed. 

To comply with Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) provisions, the normalised slenderness in each 

case adheres to the following limits; 1.3 < I  < 2.0. A brace dimension of 40x40x5mm SHS 

results in A = 1.3 and a brace dimension of 25x25x2.5mm SHS results in A = 2.0, both at 

the lower and upper limit bounds, respectively. Brace sections with I  = 1.3 result in an 

over-design compared to the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) torsional effects provisions. Brace 

sections with A = 2.0 result in an under-design compared to the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) 

torsional effects provision. On the FS o f the over- and under-designed structures the brace 

sections remained 30x30x3mm SHS (A = 1.68), as per the base model structure that has not 

been designed taking into consideration the torsional effects.
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Figure 7.39: Graph of ductility demand vs. Figure 7.40: Graph of ductility demand vs. 
static eccentricity for iig = 0.75 static eccentricity for Qg = 1.25

Figure 7.39 presents the variation in SS and FS ductility dem and w ith static eccentricity for 

the m ost torsionally flexible structure {Qq = 0.75) for a range o f  brace norm alised 

slenderness values. As show n in Figure 7.39, the A = 1.3 structure SS ductility dem and 

rem ains less than 1.0 for all levels o f  eccentricity (except for Cs = 0A 5L)  show ing that the 

structure did not reach its yield displacem ent. The A = 1.3 structure experiences a FS 

ductility dem and betw een 1.63 for C s  =  0.025L and 1.03 for C s  = 0 .15Z,. The ductility 

dem and is greater on the FS com pared to the SS due to the brace section sizes being 

sm aller on the FS (A =  1.68). As can be seen in Figure 7.39, the X  = 1.68 structure 

experiences a SS ductility dem and betw een 1.35 for = O.OZ, and 1.79 for = 0 .15Z,, and 

a FS ductility dem and betw een 1.48 for = O.OL and 1.03 for = 0 .15Z,. The ductility 

dem and is greater on the SS com pared to the FS even though the same A = 1.68 bracing is 

used on both SS and FS. As show n in Figure 7.39, the A = 2.0 structure experiences a SS 

ductility dem and betw een 2.31 for 6s = O.OL and 5.59 for Cs = 0 .151, and a FS ductility 

dem and betw een 1.43 for = O.OL and 1.03 for = 0 .15L. The A =  2.0 structure perform s 

poorly on the SS o f  the structure for high levels o f  static eccentricity. The ductility dem and 

is higher in the A = 2.0 structure and low er in the A =  1.3 com pared to the A = 1.68 

structure. The A = 2.0 structure experiences large ductility dem ands (> 3) above = O.IL.

Figure 7.40 presents the variation in SS and FS ductility dem and with static eccentricity for 

the m ost torsionally stiff structure (Qo = 1 -25) for a range o f  brace norm alised slenderness 

values. As can be seen in Figure 7.40, the ductility dem and for all o f  the m ost torsionally 

s tiff  structures {Qq ~  1 -25) is less than 1.0 for all levels o f  A indicating the structures did 

not reach yield displacem ent (except the SS o f  the A =  2.0 structure with ductility dem and
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o f  1.04 for es = 0 .15Z,). The results in Figure 7.40 for Q e =  1.25 contrast w ith those in 

Figure 7.39 for Q e  = 0.75 in w hich all o f  the structures reached yield d isplacem ent, except 

for the SS o f  the A = 1.3 structure. C om paring Figure 7.39 and Figure 7.40, the Q e =  1.25 

structures increase in ductility dem and is m ore stable and consistent as com pared to the Q e  

=  0.75 structures. N o large increase in ductility dem and was experienced in the Q e =  1.25 

structure w ith A = 2.0 above Cs =  O .l l  as w as observed in the Q e  =  0.75 structure w ith A =  

2.0 above Cs =  0.11.
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Figure 7.41: Graph of first-storey inter- Figure 7.42: Graph of first-storey inter
storey drift vs. static eccentricity for storey drift vs. static eccentricity for

£2g =  0 .7 5  i 2 g = i . 2 5

Figure 7.41 presents the variation in SS and FS first-storey interstorey drift w ith static

eccentricity for the m ost torsionally flexible structure (Q e =  0.75) for a  range o f  brace

norm alised slenderness values. As show n in Figure 7.41, the A = 1.3 structure experiences 

a SS first-storey drift betw een 0.04%  for =  O.OL and 0.09%  for e, = 0 .15Z,. The A = 1.3 

structure has a FS first-storey drift betw een 0.04%  for Cs =  O.OL and 0.08%  for 6s =  0 .15Z,. 

The first-storey drift is approxim ately the sam e on the SS and FS even though the stiffness 

differs on either side. A  sim ilar trend is observed in the A = 1.3 and A = 2.0 structures. The 

A = 2.0 structure perform s poorly on the SS and FS o f  the structure as the first-storey drift 

exceed the Eurocode 8 (CEN , (2004)) interstorey drift lim it o f  0.5%  for = 0 .15L. The A = 

1.3 and A = 1.68 structures perform  well in term s o f  interstorey drift on the SS and FS o f  

the structure. The level o f  first-storey drift observed is highest in the A = 2.0 structure and 

lowest in the A = 1.3 structure.

Figure 7.42 presents the variation in SS and FS first-storey interstorey drift w ith static

eccentricity for the m ost torsionally s tiff  structure (Q e  = 1.25) for a range o f  brace
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normalised slenderness values. The first-storey drift is approximately the same on the SS 

and FS of the structure. The level of first-storey drift observed is highest in the A = 2.0 

structure and lowest in the A = 1.3 structure.

The X  =  2.0 structure with Q e  = 1.25 performs considerably better than the Q e  =  0.75 

structure as shown in Figure 7.41. For both the Qe = 0.75 and Qe = 1.25 structures the first- 

storey drift is higher in the A = 2.0 structure and lower in the A = 1.3 compared to the A = 

1.68 structure. Similar to the ductility demands, the Qe -  0.75 structure with A = 2.0 

experiences large first-storey drifts for values of static eccentricity above O.IZ,, whereas the 

Qe = 1.25 structure with A = 2.0 experiences a smaller and more stable drift response.

Summary

Changing the normalised slenderness of the brace members is equivalent to under- or over- 

designing the structure to resist torsional effects. The under-designed structure (A = 2.0) 

experienced a large SS and FS ductility demand and large first-storey interstorey drifts, 

with the maximum eccentricity resulting in the first-storey interstorey drift exceeding the 

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) interstorey drift limit. Over-designing the brace sections on the 

SS o f the structure (A = 1.3) resulted in a greater ductility demand on the FS of the 

structure compared to the SS of the structure. The under-designed structure (A = 2.0) 

structure experienced a SS ductility demand on average 42.5% greater than the base model 

structure. The over-designed structure (A = 1.3) structure had a SS ductility demand on 

average 26.7% less than the base model structure. Considering that the static eccentricity is 

distributed towards the SS of the structure, it is unexpected for the FS ductility demand to 

exceed the SS ductility demand. The under-designed (A = 2.0) and over-designed (A = 1.3) 

structures experience the same first-storey drift on the SS and FS of the structure. It is 

unexpected the first-storey interstorey drift for both the under- and over-designed 

structures are effectively the same for both the SS and FS of the structure as the stiffness of 

the braced frames is different on the SS and FS. The FS of the over-designed structure had 

increased ductility demand compared to the base model structure caused by the FS bracing 

having reduced stiffness as compared to the SS bracing. Over-designing the braced 

irregular structure to resist torsional effects has the unwanted effect o f increasing the 

ductility demand on the FS of the structure.
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7.5.6 Influence o f B i-directional E xcitation

The influence o f bi-directional excitation was investigated by analysing the plan irregular 

structure with braced frames in the two main horizontal directions and subjecting the 

structure to bi-directional excitation. The earthquake record used for the bi-directional 

analysis is the orthogonal record for the particular earthquake. To evaluate the affect o f bi

directional excitation on the seismic behaviour, a structure with a PA ratio o f  1.0, brace 

sections sizes o f 30x30x3mm SHS (A = 1.68) and a range o f Qe and es values was 

analysed. It was only possible to investigate a structure with a PA ratio o f 1.0 to ensure that 

the seismic design o f the structure in both horizontal directions would remain the same. As 

a result, the same bracing section sizes could be used in the braced frames in both 

horizontal directions and allow direct comparison between uni-directional and bi

directional excitation. The results are normalised against the uni-directional excited 

structure with; PA ratio o f 1.0, I  = 1.68, Qe ~  1-0, = O.OZ, and bracing in the uni

directional plane o f excitation only. It should be noted that the structure analysed in uni

directional and bi-directional excitation is only subjected to uni-axial static eccentricity. 

The static eccentricity is only applied in one direction.

-■ O - Bi-OirSS«,*O.OL
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Figure 7.43; Graph of normalised ductility Figure 7.44: Graph of normalised ductility 
demand vs. He for SS of uni- and bi-axial demand vs. Qe for FS of uni- and bi-axial 

excited structures excited structures

Figure 7.43 compares normalised ductility demand against lateral torsional frequency ratio 

for the SS o f the structure subjected to uni-directional and bi-directional excitation for es = 

O.OZ, and es = 0.15Z-. It can be seen from Figure 7.43 the normalised ductility demand for 

the SS o f the structure remains similar if  the structure is subjected to uni-directional or bi

directional excitation (with the exception o f  Qe -  0.875 for Cs = 0.15Z,). For all levels o f Qe, 

the normalised ductility demand for Cs = 0.15Z, is on average 8.2% greater than the ductility
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demand for = O.OZ, The normaUsed ductility demand reduces with increasing lateral 

torsional frequency ratio.

Figure 7.44 compares normalised ductility demand against lateral torsional frequency ratio 

for the FS of the structure subjected to uni-directional and bi-directional excitation for Cs =  

O.OL and Cs = 0.15Z. It can be seen from Figure 7.44 the normalised ductility demand for 

the FS of the structure remains similar if  the structure is subjected to uni-directional or bi

directional excitation for = O.OL. The normalised ductility demand for the FS of the 

structure with =  0.15Z, differ slightly with the bi-directional excitation producing larger 

ductility demand. For all levels of Q e ,  the normalised ductility demand for Cs = 0.15Z, is on 

average 8.1% greater than the ductility demand for = O.OL.

—e — Unl-Or FS 
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Figure 7.45: Graph of normalised first-storey Figure 7.46: Graph of normalised first- 
drift vs. Ho for SS of uni- and bi-axial excited storey drift vs. for FS of uni- and bi- axial 

structures excited structures

Figure 7.45 compares change in normalised first-storey drift against lateral torsional 

frequency ratio for the SS of the structure subjected to uni-directional and bi-directional 

excitation for es =  O.OL and Cs =  0.15Z-. It can be seen in Figure 7.45 the normalised first- 

storey drift for the SS of the structure remains similar if  the structure is subjected to uni

directional or bi-directional excitation (with the exception of Q e  = 0.875 for Cs =  0.15Z,). 

The normalised first-storey drift for = 0.15Z, is on average 8.4% greater than the ductility 

demand for = O.OZ,.

Figure 7.46 compares change in normalised first-storey drift against lateral torsional 

frequency ratio for the FS of the structure subjected to uni-directional and bi-directional 

excitation for Cs = O.OL and es =  0.15Z,. It can be seen from Figure 7.46 the normalised first- 

storey drift for the FS of the structure is approximately the same if the structure is
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subjected to uni-directional or bi-directional excitation for = O.OI. As shown in Figure 

7.46, the normalised first-storey drift for the uni-directional excited structure with = 

0.15Z, is on average 20.3% greater than the normalised first-storey drift for the bi

directional excited structure with Cs = 0.151. Overall, the normalised first-storey drift for Cs 

= 0.15L is on average 19.7% greater than the first-storey drift for Cs = O.OZ.

Summary

The SS ductility demand for the uni-directionally and bi-directionally excited structures is 

similar for all levels of lateral torsional frequency ratio and static eccentricity. The FS 

ductility demand for the uni-directionally and bi-directionally excited structures is similar 

for all levels of lateral torsional frequency ratio and static eccentricity. The SS first-storey 

interstorey drift is similar for uni- and bi-directionally excited structures. The FS first- 

storey interstorey drift is similar for uni- and bi-directionally excited structures with the 

exception being the uni-directional excited structure with Cs = 0.15Z, is on average 20.3% 

greater than the normalised first-storey drift for the bi-directional excited structure. In 

general, the analysis indicates the bi-directional and uni-directional excited structures have 

a similar seismic response. The uni-directional excited structure slightly overestimates the 

ductility demand and interstorey drift for high levels of static eccentricity. However, a few 

limitations exist preventing definitive conclusions, such as the structure only has static 

eccentricity applied in one direction and the PA ratio was not varied.

7.5.7 Influence of Level of Ground Acceleration

Structures investigated in the previous sections have all been designed to resist a peak 

ground acceleration, ag = 0.35g- using the lateral force pushover method, whereas the peak 

ground acceleration applied to the models was Qg = 0.315g. The sensitivity o f the seismic 

response of braced plan irregular structures to the level of excitation exceeding the design 

value (which is not implausible in reality) was investigated by increasing the level o f peak 

ground acceleration. The increased levels of input peak ground acceleration were applied 

to the base model structure with a PA ratio of 2.0, 1 = 1.68 and a range of Qe and 

values. The peak ground acceleration was increased from 0.315g to OAg, 0.5g and 0.6g. 

Peak ground accelerations above 0.6g caused numerical model to fail due to a lack of 

convergence in the solution during numerical integration. On inspection, the out-of-plane
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displacements in the bracing members on the SS o f the structure at higher levels o f static 

eccentricity are the cause o f the failed numerical integration. The results o f the analysis are 

displayed below.

— PGA ■ 0 4{) & Og ■ 0 75 

- A - PGA •  0 5q A Og •  0 75 
m PGA •  0.6g & Og ■ 0 75

Figure 7.47: Graph of SS ductility demand Figure 7.48: Graph of FS ductility demand
vs. static eccentricity for a range of Qg and vs. static eccentricity for a range of Qq and

PGA PGA

Figure 1A1  illustrates the variation in SS ductility demand with static eccentricity for a 

range o f lateral torsional frequency ratios and peak ground accelerations. The SS response 

o f the structures subjected to PGA = 0.4g, 0.5g and 0.6g  exhibit a predictable behaviour for 

the Q q = 1.0 or Qq ~  1-25 structures with ductility demands below 2.0. As can be seen in 

Figure 7.47, for PGA = 0.6g and Q q ~  0.75 on the SS o f the structure the ductility demand 

increases from 10.8 for = O.OZ, to 17.7 for = 0.15L. For PGA = 0.5g and Qe = 1.25 on 

the SS o f the structure the ductility demand increases from 0.75 for es = 0.01 to 0.99 for 

= 0.15L. The torsionally flexible structure {Qe = 0.75) SS response subjected to PGA = 

0.5g and 0.6g exhibits unacceptably high levels o f ductility demand. The torsionally stiff 

structure (Qe ~  1.25) SS response subjected to PGA = OAg, 0.5g and 0.6g exhibits a 

predictable and stable behaviour with levels o f  ductility demand below 2.0 for all levels o f 

static eccentricity.

Figure 7.48 illustrates the variation in FS ductility demand with static eccentricity for a 

range o f lateral torsional frequency ratios and peak ground accelerations. The FS response 

o f the structures subjected to PGA = 0.4g, 0.5g and 0.6g exhibits a predictable behaviour 

for the Qe = 1.0 or Qe = 1.25 structures with ductility demands below 1.5. As can be seen 

in Figure 7.48, for PGA = 0.6g and Qe = 0.75 on the FS o f the structure the ductility 

demand decreases from 7.4 for = O.OZ, to 2.4 for Cs = 0.15L. For PGA = 0.5g and Qe = 

1.25 on the FS o f the structure the ductility demand decreases from 0.72 for es = O.OL to
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0.56 for 6s = 0.151. The torsionally flexible structure {Qq = 0.75) FS response subjected to 

PGA = 0.6g exhibits unacceptably high levels o f ductility demand for low levels o f static 

eccentricity. The torsionally stiff structure {Qq = 1.25) FS response subjected to PGA = 

0.4g ,̂ 0.5g- and 0.6g exhibits a predictable and stable behaviour with levels o f  ductility 

demand below 1.0 for all levels o f static eccentricity.
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Figure 7.49: Graph of SS first-storey drift vs. Figure 7.50: Graph of FS first-storey drift vs. 
static eccentricity for a range of £2g and PGA static eccentricity for a range of £2o and PGA

Figure 7.49 illustrates the variation in SS first-storey drift with static eccentricity for a 

range o f  lateral torsional frequency ratios and peak ground accelerations. It can be seen in 

Figure 7.49 the PGA = OAg structure has a first-storey drift below 0.3% for all levels o f 

lateral torsional frequency ratio and static eccentricity. The structures subjected to PGA = 

0.5g have a first-storey drift below 0.5% for Q q = 1.0 and Qe ~  1 -25 for every level o f static 

eccentricity, but the Qe = 0.75 structure has a first-storey drift above 0.5% for Cs > 0.11. 

For PGA = 0.6g and = 0.75 on the SS o f the structure the first-storey drift increases 

from 1.3% for = O.OL to 2.2% for = 0.15L. For PGA = OAg and = 1.25 on the SS o f 

the structure the first-storey drift increases from 0.07% for = O.OL to 0.1% for es = 0.15L. 

The torsionally flexible structure = 0.75) SS response subjected to PGA = 0.5g and 

0.6g exhibits unacceptably high levels o f first-storey drift. The torsionally stiff structure 

(Dff = 1.25) SS response subjected to PGA = OAg, 0.5^ and 0.6g exhibits a predictable and 

stable behaviour with levels o f first-storey drift below 0.5% for all levels o f  static 

eccentricity.

Figure 7.50 illustrates the variation in FS first-storey drift with static eccentricity for a 

range o f lateral torsional frequency ratios and peak ground accelerations. Similar to the 

torsionally stiff structure {Qq = 1.25) SS response, the FS response subjected to PGA =
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0.4g, 0.5g  ̂ and 0.6g  ̂ exhibits a predictable and stable behaviour with levels o f first-storey 

drift below 0.5% ft)r all levels o f static eccentricity. However, the torsionally flexible 

structure {Qe = 0.75) FS response subjected to PGA -  0.5g and 0.6g exhibits unacceptably 

high levels o f first-storey drift.

Summary

The effect on the seismic response o f the braced plan irregular structure caused by levels o f 

peak ground acceleration exceeding the design ground was examined. The base model 

structure was designed for PGA = 0.35g and was subjected to excitations with PGA = OAg, 

0.5g and 0.6g. The seismic behaviour o f  the torsionally flexible structures subjected to 

excitations with PGA greater (0.5 & 0.6g^) than the design PGA display high levels o f 

ductility demand and interstorey drifts exceeding Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) design limits 

(0.5%). These structures suffer unacceptably large displacements caused by increased 

levels o f  inelasticity. Torsionally stiff structures perform well in terms o f ductility demand 

and interstorey drift, while torsionally flexible structures perform poorly at increased levels 

o f peak ground acceleration (0.5^ & 0.6g) and static eccentricity.

It is not recommended levels o f torsional flexiblity { Q g  = 0.875 & Q g  = 0.75) be allowed in 

concentrically braced frame plan irregular structures due to their poor performance in 

situations where the peak ground accelerations exceed the design peak ground acceleration. 

The ductility demands and interstorey drifts were unacceptably high at increased levels o f 

peak ground acceleration (0.5^ & 0.6g) and static eccentricity. A simple design check 

preventing torsionally flexible structures could be implemented such that > 1.0 for 

concentrically braced frame plan irregular structures or it could possibly be the case that 

another form o f lateral resisting system should be employed.

7.5.8 Response Attributed to Plan Irregularity and Change in Period of Structure

In Chapter Six, Section 6.7.3, the change in response o f the experimental structure was 

attributed to both the change in period o f  the structure and the change in plan irregularity. 

The change in period is quantified by the change in response spectrum displacement and 

the change in plan irregularity is quantified by the change in peak roof displacement. The 

results shown in Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 are for structures analysed with A = 1.68 and a PA
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ratio o f  2.0. The structures are subjected to five earthquake excitations and the m ean results 

o f  SS and FS peak ro o f displacem ent and response spectrum  displacem ent are show n in 

Table 7.4 and Table 7.5, respectively. The torsionally  stiff  {Qe = I A 2 5  &  £2$ = 1.25) and 

torsionally flexible (Qg = 0.875 &  Qg = 0.75) structures are com pared to Q e =  1.0 structure 

w ith equivalent levels o f  static eccentricity.

The change in response o f  the structure for a range o f  lateral torsional frequency ratios and 

static eccentricities is quantified in two ways; firstly the change in m ean peak lateral ro o f 

displacem ent o f  the structure and secondly the change in m ean relative response spectrum  

displacem ent due to the change in period o f  the structure. The torsional stiffness o f  the 

structure was altered by increasing/decreasing the m ass o f  the structure. C hanging the m ass 

o f  the structure changed the lateral torsional frequency ratio, but also altered the period o f  

the structure. Increasing or decreasing the period o f  the structure alters the relative 

displacem ent spectral response the structure is subjected to. For exam ple, as shown in 

Table 7.4 the Qe  = 0.75 w ith Cs =  O.OZ, structure has a period o f  0.3886s giving a relative 

displacem ent spectral response o f  1.811cm com pared to the Qe ~  1-25 with Cs = O.OZ, 

structure has a period o f  0 .2332s giving a m ean relative displacem ent spectral response o f  

0.572cm . The percentage difference in relative displacem ent spectral response and m ean 

ro o f displacem ent is used to quantify the contribution to the response from  the change in 

period com pared to the change in displacem ent response in the num erical analysis.
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Table 7.4: Summary of SS difference in mean peak roof displacement and mean relative
response spectrum displacement

Static Ecc. 
(L)

Period
(s)

Mean
R oof
Disp.
(mm)

Mean % 
Difference in 

R o o f Disp. 
Compared to 

Sle = l.O 
Structure

Mean 
Relative 

Resp. 
Spect. 

Disp. (cm)

Mean % Difference 
in Resp. Spect. Disp. 
Compared to Qe = 

1.0 Structure

Mean % Difference 
in R oof Disp. 
Response and 

Relative Spectral 
Disp. Response

0,75 0.0 0.38862 5.593 141.79 1.811 107.52 24.17
0.025 0.38864 5.719 158.64 1.807 107.75 32.08
0.05 0.38854 6.472 171.56 1.803 107.89 37.11

0.075 0.38843 6.700 167.57 1.802 108.39 35.32
0.1 0.38830 6.797 155.96 1.801 108.72 30.29

0.125 0.38810 6.843 146.54 1.799 109.05 25.58
0.15 0.38789 6.902 133.3 1.798 109.43 19.91

Mean 28.92
COV 39.27
0.875 0.0 0.33314 3.601 58.64 1.204 34.73 40.77

0.025 0.33310 3.718 67.39 1.202 34.96 48.12
0.05 0.33303 3.848 60.43 1.201 35.23 14.70

0.075 0.33293 4.094 63.56 1.201 35.59 44.01
0.1 0.33281 4.464 68,47 1.200 35.83 47.67

0.125 0.33264 4.638 67,71 1.199 36.11 46.67
0.15 0.33246 4.757 61,99 1.199 36.35 41.36

Mean 44.33
COV 8.49
1.125 0.0 0.25911 1.623 -28,32 0.668 -21.99 -22.35

0.025 0.25906 1.723 -23,69 0,667 -21.91 -7.51
0.05 0.25901 1.803 -25.62 0,666 -21.84 -14.75

0.075 0.25895 1.863 -26.15 0.665 -21.73 -16.90
0.1 0.25884 1.962 -26.2 0.664 -21.66 -17.32

0.125 0,25872 2.053 -26.02 0.664 -21.57 -17.10
0.15 0,25857 2.107 -28,19 0.663 -21.53 -23.63

Mean -17.08
COV 23.95
1.25 0.0 0,23319 1.426 -37,91 0.572 -32.15 -15.19

0.025 0,23316 1.523 -33,74 0.571 -32.04 -5.04
0.05 0.23311 1.630 -34,13 0.570 -31.91 -6.51

0.075 0.23304 1.746 -32,35 0.569 -31.71 -1,98
0.1 0.23296 1.794 -33,62 0.569 -31.57 -6 09

0,125 0.23284 1.797 -35,92 0.568 -31.43 -12.50
0.15 0.23271 1.881 -36,88 0.569 -31.29 -15.16

Mean -8.92
COV 24.02

Table 7.4 presents the summary o f  the SS difference in response o f  the mean spectral 

displacement due to change in period and SS difference in response o f  the mean peak roof 

displacement o f  the structure. For example, the difference in SS mean spectral 

displacement response and mean roof displacement for the Qe =  0.75 structure is 28.92%  

for all levels o f  static eccentricity. In other words, 28.92% o f  the SS displacement response 

o f  the Qe = Q.15 structure is caused by the plan irregularity o f  the structure as opposed to 

purely the change in period o f  the structure. In Table 7.4 it can be seen that the torsionally 

flexible structures have a displacement response greater than the Q e=  1.0 structure while 

the torsionally stiff structures have a displacement response less than the Qe ^  1-0 

structure. The change in response caused by the change in period being less in the 

torsionally stiff as compared to the torsionally flexible structures.
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Table 7.5: Summary of FS difference in mean peak roof displacement and mean relative
response spectrum displacement

£2g Static Ecc. 
(Q

Period
(s)

Mean
R oof
Disp.
(mm)

Mean % 
Difference in 

R oof Disp. 
Compared to 

S iu ^l.O  
Structure

Mean 
Relative 

Resp. 
Spect. 

Disp. (cm)

Mean % Difference 
in Resp. Spect. Disp. 
Compared to Qo = 

1.0 Structure

Mean % Difference 
in R o o f Disp. 
Response and  

Relative Spectral 
Disp. Response

0.75 0.0 0.38862 4.721 114.91 1.811 107.52 6.43
0.025 0.38864 4.704 152.27 1.807 107.75 29.24
0.05 0.38854 4.389 148.97 1.803 107.89 27.58

0.075 0.38843 4.135 148.43 1.802 108.39 26.98
0.1 0.38830 3.865 142.02 1.801 108.72 23.45

0.125 0.38810 3.561 133.13 1.799 109.05 18.08
0.15 0.38789 3.215 123.39 1,798 109.43 11.31

Mean 20.44
COV 66.45
0.875 0.0 0.33314 3.454 57.42 1.204 34.73 39.52

0.025 0.33310 2.879 53.34 1.202 34.96 34.45
0.05 0.33303 2.448 38.54 1.201 35.23 8.59

0.075 0.33293 2.259 35.53 1.201 35.59 0.17
0.1 0.33281 2.089 30.17 1.200 35.83 18.76

0.125 0.33264 1.962 26 62 1.199 36.11 35.65
0.15 0.33246 1 842 25.69 1.199 36.35 41.49

Mean 25.52
COV 229.80
1.125 0.0 0.25911 1.564 -28.57 0.668 -21.99 -23.03

0.025 0.25906 1.472 -23.96 0.667 -21.91 -8.56
0.05 0.25901 1.404 -23.55 0.666 -21.84 -7.26

0.075 0.25895 1.327 -23.78 0.665 -21.73 -8.62
0.1 0.25884 1.269 -24.16 0.664 -21.66 -10.34

0.125 0.25872 1.203 -24.77 0.664 -21.57 -12.92
0.15 0.25857 1.115 -25.12 0.663 -21.53 -14.29

Mean -12.15
COV 25.16
1.25 0.0 0.23319 1.378 -37.97 0.572 -32.15 -15.33

0.025 0.23316 1.268 -35.33 0.571 -32.04 -9.31
0.05 0.23311 1.179 -35.94 0.570 -31.91 -11.21

0.075 0.23304 1.139 -34.66 0.569 -31.71 -8.51
0.1 0.23296 1.119 -33.64 0.569 -31.57 -6.15

0.125 0.23284 1.096 -32.51 0.568 -31.43 -3.32
0.15 0.23271 1.050 -31.27 0.569 -31.29 -0.07

Mean -7.70
COV 21.95

Table 7.5 presents the summary of the FS difference in response o f the mean spectral 

displacement due to change in period and FS difference in response of the mean peak roof 

displacement of the structure. For example, the difference in FS mean spectral 

displacement response and mean roof displacement for the Qq = 0.75 structure is 20.44% 

for all levels of static eccentricity. In other words, 20.44% of the SS displacement response 

of the Qe = 0.75 structure is caused by the irregularity of the structure as opposed to purely 

the change in period of the structure. In Table 7.5 it can be seen that the torsionally flexible 

structures have a displacement response greater than the £2 0 = 1.0 structure while the 

torsionally stiff structures have a displacement response less than the Q e =  1.0 structure. 

The change in response caused by the change in period being less in the torsionally stiff as 

compared to the torsionally flexible structures.
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Summary

The change in response caused by the change in period o f  the structure was less 

pronounced in the torsionally flexible structures {Qq = 0.875 & = 0.75) as compared to

the torsionally stiff structures {Qq = 1.125 & Q e=  1.25). A larger proportion o f the overall 

displacement response on the SS and FS o f the structure is governed by the change in 

period for the torsionally stiff structures as compared to the torsionally flexible structures. 

For the torsionally flexible structures, the displacement response o f the SS o f the structure 

has an average increase in response due to plan irregularity o f 36.6% as compared to the 

FS o f the structure having an average increase in response due to plan irregularity o f 

22.9%. Similarly for the torsionally stiff structures, the displacement response o f the SS o f 

the structure has an average increase in response due to plan irregularity o f 13.0% as 

compared to the FS o f the structure having an average increase in response due to plan 

irregularity o f 9.9%.

7.6 Results Discussion

Firstly, the seismic response o f a base model structure that is neither torsionally stiff nor 

torsionally flexible, with varying levels o f static eccentricity and lateral torsional frequency 

ratio and designed using the lateral force method o f analysis in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) 

was assessed. The base model structure responded well to the five earthquakes applied to it 

in terms o f ductility demand and iterstorey drift. The interstorey drifts are below the 

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) limits and the ductility demands in the range o f 2-3 are 

acceptable in seismic design. A summary o f the results obtained from the parametric 

numerical study undertaken in this chapter are discussed in detail hereafter.

Static Eccentricity

The static eccentricity was varied during the parametric study ranging from no static 

eccentricity (e^ = O.OZ) to maximum static eccentricity (e  ̂ = 0.151,). The maximum value 

represents a severe but realistic level o f static eccentricity. The ductility demand increases 

with increasing levels o f static eccentricity on the SS o f the structure and reduces with 

increasing levels o f  static eccentricity on the FS o f  the structure. The torsionally stiff 

structures perform better than the torsionally flexible structures having reduced ductility 

demands and reduced first-storey drifts. Considering all lateral torsional frequency ratios, 

the SS ductility demand increased on average by nearly 30% from the no static eccentricity
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case to the maximum static eccentricity case. In contrast, the FS ductility demand 

decreased on average by just over 30%. The first-storey interstorey drift increases for 

increasing levels o f static eccentricity for all levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio. 

Unlike the ductility demands, the first-storey interstorey drifts increase by a similar amount 

on both the SS (29.6%) and FS (35.2%) o f the structure. The C l’s are generally larger at 

extreme levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio e.g. Q q = 0.75 & 1.25. No general trend 

was observed indicating reduced C l’s for the torsionally stiff structures compared to the 

torsionally flexible structures. The level o f interstorey drift presented in this section has 

focussed on the first-storey drift, as this always gave the greatest level o f drift for each o f 

the storeys. The level o f drift in the other storeys varied such that the ductility demand was 

always greater on the SS compared to the FS even though the SS and FS first-storey drifts 

were generally similar. The level o f  static eccentricity has been observed to be a key 

parameter affecting the seismic torsional response o f plan irregular braced frame type 

structures. The results presented here display a trend o f increased ductility demand on the 

SS o f the structure observed by other researchers (for example see Goel, (1997), 

Stathopoulos and Anagnostopoulos, (2003) or Fernandez-Davila and Cruz, (2006)).

Lateral Torsional Frequency Ratio

The lateral torsional frequency ratio ranged from Qe = 0.75 (torsionally flexible) to Qe = 

1.25 (torsionally stiff) within the parametric study. The torsionally stiff structures perform 

better than the torsionally flexible structures. The SS o f the structure has a larger ductility 

demand compared to the FS o f the structure for all levels o f lateral torsional frequency 

ratio. The ductility demand on the SS o f the Qe = 0.75 structure is nearly 4 times greater 

than that o f the Qe = 1.25 structure. Similarly, the ductility demand on the FS o f the Qe = 

0.75 structure is 3.5 times greater than that o f the Qe = 1.25 structure. On average, the 

torsionally flexible structures have a ductility demand 3.75 times that o f the torsionally 

stiff structures. The SS ductility demand increases for increasing levels o f static 

eccentricity for all values o f lateral torsional frequency ratio. The FS ductility demand 

decreases for increasing levels o f static eccentricity for all values o f lateral torsional 

frequency ratio. Unlike the ductility demands, the first-storey drifts are approximately the 

same on the SS and FS o f  the structure. The first-storey drifts increase for increasing levels 

o f static eccentricity for all values o f lateral torsional frequency ratio. The level o f lateral 

torsional frequency ratio has been observed to be a key parameter affecting the seismic 

torsional response o f plan irregular braced frame type structures. The results presented here 

display a well known observation in plan irregular structures that ductility demand and
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interstorey drift are larger for torsionally stiff compared to torsionally flexible structures 

(see Moghadam and Tso, (2000a) or Marusic and Fajfar, (2005)).

Torsionally Designed Structure

The effectiveness o f the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) provision for torsional effects was 

evaluated by application o f the design procedure to the base model concentrically braced 

plan irregular structure. The base model structure was designed without the torsional 

effects provision (ETP - Excluding Torsional Provision) and compared to the base model 

structure designed with the torsional effects provision (ITP - Including Torsional 

Provision). The normalised ductility demand for all levels o f static eccentricity o f the ITP 

structure is reduced by 35.5% on the SS o f the structure and 8.5% on the FS o f the 

structure. The normalised first-storey drift for all levels o f  static eccentricity o f the ITP 

structure is reduced by 35.1% on the SS o f the structure and 35.1% on the FS o f the 

structure. The normalised ductility demand o f the most torsionally flexible ITP structure 

{Qe = 0.75) is 2.01 times that o f the base model structure. Similarly, the normalised first- 

storey drift o f  the most torsionally flexible ITP structure {Qq = 0.75) is 2.04 times that o f 

the base model structure. The results from the ETP and ITP analysis indicate the Eurocode 

8 (CEN, (2004)) torsional provision is adequate for torsionally stiff structures, and even 

reduces the ductility demand on the SS o f the structure for the most torsionally flexible 

structure at high levels o f static eccentricity. Likewise, the provision even reduces the FS 

interstory drift at high levels o f static eccentricity. The results are somewhat unexpected as 

the provision allows for es = 0.05Z, whereas the maximum static eccentricity considered 

here is three times this value. For the level o f static eccentricity accounted for in the 

provision (up to 5%), the structure performs well.

Under- and Over-designed Structure

Changing the normalised slenderness o f the brace members is equivalent to under- or over- 

designing the structure to resist torsional effects. The under-designed structure (A = 2.0) 

experienced a large SS and FS ductility demand and large first-storey interstorey drifts, 

with the maximum eccentricity resulting in the first-storey interstorey drift exceeding the 

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) interstorey drift limit. Over-designing the brace sections on the 

SS o f the structure (A = 1.3) resulted in a greater ductility demand on the FS o f the 

structure compared to the SS o f the structure. The under-designed structure (I = 2.0) 

structure experienced a SS ductility demand on average 42.5% greater than the base model
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structure. The over-designed structure (I = 1.3) structure had a SS ductility demand on 

average 26.7% less than the base model structure. Considering that the static eccentricity is 

distributed towards the SS o f the structure, it is unexpected for the FS ductility demand to 

exceed the SS ductility demand. The under-designed (I = 2.0) and over-designed (A = 1.3) 

structures experience the same first-storey drift on their SS and FS o f the structure. It is 

unexpected the first-storey interstorey drift for both the under- and over-designed 

structures are effectively the same for both the SS and FS o f the structure as the stiffness o f 

the braced frames is different on the SS and FS. The FS o f the over-designed structure had 

increased ductility demand compared to the base model structure caused by the FS bracing 

having reduced stiffness as compared to the SS bracing. Over-designing the braced 

irregular structure to resist torsional effects has the unwanted effect o f  increasing the 

ductility demand on the FS o f the structure.

Bi-directional Excitation

The SS & FS ductility demand for the uni-directionally and bi-directionally excited 

structures is similar for all levels o f  lateral torsional frequency ratio and static eccentricity. 

The SS first-storey interstorey drift is similar for uni- and bi-directionally excited 

structures. The FS first-storey interstorey drift is similar for uni- and bi-directionally 

excited structures with the single exception being the uni-directional excited structure with 

Cs = 0.151 is on average 20.3% greater than the normalised first-storey drift for the bi

directional excited structure. In general, the analysis indicates the bi-directional and uni

directional excited structures have a similar seismic response. The uni-directional excited 

structure slightly overestimates the ductility demand and interstorey drift for high levels o f 

static eccentricity. However, a few limitations exist preventing definitive conclusions, such 

as the structure only has static eccentricity applied in one direction and the PA ratio was 

not varied. Other authors, such as Ghersi and Rossi, (2001) or Stathopoulos and 

Anagnostopoulos, (2003) also observed the influence o f the bi-directional excitation on the 

seismic response o f  plan irregular structures being minimal as compared to uni-directional 

excitation.

Plan Aspect Ratio

The effect o f changing the PA ratio on the seismic behaviour o f braced plan irregular 

structures was considered by altering the PA ratio within realistic ranges from 1.0 to 3.0. 

The SS ductility demand at values o f no static eccentricity (e^ = O.OZ,) and maximum static 

eccentricity {Cs = 0.15Z,) increased by 4.9%) from a PA ratio o f 1.0 to 3.0, while the SS
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first-storey drift increased by 2.3% over the same range. No substantial variation was 

observed in the SS ductility demand or SS first-storey drift. The SS ductility demand and 

SS first-storey drift are approximately constant for all levels o f PA ratio. The FS ductility 

demand at values o f no static eccentricity = 0.01) and maximum static eccentricity = 

0.15Z,) decreased by 18.1% from a PA ratio o f 1.0 to 3.0. The FS first-storey drift for 

values o f no static eccentricity (es = O.OL) and maximum static eccentricity {Cs = 0.15Z,) 

decreases by 2.2% across the range o f PA ratios and can be considered to be approximately 

constant for all levels o f PA ratio. The effect o f varying the PA ratio is not large except for 

the FS ductility demand that reduces for increasing levels o f  PA ratio.

Level o f  Ground Acceleration

The effect on the seismic response o f the braced plan irregular structure caused by levels o f 

ground acceleration exceeding the design ground was examined. The base model structure 

was designed for PGA = 0.35g^ and was subjected to excitations with PGA = 0.4g, 0.5g and 

0.6^. The seismic behaviour o f the torsionally flexible structures subjected to excitations 

with PGA greater (0.5g^ & 0.6g) than the design PGA produce high levels o f ductility 

demand and interstorey drifts exceeding Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) design limits (0.5%). 

Subjecting the structure to excitations with PGA exceeding the design PGA, the structures 

suffers unacceptably large displacements caused by increased levels o f  inelasticity in the 

structure. Torsionally stiff structures perform well in terms o f  ductility demand and 

interstorey drift. Torsionally flexible structures perform poorly at increased levels o f peak 

ground acceleration (0.5g & 0.6g^) and static eccentricity. It is not recommended levels of 

torsional flexiblity (Qe = 0.875 & Qg = 0.75) be allowed in concentrically braced plan 

irregular structures due to their poor performance in situations where the peak ground 

accelerations exceed the design peak ground acceleration. A simple design check 

preventing torsionally flexible structures could be implemented such that Qg>  1.0 for plan 

irregular structures. Moghadam and Tso, (2000a) also recommended that a minimum 

torsional stiffness condition should be stipulated in Annex A to Eurocode 8 (CEN, (1994)). 

Moghadam and Tso, (2000a) note that the torsionally flexible structures have a torsion 

dominant first mode such that the codified torsional provision are not applicable as they 

assume a translational dominant first mode.

Change in Response due to Plan Irregularity or Change in Period

The change in response caused by the change in period o f the structure was less 

pronounced in the torsionally flexible structures {Qg = 0.875 & Qg = 0.75) as compared to
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the torsionaily stiff structures {Qq = 1.125 &. Qe=  1.25). A larger proportion of the overall 

displacement response on the SS and FS of the structures is governed by the change in 

period for the torsionaily stiff structures as compared to the torsionaily flexible structures. 

For the torsionaily flexible structures, the displacement response of the SS of the structure 

experienced an average increase in response due to plan irregularity o f 36.6% as compared 

to the FS of the structure having an average increase in response due to plan irregularity of 

22.9%. Similarly for the torsionaily stiff structures, the displacement response of the SS of 

the structure experienced an average increase in response due to plan irregularity of 13.0% 

as compared to the FS o f the structure having an average increase in response due to plan 

irregularity of 9.9%.

7.7 Chapter Overview

A detailed parametric investigation into the main parameters affecting the seismic response 

of concentrically braced plan irregular structures was presented in this chapter. The 

investigation into the effect of static eccentricity indicated a greater ductility demand exists 

on the SS compared to the FS of the structure as a result of increasing the level of the static 

eccentricity. Torsionaily stiff structures performed better than torsionaily flexible 

structures having reduced ductility demands and interstorey drifts. Designing braced plan 

irregular structures to resist the torsional effects using Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) 

provisions improved the performance of the structure for levels of static eccentricity 

accounted for in the design provision. Over-designing the braced plan irregular structure to 

resist torsional effects has the unwanted effect of increasing the ductility demand on the FS 

of the structure and under-designing the structure resulted in poor seismic response for the 

torsioanlly flexible structures. Investigating the seismic response o f the plan irregular 

structure subjected to peak ground accelerations exceeding the design peak ground 

acceleration indicated the torsionaily flexible structures performed poorly with very high 

levels of ductility demand and interstorey drifts exceeding design limits. It is 

recommended restricting design to torsionaily stiff structures with Qe> 1.0 for braced plan 

irregular structures. Bi-directional excitation was investigated, but shown to have a 

minimal effect on the torsional response. Likewise, altering the plan aspect ratio o f the 

structure did not significantly alter the response o f the structure. The next chapter will 

summarise the main conclusions from the thesis.
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CHAPTER EIGHT - Conclusions

8.1 Summary

In this thesis, the seismic behaviour o f concentrically braced plan irregular structures has 

been investigated experimentally and numerically. An experimental programme consisting 

o f 24 No. substructured soft-RTHTs o f a single-storey concentrically braced frame was 

undertaken to better understand the seismic behaviour o f  concentrically braced plan 

irregular structures. The concentrically braced frame formed the physical substructure o f a 

three-storey concentrically braced plan irregular structure with the remainder o f  the 

structure simultaneously modelled during the experiments using OpenSees. A series of 

elastic and inelastic seismic tests were performed on the physical substructure to 

investigate the seismic response o f  plan irregular structures by varying key structural 

parameters during the experimental programme. The results from the experimental 

programme were used to validate a purely numerical model for predicting the seismic 

response o f braced plan irregular structures. An in-depth numerical parametric 

investigation o f the key parameters affecting the seismic behaviour o f  braced plan irregular 

structures was undertaken. In particular, the appropriateness o f  the current Eurocode 8 

(CEN, (2004)) torsional effects factor design provision when applied to braced plan 

irregular structures was evaluated.

8.2 Conclusions

The conclusions from this thesis can be divided into two main categories; (1) hybrid testing 

and (2) seismic response o f plan irregular braced frame structures. Firstly, the hybrid 

testing conclusions are as follows;

• The hybrid test method was implemented successfully in this thesis in the form o f a 

soft-RTHT. The hybrid test method is a relatively recently developed dynamic testing 

procedure and few experiments o f  the type implemented in this thesis have been carried 

out. Testing consisted o f substructured soft-RTHT validation experiments on a simple 

portal frame structure, followed by a comprehensive experimental programme on 

substructured concentrically braced frames. Both the validation test and full 

experimental programme tests were implemented successfully.
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• The hybrid test method makes use of the concept of substructuring, where the critical 

part of the structure is physically tested whilst the remainder of the structure is 

numerically modelled. The critical part of the structure typically has a highly nonlinear 

or rate dependent behaviour making it difficult to model numerically with a high degree 

of accuracy. The rest o f the structure, whose response is numerically modelled, typically 

has a more predictable elastic or slightly nonlinear response. Employing substructuring 

allows the physical test to be performed at full scale, avoiding the scaling issues 

associated with shake table testing.

• The soft-RTHT method implemented in this thesis has been specifically developed to 

perform geographically distributed hybrid tests. The concept of multi-tasking is used in 

the hybrid test system to improve computational efficiency by performing separate tasks 

on separate PCs, namely; PID control on the Servo-controller PC, a predictor-corrector 

algorithm on the Target PC and the finite element simulations on the Simulation PC. An 

event-driven strategy designed to handle excessive communication delays has been 

employed in the implementation of the hybrid test in this thesis. Within the event-driven 

strategy, a predictor-corrector algorithm allows the command state to transition from 

extrapolate to interpolate to slow to hold to time-out. If there is a delay in receiving the 

target command, the system extrapolates the target command. If the delay persists, the 

system slows down and holds the actuator at the current target command. If the hold 

phase continues for too long, the system times out and the experiment is terminated. On 

some occasions during the experimental programme, the system timed out 

unexpectedly. Simulations were run prior to every test to help ensure that timing out 

would not take place during physical testing. Timing out typically occurred during small 

displacement commands and not during peak displacement responses.

• Validation Test: The results of a two-dimensional validation experiment on a simple 

elastic structural model indicated reasonably accurate performance in comparison to 

equivalent numerically simulated results, even though some unwanted torsion was 

observed in the experimental substructure. The peak and rms values for lateral 

displacement, acceleration and velocity of the test specimen differed by between 4-10% 

compared to the simulation, showing good agreement. The force equilibrium in the test 

and numerical model did not show good agreement, with the simulated model 

overestimating the test specimen’s stiffness. The test specimen also displayed
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unexpected nonlinearity in its hysteretic response. The actuator displacement command 

signal was observed to be smooth, indicating that the predictor-corrector model used in 

the test performed well. The feedback displacement signal (measured displacement) did 

not always follow the command signal due to a small tracking error.

•  Full Experimental Programme Tests: The results o f  a three-dimensional substructured 

concentrically braced frame soft-RTHTs indicated good agreement with an equivalent 

Opensees numerical model in both the linear and nonlinear range. The difference 

between the peak and rms displacement and acceleration response o f the test data and 

numerical model was on average between 4-10%, indicating good agreement. The 

difference between the test strain response and numerically modelled strain was on 

average 20% (peak) and 121% (rms), showing very poor agreement. Comparison o f the 

base shears and lateral roof displacements from three-dimensional experimental and 

numerical models indicates that the OpenSees model achieves a poor representation o f 

the stiffness o f the test structure, underestimating the experimental stiffness by 

approximately 40%.

A parametric study was performed using time history analyses averaged from five 

earthquake records with brace ductility demand and interstorey drift presented in the 

results as the key response indicators. From the parametric study, the plan irregular 

response conclusions are as follows:

• The static eccentricity was varied during the parametric study ranging from no static 

eccentricity (e^ = O.OL) to maximum static eccentricity (es = 0.15£), representing severe 

but realistic levels o f static eccentricity. Ductility demand was found to increase with 

increasing levels o f static eccentricity on the stiff side (SS) o f the structure and reduce 

with increasing levels o f static eccentricity on the flexible side (FS) o f the structure. 

(The SS refers to the side o f the structure closer to the centre o f mass). Torsionally stiff 

structures performed better than torsionally flexible structures having lower ductility 

demands and first-storey drifts. Across all levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio, the 

effect o f  increasing the level o f static eccentricity lead to the average SS ductility 

demand increasing by up to 30% and the average FS ductility demand decreasing by 

eccentricity similar amount. The first-storey interstorey drift increases for increasing 

levels o f  static eccentricity for all levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio. Unlike the 

ductility demands, the first-storey interstorey drifts increase by a similar amounts (up to
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30% approximately) on both the SS and FS of the structure. The level of static 

eccentricity has been shown to be a key parameter affecting the seismic torsional 

response of braced plan irregular structures.

• The lateral torsional frequency ratio (Qe) provides a parameter describing the torsional 

flexibility/stiffness of a structure. A value of lateral torsional frequency ratio o f 1.0 

means the structure is torsionally flexible and a value of £2o> 1-0 means the structure is 

torsionally stiff. The values investigated within the parametric study ranged from Qe = 

0.75, 0.875, 1.0, 1.125, representing realistic but severe levels of torsional 

flexibility/stiffness. Torsionally stiff structures were observed to perform better than 

torsionally flexible structures. The SS of the structure experienced a larger ductility 

demand than the FS o f the structure for all levels o f lateral torsional frequency ratio. 

The ductility demand on the SS of the Qe = 0.75 structure was observed to be four times 

greater than that of the Qe = 1.25 structure. Similarly, the ductility demand on the FS of 

the Qe = 0.75 structure was observed to be 3.5 times greater than that of the Qq = 1.25 

structure. On average, the torsionally flexible structures experienced a ductility demand 

3.75 times that of the torsionally stiff structures. The level of lateral torsional frequency 

ratio has been shown to be a key parameter affecting the seismic torsional response of 

plan irregular braced frame type structures.

• The Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) accidental eccentricity design provision provides an 

intuitive method of accounting for low levels o f static eccentricity. A torsional effects 

factor is used in design to increase the lateral pushover action applied to the side of the 

structure closer to the centre of mass. For the braced plan irregular structure, the design 

provision results in increased brace section sizes on the SS of the structure. The 

effectiveness o f the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) provision for torsional effects was 

evaluated by application of the design procedure to the base model concentrically 

braced plan irregular structure. The response o f the base model structure designed 

without the torsional effects provision (ETP - Excluding Torsional Provision) was 

compared to the base model structure designed with the torsional effects provision (IT? 

- Including Torsional Provision). The ductility demand of the ITP structure is reduced 

by 35.5% on the SS of the structure and 8.53% on the FS of the structure compared to 

the ETP structure. The first-storey drift of the ITP structure is reduced by 35.0% on the 

SS of the structure and 35.0% on the FS o f the structure as compared to the ETP
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structure. The results from  the ETP and ITP analysis indicate that the Eurocode 8 (CEN, 

(2004)) torsional provision is adequate for torsionally  s tiff  structures, and even reduces 

the ductility dem and on the SS o f  the structure for the m ost torsionally  flexible structure 

at high levels o f  static eccentricity w hen subjected to earthquake excitation w ith PGA 

below  the design PGA. Likewise, the provision even reduces the FS interstory drift at 

high levels o f  static eccentricity. The results are som ew hat unexpected as the provision 

allow s for Cs =  0.05Z, w hereas the m axim um  static eccentricity  considered here is three 

tim es this value. For the level o f  static eccentricity accounted for in the provision (up to 

5% ), the structure perform s well.

• C hanging the norm alised slenderness o f  the brace m em bers on the SS o f  the structure is 

equivalent to under- or over-designing the structure to resist torsional effects. The 

Eurocode 8 (CEN , (2004)) accidental eccentricity design provision required SS bracing 

w ith A = 1.57, w hereas the structure not designed to take account o f  accidental 

eccentricity required SS bracing w ith X = 1.68 (base m odel). The under-designed 

structure (X = 2.0) experienced large SS and FS ductility dem ands and large first-storey 

interstorey drifts, w ith the m axim um  eccentricity resulting in the first-storey interstorey 

drift exceeding the Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) interstorey drift limit. O ver-designing the 

brace sections on the SS o f  the structure (X = 1.3) resulted in the ductility dem and on the 

FS o f  the structure exceeding that on the SS o f  the structure. The under-designed 

structure (X  = 2.0) experienced an average SS ductility dem and over 40%  greater than 

the base m odel structure. In contrast, the over-designed structure (w ith SS bracing o f  X 
= 1.3) experienced a SS ductility dem and on average alm ost 30%  less than the base 

m odel structure. The effect o f  over- and under-designing a structure to resist torsional 

effects has a large influence on the seism ic response o f  the structure. The FS o f  the 

over-designed structure also had increased ductility dem and com pared to the base 

m odel structure caused by the FS bracing having reduced stiffness as com pared to the 

SS bracing. O ver-designing the braced irregular structure to resist torsional effects has 

the unw anted effect o f  increasing the ductility dem and on the FS o f  the structure. 

A pplying excessive stiffness and strength to the SS o f  the structure is not a solution to 

reduce global dem ands.
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• The effect of applying the ground excitation in two orthogonal directions as opposed to 

one direction only during analysis was investigated by applying bi-directional excitation 

to the structure with a PA ratio o f 1.0. The structure with a PA ratio of 1.0 had equal 

frame widths in both horizontal directions allowing the same brace sections to be used, 

facilitating direct comparison of the bi-directional to the uni-directional excited 

structures. The analysis indicates the bi-directional and uni-directional excited structures 

have a similar seismic response. However, a few limitations exist that prevent definitive 

conclusions, such as the structure only has static eccentricity applied in one direction 

and the PA ratio was not varied.

• The effect of changing the PA ratio on the seismic behaviour of braced plan irregular 

structures was considered by altering the PA ratio within realistic ranges from 1.0 to 

3.0. The effect of varying the PA ratio is not significant with the exception of the FS 

ductility demand that decreases notably for higher levels o f PA ratio.

• The effect on the seismic response of braced plan irregular structures caused by levels 

of ground acceleration exceeding the design ground was examined. The base model 

structure was designed for PGA = 0.35g and was subjected to excitations with PGA = 

OAg, 0.5g and 0.6g. Torsionally flexible structures subjected to excitations with PGA 

greater than the design PGA displayed high levels o f ductility demand and interstorey 

drifts exceeding Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) design limits (0.5%). Excitations with PGA 

exceeding the design PGA lead to the structure suffering unacceptably large lateral 

displacements caused by increased levels of inelasticity in the structure. Torsionally 

stiff structures perform well in terms of ductility demand and interstorey drift. 

Torsionally flexible structures perform poorly at increased levels o f peak ground 

acceleration (0.5g & 0.6g), especially with high levels of static eccentricity. It is 

recommended that levels of torsional flexibility (£2  ̂= 0.875 & Qe = 0.75) should not be 

allowed in plan irregular braced frame structures due to their poor performance in 

situations where the peak ground accelerations exceed the design peak ground 

acceleration. A simple design check preventing torsionally flexible structures could be 

implemented such that a design provision of Q e>  1.0 is required for plan irregular 

braced frame structures.
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• In the parametric study, varying the lateral torsional frequency ratio o f the braced plan 

irregular structures required the mass o f  the structure to be altered. The results o f this is 

a change in the fundamental period o f  vibration o f the structure. Changing the 

fundamental period w ill influence the displacement demand on the structure, as 

quantified by the displacement response spectrum. It is important to quantify the 

separate contributions to the total observed variation in response attributable to the 

change in fundamental period on one hand, and to plan irregularity effects (level of 

and Qe) on the other. The proportion o f the change in response attributable to the 

fundamental period o f the structure was lower in the torsionally flexible structures {Qe = 

0.875 8cQe = 0.75) than in the torsionally stiff structures {Qe = \ .\25  8c Qe = 1.25).

8.3 Recommendations for Further Work

There are two main aspects to possible further research namely; (1) hybrid testing and (2) 

plan irregularity. Firstly the recommendations for further research related to hybrid testing 

are described as follows;

• The soft-RTHT procedure was an introductory step towards hybrid testing at Trinity 

College Dublin; however limitations in the method exist. It is essentially a PsD test with 

an extended time scale and the m ethod’s applicability can be limited by the 

experimental procedure, such as being inapplicable to velocity dependent systems. The 

real-time hybrid test method which allows testing o f rate dependent systems should be 

implemented as the next phase o f the development o f the dynamic testing facilities in 

the TCD Structures Laboratory.

• Implementation o f the RTHT procedure at the dynamic laboratory at Trinity College 

Dublin would allow greater system control over the test procedure. The current soft- 

RTHT system employs an event-driven strategy more suited to online distributed tests. 

Implementation o f  the RTHT method would allow a user to define tailored numerical 

integrators and delay compensation techniques using Simulink rather than relying on the 

defined integrators in OpenFresco.

• The ability to perform multiple degrees o f freedom experiments with multiple actuators 

would extend the possibilities o f potential test set-ups enormously. The current one
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actuator set-up only allows for a one degree of freedom test. OpenFresco offers multiple 

actuator test set-ups and would provide a first step towards multi-degree of freedom 

hybrid testing. However, multiple actuation would require acquisition of one or more 

high speed actuators to allow multiple degree of freedom testing at real-time. Multi

degree of freedom hybrid tests have been carried out before, however their 

implementation could improve the understanding of the seismic response of plan 

irregular structures by locating actuators on the SS and FS of the structure, thus 

physically applying torsion to a structure.

• The hybrid tests described in this thesis were the first of their kind to be carried out at 

the Structural Engineering Laboratory at Trinity College Dublin. The hybrid validation 

experiments and the braced frame plan irregular experiments utilised a substructured 

soft-RTHT procedure. An important extension to the development of the hybrid test 

method would be to perform a hybrid test with physically applied gravity loads on the 

test specimen. The additional stiffness and p-delta effects resulting from the application 

of the gravity loads could have a significant effect on the response. In order to 

investigate collapse in a physical rather than numerical manner, the stub connections 

could be replaced with more realistic pinned connections or a frame type connection 

that exist in reality. The numerical model used in the parametric study essentially 

reflects this scenario. The gravity loads could then be applied to the structure using 

hydraulic jacks and more realistic test results could be achieved. To the best of the 

author’s knowledge, a substructured soft-RTHT with physically applied gravity load has 

not been implemented to date.

• A medium term goal could be the development o f geographically distributed testing. 

Distributed testing already exists and is ready for implementation in the soft-RTHT set

up through the application of the event driven strategy. The soft-RTHT procedure 

implemented in this thesis was developed specifically for this purpose. An achievable 

goal could be to perform ‘locally’ distributed tests, for example from a location within 

the university campus. The ‘locally’ geographically distributed tests would need to have 

user defined random delays to replicate realistic internet communication delays. Once 

the procedure has been successfully implemented, the limitations of distributed tests are 

the communication infrastructure around the host laboratory and between potential 

remote sites.
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• The fundamental validation o f the hybrid test procedure would be the comparison o f test 

results with fully dynamic shake table test results, as has been the case for numerous 

hybrid experimental tests previously. Existing shake table test results such as Goggins, 

(2004) or other proposed shake table tests in the future could be used for validation. The 

most realistic dynamic test to compare the accuracy o f a hybrid test procedure is 

through shake table test results. Comparing fully dynamic test results with substructured 

hybrid tests using the facility in the dynamics laboratory at Trinity College Dublin 

would provide increased confidence in the accuracy o f the experimental procedure.

Secondly, the recommendations for further research related to plan irregularity are detailed

hereafter;

• The OpenSees numerical model has been shown to adequately predict the nonlinear 

response o f concentrically braced frame plan irregular structures. Extending this model 

to a larger and more realistic structure would lead to a greater understanding o f the 

seismic behaviour o f multi-storey braced plan irregular structures. A structure with 

different plan configurations and more bays/storeys could allow for better 

understanding o f the interaction between the response o f  the SS and FS o f the structure 

and effects o f static eccentricity and torsional stiffness in a more realistic structure. A 

purely numerical parametric study utilising the parallel computing abilities o f OpenSees 

or the use o f high performance computers would allow for an extensive investigation.

• Stiffness irregularity has been investigated by proxy by implementation in design o f the 

Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)) accidental eccentricity provision using the torsional effects 

factor. The stiffness eccentricity was not explicitly investigated in this thesis. A 

parametric study similar to that on static eccentricity investigated in this thesis, but 

applied to variations in stiffness eccentricity would provide complementary information 

on the seismic response o f braced plan irregular structures.

• The affect o f strength eccentricity on the seismic response o f plan irregular structures 

needs further investigation. Strength and stiffness are related, such that increasing the 

strength increases the stiffness o f a lateral force resisting element. A desirable 

distribution o f strength and stiffness that can reduce the torsional response o f plan 

irregular structures requires investigation. M ethods o f  design such as the direct
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displacement-based seismic approach would achieve a given performance limit rather 

than be bounded by a given performance limit and may prove more suitable than the 

current force-based seismic design approach in Eurocode 8 (CEN, (2004)).

• The highly nonlinear seismic response o f torsionally flexible braced plan irregular 

structures was shown to be unsatisfactory with unacceptably high levels o f ductility 

demand and interstorey drift. An approach to mitigate the seismic response o f 

torsionally flexible structures by application o f passive or active control is worth 

investigation. Passive control has interested researchers already, so the possibility o f 

implementing active control strategies for plan irregularity presents an interesting 

opportunity. In terms o f  seismic design, active control is preferable because it can have 

an effect over a larger frequency range and is adaptive, whereas passive control 

typically is designed for a narrow frequency band only. A holistic multi-strategy 

adaptive control approach providing the best possible control for combined seismic, 

wind and irregularity loading scenarios would be worth investigation. Real-time hybrid 

testing could be implemented to validate the adaptive control strategy in a rate- 

dependent experimental set-up.
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Appendix A

Appendix A1 - Two Dimensional Portal Frame OpenFresco 
Hybrid Simulation

ft FileName: 2DPortalFrame_Local.tcl
# Author: Daniel McCrum
# Email: mccrumdp@ tcd.ie
U Last Altered: January, 2011.

# Description:
# This file contains the tcl input to perform a local
U hybrid simulation o f  a one bay frame comprising o f
# 150 X 90 Channel Section column substructure.
# The specimens are simulated using the xPC Target

#  — >

I 1500mm

# Units: N m sec 
wipe all;
file mkdir Data; # Create directory for data

 # .......................................
# Start o f model generation
 # .............................................
# create ModelBuilder (with two-dimensions and 3 DOF/node) 
model BasicBuilder -ndm 2 -ndf3

 # ----------------------------------
U Load OpenFresco package 
# ------------------------
# (make sure all dlls are in the same folder as openSees.exe) 
loadPackage OpenFresco

 #.......................................
# Define geometry for model
 # ----------------------------------
set withGravity 1;
set Pc 47320; 
set P [expr 0.5*$Pc]; 
set mass3 [expr $P/98I0]; 
set mass4 [expr $P/9810];
# node Stag SxCrd SyCrd Smass 
node 1 0.0 0.0
node 2 2500 0.0
node 3 0.0 1500 -mass $mass3 Smass3 0.0
node 4 2500 1500 -mass Smass4 Smass4 0.0

# set the boundary conditions
# fix Stag SDX $DY SRZ 
fix 1 1 1 1
fix 2 1 1 1

 # .............................................
# Define materials
 #------------------------------
it uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatTag SFy $E Sb SRO ScRl ScR2 Sal Sa2 Sa3 Sa4 
#uniaxialM aterial Steel02 1 235 210000 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 I 235 1886.453 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 0.0 1 0 0.0 1.0

#  ...................
tt Define experimental control 
# ................................

XXX x>

2500mm
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# expControl S imUniaxialMaterials Stag SmatTags 
#expControl S imUniaxialMaterials 1 1
expControl xPCtarget 1 1 "148.150.204.191" 22222 DMC_RTTest_soft "C i/STS/Modei"
expControl S imUniaxialMaterials 2 1

 # ----------------------------------------

# Define experimental setup
 # ------------------------------------
# expSetup OneActuator Stag <-control $ctrlTag> Sdir -sizeTrialOut St So <-trialD ispFact SE> ... 
expSetup OneActuator 1 -control I 2 -sizeTrialOut 3 3
expSetup OneActuator 2 -control 2 2 -sizeTrialOut 3 3

ft------------------------
# Define experimental site
 # ----------------------------------------

It expSite LocalSite Stag SsetupTag 
expSite LocalSite 1 1 
expSite LocalSite 2 2 

# ------------------------
# Define geometric transformation
 #----------------------------------
geomTransf PDelta 1 
geomTransf Linear 2 
#geomTransf Corotational 3 

# ------------------------
ft Define experimental elements
# ------------------------
# left and right columns
# expElement beamColumn SeleTag SiNode SjNode StransTag -site SsiteTag - in itS tif SKij < -IM od> <-rho Srho> 
expElement beamColumn 13 11 -site 1 - in itS tif 405440 0 0 0 1885.893 -2828.840 0-2828.840 4243.260 
expElement beamColumn 2 4 2 1 -site 2 - in itS tif 405440 0 0 0 1885.893 -2828.840 0 -2828 840 4243.260

 #----------------------------------
# Define numerical elements
 # ----------------------------------------

It 203UC60 Beam
It element elasticBeamColumn SeleTag SiNode SjNode SA SB SIz StransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 3 3 4 7640 210e3 6125e4 2

i f  {Sw ithG ravity} {
# Define gravity loads
 #----------------------
# Create a Plain load pattern w ith  a Linear TimeSeries 
pattern Plain I "Linear" {

# Create nodal loads at nodes 2 
It nd FX FY M Z 
load 3 0.0 [expr -$P] 0.0 
load 4 0.0 [expr -SP] 0.0

}
 #----------------------------------
# End o f  model generation
 #----------------------------------

#------------------------
# Start o f  analysis generation
 #------------------------
tt Create the system o f  equation 
system BandGeneral 
It Create the DOF numberer 
numberer Plain
It Create the constraint handler 
constraints Plain
# Create the convergence test 
test EnergyIncr l.Oe-6 10

tt Create the integration scheme 
integrator LoadControl 0.1 
It Create the solution algorithm 
algorithm Newton 
tt Create the analysis object 
analysis Static
I t  ...................................
It End o f  analysis generation
 #------------------------
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#  ....................
# S tart o f  recorder generation
 # ----------------------------------
# create  a R ecorder ob ject fo r th e  nodal d isp lacem ents a t node 2 
recorder N ode -file D ata/G rav ity_D sp .ou t -tim e -node 3 4 -d o f  1 2 3 disp 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta/G rav ity_F rc .ou t -tim e -ele 1 2 3 force

 #..........................................
# End o f  recorder generation
# — .......................................................

# ...............................
# Perform  the gravity  analysis
 # .............................................
# perform  the gravity  load analysis, requires 10 steps to reach the load level 
i f  {[analyze 10] =  0} {

puts "\nO ravity  load analysis  com pleted"
) else {

puts "\nO ravity  load analysis  failed" 
exit -1

}

 # ----------------------------------
# S tart o f  m odel generation
 # -----
# Set the g rav ity  loads to  be constan t & reset the tim e in the dom ain  
loadC onst -tim e 0.0 
rem ove recorders

}

# ...............................
# D efine dynam ic loads
U------------------------
# set tim e series to be passed to  uniform  excitation 
set dt 0.01
set scale  0.5
set accelSeries "Path -filePath T aiw an .tx t -dt $dl -factor [expr 9810*$scale]"

# create U niform E xcita tion  load pattern
# pattern  U niform E xcita tion  S tag Sdir
pattern  U niform E xcita tion  2 1 -accel SaccelSeries

# calcu late  the rayleigh dam ping  factors for nodes & elem ents 
se t a lphaM  1.2797; # D  =  alphaM *M
set betaK  0 .0; # D =  be taK *K curren t
set betaK in it 0.0; # D  =  beatK in it*K in it
se t betaK com m  0.0; # D =  be taK com m *K lastC om m it

# set the rayleigh dam ping
rayleigh  SalphaM  SbetaK  S betaK in it SbetaK com m ,

 #------------------------------
# End o f  m odel generation
 #------------------------------

# ...............................
# S tart o f  analysis generation
 # .................................................
# create  the system  o f  equations 
system  B andG eneral

# create  the D O F num berer 
num berer Plain

# create the  constrain t handler 
constrain ts Plain

# create  the  convergence test 
te st F ixedN um lter 5
# test N orm D ispIncr IE -8  25

# create  the  in tegration  schem e
in tegrato r N ew m arkH S F ixedN um lter 0.5 0.25 
^ in teg ra to r N ew m arkH S lncrR educt 0.5 0.25 0.8 
^ in teg ra to r H H T H S F ixedN um lter 0.5 
# in teg ra to r H H T H S lncrR educt 0.5 0.8 
# in teg ra to r C ollocationH S F ixedN um lter 1.5
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#integrator CollocationHSIncrReduct 1.5 0.8
# integrator AlphaOS 0.9

# create the solution algorithm 
algorithm Newton 
^algorithm  Linear

# create the analysis object 
analysis Transient
 #------------------------
# End o f  analysis generation
 #------------------------

# ------------------------
# Start o f  recorder generation
 #............................
# create the recorder objects
recorder Node -file  Data/Node_Dsp.out -time -node 3 4 -d o f I 2 3 disp
recorder Node -file  Data/Node_Vel.out -time -node 3 4 -d o f 1 2 3 vel
recorder Node -file  Data/Node_Acc.out -time -node 3 4 -d o f 1 2 3 accel
recorder Node -file  Data/Node Rxn.out -time -node 1 2 3 4 -d o f 1 2 3 reactionlncludinglnertia

recorder Element -file  Data/Elmt_glbFrc.out -time -ele 1 2 3 forces 
expRecorder Control -file  Data/Control ctrlDsp.out -time -control 1 2 ctrlD isp 
expRecorder Control -file  Data/Control daqDsp.out -time -control 1 2 daqDisp 
expRecorder Control -file  Data/Control daqFrc.out -time -control 1 2 daqForce

expRecorder Control -file  Data/Control_ctrlDsp.out -time -control 1 ctrlD isp 
expRecorder Control -file  Data/Control ctrlVeI.out -time -control 1 ctrlVel 
expRecorder Control -file  Data/Control_daqDsp.out -time -control 1 daqDisp 
expRecorder Control -file  Data/Control_daqFrc.out -time -control 1 daqForce

expRecorder Setup -file  Data/Setup_trialDsp.out -tim e -setup I tria lD isp 
expRecorder Setup -file  Data/Setup_trialVel.out -tim e -setup 1 tria lVel 
expRecorder Setup -file  Data/Setup tria lAcc.out -time -setup 1 tria lAccel 
expRecorder Setup -file  Data/Setup outDsp.out -tim e -setup 1 outDisp 
expRecorder Setup -file  Data/Setup outFrc.out -time -setup 1 outForce 
expRecorder Setup -file  Data/Setup ctrlDsp out -time -setup 1 ctrlDisp 
expRecorder Setup -file  Data/Setup_ctrlVel.out -time -setup 1 ctrlVel 
expRecorder Setup -file  Data/Setup ctrlAcc.out -time -setup 1 ctrlAccel 
expRecorder Setup -file  Data/Setup daqDsp.out -time -setup I daqDisp 
expRecorder Setup -file  Data/Setup daqFrc.out -time -setup 1 daqForce

# -------------------------
# End o f  recorder generation
 #-------------------------

# ------------------------
# Finally perform the analysis
 #------------------------
# perform an eigenvalue analysis 
set pi 3.14159265358979
set lambda [eigen -fullGenLapack 4] 
puts "\nEigenvalues at start o f  transient:" 
puts "lambda omega period" 
foreach lambda Slambda { 

i f  {$ lam bda>0 .0 } { 
set omega [expr pow($lambda,0.5)] 
set period [expr 2*$pi/pow($lambda,0.5)] 
puts "Slambda Somega Speriod"

}

}

# open output file  for w riting
set ou tF ile lD  [open elapsedTime.txt w ]
# perform the transient analysis 
set tTot [time {

for {set i 1} {$ i < 2500} {incr i}  { 
set t [time {analyze 1 [exp r$d t/I .O]}] 
puts SoutFilelD $t

#puts "step $i"
}

}]
puts "\nElapsed Time = StTot \n"
# close the output file 
close SoutFilelD 
wipe
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Appendix A2 - Two Dimensional Portal Frame OpenSees 
Numerical Model

# FileName: 2DPortalFrame.tcl 
U Author: Daniel McCrum
# Email: mccrumdp@tcd.ie
U Last Altered: January 2010.

# Description:
# This file contains the tcl input to perform an OpenSees
# numerical model simulation of a 2D portal frame comprising of
# 150 X 90 channel section columns.

# —>____________
#  I
#  I
#  I

I
#  I
# XXX

# <..............................
It 2.5m

# Units: N m kg 
wipe all;
file mkdir Data; ft Create directory for data
source ChanSection.tcl;

 # .......................................
tt Start of model generation 
t t ...........................................
tt create ModelBuilder (with two-dimensions and 2 DOF/node) 
model BasicBuilder -ndm 2 -ndf 3

# ------------------------
tt Define geometry for model
# ------------------------
set g 9.81;
set mass3 [expr (47320/$g)*0.5]; 
set mass4 [expr (47320/$g)*0.5];

setLCol 1.500; 
set LBeam 2.500;

tt node Stag SxCrd SyCrd Smass 
node 1 0.0 0.00
node 2 SLBeam 0.00
node 3 0.0 SLCol
node 4 SLBeam SLCol

mass 3 Smass3 0. 0. 
mass 4 Smass4 0. 0.

tt set the boundary conditions 
tt fix Stag SOX $DY 
fix 1 1 1 1  
fix2  1 1 1

#  ............
tt Define materials 
t t .................................-........
tt uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatTag SFy SE Sb SRO ScRl ScR2 Sal Sa2 Sa3 Sa4 
set matID I ;
umaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatlD235e6 1886.453e6 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0 10 

# ------------------------
# Define sections
 # .............................................
tt Column Parameters:

I I 1.5m
i  i
I

XXX 

—>
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# 150 X 90  C hannel Section
set co lSecID  2;
set d 0.15;
set b 0.088;
set 1 0.008;
s e tT l  0.0014;
set T2 0.006;
set bb 0.01;
se tsu b F L en  10;
set subFThk 5;
set subW L en 10;
set subW T hk 5;

# O verall section  depth  150
# O verall section  w idth  90
# W eb th ickness 8
# F lange th ickness 14
# F lange th ickness 6

# sub-d iv ision  across flange length
# sub-d iv ision  across flange thickness
# sub-d iv ision  across w eb length
# sub-d iv ision  across w eb thickness

C hanS ection  ScolSecID  Sm atlD  $d $b $ t $T1 $T2 SsubW Len SsubW Thk SsubFL en SsubFT hk 
puts "C hanSection defined".

# — ...........................
# D efine elem ents
 #-----------------------
# left and right colum ns
# C oordinate  transform ation  
set C clT ransfT ag  10;
set C olT ransfT ype PDelta;
geom T ransf SC olT ransfT ype SC olT ransfT ag; # colum ns have PD elta  effects
set num intgrP tsC ol 7;

e lem ent non linearB eam C olum n I I 3 Snum intgrP tsC ol ScolSecID  SC olT ransfT ag 
elem ent non linearB eam C olum n 2 2 4 Snum intgrP tsC ol ScolSecID  SC olT ransfT ag

# Beam
set B e am lran sfT ag  11;
set B eam T ran sfly p e  Linear;
g eom T ransf SB eam TransfType SB eam TransfTag;
e lem ent e lasticB eam C olum n 3 3 4 7640e-6  2 I0 e 9  6 l.2 5 e -6  SB eam T ransfT ag

# calculate the rayleigh dam ping factors for nodes & elem ents 
set a lphaM  1.2797; # D  =  alphaM *M
s e tb e ta K  0.0; # D  =  betaK *K curren t
set betaK init 0.0; # D =  beatK in it*K in it
set betaK com m  0.0; # D  =  be taK com m *K lastC om m it

# set the rayleigh dam ping
rayleigh SalphaM  SbetaK  SbetaK init SbetaK com m ;

 # ----------------------------------
# End o f  m odel generation
 #-----------------------
# -----------------------
# S tart o f  analysis generation
 #-----------------------
system  B a n d G e n e ra l; 
num berer Plain ; 
constrain ts Plain ;
test E nergy lncr I .Oe-5 10 ;

# create the in tegrator 
# in tegrato r N ew m arkE xplic it 0.5 ; 
set gam m a 0.8;
in tegrator H H T S g a m m a ;

# create  the so lution a lgorithm  
algorithm  Linear ;

# create the analysis object 
analysis T ra n s ie n t;
 #-----------------------
# End o f  analysis generation
 #-----------------------

# ------------------------
# S tart o f  recorder generation
ft-----------------------
# create the recorder objects
recorder N ode -file  D ata/N ode_D sp .ou t -tim e -node 3 4 -d o f  1 disp 
recorder N ode -file D ata/N ode_V el.ou t -tim e -node 3 4 -d o f  I vel 
recorder N ode -file D ata/N ode_A cc.ou t -tim e -node 3 4 -d o f  1 accel 
recorder N ode -file D a ta/N ode_R xn.ou t -tim e -node I 2 -d o f  I 2 reaction

recorder E lem ent -file D ata/EIm t F rc.out -tim e -ele 1 2 3 forces
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recorder Element -file Data/Elmt_ctrlDsp.out -time -ele 1 2 ctrlDisp 
recorder Element -file Data/Elmt_daqDsp.out -time -ele 1 2 daqDisp

U ..................................
U Define Display
n  ............................

source DisplayPlane.tcl; 
source DisplayModei3D.tcl;

set xPixels 500; # height o f graphical window in pixels
set yPixels 500; # height o f graphical window in pixels
set xLoc 5; # horizontal location o f graphical window (0=upper left-most comer)
set yLoc 5; # vertical location o f graphical window (0=upper left-most comer)
set dAmp 10; # Relative amplification factor for deformations
set ShapeTypel DeformedShape; 
set windowTitle "2D Frame Deformed Shape"; 
set viewPlane ZY; 
set nEigen 0;
recorder display SwindowTitle SxLoc SyLoc SxPixels SyPixels -wipe ; # display recorder 

DisplayPlane SShapeTypel SdAmp SviewPlane SnEigen 0;
recorder plot Data/Node_Acc.out Accel-Z 5 510 500 500 -columns 1 2; # Plot Load vs Disp 
recorder plot Data/Node Dsp.out FloorDrift-Z 515 510 500 500 -columns 12;#  Plot Load vs Disp

set xLocl 510; 
set yLocl 5;
set ShapeType DeformedShape;
DisplayModel3D SShapeType SdAmp SxLocl SyLocl SxPixels SyPixels SnEigen 
# -------------------------
# End o f recorder generation 
U ..............................

# DYNAM IC LOADS 
set iGM file "Taiwan.txt Taiwan.txt" ; 
set iGMdirection "1 2"; 
set iGMfact "9.81 0.0";

U set up ground-motion-analysis parameters
set DtAnalysis 0.01; # select suitable time-step Dt for analysis
set TmaxAnalysis 25; # maximum duration o f ground-motion analysis

 # ..........................................................
# Perform Dynamic Analysis
 # ..........................................................
# The following commands are unique to the Uniform Earthquake excitation 
set IDIoadTag 400; # for uniformSupport excitation
# Uniform EXCITATION: acceleration input
foreach GMdirection SiGMdirection GMfile SiGMfile GMfact SiGMfact { 

incr IDIoadTag;
# set inFile SiGMfile;
# set outFile $GMfile.g3; # set variable holding new filename (PEER files have at2/dt2 extension)
ft ReadSMDFile SinPile SoutFile dt; it call procedure to convert the ground-motion file
# set GMfatt [expr $g*SGMfact]; # data in input file is in g Unifts -  ACCELERATION TH

set AccelSeries "Series -dt SDtAnalysis -filePath SiGMfile -factor SiGMfact"; # time series information
pattem UniformExcitation SIDloadTag SGMdirection-accel SAccelSeries ;#  create Unifform excitation

}

set Nsteps [expr int(STmaxAnalysis/SDtAnalysis)];
set ok [analyze SNsteps SDtAnalysis]; # actually perform analysis; returns ok=0 i f  analysis was successful

i f { S o k ! = 0 } {  ; # i f  analysis was not successful.
# change some analysis parameters to achieve convergence
# performance is slower inside this loop
# Time-controlled analysis 
set ok 0;
set controlTime [getTime];
while {ScontrolTime < STmaxAnalysis & &  Sok =  0} { 

set ok [analyze 1 SDtAnalysis] 
set controlTime [getTime] 
set ok [analyze 1 SDtAnalysis] 
i f  {$ok 1=0} {

puts "Trying Newton with Initial Tangent.."
test NormDispIncr STol 1000 0
algorithm Newton -initial
set ok [analyze I SDtAnalysis]
test STestType STol SmaxNumlter 0

# ground-motion filenames
# ground-motion directions
# ground-motion scaling factor
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a lgorithm  Salgorithm T ype
}
i f  {$ok 1=0} {

puts "Trying Broyden . " 
algorithm  B royden 8 
set ok  [analyze I SD tA nalysis] 
algorithm  Salgorithm Type

}
if{ $ o k  1=0} {

puts "Trying N ew tonW ithL ineSearch  
a lgorithm  N ew tonL ineSearch  .8 
set ok  [analyze 1 SD tA nalysis] 
algorithm  Salgorithm Type

>

}
}; # e n d i f o k ! 0

puts "G round M otion  D one. End Tim e: [getT im e]"
set fm tl "% s A nalysis Result: C trlN ode % .2i, d o f% . li, D isp= % .4 f % s";

# -----------------------
# If C onvergence Fails
 #-----------------------

set L unitT X T  "m";
set ID ctrlN ode 3; 
set ID ctrlD O F 1;

if  {Sok != 0  } {
puts [form at S fm tl "PR O B L E M  W ITH  D Y N A M IC  A N A L Y SIS" S ID ctrlN ode SID ctrlD O F [nodeD isp SID ctrlN ode 

SID ctrlD O F] SLunitTX T]
} else {

puts [fom ia t S fm tl "D Y N A M IC  A N A L Y SIS C O M PL E T E ;" S ID ctrlN ode SID ctrlD O F [nodeD isp  SID ctrlN ode SID ctrlD O F] 
SLunitTX T]
)
w ipe
# -------------------------
# End o f  analysis
 #-------------------------
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Appendix B -  Test Frame Fabrication Drawings
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Appendix C l - Two Dimensional Concentrically Braced Frame 
Hybrid Test Model

# FileName: TestFram e2D_l.tcl
# Author: Daniel McCrum
# Email: mccrumdp@ tcd.ie
# Last Altered: March, 2011.

# Description:
# This file contains the tcl input to perform a local
# hybrid simulation o f  a ground storey one bay braced frame
# comprising o f 203 UC 46 columns and 30x30x3SHS braced sections
# as part o f  a three storey 2D braced fi-ame mmodel.
#
#

#
# I 2200m m

#
#

# I 2200m m

#
#
#
#

# I i  2500mm
#
#
#
#
#
# 3300mm

— >

XXX

# Units: N mm Mg sec

wipe all;
file mkdir Data; # Create
file mkdir D atal; # Create
file mkdir Data2; # Create
file mkdir DataExp; # Create

# ------------------------
# Start o f  model generation
 #------------------------
# create ModelBuilder (with two-dimensions and 3 DOF/node) 
model BasicBuilder -ndm 2 -ndf 3

source HSsection.tcl;

# -------------------------
# Load OpenFresco package
 #-------------------------
# (make sure all dlls are in the same folder as openSees.exe) 
loadPackage OpenFresco

 # .................................
# Define mass for model
 #-------------------------------
# The nodal masses represent a lateral torsional frequency
# ratio o f  0.85 for the stiff side o f  the structure, 
set Pci 86.385; # Mass in Mg
set Pc2 43.192; # Mass in Mg
set Pc3 21.596; # Mass in Mg

set P 1 [expr 0.5 *0.53333* 1.981 *$Pc 1 ];
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set P2 [expr 0.5»0.53333*1.981*$Pc2]; 
set P3 [expr 0.5*0.53333* 1.981 *$Pc3];

set mass3 [expr $P1]; 
set mass4 [expr $P1];

set mass5 [expr $P2]; 
set mass6 [expr $P2];

set mass? [expr $P3]; 
set ttiassS [expr $P3];

# -------------------------
# Define geometry for model
 #-------------------------
set Lbeaml 3296;
set Lco ll 2500; 
set Lcol2 2200;

# node Stag SxCrd SyCrd Smass
node 1 0.0 0.0
node 2 SLbeamI 0.0
node 3 0.0 SLcol 1 -mass Smass3 Smass3 0.0
node 4 SLbeamI SLcol 1 -mass Smass4 Smass4 0.0
node 5 0.0 [expr SLcol l+SLcol2] -mass Smass5 Smass6 0.0
node 6 SLbeamI [expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2] -mass Smass6 Smass6 0.0
node 7 0.0 [expr SLcol 1 +(2*SLcol2)] -mass; Smass7 Smass7 0.0
node 8 SLbeamI [expr SLcol l+(2*SLcol2)] -mass Smass8 Smass8 0.0

# Duplicate nodes
node 23 0.0 SLcol 1
node 24 SLbeamI SLcol 1

node 25 0.0 [expr SLcol l+SLcol2]
node 26 SLbeamI [expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2]

node 35 0.0 [expr SLcol l+SLcol2]
node 36 SLbeamI [expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2]

node 47 0.0 [expr SLcol l+(2*SLcol2)]
node 48 SLbeamI [expr SLcol l+(2*SLcol2)]

ft SECOND STOREY 
node 230 [expr ($Lbeaml/4)-4] 
node 231 [expr (2*$Lbeaml/4)-6] 
node 232 [expr (3 *$Lbeam 1 /4)-4]

node 235 [expr (3*$Lbeaml/4)-4] 
node 237 [expr (l*SLbeam l/4)-4]

[expr $Lcoll+($Lcol2/4)+4] 
[expr $Lcoll+(2*SLcol2/4)+6] 
[expr SLcoi I +(3*SLcol2/4)+4]

[expr SLeol l+($Lcol2/4)+4] 
[expr SLeol l+(3*SLcol2/4)+4]

# THIRD STOREY 
node 330 [expr (SLbeaml/4)-4] 
node 331 [expr (2*$Lbeaml/4)-6] 
node 332 [expr (3 *$Lbeam 1 /4)-4]

node 335 [expr (3*$Lbeaml/4)-4] 
node 337 [expr (l*$Lbeam l/4)-4]

[expr (SLeol l+SLcoI2)+($Leol2/4)+4] 
[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(2*$Lcol2/4)+6] 
[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(3 *$Lcol2/4)+4]

[expr (SLcol 1 +$Lcol2)+($Lcol2/4)+4] 
[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcoI2)+(3*SLcol2/4)+4]

# set the boundary conditions
# fix  Stag SDX SDY SRZ 
fix  1 1 1 1
fix 2  1 1 1

# ....................
# Define materials
 #....................
set steelTag 1;

# uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatTag SFy SE Sb SRO ScRl ScR2 Sal Sa2 Sa3 Sa4 
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 1 244.13 159290 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0

uniaxialMaterial Elastic 7 5000000

# Brace Parameters:
# 3 0 x 3 0 x 3  RHS
set braceFiberSecTag 10; 
set d 30; 
set b 30;

# Overall section depth 30
# Overall section width 30
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s e t t3; # Thickness2.5
set subFLen 10; # sub-division across flange length
set subFThk 5; # sub-division across flange thickness
set subWLen 10; # sub-division across web length
set subWThk 5; # sub-division across web thickness
HSsection SbraceFiberSecTag SsteelTag $d $b $t SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk
puts "HSSection defined";

# -------------------------
# Define experimental control
 #-------------------------
# expControl S imUniaxialMaterials Stag SmatTags 
#expControl S imUniaxialMaterials I I
expControl xPCtarget 1 1 "148.150.204.191" 22222 DMC_RTTest_soft "CVSTS/Model"
expControl S imUniaxialMaterials 2 1

 #-------------------------
# Define experimental setup
 #-------------------------
# expSetup OneActuator Stag <-control SctrlTag> Sdir -sizeTrialOut St So <-trialD ispFact Sf> ... 
expSetup OneActuator 1 -control 1 2 -sizeTrialOut 3 3 
expSetup OneActuator 2 -control 2 2 -sizeTrialOut 3 3

# -------------------------
# Define experimental site
 #------------------------------------
# expSite LocalSite Stag SsetupTag 
expSite LocalSite I 1
expSite LocalSite 2 2

I t ---------------------------------------
# Define geometric transformation
 #----------------------------------
geomTransf PDelta 1 
geomTransf Linear 2 
#geom Iransf Corotational 3

# -------------------------
# Define experimental elements
 #------------------------------------
expElement beamColumn 13 11 -site 1 - in itS tif [expr 3.0696el0 ] [e xp r-18418176*0.99] 0 [e x p r-18418176*0.99] [expr 
28388.69*0.01) 0 0 0 0
expElement beamColumn 2 4 2 1 -site 2 - in itS tif [expr 3 0696e 10] [expr - 18418176*0.01 ] 0 [expr -18418176*0.01 ] [expr 
28388.69*0.01] 0 0 0 0  

# -------------------------
# Define numerical elements
 #  .............................
# 305x156x40UB Beam
# element elasticBeamColumn SeleTag SiNode SjNode SA SE Slz StransfFag 
element elasticBeamColumn 3 3 4 5130 210e3 8503e4 2
element elasticBeamColumn 4 5 6 5130210e3 8503e4 2 
element elasticBeamColumn 5 7 8 5130 210e3 8503e4 2

# 203UC46 Column
# element elasticBeamColumn SeleTag SiNode SjNode SA SE Slz StransfFag 
element elasticBeamColumn 10 3 5 5870 2IOe3 4568e4 1
element elasticBeamColumn 114 6 5870 210e3 4568e4 1

element elasticBeamColumn 12 5 7 5870 210e3 4568e4 1 
element elasticBeamColumn 13 6 8 5870 210e3 4568e4 I

# Zero Length Elements

#element zeroLength SeleTag SiNode SjNode -mat SmatTagl SmatTag2... -d ir S dirl Sdir2 ... <-orient Sxl Sx2 Sx3 Sypl Syp2 Syp3> 
element zeroLength 200 3 23 -mat 7 7 -d ir 1 2 
element zeroLength 201 4 24 -mat 7 7 -d ir 1 2

element zeroLength 202 5 25 -mat 7 7 -d ir I 2 
element zeroLength 203 6 26 -mat 7 7 -d ir 1 2

element zeroLength 204 5 35 -mat 7 7 -d ir 1 2 
element zeroLength 205 6 36 -mat 7 7 -d ir 1 2

element zeroLength 206 7 47 -mat 7 7 -d ir I 2 
element zeroLength 207 8 48 -mat 7 7 -d ir 1 2
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set numintgrPts 7;

it Brace Members 
it Second storey
element dispBeamColumn 100 23 230 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 101 230 231 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 102 231 232 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 103 232 26 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2

element dispBeamColumn 104 24 235 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 105 235 231 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 106 231 237 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 107 237 25 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2

# Third storey
element dispBeamColumn 110 35 330 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 111 330 331 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 112 331 332 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 113 332 48 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2

element dispBeamColumn 1 14 36 335 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 115 335 331 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 116 331 337 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element dispBeamColumn 117 337 47 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2

 #..............................
it Define dynamic loads
n ..............................
U set time series to be passed to unifomi excitation 
set dt 0.01 
set scale 0 03
set accelSeries "Path -filePath Taiwan40.txt -dt Sdt -factor [expr 9810*SscaIe]"

a create UniformExcitation load pattern
it pattern UniformExcitation Stag Sdir
pattern UniformExcitation 2 1 -accel SaccelSeries

it calculate the rayleigh damping factors for nodes &  elements 
set alphaM 0.849; # D = alphaM*M (or 0.368 for T = 3.416) 
set betaK 0.0; # D = betaK*Kcurrent
set betaKinit 0.0; # D = beatKinit’ K init
set betaKcomm 0.0; # D = betaKcomm*KlastCommit

# set the rayleigh damping
rayleigh SalphaM SbetaK SbetaKinit SbetaKcomm;

U ............................................
it End o f model generation 
i t ............................................

 #-------------------------
it Start o f analysis generation 
i t ............................................
it create the system o f equations 
system BandGeneral

it create the DOF numberer 
numberer Plain

it create the constraint handler 
constraints Plain

# create the convergence test 
test FixedNumlter 5
#test NormDisplncr lE-8 25

# create the integration scheme 
#integrator NewmarkHSFixedNumlter 0.5 0.25 
#integrator NewmarkHSlncrReduct 0.5 0.25 0.8 
#integrator HHTHSFixedNumlter 0.5 
#integrator HHTHSIncrReduct 0.5 0 8 
integrator CollocationHSFixedNumlter 1.5 
#integrator CollocationHSIncrReduct 1.5 0.8 
#integrator AlphaOS 0.9
# create the solution algorithm 
algorithm Newton 
#algorithm Linear
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# create the analysis object 
analysis Transient
 #----------------------------------
# End o f  analysis generation
 #------------------------

# ------------------------
# Start o f recorder generation
 #--------------------------------
# create the recorder objects
recorder Node -file  Data/Node Dsp.out -time -node 3 4 -d o f 1 2 3 disp
recorder Node -file  Data/Node_Vel.out -time -node 3 4 -d o f I 2 3 vel
recorder Node -file  Data/Node Acc.out -time -node 3 4 -d o f 1 2 3 accel
recorder Node -file  Data/Node Rxn.out -time -node 1 2 -d o f 1 2 reactionlncludinglnertia

recorder Node -file  Data/Node_DspRoofout -time -node 7 8 -d o f 1 2 3 disp 
recorder Node -file  Data/Node_VelRoof out -time -node 7 8 -d o f 1 2 3 vel 
recorder Node -file  Data/Node A ccR oof out -time -node 7 8 -d o f 1 2 3 accel

# SECOND STOREY
# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file  D ata l/B race lE le lloca l.out -time -ele 101 localForce 
recorder Element -file  Data l/Brace2E lellocal.out -time -ele 105 localForce

recorder Node -file  Datal/Node3_Dsp.out -time -node 3 -d o f 1 disp 
recorder Node -file  Data l/Node4_Dsp.out -time -node 4 -d o f 1 disp

# Stress/Strain in Braces
recorder Element -file  D ata l/Brlsec7Top.out -time -ele 101 section SnumintgrPts fiber 25 0 SsteelTag stressStrain; # M id Brace Stress 
recorder Element -file  D ata l/B rlsec lTop .ou t -time -ele 101 section 1 fiber 25 0 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

recorder Element -file  Datal/Br2sec7Side.out -time -ele 105 section SnumintgrPts fiber 0 25 SsteelTag stressStrain; # M id Brace Stress 
recorder Element -file  Data l/Br2secl Side.out -time -ele 105 section 1 fiber 0 25 SsteelTag stressStrain, # Brace End Stress

# TH IR D  STOREY
# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file  Data2/BracelE lellocal,out -time -ele 111 localForce 
recorder Element -file  Data2/Brace2Elellocal.out -time -ele 115 localForce

recorder Node -file  Data2/Node5_Dsp.out -time -node 5 -do f 1 disp 
recorder Node -file  Data2/Node6_Dsp.out -time -node 6 -d o f I disp

# Stress/Strain in Braces
recorder Element -file  Data2/Brlsec7Top.out -time -ele 111 section SnumintgrPts fiber 25 0 SsteelTag stressStrain; # M id Brace Stress 
recorder Element -file  D ata2/BrlseclTop.out -time -ele 111 section 1 fiber 25 0 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

recorder Element -file  Data2/Br2sec7Side.out -time -ele 115 section SnumintgrPts fiber 0 25 SsteelTag stressStrain; tt M id  Brace Stress 
recorder Element -file  Data2/Br2seclSide.out -time -ele 115 section 1 fiber 0 25 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

recorder Element -file  DataExp/Elmt_glbFrc.out -time -ele 1 2 forces 
expRecorder Control -file  DataExp/Control ctrlDsp.out -time -control I 2 ctrlDisp 
expRecorder Control -file  DataExp/Control daqDsp.out -tim e -control I 2 daqDisp 
expRecorder Control -file  DataExp/Control daqFrc.out -time -control 1 2 daqPorce

expRecorder Control -file  DataExp/Control ctrlDsp.out -time -control 1 ctrlDisp 
expRecorder Control -file  DataExp/Control_ctrlVel.out -time -control 1 ctrlVel 
expRecorder Control -file  DataExp/Control_daqDsp.out -time -control 1 daqDisp 
expRecorder Control -file  DataExp/Control_daqFrc.out -time -control I daqForce

expRecorder Setup -file  DataExp/Setup trialDsp.out -time -setup 1 tria lD isp 
expRecorder Setup -file  DataExp/Setup trialVeI.out -time -setup 1 tria lVel 
expRecorder Setup -file  DataExp/Setup_trialAcc.out -time -setup I trialAccel 
expRecorder Setup -file  DataExp/Setup outDsp.out -time -setup 1 outDisp 
expRecorder Setup -file  DataExp/Setup outFrc.out -time -setup 1 outForce 
expRecorder Setup -file  DataExp/Setup ctrlDsp.out -time -setup 1 ctrlD isp 
expRecorder Setup -file  DataExp/Setup_ctrlVel.out -time -setup 1 ctrlVel 
expRecorder Setup -file  DataExp/Setup_ctrlAcc.out -time -setup 1 ctrlAccel 
expRecorder Setup -file  DataExp/Setup daqDsp.out -time -setup 1 daqDisp 
expRecorder Setup -file  DataExp/Setup daqFrc.out -time -setup 1 daqForce 

# -------------------------
# End o f  recorder generation
 #-------------------------

# ------------------------
It F inally perform the analysis 
# ------------------------
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# perform  an e igenvalue analysis 
set pi 3 .14159265358979
set lam bda [eigen -fu llG enL apack  4] 
puts "\nE igenvalues at start o f  transient:" 
puts "lam bda om ega period" 
foreach  lam bda S lam bda { 

i f  { $ lam b d a > 0 ,0 }  { 
set om ega [expr pow ($lam bda,0 .5)] 
set period  [expr 2*$p i/pow ($ lam bda,0 .5 )] 
puts "S lam bda Som ega Speriod"

)
)

# open ou tpu t file for w riting
set ou tF ilelD  [open D ata/elapsedT im e.tx t w]
# perform  the transien t analysis 
set tT ot [tim e {

for {set i 1} {$i <  4000} {incr i} { 
set t [tim e {analyze 1 [expr $dt/1 .0]}[ 
puts SoutF ile lD  $t

#pu ts "step $i"

}
}]
puts "\nE lapsed  Tim e =  StTot \n"
# close the ou tpu t file 
close SoutF ile lD

w ipe
 # .................................
# End o f  analysis
f t  — ..........................................................................
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Appendix C2 - Two Dimensional Concentrically Braced Frame 
OpenSees Model

# FileName: Frame2D.tcl
# Author: Daniel McCrum
# Email: mccrumdp@tcd.ie
# Last Ahered: January, 2011.

# Description:
# This file contains the tcl script for an OpenSees model
# of three-storey two bay concentrically braced plan irregular
# structure

# ____________________________
# I I

# I  I
#  I  I
# I I
# I____________________________ I
it I I
# I I
# I I
it I I
it I I
it ___________________________
U I I
U I I
#  I  I
U I I
#  I  I

n X X X  X X X
a
n < ..................... >
it 3300mm

it Units: N m sec 
wipe all; 
file mkdir Data; 
file mkdir Datal; 
file mkdir Data2; 
file mkdir DataExp;

 # -----------------------
a Start o f model generation 
i t ...........................................
# create ModelBuilder (with two-dimensions and 3 DOF/node) 
model BasicBuilder -ndm 2 -ndf 3

source HEsectionl.tcl; 
source HSsection.tcl; 
source FlanSection.tcl; 
source WebSection.tcl;

 # ----------------------------------
# Define geometry for model
 # -------------------------------------
set withGravity 1;

setLbeamI 3300; # beam 1 length
set Lcoll 2500; # column length
set Lcol2 2200;

# node Stag SxCrd SyCrd Smass 
node 1 0.0 0.0
node 2 SLbeamI 0.0
node 3 0.0 SLcoll
node 4 SLbeamI SLcoll

a  Create directory for data 
it Create directory for data 
it Create directory for data 
a Create directory for data

I 2200mm

i
V
A

I 2200mm

I
V

A

I
I 2500mm
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node 5 0.0
node 6 SLbeam 1
node 7 0.0
node 8 SLbeam 1

[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+$Lcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+2*SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+2*SLcol2]

set hfl 14.2; 
set hweb 181;

node 111 0.0 Shfl
node 112 0.0 [expr Shfl + Shweb]
node 113 0.0 [expr (2*Shfl) + Shweb]
node 114 0.0 [expr SLcol 1 - (2*Shfl + Shweb)]
node 115 0.0 [expr SLcol 1 - (Shfl + Shweb)]
node 116 0.0 [expr SLcol 1 - Shfl]

node 211 SLbeam 1 Shfl
node 212 SLbeam 1 [expr Shfl + Shweb]
node 213 SLbeam 1 [expr 2*Shfl + Shweb]
node 214 SLbeam 1 [expr SLcol 1 - (2*Shfl + Shweb)]
node 215 SLbeam 1 [expr SLcol 1 - (Shfl + Shweb)]
node 216 SLbeam 1 [expr SLcol 1 - Shfl]

# FIRST STOREY
U Brace Members
node 130 [expr 970.4-4] [expr 858.6+4]
node 131 [expr 1650] [expr 1302.3]
node 132 [expr 2267.7-4] [expr 1734.8+4]

node 135 [expr 2329.6-4] [expr 858.6+4]
node 137 [expr 1032.3-4] [expr 1734.8+4]

U Gusset nodes 
node 121 323.5
node 221 [expr SLbeaml-323.5] 

node 311 386.5
node 411 [expr SLbeam 1-386.5]

# SECOND STOREY
# Brace Members
node 230 [expr (SLbeam l/4)-4] 
node 231 [expr (2*SLbeaml/4)-6] 
node 232 [expr (3*SLbeaml/4)-4]

node 235 [expr (3*SLbeaml/4)-4] 
node 237 [expr (1 *SLbeam 1 /4)-4]

[expr (2*Shtl+Shweb)+227.35] 
[expr (2*Shn+$hweb)+227.35]

[expr SLcol 1-267.84]
[expr SLcol 1 -267.84]

[expr SLcoll+(SLcol2/4)+4] 
[expr SLcoll+(2*SLcol2/4)+6] 
[expr SLcoll+(3*SLcol2/4)+4]

[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2/4)+4] 
[expr SLcoll+(3*SLcol2/4)+4]

# THIRD STOREY
# Brace members
node 330 [expr (SLbeaml/4)-4] 
node 331 [expr (2‘SLbeam l/4)-6] 
node 332 [expr (3 *SLbeam 1 /4)-4]

node 335 [expr (3*SLbeaml/4)-4] 
node 337 [expr (1 *SLbeam I /4)-4]

# Duplicate nodes for brace end connections

[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(SLcol2/4)+4] 
[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(2*SLcol2/4)+6] 
[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(3 *SLcol2/4)+4]

[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(SLcol2/4)+4] 
[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(3*SLcol2/4)+4]

node 101 323.5 [expr (2*Shfl+Shweb)+227.35]
node 102 [expr SLbeam 1-323.5] [expr (2*Shfl+Shweb)+227.35]

node 103 386.5 [expr SLcol 1-267.84]
node 104 [expr SLbeam 1-386.5] [expr SLcol 1 -267.84]

node 13 0.0 SLcol 1
node 14 SLbeam 1 SLcol 1

node 23 0.0 SLcol 1
node 24 SLbeam 1 SLcol 1

node 25 0.0 [expr SLcol l+SLcol2]
node 26 SLbeam 1 [expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2]

node 35 0.0 [expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2]
node 36 SLbeam 1 [expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2]

node 47 0.0 [expr SLcol l+2*SLcol2]
node 48 SLbeam 1 [expr SLcol l+2*SLcol2]
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# -------------------------
# Define mass for model
 #-------------------------
# The nodal masses represent a lateral torsional frequency
# ratio o f  0.85 for the s t if f  side o f  the structure, 
set Pci 86.385; # Mass in M g
set Pc2 43.192; # Mass in M g
set Pc3 21.596; # Mass in M g

set PI [expr 0.5*0.53333*1.981*$ P c l]; 
set P2 [expr 0.5*0.53333*1.98l*$P c2 ]; 
set P3 [expr 0.5*0.53333* 1.981 *$Pc3];

set mass3 [expr $ P I]; 
set mass4 [expr $P1];

set mass5 [expr $P2]; 
set mass6 [expr $P2];

set mass? [expr $P3]; 
set mass8 [expr $P3];

mass 3 $mass3 $mass3 0.0 
mass 4 $mass4 $mass4 0.0 
mass 5 $mass5 $mass5 0.0 
mass 6 $mass6 $mass6 0.0 
mass 7 $mass7 Smass? 0.0 
mass 8 $mass8 $mass8 0.0

# set the boundary conditions
# fix  Stag $D X $D Y $RZ 
fix  1 1 1 1
fix  2 1 1 1

fix  121 0 0 0  
fix  221 0 0 0

f i x 3 l l  0 0  0 
fix  411 0 0 0

equalDOF 101 121 1 2 3
equalDOF 102 221 1 2 3

equalDOF 103 311 1 2 3  
equalDOF 104 411 1 2 3

equalDOF 3 13 I 2 3  
equalDOF 4 14 12 3

equalDOF 3 23 1 2 3 
equalDOF 4 24 1 2 3

equalDOF 5 25 1 2 3 
equalDOF 6 26 I 2 3

equalDOF 5 35 1 2 3 
equalDOF 6 36 1 2 3

equalDOF 7 47 1 2 3 
equalDOF 8 48 1 2 3 

# -------------------------
# Define materials
 #-------------------------
set steelTag 1;
set matID 2; 
set m a tS tiff 3;
# uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatTag $Fy $E $b SRO ScRl ScR2 Sal Sa2 Sa3 Sa4 
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SsteelTag 244.13 159290 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 -0.045 1.0 0.045 1.0

uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatID 235 210000 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 -0.045 1.0 0.045 1.0

uniaxialMaterial Steel02 Sm atStiff235 70000 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 -0.045 1.0 0.045 1.0

set E 210000; 
set poisson 0.3;
set G [expr $E/([expr 2*(l+S poisson)])]; # Torsional Stiffness
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# ---------------
# Define Sections
 #---------------

# Overall section depth 
It Overall section width
# Web thickness 
it Flange thickness 
it Depth o f  web

# sub-division across flange length 
it sub-division across flange thickness 
if sub-division across web length
# sub-division across web thickness

HEsectionl $col2FiberSecTag SmatID $d $b $dw $t SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk 
puts "FIESectionl defined";

# Brace Parameters: 
tt 3 0 x 3 0 x 3  RHS 
set braceFiberSecTag 8; 
set d 30; 
set b 30; 
set t 3;
set subFLen 10; 
set subFThk 5; 
set subWLen 10; 
set subW Thk 5;
HSsection SbraceFiberSecTag SsteelTag Sd Sb St SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk 
puts "HSSection defined";

# Flange
set flangeFiberSecTag 10;
set d 209; tt Overall section depth
set b 210; # Overall section width
set subLen 10; # sub-division across length
set subThk 5; it sub-division across thickness
FlanSection SflangeFiberSecTag Sm atStiff Sd Sb SsubLen SsubThk 
puts "FlanSection defined";

tt Web
set webFiberSecTag 12;
set d 181; tt Overall section depth
set b 9.4; tt Overall section width
set subLen 15; tt sub-division across length
set subThk 7; tt sub-division across thickness
WebSection SwebFiberSecTag Sm atS tiff Sd Sb SsubLen SsubThk 
puts "WebSection defined";

 #-------------------------
tt Define geometric transformation
tf-------------------------
geomTransf PDelta 1 
geomTransf Linear 2 
#geomTransf Corotational 3 
set numintgrPts 7;

t t  ...................................
tt Define numerical elements
tt — ..........................................
tt Columns 
tt FIRST STOREY
element nonlinearBeamColumn 11111 SnumintgrPts SflangeFiberSecTag 1 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 2 111 112 SnumintgrPts SwebFiberSecTag I 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 3 112 113 SnumintgrPts SflangeFiberSecTag I 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 4 113 114 SnumintgrPts Scol2FiberSecTag I 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 5 114 115 SnumintgrPts SflangeFiberSecTag 1 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 6 115 116 SnumintgrPts SwebFiberSecTag 1 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 7 116 3 SnumintgrPts SflangeFiberSecTag 1

element nonlinearBeamColumn 10 2 211 SnumintgrPts SflangeFiberSecTag 1 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 11 211 212 SnumintgrPts SwebFiberSecTag I 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 12 212 213 SnumintgrPts SflangeFiberSecTag I

# Overall section depth 30 
tt Overall section w idth 30 
tt Thickness 2.5
tt sub-division across flange length 
tt sub-division across flange thickness 
tt sub-division across web length 
tt sub-division across web thickness

tt Column Parameters:
tt 203 UC 46
set col2secID 2;
set col2FiberSecTag 3;
set d 203;
set b 203;
set t 7.2;
set T  I I ;
set dw [expr Sd - 2*ST]; 
set y [expr Sd/2]; 
set subFLen 10; 
set subFThk 5; 
set subWLen 10; 
set subWThk 5;
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element nonlinearBeamColumn 13 213 214 SnumintgrPts $col2FiberSecTag 1 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 14 214 215 SnumintgrPts SflangeFiberSecTag 1 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 15 215 216 SnumintgrPts SwebFiberSecTag I 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 16 216 4 SnumintgrPts SflangeFiberSecTag 1

# SECOND STOREY
element nonlinearBeamColumn 20 3 5 SnumintgrPts Scol2FiberSecTag 1 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 214 6 SnumintgrPts Scol2FiberSecTag 1

# THIRD STOREY
element nonlinearBeamColumn 22 5 7 SnumintgrPts $col2FiberSecTag 1 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 23 6 8 SnumintgrPts Seol2FiberSecTag 1

# 305x165x54 UB Beam
# element elasticBeamColumn SeleTag SiNode SjNode SA SE Slz StransfTag 
set Ebeam 210000; 
set Abeam 68.8e2; 
set Izbeam 11700e4; 
element elasticBeamColumn 30 
element elasticBeamColumn 31 
element elasticBeamColumn 32

# Brace Members
# First storey
element nonlinearBeamColumn 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 
element nonlinearBeamColumn

element nonlinearBeamColumn 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 
element nonlinearBeamColumn

set Egus 500000; 
set Agus 1800; 
set Izgus 337.5e4; # 12 x 150^3/12
element elasticBeamColumn 60 113 121 SAgus SEgus SIzgus 1 
element elasticBeamColumn 61 213 221 SAgus SEgus SIzgus 1

element elasticBeamColumn 62 3 311 SAgus SEgus SIzgus 1 
element elasticBeamColumn 63 4 411 SAgus SEgus SIzgus 1

# Second storey
element nonlinearBeamColumn 100 23 230 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 101 230 231 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 102 231 232 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 103 232 26 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2

element nonlinearBeamColumn 104 24 235 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 105 235 231 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 106 231 237 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 107 237 25 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2

# Third storey
element nonlinearBeamColumn 110 35 330 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 111 330 331 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 112 331 332 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 113 332 48 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2

element nonlinearBeamColumn 114 36 335 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 115 335 331 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 116 331 337 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 117 337 47 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2

# -------------------------
# Define dynamic loads
 #-------------------------
# set time series to be passed to uniform excitation 
set dt 0.01
set scale 0.03
set accelSeries "Path -filePath Taiwan40.txt -dt Sdt -factor [expr 9810*Sscale]"

# create UniformExcitation load pattern
# pattern UniformExcitation Stag Sdir
pattern UniformExcitation 2 1 -accel SaccelSeries

3 4 SAbeam SEbeam SIzbeam 2 
5 6 SAbeam SEbeam SIzbeam 2 
7 8 SAbeam SEbeam SIzbeam 2

50 121 130 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2
51 130 131 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2
52 131 132 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2
53 132 411 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2

54 221 135 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2
55 135 131 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2
56 131 137 SnumintgrPts SbraceFiberSecTag 2
57 137 311 SnumintgrPts SbraccFibcrSccTag 2

# Large stiffness
# 150mm X 12mm t h k
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# .................................
# End o f model generation
 #-------------------------

# .................................
ft Start o f  analysis generation
# .................................

#constraints Transformation ; 
set alphaSP le l2 ;
set alphaMP l e i 2;
constraints Penalty SalphaSP SalphaMP ;
numberer RCM ;
system UmfPack ;
set Tol l.e-5;
set maxNumlter 1000;
test NormDispIncr $Tol Sm axN um lter;
#algorithm ModifiedNewton ; 
algorithm KrylovNewton ; 
set gamma 0.8; 
integrator HHT Sgam m a; 
analysis T ransien t;

# -------------------------
# Defme Dampnig
 #-------------------------
set xDamp 0.1; # 5.0% damping ratio assumed
set MpropSwitch 1.0;
set KcurrSwiteh 0.0;
set KcommSwitch 1.0;
set KinitSwitch 0.0;
se tn E ig e n ll;  # mode I
set nEigenJ 3; # mode 3
set type frequency;
set lambdaN [eigen Stype [expr SnEigenJj]; # eigenvalue analysis for nEigenJ modes
set lambdal [lindex SlambdaN [expr SnEigenl-l]); # eigenvalue mode i
set lambdaJ [lindex SlambdaN [expr$nE igenJ-l]]; # eigenvalue m odej
set omegal [expr pow($lambdal,0.5)];
set omegaJ [expr pow($lambdaJ,0.5)];
set alphaM [expr $M propSwitch*$xDamp*(2*$omegal*$omegaJ)/($omegaI+$omegaJ)]; # M-prop. damping; D = alphaM ’ M 
set betaKcurr [expr $KcurrSwitch*2.*$xDamp/($omegaI+$omegaJ)]; # current-K; +beatKcurr*KCurrent
set betaKcomm [expr $KcommSwitch*2.*$xDamp/($omegal+$omegaJ)]; #  last-committed K; +betaKcomm*KlastCommitt
set betaKinit [expr $KinitSwitch*2.*$xDamp/($omegal+$omegaJ)]; # initial-K; +beatKinit*Kini
rayleigh SalphaM SbetaKcurr SbetaKinit SbetaKcomm; It RAYLEIGH damping

#set T1 [expr 2*3.141592654/$omegaI];
#set Omegal [expr Somegal];
#puts "The first period is: $T1";
#puts "Omega 1 is: SO m egal";
#puts "The first frequency is: [expr 1/$TI]"; 
tt
#set T3 [expr 2*3.141592654/$omegaJ];
#set OmegaS [expr SomegaJ];
#puts "The third period is: $T3";
#puts "Omega 3 is: $0m ega3";
#puts "The third frequency is: [expr 1/ST3]";

t t f t calculate the rayleigh damping factors for nodes & elements
#set alphaM 0.425; # D  =  alphaM«M
#set betaK 0.0; # D =  betaK’ Kcurrent
#set betaKinit 0.0; # D = beatKinit*Kinit
#set betaKcomm 0.0; # D = betaKcomm*KIastCommit
#
t t t t set the rayleigh damping
#rayleigh SalphaM SbetaK SbetaKinit SbetaKcomm,

tt — ...........................................
It End o f analysis generation 
# .................................

U-------------------------
# Start o f  recorder generation
 #-------------------------
tt create the recorder objects
recorder Node -file Data/Node Dsp.out -time -node 3 4 -dof 1 2 3 disp
recorder Node -file Data/Node_Vel.out -time -node 3 4 -dof 1 2 3 vel
recorder Node -file Data/Node Ace.out -time -node 3 4 -dof 1 2 3 accel
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recorder Node -file Data/Node Rxn.out -time -node 1 2 -dof 1 2 reactionlnciudinglnertia

recorder Node -file Data/Node D spR oofout -time -node 7 8 -dof 1 2 3 disp
recorder Node -file D ata/Node_V elRoof out -time -node 7 8 -dof I 2 3 vel
recorder Node -file Data/Node_A ccRoof out -time -node 7 8 -dof 1 2 3 accel

# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file D ata/B racelE lellocal.out -time -ele 51 localForce 
recorder Element -file D ata/B race2Elellocal.out -time -ele 55 localForce

#  Stress/Strain in Braces
recorder Element -file Data/Br2sec7Top.out -time -ele 51 section SnumintgrPts fiber 25 0 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Mid Brace Stress 
recorder Element -file Data/Br2sec7Side.out -time -ele 51 section SnumintgrPts fiber 0 25 SsteelTag stressStrain; #  Brace End Stress

recorder Element -file D ata/B rlsec7Top.out -time -ele 55 section SnumintgrPts fiber 25 0 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Mid Brace Stress 
recorder Element -file Data/Brlsec7Side.out -time -ele 55 section SnumintgrPts fiber 0 25 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

# SECOND STOREY
# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file D atal/B racelE lellocal.out -time -ele 101 localForce 
recorder Element -file D atal/B race2Elel local.out -time -ele 105 localForce

recorder Node -file D atal/N ode3_D sp.out -time -node 3 -dof I disp 
recorder Node -file D ataI/Node4_Dsp.out -time -node 4 -dof 1 disp

#  Stress/Strain in Braces
recorder Element -file D atal/B rlsec7Top.out -time -ele 101 section SnumintgrPts fiber 25 0 SsteelTag stressStrain; #  Mid Brace Stress 
recorder Element -file D ata l/B rlsec lT op .ou t -time -ele 101 section 1 fiber 25 0 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

recorder Element -file Datal/Br2sec7Side.out -time -ele 105 section SnumintgrPts fiber 0 25 SsteelTag stressStrain; f t  Mid Brace Stress 
recorder Element -file D atal/B r2seclS ide.out -time -ele 105 section 1 fiber 0 25 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

# THIRD STOREY
# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file D ata2/B racelE lellocal.out -time -ele 111 localForce 
recorder Element -file Data2/Brace2Elellocal.out -time -ele 115 localForce

recorder Node -file Data2/Node5_Dsp.out -time -node 5 -dof 1 disp 
recorder Node -file Data2/Node6_Dsp.out -time -node 6 -dof 1 disp

# Stress/Strain in Braces
recorder Element -file D ata2/B rlsec7Top.out -time -ele 111 section SnumintgrPts fiber 25 0 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Mid Brace Stress 
recorder Element -file D ata2/B rlseclTop.out -time -ele 111 section I fiber 25 0 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

recorder Element -file Data2/Br2sec7Side.out -time -ele 115 section SnumintgrPts fiber 0 25 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Mid Brace Stress 
recorder Element -file D ata2/Br2seclSide.out -time -ele 115 section 1 fiber 0 25 SsteelTag stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

# -------------------------
# End o f  recorder generation
 #-------------------------

# ----------------------------
# Define Display
 # ---------
source DisplayPlane.tcl; 
source DisplayModel3D.tcl;

set xPixels 500; U
set yPixels 500; #
se tx L o cS ; #
se ty L o c 5 ; #
set dAmp 10; #
set ShapeTypel DeformedShape; 
set windowTitle "2D Frame Deformed Shape"; 
set viewPlane ZY; 
set nEigen 0;
recorder display SwindowTitle SxLoc SyLoc SxPixels SyPixels -wipe ; # display recorder 

DisplayPlane SShapeTypel SdAmp SviewPlane SnEigen 0;
recorder plot Data/Node_A ccRoofout Accel-Z 5 510 500 500 -columns 1 2; #  Plot Load vs Disp 
recorder plot Data/Node D spR oofout FloorDrift-Z 515 510 500 500 -columns 1 2; # Plot Load vs Disp

set xLoc 1510; 
set yLocI 5;

height o f graphical window in pixels 
height o f  graphical window in pixels
horizontal location o f  graphical window (0=upper left-most corner) 
vertical location o f  graphical window (0=upper left-most comer) 
Relative amplification factor for deformations
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set ShapeType DeformedShape;
DisplayModeBD SShapeType SdAmp SxLocl SyLocl SxPixels SyPixels SnEigen 

#  .......................
# Finally perform the analysis
 #............................
# perform an eigenvalue analysis 
set pi 3.14159265358979
set lambda [eigen -fullGenLapack 4] 
puts "\nEigenvalues at start o f transient:" 
puts "lambda omega period" 
foreach lambda Slambda { 

i f  {Slambda > 0.0} { 
set omega [expr pow(Slambda,0.5)] 
set period [expr 2*Spi/pow($lambda,0.5)] 
puts "Slambda Somega Speriod"

}
}

# open output file for writing
set outFilelD [open Data/elapsedTime.txt w] 
ft perform the transient analysis 
set tTot [time { 

for {set i 1} {Si < 4000} {incr i} { 
set t [time {analyze 1 [expr Sdt/l.O])] 
puts SoutFilelD St

#puts "step Si"
}

}]
puts "\nElapsed Time = StTot \n"
# close the output file 
close SoutFilelD

wipe
 # .......................
# End o f analysis
f t ------------------------------------
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Appendix C3 - Three Dimensional Concentrically Braced 
Frame Hybrid Test Model

# FileName: PortalFrame_Local_Test.tcl
# Author: Daniel McCrum
# Email: mccrumdp@ tcd.ie
# Last Altered: March, 2011.

Description:
This file contains the tcl input to perform a 3D local 
hybrid simulation o f a concentrically braced plan 
irregular structure

2200mm

V
A

2200mm

2500mm

3300mm

# Units: N mm Mg sec

wipe all;
file mkdir Data; #  Create
file mkdir D atal; # Create
file m kdir Data2; # Create
file m kdir DataExp; # Create

source HEsectionl .tcl;
source HSsectionl.tcl;
source HSsection.tcl;

# -----------------------------
# Start o f  model generation
 #------------------------------------
# create ModelBuilder (with two-dimensions and 3 DOF/node) 
model BasicBuilder -ndm 3 -ndf 6
 #-----------------------------
ft Load OpenFresco package
i t-----------------------------
# (make sure all dlls are in the same folder as openSees.exe) 
loadPackage OpenFresco
 #-----------------------------
# Define geometry for model
 #------------------------------------
set Lcoll 2500;
set Lcol2 2200; 
set Lbeam l 3300; 
set Lbeam2 3300;

# Plan Aspect Ratio equal to 2.0
#set Lbeaml 3296; # beam 1 length
#set Lbeam2 3300; # beam 2 length
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#setLcoll 2427; 
#setLcol2 2200;

# column length

# nodal coords.
# X 
node 1 0 
node 2 0 
node 3 0
node 4 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 5 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 6 [expr SLbeam 1]

# FIRST FLOOR 
node 7 0
node 8 0 
node 9 0
node 10 [expr SLbeam I] 
node I I  [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 12 [expr SLbeam 1]

Y
0
0
0
0
0
0

SLcoll 
SLcoll 
SLcol 1 
SLcoll 
SLcoll 
SLcoll

Z
0
SLbeam2 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
SLbeam2 
0

0
SLbeam2 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr $Lbeam2*2] 
SLbeam2 
0

# SECOND FLOOR
node 27 0 [expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2] 0
node 28 0 [expr SLcoll+SLcol2] SLbeam2
node 29 0 [expr SLcol l+SLcol2[ [expr SLbeam2*2]
node 30 [expr SLbeam 1] [expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2] [expr SLbeam2*2]
node 31 [expr SLbeam 1] [expr SLcol l+SLcol2] SLbeam2
node 32 (expr SLbeam 1] [expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 0

# THIRD FLOOR
node 47 0 [expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)] 0
node 48 0 [expr SLcol l+(SLcoI2*2)] SLbeam2
node 49 0 [expr SLcoll+(SLcol2*2)] [expr SLbeam2*2]
node 50 [expr SLbeam 1] [expr SLcol 1 +{SLcol2*2)] [expr SLbeam2*2]
node 51 [expr SLbeam 1 [ [expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)j SLbeam2
node 52 [expr SLbeam 1] [expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)] 0

# Duplicate nodes for brace end zerolength sections
# FIRST STOREY
#node 1110 
node 113 0
node 114 [expr SLbeam 1[ 
#node 116 [expr SLbeam 1] 
#node 117 0 
node 119 0
node 210 [expr SLbeam I] 
#node 212 [expr SLbeam 1 ]

0
0
0
0
SLcoll 
SLcoll 
SLcol 1 
SLcol 1

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2]
0
0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

# SECOND STOREY 
node 311 0 
node 313 0
node 314 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 316 [expr SLbeam 1]

node 317 0 
node 319 0
node 410 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 412 [expr SLbeam 1 ]

SLcoll 
SLcol I 
SLcoll 
SLcoll

[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2]

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

# THIRD STOREY 
node 511 0 
node 513 0
node 514 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 516 [expr SLbeam 1 ]

[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+$Lcol2]

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

node 517 0 
node 519 0
node 610 [expr SLbeam I ] 
node 612 [expr SLbeam 1]

[expr SLcoll+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcoll+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcol 1 +(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)i

# Brace imperfection nodes 0.1% out-of-straight at mid-length 
set delta 1 4;
set delta2 6; 
ft FIRST STOREY
# RHS Brace Members
node 150 [expr (SLbeam l/4)-Sdeltal] 
node 151 [expr (2*SLbeaml/4)-Sdelta2] 
node 152 [expr (3 ‘ SLbeam 1 /4)-Sdeltal ]

[expr (SLcoll/4)+Sdeltal] 
[expr (2*SLcoll/4)+Sdelta2] 
[expr(3*SLcoll/4)+Sdeltal]

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

[expr Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2]
[expr Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2]
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[expr ($Lcoll/4)+$deltal] [expr $delta2+$Lbeam2*2]
[expr (3*$Lcoll/4)+$deltaI] [expr $delta2+$Lbeam2*2]

node 160 [expr(3*$Lbcam l/4)-$deltal] 
node 161 [expr (SLbeam 1 /4)-$delta 1 ]

# SECOND STOREY
# LHS Brace Members
node 230 [expr ($Lbeam l/4)-$deltal] 
node 231 [expr (2*$Lbeaml/4)-$delta2] 
n o d e 232 [expr(3*$Lbeam l/4)-$dellal]

node 235 [expr (3*$Lbeam l/4)-$deltal] 
# n o d e236 [expr(2*$Lbeam l/4)-$delta2] 
n o d e 237 [expr(l*$L beam l/4)-$deltal]

# RHS Brace Members
node 250 [expr ($Lbeam l/4)-$deltal] 
node 251 [expr (2*$Lbeaml/4)-$delta2] 
node 252 [expr (3*$Lbeam l/4)-$deltal]

node 255 [expr (3*$Lbeam l/4)-$deltal] 
#node 256 [expr (2*$Lbeaml/4)-$delta2] 
n o d e 257 [expr (l*$L beam l/4)-$deltal]

# THIRD STOREY
# LHS Brace Members
node 330 [expr (SLbeam l/4)-$deltal] 
node 331 [expr (2*$Lbeam l/4)-$delta2] 
node 332 [expr (3 "'SLbeam 1 /4)-$delta I ]

node 335 [expr (3*$Lbeam l/4)-$deltal] 
#node 336 [expr (2*SLbeaml/4)-$delta2] 
node 337 [expr (l*$Lbeam l/4)-Sdeltal]

# RHS Brace Members
node 350 [expr (SLbeam I/4)-$deltal] 
node 351 [expr (2*$Lbeaml/4)-$delta2] 
node 352 [expr (3*$Lbeam l/4)-Sdeltal]

[expr SLcoll+(SLcol2/4)+Sdeltal] 
[expr SLcol I +(2*$Lcol2/4)+Sdelta2] 
[expr SLcoI 1 +(3 *SLcol2/4)+Sdeltal ]

[expr SLcoll+($Lcol2/4)+$deltal] 
[expr SLcol l+(2*$Lcol2/4)+Sdelta2] 
[expr SLcol 1 +(3 *SLcol2/4)+Sdeltal ]

[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2/4)+$deltal] 
[expr SLcol l+(2*SLcol2/4)+Sdelta2] 
[expr SLcol 1 +(3*SLcol2/4)+Sdeltal ]

[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2/4)+Sdeltal] 
[expr SLcol 1 +(2*SLcol2/4)+Sdelta2] 
[expr SLcol 1 +(3»SLcol2/4)+Sdeltal ]

-Sdeltal
-Sdelta2
-Sdeltal

Sdeltal
Sdelta2
Sdeltal

[expr -Sdeltal+SLbeam2*2] 
[expr -Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2] 
[expr -Sdeltal+SLbeam2*2]

[expr Sdeltal+SLbeam2*2] 
[expr Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2] 
[expr Sdeltal+SLbeam2*2]

-Sdeltal
-Sdelta2
-Sdeltal

Sdeltal
Sdelta2
Sdeltal

[expr -Sdeltal+SLbeam2*2] 
[expr -Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2] 
[expr -Sdeltal+SLbeam2*2]

[expr (SLcol l+SLcol2)+($Lcol2/4)+Sdeltal] 
[expr (SLcol 1 +$Lcol2)+(2*SLcol2/4)+$delta2] 
[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(3*SLcol2/4)+Sdelta 1 ]

[expr (SLcol I +SLcol2)+(SLcol2/4)+Sdelta 1 ] 
[expr (SLcol l+SLcol2)+(2»SLcol2/4)+Sdelta2] 
[expr (SLcol l+SLcol2)+(3*SLcol2/4)+Sdeltal]

[expr (SLcol l+SLcol2)+(SLcol2/4)+Sdeltal] 
[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(2*SLcol2/4)+Sdelta2] 
[expr (SLcol I +SLcol2)+(3 *SLcol2/4)+$delta I ]

node 355 [expr (3*SLbeam l/4)-Sdeltal] 
#node 356 [expr (2*SLbeaml/4)-Sdelta2] 
node 357 [expr (l*SLbeam l/4)-Sdeltal]

[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(SLcol2/4)+Sdelta I ] 
[expr (SLcol I +SLcol2)-i-(2*SLcol2/4)+Sdelta2] 
[expr (SLcol 1 +SLcol2)+(3 *SLcol2/4)+Sdeltal ]

[expr Sdeltal+SLbeam2*2] 
[expr Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2] 
[expr Sdeltal+SLbcam2*2]

# --------------------
# Define masses
 #--------------------
set massTotall 86385; 
set massTotal2 43192; 
set massTotal3 21596;

it Mass in Mg

# Level o f  mass eccentricity
set eccm ultl 0.53333333; # Mass eccentricity factor for LHS Frame
set eccmult2 0.23333333; # Mass eccentricity factor for Centre Frame
set eccmult3 0.23333333; # Mass eccentricity factor for RHS Frame

# lateral torsional frequency ratio multiplier
#set factorl 2.74; # for lateral tors freq o f  1.15
#set factorl 2.02; # for lateral tors freq o f  1.00
set factorl 1.981; # for lateral tors freq o f  0.85

# Nodal masses
# FIRST FLOOR
mass 7 [exprSm assTotall*0.5*Seccm ultl*Sfactorl/9810] 0. [exprSm assTotall*0.5*Seccm ultl*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9; 
mass 8 [expr Sm assTotall*0.5*Seccm ult2*Sfactorl/9810j 0. [exprSm assTotall*0.5*Seccm ult2*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9; 
mass 9 [expr Sm assTotall*0.5*Seccm ult3*Sfactorl/98l0] 0. [expr SmassTotal 1*0.5*Seccmult3*$factor 1/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9; 
mass 10 [exprSm assTotall*0.5*Seccm ult3*Sfactorl/98l0] 0. [exprSm assTotall*0.5*Seccm ult3*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 11 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult2*Sfactorl/9810] 0. [exprSm assTotall*0.5*$eccm ult2*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 12 [exprSm assTotall*0.5*Seccm ultl*Sfactorl/9810] 0. [exprSm assTotall*0.5*Seccm ultl*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9

# SECOND FLOOR
mass 27 [exprSm assTotal2*0.5*Seccm ultl*Sfactorl/98l0] 0. [exprSm assTotal2*0.5*Seccm ultl*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass 28 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult2*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult2*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass 29 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult3*Sfactorl/9810] 0. [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*$eccmult3*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass 30 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult3*Sfactorl/9810] 0. [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*$eccmult3*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
m ass31 [exprSmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult2*Sfactorl/9810] 0. [exprSm assTotal2*0.5*Seccm ult2*Sfactorl/98l0] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
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mass 32 [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmultl *$ facto rl/9810] 0. [expr $m assTo ta l2*0 .5 *$eccm ultl*$ facto rl/98 l0 ] I .Oe-9 l .Oe-9

# TH IR D  FLOOR
mass47 [expr $m assTotal3*0.5*$eccm ultl*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$m assTota l3*0.5*$eccm ultl*$ factorl/9810] l,0e-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 48 [expr $m assTotal3*0.5*$eccm ult2*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$m assTotal3*0.5*$eccm ult2*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 49 [expr$m assTotal3*0.5*$eccm ult3’''$ fac to rl/98 l0 ] 0. [expr $m assTotal3*0.5*$eccm ult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 50 [expr$m assTotal3*0.5*$eccm ult3*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$m assTotal3*0.5*$eccm ult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 I.Oe-9 
mass 51 [expr$m assTotal3*0.5*$eccm ult2*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$m assTotal3*0.5*$eccm ult2*$faetorl/98 l0 ] I.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 52 [exp r$m assTotal3*0.5*$eccm ultl*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$m assTota l3*0.5*$eccm ultl*$ factorl/9810] I.Oe-9 l.Oe-9

# set the boundary conditions
# fix  Stag $D X $D Y  $D Z $RX $RY $RZ
fix  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
fix  6 1 1 1 1 1 1

# fix  1 1 1 1 0 1 0
# f ix 6  1 1 1 0 1 0

f ix  2 1 1 1 0 1 0
fix  5 1 1 1 0 1 0

fix  3 1 1 1 0 1 0
fix  4 1 1 1 0 1 0

# -----------------------------
# Define materials
 #-----------------------------
set m atlD  1;
U uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatTag $Fy $E $b $R0 $cR l $cR2 Sal $a2 $a3 $a4 
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 1 235 210000 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
#uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatID 235 25330 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
uniaxialMaterial Elastic 7 5000000

set E 2IOe3; 
set poisson 0.3;
set G [expr $E/([expr 2 *(l+$po isson)])]; # Torsional Stiffness

# — ...............................................................................

# Define experimental control
 #..................................
# expControl SimUniaxialM aterials StagSmatTags 
#expControl SimUniaxialM aterials I 1
expControl xPCtarget 1 1 "148.150.204.191" 22222 DMC_RTTest_soft "C:/STS/M odel"
expControl SimUniaxialM aterials 2 1

 #---------------------------------------
# Define experimental setup
 #---------------------------------------
it expSetup OneActuator Stag <-control SctrlTag> Sdir -sizeTrialOut St So <-trialD ispFact $f> ... 
expSetup OneActuator 1 -control 1 2 -sizeTrialOut 6 6 
expSetup OneActuator 2 -control 2 2 -sizeTrialOut 6 6 

# -----------------------------
# Define experimental site
 #---------------------------------------
# expSite LocalSite Stag SsetupTag 
expSite LocalSite 1 1 
expSite LocalSite 2 2

 #----------------------------------------
ft Define section parameters 
# ----------------------------
# Column Parameters:
# 203 UC 46 
set col2seclD 20; 
set col2F iberSecT ag 21; 
set d 203; 
set b 203; 
set t 7.2; 
set T  11;
set dw  [expr Sd - 2*ST]; 
set y [expr Sd/2]; 
set subFLen 10; 
set subFThk 5; 
set subWLen 10; 
set subW Thk 5;
HEsectionl Scol2FiberSecTag 
puts "HESectionl defined” ;

# Overall section depth
# Overall section w idth
# Web thickness
# Flange thickness
# Depth o f web

# sub-division across flange length
ft sub-division across flange thickness 
tt sub-division across web length
# sub-division across web thickness

SmatID Sd $b Sdw St SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk

l.Oe-9;

l.Oe-9; 
l.Oe-9; 
I.Oe-9; 
I.Oe-9; 
l.Oe-9; 
l.Oe-9;
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# column torsional stifftiess 
set col2TorsTag 79; 
set J9 8070000; 
set GJ9 [expr $G*$J9];
uniaxialMaterial Elastic $col2TorsTag $GJ9; # Define column torsional stiffness 
section Aggregator $col2secID $col2TorsTag T  -section $col2FiberSecTag; # attach torsion and flexure

# Beam Parameters:
# 305xl65x40U B Beam 
set Ebeam 210000; 
set Abeam 5130; 
set Izbeam 6740e4; 
set lybeam 8503e4; 
set Jbeam 47.2e4;

# Brace Parameters:
# 3 0 x 3 0 x 3  RHS 
set bracesecID 7; 
set braceFiberSecTag 8; 
set d 30; 
set b 30; 
set 13;
set subFLen 10; 
set subFThk 5; 
setsubW Len 10; 
set subWThk 5;
HSsection SbraceFiberSecTag 
puts "HSSection defined";

# Brace torsional stiffness 
set braceTorsTag 73; 
set J4 6.15e8; 
set GJ4 [expr $G*$J4];
uniaxialMaterial Elastic SbraceTorsTag $GJ4; U Define column torsional stiffness
section Aggregator SbraceseclD SbraceTorsTag T -section SbraceFiberSecTag; # attach torsion and flexure

# Brace Parameters:
# 30 x 30 X 3 RHS 
set bracesecID 1 9; 
set braceFiberSecTag 1 10; 
set d 30; 
set b 30; 
set 13;
set subFLen 10; 
set subFThk 5; 
setsubW Len 10; 
set subWThk 5;
HSsection 1 SbraceFiberSecTag! 
puts "HSSectionI defined";

# Brace torsional stiffness 
set braceTorsTag 1 75; 
setJ5 6.15e8; 
set GJ5 [expr $G*$J5]; 
uniaxialMaterial Elastic SbraceTorsTag I SGJ5; # Define column torsional stiffness
section Aggregator SbraceseclDl SbraceTorsTag 1 T  -section SbraceFiberSecTagl; # attach torsion and flexure

ft----------------------------
# Define geometric transformation
 #--------------------------------------
# Coordinate transformation 
set ColTransfTag 10;
set BeamlTransfTag 20;
set BraceTransfTag 30;
geomTransf PDelta SColTransfTag 0 0 1
geomTransf Linear SBeamlTransfTag 0 - I 0
geomTransf Corotational SBraceTransfTag 0 - 1 0
set numintgrPtsCol 7;
set numintgrPtsBrace 7;

 #----------------------------
# Define experimental elements
 #--------------------------------------
# left and right columns
#expElement beamColumn I 1 3 1 0 -site 1 - in itS tif 1889.0 0.0 0.0-1416800.0 0.0 7543.57 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6353846.15 0.0-1416800.0 
0.0 0.0 1416.8e6
#expElement beamColumn 1 1 3  10 -site 1 - in itS tif 405440 0 0 0 0 0 0 473.13 0 0 0-711200 0 0 1885.9 0 2828840 0 0 0 0 6353846.15 0 
0 0 0 2828840 0 1885.9 0 0 -711200 0 0 0 I066.8e6

# Overall section depth 30
# Overall section w idth 30
# Thickness 2.5
# sub-division across flange length
# sub-division across flange thickness
# sub-division across web length
# sub-division across web thickness
SmatlD Sd $b St SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk

# Overall section depth 30
# Overall section w idth 30
# Thickness 2.5
it sub-division across flange length
# sub-division across flange thickness 
it sub-division across web length
a sub-division across web thickness 

SmatlD Sd Sb St SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk
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#expElement beamColumn 1 1 7 SColTransfTag -site 1 -initStif405440 0 0 0 0 0 0 7543.57 0 0 0 -5657680 0 0 1885.9 0 1422400 0 0 0 
0 6353846.15 0 0 0 0 1422400 0 1422400000 0 0 -5657680 0 0 0 5657680000
#expElement beamColumn 2 6 12 SColTransfFag -site 2 -initStif 405440 0 0 0 0 0 0 7543.57 0 0 0 -5657680 0 0 1885.9 0 1422400 0 0 
0 0 6353846.15 0 0 0 0 1422400 0 1422400000 0 0 -5657680 0 0 0 5657680000

expElement beamColumn 1 1 7 SColTransfTag -site 1 -initStif [expr 986160] 0 0 0 0 0 0 [expr 124.19*0.99] 0 0 0 0 0 0 [expr 
33.68*0.99] 0 0 0 0 0 0 [expr26640000*0.99] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
expElement beamColumn 2 6 12 SColTransfTag -site 2 -initStif [expr 986160] 0 0 0 0 0 0 [expr 124.19*0.01] 0 0 0 0 0 0 [expr 
33.68*0.01] 0 0 0 0 0 0 [expr26640000*0.01] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

# -----------------------------
# Define numerical elements
 #  ............................
# FIRST STOREY
# Middle
element dispBeamColumn 3 5 11 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 4 2 8 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag

# RHS
element dispBeamColumn 5 3 9 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 6 4 10 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag

# SECOND STOREY
element dispBeamColumn 11 7 27 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 12 8 28 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 13 9 29 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag

element dispBeamColumn 14 10 30 SnumintgrPtsCol Seol2seclD SColTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 15 11 31 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 16 12 32 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag

# THIRD STOREY
element dispBeamColumn 21 27 47 SnumintgrPtsCol $col2secID SColTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 22 28 48 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 23 29 49 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag

element dispBeamColumn 24 30 50 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 25 31 51 SnumintgrPtsCol ScoI2secID SColTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 26 32 52 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag

# Beams
element elasticBeamColumn 30 7 12 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 3 1 8 11 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 32 9 10 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 33 7 8 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 34 8 9 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 35 10 11 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 36 11 12 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# SECOND STOREY
element elasticBeamColumn 40 27 32 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 41 28 31 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 42 29 30 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 43 27 28 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 44 28 29 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 45 30 31 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 46 31 32 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# THIRD STOREY
element elasticBeamColumn 50 47 52 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 51 48 51 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 52 49 50 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 53 47 48 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 54 48 49 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 55 50 51 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 56 51 52 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# Zero Length Elements
# Ground Floor
element zeroLength 500 3 113 -mat 1 1 1  -dir I 2 3 
element zeroLength 501 4 114 -mat 1 1 1  -dir 1 2 3

# First Floor Bottom
element zeroLength 502 9 119 -mat 1 1 1  -dir 1 2 3
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e lem ent zeroL ength  503 10 210  -m at 1 1 1  -dir 1 2 3

# First F loor Top
elem ent zeroL ength  504 7 311 -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3 
e lem ent zeroL ength  505 9 313 -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3 
e lem ent zeroL ength  506 10 314 -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3 
elem ent zeroL ength  507 12 316  -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3

# Second Floor B ottom
elem ent zeroL ength  508 11 i l l  -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3 
e lem ent zeroL ength  509 29 319  -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3 
e lem ent zeroL ength  510 30 410  -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3 
e lem ent zeroL ength  511 32 412  -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3

# Second Floor Top
elem ent zeroL ength  512 27 511 -m at 1 1 1  -dir 1 2 3 
e lem ent zeroL ength  513 29 513 -m at 1 1 1  -dir 1 2 3 
e lem ent zeroL ength  514 30 514 -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3 
e lem ent zeroL ength  515 32 516 -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3

# Third  Floor
elem ent zeroL ength  516 47 517 -m at 1 1 1  -dir 1 2 3 
elem ent zeroL ength  517 49  519 -m at 1 1 1  -dir I 2 3 
elem ent zeroL ength  518 50 610  -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3 
elem ent zeroL ength  519 52 612 -m at 1 1 1  -d ir 1 2 3

# B race m em bers
# Tw o e lem en t braces
# FIRST ST O R E Y
# RHS Bay
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 172 113 150 S num intgrP tsB race S b racesec lD l SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 173 150 151 S num intgrP tsB race S b racesec lD l SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 174 151 152 S num intgrP tsB race S b racesec lD l SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 175 152 210 Snum in tg rP tsB race S b racesec lD l SB raceT ransfT ag

elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 182 114 160 S num intgrP tsB race S b racesec lD l SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 183 160 151 S num intgrP tsB race S b racesec lD l SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 184 151 161 S num intgrP tsB race S b racesec lD l SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 185 161 119 S num intgrP tsB race S b racesec lD l SB raceT ransfTag

# SE C O N D  ST O R E Y
# LHS B ay
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 230  311 230 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfFag  
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 231 230  231 Snum in tg rP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 232 231 232 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 233 232 412 S num intgrP tsB race SbraceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag

elem ent dispB eam C olum n 240  316 235 S num intgrP tsB race SbraceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 241 235 2 3 1 Snum intgrP tsB race SbraceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 242  231 237 S num intgrP tsB race S b raceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 243 237 317 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag

# RHS B ay
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 2 70  313 250 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 271 250  251 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 272  251 252 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent dispB eam C olum n 273 252 410 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag

elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 280  314 255 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 281 255 251 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 282  251 257 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 283 257 319 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag

# TH IR D  ST O RE Y  
ft LHS Bay
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 330  511 330 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent dispB eam C olum n 331 330  331 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 332 331 332 Snum intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 333 332 612 S num intgrP tsB race S b raceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag

elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 340  516 335 S num intgrP tsB race SbraceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent dispB eam C olum n 341 335 331 S num intgrP tsB race SbraceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent dispB eam C olum n 342 331 337 Snum intgrP tsB race SbraceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent dispB eam C olum n 343 337 517 Snum intgrP tsB race SbraceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag

# RHS Bay
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 370  513 350  S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag 
elem ent d ispB eam C olum n 371 350 351 S num intgrP tsB race S braceseclD  SB raceT ransfT ag
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element dispBeamColumn 372 351 352 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 373 352 610 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag

element dispBeamColumn 380 514 355 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 381 355 351 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 382 351 357 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag 
element dispBeamColumn 383 357 519 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag 

# ..................................
# Define dynamic loads
 #..................................
# set time series to be passed to uniform  excitation 
set dt 0.01
set scale 1.0
set accelSeries "Path -filePath Taiwan40.txt -dt Sdt -factor [expr 9810*Sscale]''

# create Uniform Excitation load pattern
# pattern Uniform Excitation Stag Sdir
pattern Uniform Excitation 2 1 -accel SaccelSeries

# calculate the rayleigh damping factors for nodes &  elements
set alphaM 1.282; # D  =  a lphaM *M  Gives damping ratio 0.05
set betaK 0.0; # D  =  betaK*Kcurrent
setbetaK in it 0.0; # D =  b e a tK in it*K in it
setbetaKcomm 0.0; # D =  betaKcomm *KlastCom mit

# set the rayleigh damping
rayleigh SalphaM SbetaK SbetaKinit SbetaKcomm;

 #----------------------------
# End o f  model generation
 #..................................

# ----------------------------
# Start o f  analysis generation
 #    —

# create the system o f  equations 
system BandGeneral
# create the DOF numberer 
numberer Plain
# create the constraint handler 
constraints Plain
# create the convergence test 
test FixedNumlter 5
#test Norm DispIncr IE -8 25
# create the integration scheme
integrator NewmarkHSFixedNumlter 0.5 0.25 
^integrator NewmarkHSlncrReduct 0.5 0.25 0.8 
#integrator HHTHSFixedNum lter 0.5 
#integrator HHTHSlncrReduct 0.5 0.8 
#integrator CollocationHSFixedNumlter 1.5 
#integrator CollocationHSIncrReduct 1.5 0.8
# integrator AlphaOS 0.9
# create the solution algorithm 
algorithm Newton 
#algorithm Linear

# create the analysis object 
analysis Transient
 # .......................
# End o f  analysis generation
 #--------------------------

# ----------
# Recorders
 #----------

# Record displacements at cantilever tip
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofDispSS.out -time -node 47 -dof 1 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofAccelSS.out -time -node 47 -do f 1 accel;

recorder Node -file  Data/RoofDispFS.out -time -node 49 -do f 1 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofAccelFS.out -time -node 49 -dof 1 accel;

recorder Node -file  Data/RoofDispCentre8.out -time -node 48 -dof I 2 3 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofAccelCentre8.out -time -node 48 -do f 1 2 3 accel;

Appendix C

recorder Node -file  Data/DBase.out -time -node 1 2 3 -dof 1 2 3 disp;
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# Column Base Shear
recorder Node -file Data/RBasel .out -time -node I -dof 1 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file Data/RBase2.out -time -node 2 -dof 1 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file Data/RBase3.out -time -node 3 -dof 1 2 3 reaction;

recorder Node -file Data/RBase4.out -time -node 4 -dof 1 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file Data/RBase5.out -time -node 5 -dof 1 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file Data/RBase6.out -time -node 6 -dof I 2 3 reaction;

recorder Node -file Data/ActuatorNodeF.out -time -node 7 -dof 1 2 3 4 5 6 reaction; 
recorder Node -file Data/ActuatorNodeD.out -time -node 7 -dof I 2 3 disp;

# Displacement for drift
recorder Node -file Data/DispSSl .out -time -node 7 -dof 1 2 3 disp; 
recorder Node -file Data/DispFS 1 .out -time -node 12 -dof 1 2 3 disp;

recorder Node -file Data/DispSS2.out -time -node 27 -dof 1 2 3 disp; 
recorder Node -file Data/DispFS2.out -time -node 32 -dof 1 2 3 disp;

 # --------
# S tiff Side Brace Data
 #----------------------------
# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file Data/SSBrace2Elellocal.out -time -ele 132 localForce 
recorder Element -file Data/SSBracelElellocal.out -time -ele 142 localForce 
recorder Node -file Data/SSBracelEndForce.out -time -node 116 -dof I 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file Data/SSBrace2EndForce.out -time -node 111 -dof 1 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file Data/SSBracelEndForcel .out -time -node 6 -dof I 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file Data/SSBrace2EndForeel .out -time -node 1 -dof 1 2 3 reaction;

# Brace curvature
recorder Node -file Data/SSBraeelCurv.out -time -node 132 -dof 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder Node -file Data/SSBrace2Curv.out -time -node 137 -dof 4 5 6 disp;

ft Stress/Strain in braces
recorder Element -file Data/SSBr2sec7Top.out -time -ele 133 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file Data/SSBr2seclTop.out -time -ele 133 section I fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file Data/SSBr2sec7Side.out -time -ele 133 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file Data/SSBr2seclSide.out -time -ele 133 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file Data/SSBrlsec7Top.out -time -ele 143 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file Data/SSBrlseclTop.out -time -ele 143 section 1 fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file Data/SSBrlsec7Side.out -time -ele 143 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file Data/SSBrlsecISide.out -time -ele 143 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;

# Gusset plate/brace end node
recorder Node -file Data/SSGussetNd.out -time -node 130 -dof 12 3 4 5 6 reaction; 
recorder Node -file Data/SSGussetNdl .out -time -node 131 -dof 12 3 4 5 6 reaction;

# -.................................
#  Flexible Side Brace Data
 #--------------------------------------

# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file Data/FSBrace2Elellocal.out -time -ele 172 localForce 
recorder Element -file Data/FSBracelElellocal.out -time -ele 182 localForce

recorder Node -file Data/FSBrace 1 EndForce.out -time -node 113 -dof I 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file Data/FSBrace2EndForce.out -time -node 114 -dof 1 2 3 reaction;

# Brace curvature
recorder Node -file Data/FSBracelCurv.out -time -node 172 -dof 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder Node -file Data/FSBrace2Curv.out -time -node 182 -dof 4 5 6 disp;

# Stress/Strain in Braces
recorder Element -file Data/FSBr2sec7Top.out -time -ele 173 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # M id Brace 
recorder Element -file Data/FSBr2seclTop.out -time -ele 173 section I fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

recorder Element -file Data/FSBr2sec7Side.out -time -ele 173 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Mid 
recorder Element -file Data/FSBr2seclSide.out -time -ele 173 section I fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file Data/FSBrlsec7Top.out -time -ele 183 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # M id Brace 
recorder Element -file Data/FSBrlsecITop.out -time -ele 183 section I fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file Data/FSBrlsec7Side.out -time -ele 183 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # M id Brace 
recorder Element -file Data/FSBrlseclSide.out -time -ele 183 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; M Brace End Stress

puts "Regular recorders defined" ;
expRecorder Control -file DataExp/Control ctrlDsp out -time -control 1 ctrlDisp 
expRecorder Control -file DataExp/Control ctrlVel.out -time -control I ctrlVel
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expR ecorder C ontro l -file D a taE xp/C ontro l_daqD sp .ou t -tim e -contro l 1 daqD isp  
expR ecorder C ontro l -file D a taE xp/C ontro l_daqF rc .ou t -tim e -control 1 daqForce

expR ecorder Setup  -file D ataE xp/Setup  trialD sp .ou t -tim e -setup  1 trialD isp  
expR ecorder Setup  -file D ataE xp/Setup  trialV eI.out -tim e -setup I trialV el 
expR ecorder Setup  -file D ataE xp/S etup_ trialA cc.ou t -tim e -setup  1 trialA ccel 
expR ecorder Setup  -file D ataE xp/Setup_outD sp .ou t -tim e -setup 1 outD isp  
expR ecorder Setup  -file D ataE xp/Setup  ou tF rc.ou t -tim e -setup 1 outForce 
expR ecorder Setup  -file D ataE xp/S etup_ctrlD sp .ou t -tim e -setup 1 ctrlD isp  
expR ecorder Setup  -file D ataE xp/Setup  ctrlV eI.out -tim e -setup 1 ctrlV el 
expR ecorder Setup  -file D ataE xp/Setup  c trlA cc.out -tim e -setup 1 ctrlA ccel 
expR ecorder Setup -file D ataE xp/Setup  daqD sp .ou t -tim e -setup 1 daqD isp  
expR ecorder Setup -file D ataE xp/Setup  daqFrc.ou t -tim e -setup 1 daqForce

puts "expR ecorders d e f in e d " ;

# ......................................
# S tiff  Side B race D ata 2nd Storey
 # -----------------------------------------

#  B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B race2 E le l local.out -tim e -ele 232  localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B ra c e lE le  1 local.out -tim e -ele 242 localForce

#  B race curvature
recorder N ode -file  D a ta l/S S B ra c e lC u rv .o u t -tim e -node 232 -d o f 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder N ode -file D a ta l/S S B race2C urv .ou t -tim e -node 237 -d o f 4 5 6 disp;

# S tress/S train  in braces
recorder E lem ent -file D ata l/S S B r2sec7T op .ou t -tim e -ele 233 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B r2 se c lT o p ,o u t -tim e -ele 233 section  I fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ,
recorder E lem ent -file D ata l/S S B r2sec7S ide.ou t -tim e -ele 233 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B r2 se c lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 233 section 1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B rlse c7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 243 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l /S S B rlse c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 243 section 1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B rlse c7 S id e .o u t -tim e -ele 243 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l /S S B rlse c lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 243 section  1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;

 #......................................................
# Flexible Side Brace D ata 2nd Storey 
f t ...........................................................

# B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D ataI/F S B race2E le Iloca l.ou t -tim e -ele 272 localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B ra c e lE le llo c a l.o u t -tim e -ele 282 localForce

#  B race curvature
recorder N ode -file D a ta l/F S B ra c e lC u rv .o u t -tim e -node 272 -d o f 4 5 6 disp;
recorder N ode -file D ataI/F S B race2C urv .ou t -tim e -node 282 -d o f 4 5 6 disp;

#  S tress/S train  in B races
recorder E lem ent -file D ata l/F S B r2sec7T op .ou t -tim e -ele 273 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ; #  M id Brace 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B r2 secIT o p ,o u t -tim e -ele 273 section  1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ; # B race End Stress 
recorder E lem ent -file D ata l/F S B r2sec7S ide .ou t -tim e -ele 273 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; # M id Brace 
recorder E lem ent -file D ata I/F S B r2 secIS id e .o u t -time -ele 273 section I fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; #  B race E nd Stress 
recorder E lem ent -file D ataI/F S B rIsec7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 283 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ; # M id Brace 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B rlse c IT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 283 section  I fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ; # B race End Stress 
recorder E lem ent -file D ata I/F S B rIsec7 S id e .o u t -tim e -ele 283 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; # M id Brace 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l /F S B rlse c lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 283 section I fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; # B race E nd Stress

 #-----------------------------------
f t  S tiff  Side B race D ata 3rd  Storey 
# ----------------------------
# B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2 /S S B race2E lel local.ou t -tim e -ele 332  localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /S S B rac e IE le llo ca l.o u t -tim e -ele 342 localForce

# B race curvature
recorder N ode -file D a ta2 /S S B raceIC urv .ou t -tim e -node 332 -d o f  4 5 6 disp;
recorder N ode -file D ata2 /S S B race2C urv .ou t -tim e -node 337 -d o f  4 5 6 disp;

# S tress/S train  in braces
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2 /S S B r2sec7T op .ou t -tim e -ele 333 section  S num in tgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /S S B r2 sec lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 333 section  1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2 /S S B r2sec7S ide.ou t -tim e -ele 333 section  S num in tgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /S S B r2 sec lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 333 section  1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /S S B rlsec7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 343 section  S num in tgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /S S B rlse c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 343 section  I fiber 25 0 Sm atID  s tressS train ;
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recorder Element -file Data2/SSBrlsec7Side.out -time -ele 343 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; 
recorder Element -file Data2/SSBrl seel Side.out -time -ele 343 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;

# ----------------------------
# Flexible Side Brace Data 3rd Storey
 #----------------------------
# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file Data2/FSBrace2ElelIocal.out -time -ele 372 localForce 
recorder Element -file Data2/FSBracelEle 1 local.out -time -ele 382 localForce

# Brace curvature
recorder Node -file Data2/FSBracelCurv.out -time -node 372 -dof 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder Node -file Data2/FSBrace2Curv.out -time -node 382 -dof 4 5 6 disp;

# Stress/Strain in Braces
recorder Element -file Data2/FSBr2sec7Top.out -time -ele 373 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Mid Brace 
recorder Element -file Data2/FSBr2seclTop.out -time -ele 373 section 1 fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file Data2/FSBr2sec7Side.out -time -ele 373 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Mid Brace 
recorder Element -file Data2/FSBr2seclSide.out -time -ele 373 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file Data2/FSBrlsec7Top.out -time -ele 383 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Mid Brace 
recorder Element -file D ata2/FSB rlseclT op out -time -ele 383 section 1 fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file Data2/FSBrlsec7Side.out -time -ele 383 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Mid Brace 
recorder Element -file D ata2/FSB rlseclSide.out -time -ele 383 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

 #-----------------------------
# Finally perform the analysis
 # ----------------------------------
# perform an eigenvalue analysis 
set pi 3.14159265358979
set lambda [eigen -fullGenLapack 4] 
puts "\nEigenvalues at start o f transient:'' 
puts "lambda omega period" 
foreach lambda Slambda { 

if {Slam bda>0.0} { 
set omega [expr pow(Slambda,0.5)] 
set period [expr 2'*Spi/pow(Slambda,0.5)] 
puts "Slambda Somega Speriod"

)
)

# open output file for writing
set outFilelD [open Data/elapsedTime.txt w]
# perform the transient analysis 
set tTot [time {

for {set I I } {Si < 4000} {incr i} { 
set t [time {analyze 1 [expr Sdt/l .0]}] 
puts SoutFilelD St

#puts "step Si"
}

}]
puts "\nElapsed Time = StTot \n"
# close the output file 
close SoutFilelD

wipe
 #-------------------------
# End o f  analysis
 #-------------------------------
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Appendix C4 - Three Dimensional Concentrically Braced Frame 
OpenSees Model

# FileN am e: T estF ram e_L ocal_3D .tc l 
it A uthor: D aniel M cC rum
# Em ail: m ccrum dp@ tcd.ie
# Last A ltered: M ay, 2011.

# D escription:
# T his file contains the final num erical m odel o f  the three-
# storey concen trically  braced  torsionally  unbalanced  structure
# w ith varying

M odel Inform ation:
PA  RATIO: 2.0
SL EN D ER N ESS: 1.68
LA T ER A L. TO R S. FR EQ .: 0.75
M A SS E C C E N T R IC IT Y : 0 .I5 L

2200m m

2200m m

2500m m

XXX 

<—

PA ratio  dependen t

XXX 

— >

# U nits: N m m  sec M g 
w ipe all;
file m kd ir Data; # C reate  d irectory  for general data
file m kd ir D a ta l ; # C reate  d irectory  for first s torey data
file m k d ir D ata2; ft C reate  d irectory  for second  storey data

source H E sec tio n l.tc l; 
source H S sec tion I.tc l; 
source H Ssection .tcl;

i t  ................................................
ft S tart o f  model generation
 #-----------------------------
it c reate  M odelB uilder (w ith  tw o-d im ensions and 3 D O F/node) 
m odel B asicB uilder -ndm  3 -n d f  6 
# ----------------------------
# D efine geom etry  for m odel
 #----------------------------

set L co ll 2500; 
set L col2 2200; 
set L beam l 3300; 
set Lbeam 2 3300;

# nodal coords.
# X 
node I 0 
node 2 0

ft C hange for Plan A spect R atio 
tt C hange for Plan A spect R atio

Y
0
0

z
0
$Lbeam 2
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node 3 0
node 4 [expr SLbeaml] 
node 5 [expr SLbeaml] 
node 6 [expr SLbeam 1 ]

[expr $Lbeam2*2] 
[expr $Lbeam2*2] 
$Lbeam2 
0

# FIRST FLOOR 
node 7 0 
node 8 0 
node 9 0
node 10 [expr SLbeaml] 
node 11 [expr SLbeaml] 
node 12 [expr SLbeaml]

SLcoIl 
SLcol 1 
SLcoll 
SLcol 1 
SLcol 1 
SLcoll

0
SLbeam2 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
SLbeam2 
0

# SECOND FLOOR 
node 27 0
node 28 0 
node 29 0
node 30 [expr SLbeaml] 
node 31 [expr SLbeaml] 
node 32 [expr SLbeam 1 ]

# THIRD FLOOR 
node 47 0
node 48 0 
node 49 0
node 50 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 51 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 52 [expr SLbeaml]

[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+$Lcol2] 
[expr SLcol 1 +SLcoI2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+$Lcol2]

[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcol l+(SLcoI2»2)] 
[exprSLcoll+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcol l+($Lcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcol 1 +($Lcol2*2)j 
[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)]

0
$Lbeam2 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
SLbeam2 
0

0
$Lbeam2 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
SLbeam2 
0

# Duplicate nodes for brace end zerolength sections
# FIRST STOREY
node 1110 
node 113 0
node 114 [exprSLbeaml] 
node 116 SLbeaml

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

node 117 0 
node 119 0
node 210 [expr SLbeaml] 
node 212 [expr SLbeam I ]

# SECOND STOREY 
node 311 0 
node 313 0
node 314 [expr SLbeaml] 
node316 [exprSLbeaml]

node 317 0 
node 319 0
node 410 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 412 [expr SLbeaml]

M THIRD STOREY 
node 511 0 
node 513 0
node 514 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 516 [expr SLbeaml]

node 517 0 
node 519 0
node 610 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 612 [expr SLbeaml]

SLcoll
SLcoll
SLcoll
SLcoll

SLcoll
SLcoll
SLcoll
SLcoll

[expr $Lcoll+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+$Lcol2] 
[expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2]

[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol I +SLcoI2]

[expr SLcoll+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcoll+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcoll+($Lcol2*2)]

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

# Brace imperfection nodes 0.1% out-of-straight at mid-length 
set delta I 4;
set delta2 6;
# FIRST STOREY
# LHS Brace Members
node 130 [expr (SLbeam 1/10)] [expr(SLcoll/10)]
node 131 [expr (SLbeaml/10)+(((SLbeaml/2)-($Lbeaml/l0))/2)-Sdeltal] 

[expr $delta2]
node 132 [expr(2*SLbeaml/4)-Sdelta2] [expr(2*SLcoll/4)+$delta2]
node 133 [expr(SLbeaml/2)+(((SLbeaml/2)-(SLbeaml/10))/2)-Sdeltal] 

[expr Sdelta2]
node 134 [expr SLbeam I-(SLbeam 1/10)] [expr SLcol I-(SLcol 1/10)]

0.0
[expr (SLcol I /10)+(((SLcol 1 /2)-(SLcol I /10))/2)+Sdelta 1 ] 

0.0
[expr (SLcol l/2)+(((SLcol l/2)-(SLcol 1/10))/2)+SdeltaI]

0.0

node 140 [expr SLbeaml-(SLbeam 1/10)] [expr (SLcol 1/10)] 0.0
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node 141 [expr (SLbeam 1 /2)+((($Lbeam 1 /2)-($Lbeam I /10))/2)-$delta 1 ] [expr (SLcol 1 /10)+((($Lcol 1 /2)-($Lcol 1 /10))/2)+$delta 1 ]
[expr $delta2]

node 142 [expr(SLbeam  1/10)+((($Lbeam l/2)-($Lbeam  1/10))/2)-$deltal] [expr(SLcoll/2)+ (((SLcoll/2H $Lcoll/10))/2)+$deltal]
[expr $delta2]

node 143 [expr (SLbeam 1/10)] [expr SLcoll-(SLcoll/10)] 0.0

f t RHS Brace Members
node 150 [expr (SLbeaml/lO)] [expr (SLcoll/lO )] [expr SLbeam2*2]
node 151 [expr ($Lbeam l/10)+(((SLbeam l/2H SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr (SLcoll/10)+((($Lcoll/2)-(SLcoll/10))/2)+$deltal]

[expr $deltal+SLbeam2*2]
node 152 [expr (2*SLbeaml/4)-Sdelta2] [expr (2*SLcoll/4)+Sdelta2] [expr Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2]
node 153 [expr(SLbeam l/2)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr(SLcoll/2)+(((SLcoll/2)-(SLcoll/10))/2)+Sdeltal]

[expr Sdeltal+SLbeam2*2]
node 154 [exprSLbeam l-($Lbeam l/10)] [exprSLcol 1-(SLcol 1/10)] [expr$Lbeam 2*2]

node 160 [exprSLbeam l-(SLbeam l/10)] [expr(SLcol 1/10)] [exprSLbeam2*2]
node 161 [expr (SLbeam l/2)+((($Lbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr (SLcoll/10)+(((SLcoll/2)-($Lcojlh0))/2)+Sdeltal]

[expr Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2]
node 162 [expr(SLbeam l/10)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr(SLcoll/2)+(((SLcoll/2)-(SLcoll/10))/2)+Sdeltal]

[expr Sdelta2+$Lbeam2*2]
node 163 [expr (SLbeam l/10)] [expr SLcol 1-(SLcol 1/10)] [expr SLbeam2*2]

# SECOND STOREY
# LHS Brace Members
node 230 [expr (SLbeam 1/10)] [expr SLcol l+ (SLcol2/10)] 0.0
node 231 [expr (SLbeam l/10)+(((SLbeam l/2)-($Lbeam l/i0))/2)-$deltal] [expr $Lcoil+(SLcol2/10)+(((SLcol2/2)-
(SLcol2/10))/2)+Sdelta I ] [expr Sdelta2]
node 232 [expr (2*SLbeaml/4)-Sdelta2] [expr SLcoll+(2*SLcol2/4)+Sdelta2] 0.0
node 233 [expr (SLbeam l/2)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr SLcoll+(SLcol2/2)+(((SLcol2/2)-
(SLcol2/10))/2)+Sdeltal] [expr Sdelta2]
node 234 [expr SLbeam l-(SLbeam l/10)] [expr SLcoll+SLcol2-(SLcol2/10)] 0.0

node 240 [expr SLbeam 1-(SLbeam 1/10)] [expr SLcoll+($Lcol2/10)] 0.0
node 241 [expr ($Lbeam l/2)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr SLcoll+(SLcol2/10)+(((SLcol2/2)-
(SLcol2/10))/2)+Sdeltal] [expr Sdelti2]
node 242 [expr (SLbeam l/10)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] (expr SLcoll+(SLcol2/2)+(((SLcol2/2)-
($Lcol2/10))/2)+Sdeltal] [expr Sdelta2]
node 243 [expr (SLbeam l/10)] [expr SLcoll+$Lcol2-(SLcol2/10)] 0,0

# RHS Brace Members
n o d e 250 [expr(SLbeam l/10)] [exprSLcoll+($Lcol2/10)] [exprSLbeam2*2]
node 251 [expr (SLbeam l/10)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr SLcoll+(SLcol2/10)+((($Lcol2/2)-
(SLcol2/10))/2)-t'Sdeltal] [expr Sdeital+SLbeam2*2]
node 252 [expr (2*SLbeaml/4)-Sdeita2] [expr SLcoll+(2*SLcol2/4)+Sdelta2] [expr Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2]
node 253 [expr (SLbeam l/2)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr SLcol 1+(SLcol2/2)+(((SLcol2/2)-
($Lcol2/10))/2)+Sdeital] [expr Sdeltal+SLbeam2*2]
node 254 [expr SLbeam l-(SLbeam l/10)] [expr SLcoll+SLcol2-(SLcol2/IO)] [expr SLbeam2*2]

node 260 [expr SLbeam l-(SLbeam l/10)] [expr SLcoll+(SLcol2/10)] [expr SLbeam2*2]
node 261 [expr (SLbeam l/2)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr SLcoll+(SLcol2/10)+(((SLcol2/2)-
(SLcol2/10))/2)+$deltal] [expr Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2]
node 262 [expr (SLbeam l/10)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/l0))/2)-Sdeltal[ [expr SLcoll+(SLcol2/2)+(((SLcol2/2)-
(SLcol2/10))/2)+Sdeltal] [expr Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2]
n o d e 263 [expr(SLbeam l/10)] [exprSLcoll+$Lcol2-(SLcol2/10)] [exprSLbeam2*2]

# THIRD STOREY
# LHS Brace Members
node 330 [expr (SLbeaml/10)] [expr (SLcoll+SLcol2)+(SLcol2/10)] 0.0
node 331 [expr (SLbeam l/10)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr (SLcoll-t-SLcol2)+(SLcol2/10)+(((SLcol2/2)-
($Lcol2/l 0))/2)-i-Sdelta 1 ] [expr Sdelta2]
node 332 [expr (2*SLbeaml/4)-Sdelta2] [expr (SLcoll+SLcol2)+(2*SLcoI2/4)+Sdelta2] 0.0
node 333 [expr (SLbeam l/2)-i-(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-$deltal] [expr (SLcoll+SLcol2)+(SLcol2/2)+(((SLcol2/2)-
(SLcol2/10))/2)+Sdeltal] [expr Sdelta2]
node 334 [expr SLbeam l-(SLbeam l/10)] [expr (SLcoll+SLcol2)+SLcol2-(SLcol2/10)] 0.0

node 340 [expr SLbeam l-(SLbeam l/10)] [expr (SLcoll+SLcol2)+(SLcol2/10)] 0.0
node 341 [expr (SLbeam l/2)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr (SLcoll+SLcol2)+(SLcol2/10)+(((SLcol2/2)-
(SLcol2/10))/2)+Sdeltal] [expr Sdelta2]
node 342 [expr (SLbeam l/10)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr (SLcoll+SLcol2)+(SLcol2/2)+(((SLcol2/2)-
(SLcol2/10))/2)+Sdeltal] [expr Sdelta2]
node 343 [expr (SLbeam l/10)] [expr (SLcoll+SLcol2)+SLcol2-(SLcol2/10)] 0.0

#  RHS Brace Members
node 350 [expr (SLbeaml/10)] [expr (SLcoll+$Lcol2)+(SLcol2/10)] [expr SLbeam2*2]
node 351 [expr (SLbeam l/10)+(((SLbeam l/2)-(SLbeam l/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr ($Lcoll+SLcol2)+(SLcol2/10)-i-(((SLcol2/2)-
(SLcol2/10))/2)+Sdeltal] [expr Sdeltal+SLbeam2*2]
node 352 [expr (2*SLbeaml/4)-Sdelta2] [expr (SLcoll+SLcol2)+(2*SLcol2/4)+Sdelta2] [expr Sdelta2+SLbeam2*2]
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node 353 [expr ($Lbeaml/2)+((($Lbeaml/2)-($Lbeaml/10))/2)-$deltal] [expr ($Lcoll+$Lcol2)+($Lcol2/2)+((($Lcol2/2)-
($Lcol2/10))/2)+$deital] [expr $deltal+$Lbeaiii2*2]
node 354 [expr $Lbeaml-($Lbeam 1/10)] [expr ($Lcoll+$Lcol2)+$Lcol2-($Lcol2/10)] [expr $Lbeam2*2]

node 360 [expr $Lbeaml-($Lbeaml/10)] [expr ($Lcoll+$Lcol2)+($Lcol2/10)] [expr $Lbeam2*2]
node 361 [expr ($Lbeaml/2)+((($LbeamI/2)-($Lbeaml/10))/2)-$deltal] [expr ($Lcoll+$Lcol2)+($Lcol2/10)+((($Lcol2/2)-
($Lcol2/10))/2)+$deltal] [expr $delta2+$Lbeam2*2]
node 362 [expr ($Lbeaml/10)+((($Lbeaml/2)-($Lbeaml/10))/2)-$deltal] [expr ($Lcoll+$Lcol2)+($Lcol2/2)+((($Lcol2/2)-
($Lcol2/10))/2)+$deltal] [expr $delta2+$Lbeam2*2]
node 363 [expr (SLbeam 1/10)] [expr (SLcol 1 +$Lcol2)+$Lcol2-($Lcol2/10)] [expr $Lbeam2*2]

# ----------------------------
# Define masses
 # ..........................
set massTotall 86385; # Mass in Mg
set massTotal2 43192; 
set massTotaB 21596;

# Level o f mass eccentricity
set eccmultl 0.53333333; # Mass eccentricity factor for LHS Frame
set eccmult2 0.23333333; # Mass eccentricity factor for Centre Frame
set eccmulG 0.23333333; # Mass eccentricity factor for RHS Frame

# lateral torsional frequency ratio multiplier
set factorl 1.981; # for lateral torsional frequency ratio o f 0.75

# Nodal masses
# FIRST FLOOR
mass 7 [expr $massTotall*0.5*$eccmultl *$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$massTotall*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l .Oe-9 I.Oe-9; 
mass 8 [expr $massTotall'''0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/98l0] 0. [expr$massTotall*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 I.Oe-9; 
mass 9 [expr $massTotall*0.5*$eccmult3'*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr $massTotall*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9; 
mass 10 [expr SmassTotall*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr SmassTotall*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 11 [expr$massTotall*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr $massTotall*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 12 [expr$massTotall*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$massTotall’''0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9

# SECOND FLOOR
mass 27 [expr $massTotal2*0.5’''$eccmultl*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 I.Oe-9
mass 28 [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] I.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass 29 [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmult3"'$factorl/9810] l .Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass 30 [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l .Oe-9
mass 31 [expr$massTotal2*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/98l0] 0. [expr$massTotal2*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/98l0] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass 32 [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmultl"'$factorl/9810] 0. [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/98l0] l.Oe-9 1 Oe-9 l.Oe-9

# THIRD FLOOR
mass 47 [expr$massTotal3*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/98l0] 0. [expr $massTotal3*0.5*$eccmultl *$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 48 [expr $massTotal3*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$massTotal3*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/98l0] l.Oe-9 I.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass 49 [expr $massTotal3*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$massTotal3*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass 50 [expr $massTotal3*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr $massTotal3*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass51 [expr$massTotal3*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$massTotal3*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 52 [expr$massTotal3*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$massTotaI3*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9

 #----------------------------
# Define the boundary conditions 
f t --------------------------------------
# fix Stag $DX $DY $DZ $RX $RY $RZ
fix 1 1 1 0 0
fix 6 1 1 0 0

fix 2 1 1 0 0
fix 5 1 1 0 0

fix 3 1 1 0 0
fix 4 1 1 0 0

# Zero Length Elements
# Ground Floor 
equalDOF 111112  3 5 
equalDOF6 116 1 23  5

equalDOF3 113 1 23  5 
equalDOF 4 114 1 23  5

# First Floor Bottom 
equalDOF 7 117 1 23 5 
equalDOF 12 212 1 23 5

equalDOF 9 119 I 23  5
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equalDOF 10210 1 23 5

# First Floor Top 
equalDOF 7 311 123 5 
equalDOF 9 313 123 5 
equalDOF 10 314 12 3 5 
equalDOF 12316 1 23 5
# Second Floor Bottom 
equalDOF 27 317 123 5 
equalDOF 29319 1 23 5 
equalDOF 30 410 1 23 5 
equalDOF 32412 1 23 5

# Second Floor Top 
equalDOF27 511 1 23 5 
equalDOF 29 513 1 23 5 
equalDOF 30 514 1 23 5 
equalDOF 32 516 123 5

# Third Floor 
equalDOF47 517 1 23 5 
equalDOF49 519 1 23 5 
equalDOF 50610 1 23 5 
equalDOF 52 612 1 23 5

 #...................................
# Define materials
 #...................................
set matID 1; 
set steelTag 2; 
set matStiff 3;
# uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatTag $Fy $E $b $R0 $cRl $cR2 Sal $a2 $a3 $a4 
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatlD 235 210000 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SsteelTag 244.13 159290 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 -0.045 1.0 0.045 1.0 
uniaxialMaterial Elastic SmatStiff 1000000

set E 210e3; 
set poisson 0.3;
setG [expr $E/([expr 2*(l+$poisson)])]; # Torsional Stiffness

 # ------------------------------------------------

# Define section parameters
 # ---------
# Column Parameters:
# 203 UC 46 
set col2secID 20; 
set col2FiberSecTag 21; 
set d 203; 
set b 203; 
set t 7.2; 
set T 11;
set dw [expr $d - 2*$T]; 
set y [expr $d/2]; 
set subFLen 10; 
set subFThk 5; 
set subWLen 10; 
set subWThk 5;
HEsectionl $col2FiberSecTag 
puts "HESectionl defined”;

# column torsional stiffriess 
set col2TorsTag 79; 
set J9 8070000; 
set GJ9 [expr $G»$J9]; 
uniaxialMaterial Elastic $col2TorsTag $GJ9; # Define column torsional stiffness
section Aggregator $col2secID $col2TorsTag T -section $col2FiberSecTag; # attach torsion and flexure
# Beam Parameters:
# 305xl65x40UB Beam 
set Ebeam 210000;
set Abeam 5130; 
set Izbeam 6740e4; 
set lybeam 8503e4; 
set Jbeam 47.2e4;

# Brace Parameters:
# 3 0 x 3 0 x 3  RHS 
set bracesecID 7;
set braceFiberSecTag 8;

# Overall section depth
# Overall section width
# Web thickness
# Flange thickness
# Depth o f web

tt sub-division across flange length
# sub-division across flange thickness
# sub-division across web length
# sub-division across web thickness

SmatID $d $b $dw $t SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk
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set d 30; # Overall section depth 30
set b 30; # Overall section width 30
s e tt3; # Thickness2.5
set subFLen 10; # sub-division across flange length
set subPThk 5; # sub-division across flange thickness
set subWLen 10; # sub-division across web length
set subWThk 5; #  sub-division across web thickness
HSsection SbraceFiberSecTag SsteelTag $d $b $t SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk
puts "HSSection defined";

# Brace torsional stiffness 
set braceTorsTag 73; 
set J4 6.15e8; 
set GJ4 [expr $G*$J4];
uniaxialMaterial Elastic SbraceTorsTag $GJ4; # Define column torsional stiffness
section Aggregator SbraceseclD SbraceTorsTag T -section SbraceFiberSecTag; # attach torsion and flexure

ft Brace Parameters:
# 30 X 30 X 3 RHS
set bracesecIDl 9;
set braceFiberSecTagl 10;
set d 30;
set b 30;
set 13;
set subFLen 10; 
set subFThk 5; 
set subWLen 10; 
set subWThk 5;

# Overall section depth 30
# Overall section width 30
# Thickness 2.5
#  sub-division across flange length
# sub-division across flange thickness
# sub-division across web length
# sub-division across web thickness

HSsectionI SbraceFiberSecTagl SsteelTag $d $b $t SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk 
puts "HSSectionI defined";

# Brace torsional stiffness 
set braceTorsTagI 75; 
set J5 6.15e8; 
set GJ5 [expr $G*SJ5];
uniaxialMaterial Elastic SbraceTorsTagl SGJ5; #  Define column torsional stiffness
section Aggregator SbraceseclDl SbraceTorsTagl T -section SbraceFiberSecTagl; # attach torsion and flexure

# ----------------------------
#  Define geometric transformation
 #..................................
# Coordinate transformation 
set ColTransfTag 10;
set BeamlTransfTag 20;
set BraceTransffag 30;
geomTransf PDelta SColTransfTag 0 0 I
geomTransf Linear SBeamlTransfTag 0 - 1 0
geomTransf Corotational SBraceTransfTag 0 - 1 0
set numintgrPtsCol 7;
set numintgrPtsBrace 7;

 #----------------------------
# Define numerical elements
 #----------------------------
# COLUMNS
# FIRST STOREY
# LHS
element nonlinearBeamColumn 1 1 7 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 2 6 12 SnumintgrPtsCol ScoI2seclD SColTransfTag

# Middle
element nonlinearBeamColumn 8 5 11 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 9 2 8 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag

#RHS
element nonlinearBeamColumn 10 3 9 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 114 10 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag

# SECOND STOREY
element nonlinearBeamColumn 21 7 27 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 22 8 28 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 23 9 29 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag

element nonlinearBeamColumn 24 10 30 SnumintgrPtsCol $col2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 25 1131 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 26 12 32 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag

# THIRD STOREY
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element nonlinearBeamColumn 31 27 47 SnumintgrPtsCol $col2seclD SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 32 28 48 SnumintgrPtsCol $col2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 33 29 49 SnumintgrPtsCol $col2seclD SColTransfTag

element nonlinearBeamColumn 34 30 50 SnumintgrPtsCol $col2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 35 31 51 SnumintgrPtsCol Seol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 36 32 52 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag

# BEAM S
# FIRST STOREY
element elasticBeamColumn 50 7 12 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 518  11 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 52 9 10 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 53 7 8 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 54 8 9 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeam lTransfl'ag 
element elasticBeamColumn 55 10 11 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 56 11 12 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# SECOND STOREY
element elasticBeamColumn 60 27 32 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 61 28 31 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 62 29 30 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 63 27 28 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 64 28 29 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 65 30 31 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 66 31 32 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# TH IR D  STOREY
element elasticBeamColumn 70 47 52 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 71 48 51 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 72 49 50 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 73 47 48 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 74 48 49 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 75 50 51 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 76 51 52 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# Brace members
# Two element braces
# FIRST STOREY
# LHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 151 111 130 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 152 130 131 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 153 131 132 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 154 132 133 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 155 133 134 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraceTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 156 134 212 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 161 116 140 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 162 140 141 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 163 141 132 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 164 132 142 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 165 142 143 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraceTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 166 143 117 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

ft RHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 171 113 150 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 172 150 151 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 173 151 152 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 174 152 153 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 175 153 154 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 176 154 210 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 181 114 160 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 182 160 161 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 183 161 152 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 184 152 162 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 185 162 163 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 186 163 119 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# SECOND STOREY
# LHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 230 311 230 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 231 230 231 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 232 231 232 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraceTransfTag
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element nonlinearBeamColumn 233 232 233 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 234 233 234 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 235 234 412 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 240 316 240 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 241 240 241 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 242 241 232 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 243 232 242 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 244 242 243 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 245 243 317 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# RHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 270 313 250 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 271 250 251 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 272 251 252 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 273 252 253 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 274 253 254 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 275 254 410 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 280 314 260 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 281 260 261 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 282 261 252 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 283 252 262 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 284 262 263 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 285 263 319 SAbeam 700000 SO SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# THIRD STOREY
# LHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 330 511 330 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 331 330 331 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 332 331 332 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 333 332 333 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 334 333 334 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 335 334 612 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 340 516 340 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 341 340 341 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 342 341 332 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 343 332 342 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 344 342 343 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 345 343 517 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeaml TransfTag

# RHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 370 513 350 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 371 350 351 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 372 351 352 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 373 352 353 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 374 353 354 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 375 354 610 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

element elasticBeamColumn 380 514 360 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 381 360 361 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 382 361 352 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 383 352 362 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 384 362 363 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 385 363 519 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

#  .....................
# Define dynamic loads
 #----------------------------
# set time series to be passed to uniform excitation 
set dt 0.01
set scale 1.0
set accelSeries "Path -filePath Taiwan40.txt -dt Sdt -factor [expr 9810*Sscale]"
# create UniformExcitation load pattern for uni-directional excitation
# pattern UniformExcitation Stag Sdir
pattern UniformExcitation 2 1 -accel SaccelSeries

 #-----------------------------------
# End o f  model generation
 #-----------------------------------

# ----------------------------
# Define Display
ft----------------------------
source DisplayPlane.tcl;
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source DisplayModel3D.tcl;
set xPixels 500; # height o f graphical window in pixels
set yPixels 500; # height o f graphical window in pixels
set xLoc 5; # horizontal location o f graphical window (0=upper left-most comer)
set yLoc 5; # vertical location o f graphical window (0=upper left-most comer)
set dAmp 10; # Relative amplification factor for deformations
set ShapeTypel DeformedShape,
set windowTitle "2D Frame Deformed Shape";
set viewPlane ZY;
set nEigen 0;
recorder display SwindowTitle SxLoc SyLoc SxPixels SyPixels -wipe ; # display recorder 

DisplayPlane SShapeTypel SdAmp SviewPlane SnEigen 0;
recorder plot Data/RoofAccelSS.out Accel-Z 5 510 500 500 -columns 1 2; # Plot Load vs Disp 
recorder plot Data/RoofDispSS.out FloorDrift-Z 515 510 500 500 -columns 1 2; # Plot Load vs Disp

set xLocl 510; 
set yLocl 5;
set ShapeType DeformedShape;
DisplayModel3D SShapeType SdAmp SxLocl SyLoc 1 SxPixels SyPixels SnEigen

# ----------------------------
# Start o f analysis generation
# -................................
#constraints Transformation ; 
set alphaSP le l2 ;
set alphaMP le i2;
constraints Penalty SalphaSP SalphaMP ;
#constraints Lagrange SalphaSP SalphaMP ,
numberer RCM ;
system UmfPack ;
setTol I.e-5;
set maxNumlter 1000;
test NormDisplncr STol SmaxNumlter ;
#algorithm ModifiedNewton ;
algorithm KrylovNewton ;
set gamma 0.8;
integrator HHT Sgamma;
analysis Transient,

# End o f analysis generation

n ..........................
# Define Dampnig
 #----------------------------
set xDamp 0.1; #10%  damping ratio assumed
set MpropSwitch 1.0;
set KcurrSwitch 0.0;
set KcommSwitch 1.0;
set KinitSwitch 0.0;
se tnE igen ll; # mode 1
set nEigenJ 3; # mode 3
set type frequency;
set lambdaN [eigen Stype [expr SnEigenJ]]; # eigenvalue analysis for nEigenJ modes
set lambdal [lindex SlambdaN [expr SnEigenl-l]]; # eigenvalue mode i
set lambdaJ [lindex SlambdaN [expr SnEigenJ-l]]; # eigenvalue mode j
set omegal [expr pow(SlambdaI,0.5)];
set omegaJ [expr pow(SlambdaJ,0.5)];
set alphaM [expr SMpropSwitch*$xDamp*(2*Somegal*SomegaJ)/(Somegal+SomegaJ)];# M-prop. damping; D = alphaM*M 
set betaKcurr [expr SKcurrSwitch*2.*$xDamp/(SomegaI+SomegaJ)]; # current-K; +beatKcurr*KCurrent
set betaKcomm [expr SKcommSwitch*2.*SxDamp/(Somegal+SomegaJ)]; # last-committed K; +betaKcomm*KlastCommitt
set betaKinit [expr SKinitSwitch*2.*$xDamp/($omegaI+SomegaJ)]; # initial-K; +beatKinit*Kini
rayleigh SalphaM SbetaKcurr SbetaKinit SbetaKcomm; It RAYLEIGH damping

setTI [expr 2*3.141592654/Somegal];
set Omegal [expr Somegal];
puts "The first period is: STI";
puts "Omega I is: SOmegal";
puts "The first frequency is: [expr 1/STl]";

set T3 [expr 2*3.141592654/SomegaJ];
set Omega3 [expr SomegaJ];
puts "The third period is: ST3";
puts "Omega 3 is: S0mega3";
puts "The third frequency is: [expr 1/ST3]";
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# ----------------------------
# Recorders
 # ------------------------------------------------

it Record displacements at cantilever tip
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofDispSS.out -time -node 47 -d o f 1 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofAccelSS.out -time -node 47 -d o f 1 accel; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofDispFS.out -time -node 49 -d o f 1 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofAccelFS.out -time -node 49 -d o f 1 accel; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofDispCentre8.out -time -node 48 -d o f 1 2 3 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofAccelCentre8.out -time -node 48 -d o f 1 2 3 accel; 
recorder Node -file  Data/DBase.out -time -node 1 2 3 -d o f 1 2 3 disp;

# Column Base Shear
recorder Node -file  Data/RBasel .out -time -node 1 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/RBase2.out -time -node 2 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/RBase3.out -time -node 3 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/RBase4.out -time -node 4 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/RBase5.out -time -node 5 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/RBase6.out -time -node 6 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/ActuatorNodeP.out -time -node 7 -d o f 1 2 3 4 5 6 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/ActuatorNodeD.out -time -node 7 -d o f 1 2 3 disp;

# Displacement for d rift
recorder Node -file  Data/DispSS I .out -tim e -node 7 -d o f 1 2 3 disp;
recorder Node -file  Data/DispFS I out -time -node 12 -d o f 1 2 3 disp;
recorder Node -file  Data/DispSS2.out -time -node 27 -d o f 1 2 3 disp;
recorder Node -file  Data/DispFS2.out -time -node 32 -d o f 1 2 3 disp;

 #----------------------------
# S tif f  Side Brace Data
 #-----------------------------------------
# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file  Data/SSBrace2Elel local.out -time -ele 152 localForce 
recorder Element -file  Data/SSBracelEle llocal.out -time -ele 162 localForce 
recorder Node -file  Data/SSBracelEndForce.out -time -node 162 -d o f I 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file  Data/SSBrace2EndForce.out -time -node 152 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file  Data/SSBracelEndForcel .out -time -node 116 -d o f I 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file  Data/SSBrace2EndForce I .out -time -node 111 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;

# Brace curvature
recorder Node -file  Data/SSBracelCurv.out -time -node 141 -d o f 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/SSBrace2Curv.out -time -node 131 -do f 4 5 6 disp;

# Stress/Strain in braces
recorder Element -file  Data/SSBr2sec7Top.out -time -ele 152 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatlD stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data/SSBr2seclTop.out -time -ele 152 section 1 fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data/SSBr2sec7Side.out -time -ele 152 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data/SSBr2secl Side.out -time -ele 152 section I fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data/SSBrlsec7Top.out -time -ele 162 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data/SSBrlseclTop.out -time -ele 162 section 1 fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data/SSBrlsec7Side.out -time -ele 162 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data/SSBrlseclS ide.out -time -ele 162 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;

# Gusset plate/brace end node
recorder Node -file  Data/SSGussetNd.out -time -node 130 -d o f 1 2 3 4 5 6 reaction; 
recorder Node -file  Data/SSGussetNdl .out -time -node 140 -d o f 12 3 4 5 6 reaction;

 # ------------------------------------------------

# Flexible Side Brace Data
 # ------------------------------------------------

# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file  Data/FSBrace2Elel local.out -time -ele 172 localForce 
recorder Element -file  Data/FSBracelE lel local.out -time -ele 182 localForce 
recorder Node -file  Data/FSBracelEndForce.out -tim e -node 113 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction; 
recorder Node -file  Data/FSBrace2EndForce.out -tim e -node 114 -d o f I 2 3 reaction;

# Brace curvature
recorder Node -file  Data/FSBracelCurv.out -time -node 172 -d o f 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/FSBrace2Curv.out -time -node 182 -d o f 4 5 6 disp;

# Stress/Strain in Braces
recorder Element -file  Data/FSBr2sec7Top.out -time -ele 172 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; ft M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Data/FSBr2secITop.out -time -ele 172 section I fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file  Data/FSBr2sec7Side.out -time -ele 172 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; tt M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Data/FSBr2secl Side.out -tim e -ele 172 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file  Data/FSBrlsec7Top.out -time -ele 182 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Data/FSBrlseclTop.out -time -ele 182 section 1 fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file  Data/FSBrlsec7Side.out -time -ele 182 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # M id  Brace
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recorder E lem en t -file D ata/F S B rl see l S ide.out -tim e -ele 182 section  I fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; f t  B race End Stress 
puts "R egular recorders d e f in e d " ;

#  ............................
f t  S tiff  S ide B race D ata 2nd  S torey
f t  — .....................................................
f f  B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B race2 E le llo ca l.o u t -tim e -ele 231 localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B ra c e lE le llo c a l.o u t -tim e -ele 241 localForce

# B race curvature
recorder N ode -file D a ta l/S S B ra c e lC u rv .o u t -tim e -node 241 -d o f  4 5 6 disp; 
recorder N ode -file  D a ta l/S S B race2 C u rv .o u t -tim e -node 23! -d o f  4 5 6 disp;

# S tress/S train  in braces
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B r2 sec7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 231 section  S num intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B r2 se c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 231 section  1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B r2 sec7 S id e .o u t -tim e -ele 231 section S num intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B r2 se c lS id e  out -tim e -ele 231 section 1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B rlse c7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 241 section  S num intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l /S S B rls e c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 241 section I fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B rlse c7 S id e .o u t -tim e -ele 241 section  S num intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l /S S B rls e c lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 241 section  1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;

 #-----------------------------
f t  F lexible S ide B race D ata 2nd Storey
I t --------------------------------------------
t f  B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B race2 E le llo ca l.o u t -tim e -ele 271 localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B ra c e lE le llo c a l.o u t -tim e -ele 281 localForce

f t  B race curvature
recorder N ode -file  D a ta l/F S B ra c e lC u rv .o u t -tim e -node 261 -d o f 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder N ode -file  D ataI/F S B race2C urv .ou t -tim e -node 251 -do f 4 5 6 disp;

t f  S tress/S train  in B races
recorder E lem ent -file D ata l/F S B r2sec7T op .ou t -tim e -ele 271 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ; t f  M id Brace 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B r2 se c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 271 section 1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ; t f  B race End Stress 
recorder E lem ent -file D ata l/F S B r2sec7S ide .ou t -tim e -ele 271 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; f t  M id Brace 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B r2 se c lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 271 section 1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; t f  B race End Stress 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B rlse c7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 281 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ; t f  M id Brace 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l /F S B rls e e l T op.out -tim e -ele 281 section I fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ; f t  B race End Stress 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B rlse c7 S id e .o u t -tim e -ele 281 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; f t  M id Brace 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l /F S B rls e c l S ide.out -tim e -ele 281 section 1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; t f  B race End Stress

# -----------------------------
t f  S tiff S ide B race D ata 3rd Storey
# -----------------------------

t f  B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2 /S S B race2E lel local.ou t -tim e -ele 331 localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /S S B race lE le llo ca l.o u t -tim e -ele 341 localForce

i f  B race curvature
recorder N ode -file  D ata2 /S S B racelC urv .ou t -tim e -node 341 -d o f 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder N ode -file  D ata2/SSB race2C urv .out -tim e -node 331 -d o f 4 5 6 disp; 
f t  S tress/S train  in braces
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2/SSB r2sec7T op.out -tim e -ele 331 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train;
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2 /S S B r2sec lT op .ou t -tim e -ele 331 section 1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train;
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2/SSB r2sec7S ide.out -tim e -ele 331 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train;
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2 /S S B r2secl S ide.out -tim e -ele 331 section 1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train;
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2 /S S B rlsec7T op .ou t -tim e -ele 341 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /S S B rlse c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 341 section 1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train;
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2 /S S B rlsec7S ide .ou t -tim e -ele 341 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train;
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2 /S S B rl see l S ide.out -tim e -ele 341 section 1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train;

# -----------------------------
t f  F lexible Side Brace D ata 3rd Storey
# -----------------------------
i f  B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D ata2 /FSB race2E lel local.out -tim e -ele 371 localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /F S B race lE le llo ca l.o u t -tim e -ele 381 localForce

f f  B race curvature
recorder N ode -file D ata2 /F S B racelC urv .ou t -tim e -node 361 -d o f 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder N ode -file D ata2/FSB race2C urv .out -tim e -node 3 5 1 -d o f 4 5 6 disp;

# S tress/S train  in B races
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recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /F S B r2sec7T op .ou t -tim e -ele 371 sec tion  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  s tressS train ; # M id B race 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /F S B r2 sec lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 371 section  1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  s tressS train ; #  B race  E nd Stress 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /F S B r2sec7S ide.ou t -tim e -ele 371 section  S num intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  s tressS train ; # M id Brace 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /F S B r2 sec lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 371 section  1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  s tressS train ; # B race E nd Stress 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /F S B rlsec7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 381 sec tion  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  s tressS train ; # M id Brace 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta 2 /F S B rlse c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 381 section  I fiber 25 0 Sm atID  s tressS train ; # B race  E nd Stress 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /F S B rlsec7 S id e .o u t -tim e -ele 381 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  s tressS train ; # M id B race 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta2 /F S B rlse c lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 381 section  1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  s tressS train ; #  B race E nd Stress

# ------------------------
I f  F inally  perform  the analysis 
# ------------------------
# perform  an e igenvalue analysis 
set pi 3 .14159265358979
set lam bda [eigen -fu llG enL apack 4] 
puts "\nE igenvalues at start o f  transient:" 
puts "lam bda om ega period" 
foreach lam bda S lam bda { 

if{ S la m b d a > 0 .0 }  { 
set om ega [expr pow ($lam bda,0 .5)] 
set period  [expr 2*Spi/pow (Slam bda,0 .5)] 
puts "Slam bda Som ega Speriod"

}
}
# open ou tpu t file for w riting
set ou tF ilelD  [open D ata/elapsedT im e.tx t w]
# perform  the transient analysis 
set tTot [tim e {

for {set i 1} {Si < 4000} {incr i} { 
set t [tim e {analyze I [expr $dt/I.O ]}] 
puts SoutF ilelD  St

#puts "step Si"

}
}]
puts "\nE lapsed Tim e =  StTot \n"
# c lose the output file 
close SoutF ilelD
set fm tl "% s A nalysis Result: C trlN ode % .2i, d o f  % .l i ,  D isp = % .4 f% s";

 #----------------------------
#  If  C onvergence Fails
 #..............................
set LunitT X T  "m";
set ID ctrlN ode 48; 
set ID ctrlD O F 3;

if{ S o k  1=0 } {
puts [form at S fm tl "PR O B L E M  W IT H  D Y N A M IC  A N A L Y SIS" S ID ctrlN ode SID ctrlD O F [nodeD isp  S lD ctrlN ode 

SlD ctrlD O F] SLunitTX T]
} else {

puts [form at S fm tl "D Y N A M IC  A N A L Y SIS  C O M P L E T E :" S ID ctrlN ode SID ctrlD O F [nodeD isp  SID ctrlN ode SID ctrlD O F] 
SLunitTX T]
}
w ipe
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Appendix D1 -  Test IB Results
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Appendix D2 -  Test 1C Results
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Appendix D3 -  Test ID Results
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Appendix D4 -  Test IE Results
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Appendix D6 -  Test 2B Results
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Appendix D8 -  TEST 2D Results
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Appendix D9 -  TEST 2E Results
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Appendix DIO -  TEST 2F Results
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Figure D l l .12: Strain Gauge 10
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Figure D l l .13: Strain Gauge 11 Figure D l l .14: LVDT at Node 13
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Figure D12.6: Strain Gauge 6
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Figure D12.7: Strain Gauge 7
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Figure D12.12: LVDT at Node 12
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Figure D12.13: LVDT at Node 13 Figure D12.14: LVDT at Nodes 12 & 13
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Figure D12.15: Base shear vs. displacement at 
Node 12
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Appendix D13 -  TEST 3D Results
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Figure D13.7: Strain Gauge 7
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Figure D13.13: LVDT at Node 13
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Figure D13.15: Base shear vs. 
displacement at Node 12
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Figure D13.14: LVDT at Node 12 & 13
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Appendix D14 -  TEST 3E Results
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Figure D14.6: Strain Gauge 6
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Figure D14.7: Strain Gauge 7
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Figure D 14.il: Strain Gauge 11
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Figure D14.12: LVDT at Node 12
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Figure D14.13: LVDT at Node 13
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Appendix D15 -  TEST 3F Results
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Figure D15.5: Strain Gauge 5 Figure D15.6: Strain Gauge 6
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Figure D15.7: Strain Gauge 7
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Figure D 15 .il: Strain Gauge 11
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Figure D15.10: Strain Gauge 10
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Figure D15.12: LVDT at Node 12
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Figure D15.13: LVDT at Node 13
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Appendix D16 -  Test 4B Results
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Figure D16.6: Strain Gauge 4
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Figure D16.7: Strain Gauge 5
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Figure D16.12: Strain Gauge 10
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Figure D16.13: Strain Gauge 11 Figure D16.14: LVDT at Node 12
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Figure D16.15: LVDT at Node 13 Figure D16.16: LVDT at Node 12 & 13
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Figure D17.7: Strain Gauge 7
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Figure D17.9: Strain Gauge 9
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Figure D 17 .il:  Strain Gauge 11
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Figure D17.8: Strain Gauge 8
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Figure D17.10: Strain Gauge 10
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Figure D17.12: LVDT at Node 12
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Figure D17.13; LVDT at Node 13
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Figure D17.15: Base shear vs. displacement at 
Node 12
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Figure D17.14: LVDT at Node 12 & 13
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Appendix D18 -  TEST 3D Results

Figure D18.1: Strain Gauge 1 Figure D18.2: Strain Gauge 2
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Figure D18.5: Strain Gauge 5 Figure D18.6: Strain Gauge 6
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Figure D18.7: Strain Gauge 7
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Figure D 18.il: Strain Gauge 11
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Figure D18.12: LVDT at Node 12
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Figure D18.13: LVDT at Node 13 Figure D18.14: LVDT at Node 12 & 13
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Figure D18.15: Base shear vs. 
displacement at Node 12
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Appendix D19 -  TEST 3E Results
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Figure D19.5: Strain Gauge 5 Figure D19.6: Strain Gauge 6
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Figure D19.7: Strain Gauge 7
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Figure D 19 .il: Strain Gauge 11
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Figure D19.12: LVDT at Node 12
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Figure D19.13: LVDT at Node 13
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Figure D19.14: LVDT at Node 12 & 13
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Appendix D20 -  TEST 4F Results
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Figure D20.13: LVDT at Node 13
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Appendix E - Three Dimensional Concentrically Braced Frame 
OpenSees Model
i f FileName: TestFrame_Local_3D.tcl
# Author: Daniel McCrum
# Email: mccrumdp@ tcd.ie
# Last Altered: May, 2011.

# Description:
# This file contains the final numerical model o f  the three-
# storey concentrically braced torsionally unbalanced structure 
tf with varying

Model Information:
PA RATIO: 
SLENDERNESS: 
LATERAL. TORS. FREQ.: 
MASS ECCENTRICITY:

2.0
1.68
0.75
0.I5L

2200mm

2200mm

V
A

2500mm

PA Ratio dependent

# Units: N mm sec Mg

wipe all;
file m kdir Data; # Create directory for general data
file m kdir D a ta l; # Create directory for first storey data
file m kdir Data2; # Create directory for second storey data
source H Esectionl.tcl; 
source HSsectionl .tcl; 
source HSsection.tcl;

# -----------------------------
# Start o f  model generation
 #-----------------------------
# create M odelBuilder (with two-dimensions and 3 DOF/node) 
model BasicBuilder -ndm 3 -ndf 6
 #-----------------------------
# Define geometry for model
 #-----------------------------
set Lcoll 2500;
set Lcol2 2200;
set Lbeam l 3300; # Change for Plan Aspect Ratio
set Lbeam2 3300; # Change for Plan Aspect Ratio

# nodal coords.
# X Y Z
node 1 0  0 0
node 2 0 0 $Lbeam2
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node 3 0
node 4 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 5 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 6 [expr SLbeam 1]

[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
SLbeam2 
0

# FIRST FLOOR 
node 7 0 
node 8 0 
node 9 0
node 10 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 11 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 12 [expr SLbeam 1]

SLcol 1 
SLcol 1 
SLcol 1 
SLcol 1 
SLcol 1 
SLcol 1

0
SLbeam2 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
SLbeam2 
0

# SECOND FLOOR 
node 27 0
node 28 0 
node 29 0
node 30 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 31 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 32 [expr SLbeam 1 ]

# THIRD FLOOR 
node 47 0
node 48 0 
tiode 49 0
node 50 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 51 [expr SLbeam 1 ] 
node 52 (expr SLbeam 1 ]

[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2]

[expr SLcol I +(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr $Lcoll+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcolI+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)]

# Duplicate nodes for brace end zerolength sections
# FIRST STOREY
node 1110 0
node 113 0 0
node 114 [expr SLbeam I]  0
node 116 SLbeam I 0

0
SLbeam2 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
SLbeam2 
0

0
SLbeam2 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
SLbeam2 
0

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

node 117 0 
node 119 0
node 210 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 212 [expr SLbeam I ]

# SECOND STOREY 
node 3110
node 313 0
node 314 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 316 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 317 0 
node 319 0
node 410 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 412 [expr SLbeam 1]

# THIRD STOREY 
node 5110
node 513 0
node 514 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 516 [expr SLbeam 1]

node 517 0 
node 519 0
node 610 [expr SLbeam 1] 
node 612 [expr SLbeam 1 ]

SLcol 1 
SLcol 1 
SLcol 1 
SLcol I

SLcol I 
SLcol 1 
SLcol I 
SLcol 1
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol 1 +SLcol2]

[expr SLcol I +$Lcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+SLcol2] 
[expr SLcol l+$Lcol2]

[expr SLcoll+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcoll+(SLcol2*2)] 
[expr SLcoll+(SLcol2*2)j 
[expr SLcol l+(SLcol2*2)]

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0 
0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr $Lbeam2*2] 
0

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2’'2 ] 
0

0
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
[expr SLbeam2*2] 
0

# Brace imperfection nodes 0.1% out-of-straight at mid-length
set deltal 4 14;
set delta2 6.0;
# FIRST STOREY
# LHS Brace Members
node 130 [expr(SLbeam 1/10)] [expr(SLcoll/10)] 0.0
node 131 [expr ($Lbeaml/10)+(((SLbeaml/2)-{SLbeaml/10))/2)-Sdeltal] [expr ($Lcoll/10)+(((SLcoll/2)-(SLcoll/10))/2)+Sdeltal] 

[expr Sdelta2]
node 132 [expr (2*SLbeaml/4)-Sdelta2j [expr (2*SLcoll/4)+Sdelta2] 0.0
node 133 [expr(SLbeaml/2)+((($Lbeaml/2)-(SLbeaml/10))/2)-Sdeltal][expr(SLcoll/2)+((($Lcoll/2)-(SLcoll/10))/2)+$deltal]

[expr Sdelta2]
node 134 [exprSLbeaml-(SLbeaml/10)] [exprSLcoll-(SLcoll/10)] 0.0
node 140 [exprSLbeaml-(SLbeaml/10)] [expr(SLcoll/10)] 0.0
node 141 [expr (SLbeaml/2)+(((SLbeaml/2)-(SLbeaml/10))/2)-$deltal][expr (SLcoll/10)+(((SLcoll/2)-(SLcoll/l0))/2)+Sdeltal]

[expr Sdelta2]
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node 142 [expr ($ L b eam l/1 0 )+ ((($ L b eam l/2 )-($ L b eam l/1 0 )) /2 )-$ d e lta l]  [expr ($ L co ll/2 )+ ((($ L co ll/2 )-($ L c o ll/1 0 )) /2 )+ $ d e lta l]  
[expr S d e l t^ ]
node 143 [expr ($L beam l/IO )] [expr SLcol I-(SL col 1/10)] 0.0

# R H S B race M em bers
node 150 [expr (S L beam l/10 )] [expr (SLcol 1/10)] [expr $Lbeam 2*2]
node 151 [expr (SLbeam  1 /10)+ (((SL beam  1 /2 )-($L beam  I /1 0))/2)-Sdelta 1 ] [expr (SLcol I /1 0)+(((SLcol 1 /2)-(SL col 1 /1 0))/2)+S delta  1 ]
[expr $deltal+$Lbeam 2'* '2]
node 152 [expr (2*S L beam l/4 )-$de lta2 ] [expr (2*S L coll/4 )+ S delta2] [expr $delta2+SL beam 2*2]
node 153 [e x p r(S L b e a m l/2 )+ ((($ L b e am l/2 )-($ L b eam l/1 0 ))/2 )-$ d e lta l]  [e x p r($ L c o ll/2 )+ ((($ L c o ll/2 )- ($ L c o ll/IO ))/2 )+ $ d e lta l]
[expr S delta l+ $L beam 2*2]
node 154 [ex p r$ L b ea m l-($ L b e a m l/1 0 )]  [ex p r$ L co ll-(S L c o ll/1 0 )]  [exprS L beam 2*2]
node 160 [e x p rS L b eam l-(S L b eam l/1 0 )] [exp r(S L co l 1/10)] [exprS L beam 2*2]
node 161 [expr (S L b eam l/2 )+ ((($ L b ea m l/2 )-(S L b e am l/1 0 ))/2 )-$ d e lta l]  [expr ($ L c o ll/1 0 )+ ((($ L co ll/2 )-($ L co ll/1 0 )) /2 )+ S d e lta l]

[expr $delta2+SL beam 2*2]
node 162 [expr (SLbeam  1/10 )+ ((($ L b e am l/2 )-($ L b eam l/1 0 ))/2 )-S d e lta l]  [expr ($ L co ll/2 )+ ((($ L co ll/2 )-($ L c o ll/1 0 )) /2 )+ $ d e lta l]

[expr Sdelta2+$L beam 2*2] 
node 163 [ex p r(S L b eam l/1 0 )] [e x p rS L c o ll-($ L c o ll/1 0 )]  [exp rS L beam 2*2]

# S E C O N D  ST O RE Y
# LHS B race M em bers
node 230 [expr (S L beam l/10 )] [expr $ L co ll+ ($L co l2 /10 )] 0.0
node 231 [expr (S L b e am l/l0 )+ ((($ L b eam l/2 )-($ L b ea m l/1 0 ))/2 )-S d e lta l]  [expr SLcol l+ ($ L co l2 /l 0)+ (((S L col2/2)-
(S L co l2 /10))/2)+Sdelta 1 ] [expr Sdelta2]
node 232 [expr (2*S L beam l/4 )-S delta2] [expr SL coll+ (2*S L col2 /4 )+ Sdelta2] 0.0
node 233 [expr (S L b e am l/2 )+ (((S L b eam l/2 )-(S L b eam l/1 0 )) /2 )-S d elta l] [expr SL colI+ (S L col2 /2 )+ (((SL co l2 /2 )-
(S L col2 /IO ))/2 )+S deltal] [expr Sdelta2]
node 234 [expr S L b eam l-(S L b eam l/1 0 )] [expr S L co ll+ S L co l2 -(S L co l2 /10)] 0.0
node 240 [expr S L b eam l-(S L b eam l/1 0 )j [expr S L co ll+ (S L c o l2 h o )] 0.0
node 241 [expr (S L b eam l/2 )+ (((S L b eam l/2 )-(S L b eam l/IO ))/2 )-S d elta l] [expr $L coll+ ($L col2 /IO )+ (((S L col2 /2 )-
(S L col2 /10))/2 )+ S deltaI] [expr Sdelta2]
node 242 [expr (S L b eam l/1 0 )+ (((S L b eam l/2 )-(S L b eam l/1 0 )) /2 )-S d elta l] [expr SL co ll+ ($L co l2 /2 )+ (((S L co l2 /2 )-
(S L col2 /10))/2 )+ S delta l] [expr Sdelta2]
n o d e 243 [exp r(S L beam  1/10)] [ex p rS L co ll+ $L co l2 -(S L co l2 /10 )] 0.0

# R H S Brace M em bers
node 250 [expr (S L b eam l/lO )] [expr S L coll+ (S L col2 /10)] [expr SL beam 2*2]
node 2 5 1 [expr (SLbeam  1 /1 0)+ (((SL beam  1 /2)-(SL beam  I/ 10))/2)-Sdelta I ] [expr SLcol I + (SL col2/10)+((($L col2/2)-
($L co l2 /10 ))/2 )+ S delta l] [expr S delta l+ S L beam 2*2]
node 252 [expr (2 *S L beam l/4 )-$de lta2 ][exp r $L co ll+ (2*S L col2 /4 )+ S delta2] [expr Sdelta2+$L beam 2*2]
node 253 [expr ($ L b eam l/2 )+ (((S L b eam l/2 )-(S L b eam l/IO ))/2 )-S d e lta l] [expr S L co ll+ ($L co l2 /2 )+ ((($L co l2 /2 )-
(S L col2 /10 ))/2 )+ $delta l] [expr Sdelta l+ $L beam 2*2]
node 254 [expr S L b eam l-(S L b eam l/1 0 )] [expr S L co ll+ S L co l2 -(S L coI2 /10)] [expr SL beam 2*2]

node 260 [expr S L b eam l-(S L b eam l/1 0 )] [ex p rS L co ll+ (S L co l2 /1 0 )] [expr SLbeam 2'"2]
node 261 [expr (SLbeam  1 /2)+ (((SL beam  1 /2)-(SL beam  1/10))/2)-Sdelta 1 ] [expr SLcol I + (S L co l2 /10)+ (((S L col2/2)-
(S L co l2 /10))/2)+S delta 1 ] [expr Sdelta2+SLbeam 2 *2]
node 262 [expr (S L b eam l/1 0 )+ (((S L b eam l/2 )-(S L b eam l/1 0 )) /2 )-S d elta l] [expr S L coll+ (S L col2 /2 )+ (((S L co l2 /2 )-
($L co l2 /10 ))/2 )+ S delta l] [expr Sdelta2+SLbeam 2*2]
node 263 [expr (S L b eam l/1 0 )] [expr SL co ll+ S L col2-(S L co l2 /10)] [expr SL beam 2*2]

# T H IR D  ST O RE Y
# LHS B race M em bers
node 330 [expr (S L b eam l/1 0 )] [expr ($L coll+ S L col2)+ (S L col2 /10)] 0.0
node 331 [expr (SLbeam  1/10)+ (((SL beam  1 /2)-(SL beam  1 /1 0))/2)-Sdelta 1 ] [expr (SLcol 1 + S L col2)+ (S L col2 /10)+ ((($L co l2 /2 )- 
(S L co l2 /10))/2)+Sdelta 1 ] [expr Sdelta2]
n o d e 332 [exp r(2 * S L b eam l/4 )-S d e lta2 ]
[expr (S L coll+ $L col2)+ (2*S L col2 /4 )+ Sdelta2] 0.0
node 333 [expr (S L beam l/2 )+ (((S L b eam l/2 )-(S L b eam l/1 0 )) /2 )-$ d e lta l]  [expr (S L coll+ $L co l2 )+ (S L co l2 /2 )+ ((($L co l2 /2 )-
(S L co l2 /10))/2 )+ S delta l] [expr $delta2]
node 334 [expr $ L b ea m l-(S L b eam l/1 0 )] [expr (S L co ll+ $L co l2 )+ S L co l2 -(S L co l2 /10)] 0.0

node 340 [expr S L b eam l-(S L b eam l/1 0 )] [expr (S L coll+ $L col2)+ (S L col2 /10)] 0.0
node 341 [expr (S L b eam l/2 )+ (((S L b eam l/2 )-(S L b eam l/IO ))/2 )-$ d e lta l][ex p r ($L co ll+ S L col2)+ (S L col2 /10)+ (((S L co l2 /2 )-
($L co l2 /10))/2 )+ S delta l] [expr S d e l t i ]
node 342 [expr (S L b eam l/1 0 )+ (((S L b eam l/2 )-(S L b eam l/l0 )) /2 )-S d e lta l]  [expr (S L coll+ S L col2)+ (S L col2 /2 )+ (((S L co l2 /2 )- 
(S L co l2 /10))/2)+S delta  1 ] [expr Sdelta2]
node 343 [expr (S L b eam l/1 0 )] [expr ($L coll+ S L col2)+ S L col2-(S L col2 /10)] 0.0

# R H S Brace M em bers
node 350 [expr (S L b eam l/1 0 )] [expr (S L coll+ S L col2)+ (SL col2 /10)] [expr SL beam 2*2]
node 351 [expr ($L beam l/1 0 )+ (((S L b eam l/2 )-(S L b eam l/1 0 ))/2 )-S d e lta l]  [expr (S L co ll+ S L col2)+ ($L col2 /10)+ (((S L col2 /2 )-
(S L co l2 /10 ))/2 )+ $delta l] [expr S delta l+ S L beam 2*2]
node 352 [expr (2*$L beam I/4)-S delta2] [expr (SL coll+S L col2)+(2*SL col2 /4 )+Sdelta2] [expr Sdelta2+SL beam 2*2]
node 353 [expr (S L b eam I/2 )+ ((($ L b eam l/2 )-($ L b eam l/IO ))/2 )-S d e lta l] [expr (S L co ll+ $L col2)+ (S L col2 /2 )+ (((S L col2 /2 )-
($L co l2 /10))/2 )+ S delta l] [expr S delta l+ S L beam 2*2]
node 354 [expr SL beam  1-(SLbeam  1/10)] [expr (SLcol l+ $L co l2 )+ S L co l2 -(S L co l2 /10)] [expr SL beam 2*2]
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node 360 [expr $Lbeaml-($Lbeaml/10)] [expr ($Lcoll+$Lcol2)+($Lcol2/10)] [expr $Lbeam2*2]
node 361 [expr ($Lbeaml/2)+((($Lbeaml/2)-($Lbeaml/10))/2)-$deltal][expr ($Lcoll+$Lcol2)+($Lcol2/10)+((($Lcol2/2)-
($Lcol2/10))/2)+$deltal] [expr $delta2+$Lbeam2*2]
node362 [expr($Lbeaml/10)+((($Lbeaml/2)-($Lbeaml/10))/2)-$deItal] [expr($Lcoll+$Lcol2)+($Lcol2/2)+((($Lcol2/2)- 
($Lcol2/10))/2)+$deltal] [expr $delta2+$Lbeam2*2]
node 363 [expr ($Lbeaml/10)] [expr ($Lcoll+$Lcol2)+$Lcol2-($Lcol2/10)] [expr $Lbeam2*2]

# ..................................
# Define masses
 # ..........................
set massTotall 86385; # Mass in Mg
set massTotal2 43192; 
set massTotal3 21596;

#  Level o f mass eccentricity 
set eccmultl 0.53333333; 
set eccmult2 0.23333333; 
set eccmult3 0.23333333;

# Mass eccentricity factor for LHS Frame
# Mass eccentricity factor for Centre Frame
# Mass eccentricity factor for RHS Frame

# lateral torsional frequency ratio multiplier
setfactorl 1.981; # for lateral torsional frequency ratio o f 0.75

# Nodal masses
# FIRST FLOOR
mass 7 [expr $massTotall*0.5*$eccmultI*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$massTotall*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/9810] 1 Oe-9 1 Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass 8 [expr $massTotall*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$massTotall*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oc-9
mass9 [expr $massTotall*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr$massTotall*0 5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9
mass 10 [expr$massTotall*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/98l0] 0. [expr $massTotall*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 11 [expr SmassTotall*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr $massTotall*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 12 [expr $massTotall*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr SmassTotall*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9

# SECOND FLOOR
mass 27 [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmultl*Sfactorl/98l0] 0. [expr $massTotal2*0.5*Seccmultl*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 28 [expr $massTotal2*0.5*Seccmult2*$factorl/98l0] 0. [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult2*$factorl/9810] 1 Oe-9 l .Oe-9 1 Oe-9 
mass 29 [expr $massTotal2*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/98l0] 0. [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l .Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 30 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult3*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult3*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass31 [exprSmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult2*Sfactorl/9810] 0. [expr$massTotal2*0.5*Seccmult2*Sfactorl/98l0] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 32 [exprSmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmultl*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr $massTotal2*0.5*Seccmultl*Sfactorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9

# THIRD FLOOR
mass47 [expr$massTotal3*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl/98I0] 0. [expr SmassTotal3*0.5*$eccmultl♦$faetorl/9810] 1 Oe-9 I.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 48 [expr $massTotal3*0.5*Seccmult2*$factorl/98l0] 0. [expr SmassTotal3*0.5*$eccmult2*$factorl/9810] l .Oe-9 1 .Oe-9 l .Oe-9 
mass 49 [expr SmassTotal3*0.5*$eccmult3*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr SmassTotal3*0.5*Seccmult3*SfactorI/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 I.Oe-9 
mass 50 [expr $massTotal3*0.5*Seccmult3*$factorl/9810] 0. [expr SmassTotal3*0.5*Seccmult3*$factorl/9810] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 51 [expr SmassTotal3*0.5*Seccmult2*Sfactorl/9810] 0. [expr SmassTotal3*0.5*Seccmult2*SfactorI/98I0] I.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 
mass 52 [expr $massTotal3*0.5*SeccmultI*SfactorI/9810] 0. [expr $massTotal3*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorI/98I0] l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9 l.Oe-9

# Define the boundary conditions
 #-----------------------------
ft fix  Stag SDX SDY
fix  1 1 1 0 1 0
fix 6 1 1 0 I 0

fix  2 1 1 0 I 0
fix  5 1 1 0 1 0

fix 3 1 1 0 1 0
fix  4 I 1 0 1 0

# Zero Length Elements
#  Ground Floor 
equalDOF 1 111 1 2 3 5  
equalDOF6 116 I 23 5 
equalDOF 3 113 12 3 5 
equalDOF 4 114 12 3 5

# First Floor Bottom 
equalDOF 7 117 1 23 5 
equalDOF 12212 1 23 5 
equalDOF9 119 1 23 5 
equalDOF 10210 1 23 5

# First Floor Top 
equalDOF 7 311 123  5 
equalDOF 9 313 1 2 3 5 
equalDOF 10314 1 23 5 
equalDOF 12 316 1 23 5
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# Second Floor Bottom 
equalDOF27 317 123 5 
equalDOF29 319 123 5 
equalDOF30 410 1 23 5 
equalDOF 32 412 1 23  5

# Second Floor Top 
equalDOF27 511 123 5 
equalDOF 29 513 1 23 5 
equalDOF 30514 1 23 5 
equalDOF32 516 1 23 5

# Third Floor 
equalDOF47 517 123  5 
equalDOF 49 519 123 5 
equalDOF 50 610 1 23 5 
equalDOF 52612 1 23  5

 #----------------------------
# Define materials
 #----------------------------
set matlD 1; 
set steelTag 2; 
set matStiff 3,
# uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatTag $Fy $E $b $R0 $cR I $cR2 Sal $a2 $a3 $a4 
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 SmatlD 235 210000 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 $steelTag235 210000 0.03 18.5 0.925 0.15 -0.045 1.0 0.045 1.0 
uniaxialMaterial Elastic SmatStiff 1000000 
set E 2IOe3; 
set poisson 0.3;
set G [expr $E/([expr 2*(l+$poisson)])]; # Torsional Stiffness

 # ------------------------------------------------

# Define section parameters 
n---------------------
# Column Parameters:
# 203 UC 46 
set col2secID 20; 
set col2FiberSecTag 21; 
set d 203; 
set b 203; 
set 17.2; 
setT 11;
set dw [expr $d - 2*$T]; 
set y [expr $d/2]; 
setsubFLen 10; 
set subFThk 5; 
set subWLen 10; 
set subWThk 5;
HEsectionl $col2FiberSecTag SmatID $d $b $dw $t SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk 
puts "HESectionl defined";

# column torsional stiffness 
set col2TorsTag 79;
set J9 8070000; 
set GJ9 [expr $G*$J9];
uniaxialMaterial Elastic $col2TorsTag $GJ9; # Define column torsional stiffness
section Aggregator $col2seclD $col2TorsTag T -section $col2FiberSecTag; # attach torsion and flexure

# Beam Parameters:
# 305x165x40UB Beam 
set Ebeam 210000; 
set Abeam 5130; 
set Izbeam 6740e4; 
set lybeam 8503e4; 
set Jbeam 47.2e4;

# Brace Parameters:
# 3 0 x 3 0 x 3  RHS 
set bracesecID 7; 
set braceFiberSecTag 8; 
set d 30; 
set b 30; 
set 13;
set subFLen 10; 
set subFThk 5; 
setsubWLen 10; 
set subWThk 5;

# Overall section depth 30
# Overall section width 30
# Thickness 2.5
# sub-division across flange length
# sub-division across flange thickness
# sub-division across web length
# sub-division across web thickness

# Overall section depth
# Overall section width
# Web thickness
# Flange thickness 
U Depth o f web

It sub-division across flange length
# sub-division across flange thickness
# sub-division across web length
# sub-division across web thickness
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HSsection SbraceFiberSecTag SmatID $d $b $t SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk 
puts "HSSection defined";

# Brace torsional stiffness 
set braceTorsTag 73; 
set J4 6,15e8; 
set GJ4 [expr $G*$J4];
uniaxialMaterial Elastic SbraceTorsTag $GJ4; # Define column torsional stiffness 
section Aggregator SbracesecID SbraceTorsTag T -section SbraceFiberSecTag; # attach torsion and flexure

# Brace Parameters:
# 3 0 x 3 0 x 3  RHS 
set bracesecIDl 9; 
set braceFiberSecTagl 10; 
set d 30; 
set b 30; 
set 13;
set subFLen 10; 
set subFThk 5; 
set subWLen 10; 
set subWThk 5;
HSsection 1 SbraceFiberSecTagI 
puts "HSSectionl defined";

# Brace torsional stiffness 
set braceTorsTag 1 75, 
set J5 6,15e8; 
set GJ5 [expr $G*$J5]; 
uniaxialMaterial Elastic SbraceTorsTagl SGJ5; # Define column torsional stiffness
section Aggregator SbracesecIDl SbraceTorsTagl T -section SbraceFiberSecTagI; ft attach torsion and flexure

 #-----------------------------
# Define geometric transformation
 #-----------------------------------------
# Coordinate transformation 
set ColTransfTag 10;
set BeamlTransfTag 20;
set BraceTransfTag 30;
geomTransf PDelta SColTransfTag 0 0 1
geomTransf Linear SBeam 1Transffag 0 - 1 0
geomTransf Corotational SBraceTransfTag 0 - 10
set numintgrPtsCol 7;
set numintgrPtsBrace 7;

# — ...............................
# Define numerical elements
 #-----------------------------------------
# COLUMNS
# FIRST STOREY 
#LHS
element nonlinearBeamColumn I 1 7 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 2 6 12 SnumintgrPtsCol $col2secID SColTransfTag

U Middle
element nonlinearBeamColumn 8 5 11 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 9 2 8 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag

# RHS
element nonlinearBeamColumn 10 3 9 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 114 10 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag

# SECOND STOREY
element nonlinearBeamColumn 21 7 27 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 22 8 28 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 23 9 29 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 24 10 30 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 25 11 31 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 26 12 32 SnumintgrPtsCol $col2secID SColTransfTag

# THIRD STOREY
element nonlinearBeamColumn 31 27 47 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 32 28 48 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 33 29 49 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 34 30 50 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 35 31 51 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2seclD SColTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 36 32 52 SnumintgrPtsCol Scol2secID SColTransfTag

# Overall section depth 30
# Overall section width 30
# Thickness 2.5
ft sub-division across flange length 
ft sub-division across flange thickness 
ft sub-division across web length 
ft sub-division across web thickness
SmatID Sd Sb St SsubWLen SsubWThk SsubFLen SsubFThk
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# BEAMS
# FIRST STOREY
element elasticBeamColumn 50 7 12 SAbeam SEbeam $G SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 518 11 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 52 9 10 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 53 7 8 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 54 8 9 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 55 10 11 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 56 11 12 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# SECOND STOREY
element elasticBeamColumn 60 27 32 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 61 28 31 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 62 29 30 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 63 27 28 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 64 28 29 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 65 30 31 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 66 31 32 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# THIRD STOREY
element elasticBeamColumn 70 47 52 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
clement elasticBeamColumn 71 48 51 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 72 49 50 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 73 47 48 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 74 48 49 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 75 50 51 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 76 51 52 SAbeam SEbeam SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# Brace members
# Two element braces
# FIRST STOREY
# LHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 151 111 130 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 152 130 131 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransffag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 153 131 132 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 154 132 133 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 155 133 134 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 156 134 212 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 161 116 140 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 162 140 141 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 163 141 132 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 164 132 142 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 165 142 143 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 166 143 117 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# RHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 171 113 150 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 172 150 151 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 173 151 152 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 174 152 153 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 175 153 154 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 176 154 210 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 181 114 160 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 182 160 161 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 183 161 152 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 184 152 162 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 185 162 163 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 186 163 119 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# SECOND STOREY
# LHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 230 311 230 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 231 230 231 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 232 231 232 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 233 232 233 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 234 233 234 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 235 234 412 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 240 316 240 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 241 240 241 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 242 241 232 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 243 232 242 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 244 242 243 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecIDl SBraceTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 245 243 317 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# RHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 270 313 250 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam SIzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 271 250 251 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 272 251 252 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraceTransfTag
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element nonlinearBeamColumn 273 252 253 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbracesecID SBraeeTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 274 253 254 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseelD SBraeeTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 275 254 410 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 280 314 260 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 281 260 261 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclD SBraeeTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 282 261 252 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclD SBraeeTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 283 252 262 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclD SBraeeTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 284 262 263 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclD SBraeeTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 285 263 319 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# THIRD STOREY
# LHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 330 51 1 330 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 331 330 331 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraeeTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 332 331 332 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraeeTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 333 332 333 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraeeTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 334 333 334 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraeeTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 335 334 612 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 340 516 340 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 341 340 341 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraeeTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 342 341 332 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraeeTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 343 332 342 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraeeTransfTag 
element nonlinearBeamColumn 344 342 343 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclDl SBraeeTransfTag 
element elasticBeamColumn 345 343 517 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

# RHS Bay
element elasticBeamColumn 370 513 350 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 371 350 351 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseelD SBraeeTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 372 351 352 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseelD SBraeeTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 373 352 353 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclD SBraeeTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 374 353 354 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclD SBraeeTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 375 354 610 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 380 514 360 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 381 360 361 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclD SBraeeTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 382 361 352 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclD SBraeeTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 383 352 362 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseelD SBraeeTransfTag
element nonlinearBeamColumn 384 362 363 SnumintgrPtsBrace SbraceseclD SBraeeTransfTag
element elasticBeamColumn 385 363 519 SAbeam 700000 SG SJbeam Slybeam Slzbeam SBeamlTransfTag

 #..................................
# Define Gravity load case
 #----------------------------
settotalLoad7 [exprSmassTotall*0.5*Seccmultl*Sfaetorl] 
set totalLoadS [expr SmassTotall*0.5*Secemult2*Sfactorl] 
set totalLoad9 [expr SmassTotall*0.5*Seecmult3*Sfaetorl] 
set totalLoadlO [expr SmassTotall*0.5*Seccmult3*Sfactorl] 
set totalLoadI 1 [expr SmassTotall*0.5*Seccmult2*Sfactorl] 
set totalLoadl2 [expr SmassTotall*0.5*Seccmultl*Sfactorl]

set totalLoad27 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*$eccmultl*$factorl] 
set totalLoad28 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult2*Sfactorl] 
set totalLoad29 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*$ecemult3*$factorl] 
set totalLoad30 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult3*$factorl] 
set totalLoad31 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Seccmult2*$factorl] 
set totalLoad32 [expr SmassTotal2*0.5*Secemultl*Sfactorl]

set totalLoad47 [expr SmassTotal3*0.5*Seeemultl*Sfactorl] 
set totalLoad48 [expr SmassTotal3*0.5*Seeemult2*Sfaetorl] 
set totalLoad49 [expr $massTotal3*0.5*Seeemult3*Sfactorl] 
set totalLoad50 [expr $massTotal3*0.5*Seeemult3*Sfactorl] 
set totalLoad51 [expr SmassTotal3*0.5*Seccmult2*Sfactorl] 
set totalLoad52 [expr $massTotal3*0.5*Secemultl*Sfactorl]

pattern Plain 101 Linear {
# FIRST STOREY
load 7 0. StotalLoad7 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 8 0. StotalLoad8 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 9 0. StotalLoad9 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 10 0. StotalLoadlO 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 11 0. StotalLoadl 1 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 12 0. StotalLoadl2 0. 0. 0. 0.
# SECOND STOREY
load 27 0. StotalLoad27 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 28 0. StotalLoad28 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 29 0. StotalLoad29 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 30 0. StotalLoad30 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 31 0. StotalLoad31 0. 0. 0. 0.
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load 32 0. $ to ta lL oad32 0. 0. 0. 0.
# TH IR D  ST O R E Y  
load 47  0. $ to ta lL oad47  0. 0. 0. 0.
load 48 0. $ to ta lL oad48 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 49 0. $ to ta lL oad49  0. 0. 0. 0.
load 50 0. $ to ta lL oad50  0. 0. 0. 0.
load 51 0. $totalLoad51 0. 0. 0. 0.
load 52 0. $ to ta lL oad52  0. 0. 0. 0.

# ----------------------------
# S tart o f  gravity  analysis
 #----------------------------
set alphaSP  le I2 ;
set alphaM P le l2 ;
constrain ts Penalty  SalphaSP SalphaM P ;
set N um lter 10; # Set the num ber o f  iterations for convergence
set Tol l.Oe-6;
test N orm D ispIncr $Tol SN um lter; 
num berer R C M  ; 
system  B an d G e n e ra l; 
algorithm  N ew ton ; 
set L oadSteps 10;
set L oad lncr [expr 1.0/$LoadSteps]; 
in tegrator LoadC ontroi SL oadlncr; 
analysis S ta t ic ;

# ----------------------------
# D efine dynam ic loads
 #----------------------------
# set tim e series to be passed  to uniform  excitation  
set dt 0.01
set scale  1.0
set accclSeries "Path -filePath T aiw an40 .tx t -dt $dt -factor [expr 9810*$scale]"
# create U niform E xcitation  load pattern  for uni-d irectional excitation
# pattern  U niform E xcitation  Stag $dir
pattern U niform E xcitation  2 1 -accel SaccelSeries

#  ......................
# End o f  m odel generation
 #------------------------

# --------------
# D efine D isplay
 #--------------

source D isplayP lane.tcl; 
source D isplayM odel3D .tcl;
set xP ixels 500; # he igh t o f  graphical w indow  in pixels
set yPixels 500; # he igh t o f  graphical w indow  in pixels
set xLoc 5; # horizontal location  o f  graphical w indow  (0= upper left-m ost com er)
set yLoc 5; # vertical location  o f  graphical w indow  (0= upper left-m ost com er)
set dA m p 10; # R elative  am plification  factor for deform ations
set S hapeT ypel D eform edShape;
set w indow T itle "2D  Fram e D eform ed Shape";
set v iew Plane ZY ;
set nE igen 0;
recorder disp lay  Sw indow T itle SxLoc SyLoc SxPixels SyP ixels -w ipe ; # disp lay  recorder 

D isplayP lane S S hapeT ypel SdA m p Sview Plane SnE igen 0;
recorder plo t D ata/R oofA ccelSS .ou t A ccel-Z  5 510 500 500 -colum ns 1 2; # Plot Load vs D isp 
recorder plo t D ata/R oofD ispSS .ou t F loorD rift-Z  515 510 500 500 -colum ns 1 2; # Plot Load vs D isp

s e tx L o c l 510; 
set y L o c i 5;
set ShapeType D eform edShape;
D isplayM odel3D  SShapeType SdA m p S xL ocl SyLoc 1 SxPixels SyPixels SnE igen

# ----------------------------
# S tart o f  analysis generation

^constrain ts T ransform ation  ; 
set alphaSP  l e i 2; 
set alphaM P le l2 ;
constrain ts Penalty SalphaSP SalphaM P ; 
#constrain ts Lagrange SalphaSP SalphaM P ; 
num berer RCM  ; 
system  U m fPack ;
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setTol l.e-5; 
set maxNumlter 1000; 
test Norm DispIncr $Tol S m axN um lter;
#algorithm ModifiedNewton ; 
algorithm KrylovNewton ; 
set gamma 0.8; 
integrator H H T Sgam ma; 
analysis T ransien t;

# ..................................
# End o f  analysis generation
 #-----------------------------------------

# ..................................
# Define Dampnig
 #..................................
set xDamp 0.1; # 10% damping ratio assumed
set MpropSwitch 1.0; 
set KcurrSwiteh 0.0; 
set KcommSwitch 1,0; 
set K initSwiteh 0.0;
set nEigenl 1; # mode 1
set nEigenJ 3; # mode 3
set type frequency;
.set lambdaN [eigen Stype [expr SnEigenJ]]; #
set lambdal [lindex SlambdaN [expr S nE igen l-l]]; #
set lambdaJ [lindex SlambdaN [expr $nE igenJ-l]]; #
set omegal [expr pow($lambdal,0.5)]; 
set omegaJ [expr pow($lambdaJ,0.5)]; 
set alphaM [expr $MpropSwitch*$xDamp*(2*$omegaI*$omegaJ)/($omegal+$omegaJ)j; # M-prop. damping; D = alphaM *M  
set betaKcurr [expr $KcurrSwitch*2.*$xDamp/($omegaI+$omegaJ)]; # current-K;+beatKcurr*KCurrent
set betaKcomm [expr $KcommSwitch*2.*$xDamp/($omegaI+$omegaJ)]; # last-committed K;
set betaKinit [expr $KinitSwitch*2.*$xDamp/($omegal+$omegaJ)]; # in itia l-K ; +beatK in it*K in i
rayleigh SalphaM SbetaKcurr SbetaKinit SbetaKcomm; It R A YLEIG H  damping

set T1 [expr 2*3.l41592654/$om egal];
set Omegal [expr Somegal);
puts "The first period is: $T1";
puts "Omega 1 is: SOmegal";
puts "The first frequency is: [expr I/$T1]";

set T3 [expr 2 *3 ,141592654/$omegaJj;
set OmegaB [expr $omegaJ|;
puts "The third period is: $T3";
puts "Omega 3 is: $0mega3";
puts "The third frequency is: [expr l/$ T 3 j" ;

# - ................................
# Recorders
f t ....................................................
# Record displacements at cantilever tip
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofDispSS.out -time -node 47 -d o f 1 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofAccelSS.out -time -node 47 -d o f 1 accel; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofDispFS.out -time -node 49 -d o f 1 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofAceelFS.out -time -node 49 -d o f 1 accel; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofDispCentre8.out -time -node 48 -d o f 1 2 3 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/RoofAccelCentre8.out -time -node 48 -d o f 1 2 3 accel; 
recorder Node -file  Data/DBase.out -time -node 1 2 3 -d o f 1 2 3 disp;

# Column Base Shear
recorder Node -file  Data/RBasel .out -time -node I -d o f I 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/RBase2.out -time -node 2 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/RBase3.out -time -node 3 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/RBase4.out -time -node 4 -d o f I 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/RBase5.out -time -node 5 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/RBase6.out -time -node 6 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/ActuatorNodeF.out -time -node 7 -d o f 1 2 3 4 5 6 reaction;
recorder Node -file  Data/ActuatorNodeD.out -time -node 7 -d o f 1 2 3 disp;

# Displacement for drift
recorder Node -file  Data/DispSSl .out -time -node 7 -d o f 1 2 3 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/DispFSl .out -time -node 12 -d o f 1 2 3 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/DispSS2.out -time -node 27 -d o f I 2 3 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data/DispFS2.out -time -node 32 -d o f 1 2 3 disp;

 #..................................
# S t if f  Side Brace Data
ft----------------------------

eigenvalue analysis for nEigenJ modes 
eigenvalue mode i 
eigenvalue mode j
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# B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /S S B race2 E le llo ca l.o u t -tim e -ele 152 localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /S S B race lE le llo c a l.o u t -tim e -ele 162 localForce 
recorder N ode -file D ata /S S B race lE n d F o rce .o u t -tim e -node 162 -d o f  1 2 3 reaction; 
recorder N ode -file D ata/S S B race2E ndF orce.ou t -tim e -node 152 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction; 
recorder N ode -file D a ta /S S B race lE n d F o rce l .out -tim e -node 116 -d o f  1 2 3 reaction, 
recorder N ode -file D ata/SSB race2E ndForce I ou t -tim e -node 111 -d o f  1 2 3 reaction;

# B race curvature
recorder N ode -file D ata /S S B race lC u rv .o u t -tim e -node 141 -d o f  4 5 6 disp; 
recorder N ode -file D ata/S S B race2C urv .ou t -tim e -node 131 -d o f  4 5 6 disp;
# S tress/S tra in  in braces
recorder E lem ent -file D ata/S S B r2sec7T op .ou t -tim e -ele 152 section S num intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /S S B r2 sec lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 152 section  1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta/S S B r2sec7S ide.ou t -tim e -ele 152 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D ata/S S B r2sec l S ide.ou t -tim e -ele 152 section  1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /S S B rlsec7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 162 section S num intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /S S B rlse c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 162 section 1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /S S B rlsec7 S id e .o u t -tim e -ele 162 section S num intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D ata/S S B rl s ee l S ide.ou t -tim e -ele 162 section  1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;

# G usset p la te /b race end node
recorder N ode -file D ata/S S G ussetN d.ou t -tim e -node 130 -d o f 1 2 3 4 5 6 reaction; 
recorder N ode -file D ata/S S G usse tN d l .out -tim e -node 140 -d o f  1 2  3 4 5 6 reaction;

 #----------------------------
# Flexible S ide B race D ata
 #-----------------------------------
# B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D ata /F S B race2 E le llo ca l.o u t -tim e -ele 172 localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D ata/F S B racel Ele 1 local.ou t -tim e -ele 182 localForce 
recorder N ode -file D ata /F S B race lE n d F o rce .o u t -tim e -node 113 -d o f 1 2 3 reaction; 
recorder N ode -file D ata/F S B race2E ndF orce.ou t -tim e -node 114 -d o f  1 2 3 reaction;

# B race curvature
recorder N ode -file D a ta /F S B race lC u rv .o u t -tim e -node 172 -d o f 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder N ode -file  D ata/F S B race2C urv .ou t -tim e -node 182 -d o f 4 5 6 disp;

# S tress/S tra in  in B races
recorder E lem ent -file D ata/F S B r2sec7T op .ou t -tim e -ele 172 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  s tressS train ; # M id B race
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /F S B r2 sec lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 172 section  1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ; # B race End Stress
recorder E lem ent -file D ata/F S B r2sec7S ide.ou t -tim e -ele 172 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  s tressS train ; #  M id Brace
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /F S B r2 sec lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 172 section  1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; # B race End Stress
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /F S B rlsec7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 182 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS tra in ; # M id Brace
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /F S B rlse c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 182 section  1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ; # B race End Stress
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta /F S B rlsec7 S id e .o u t -tim e -ele 182 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  s tressS train ; #  M id Brace
recorder E lem ent -file D ata/F S B rl see l S ide.ou t -tim e -ele 182 section  1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ; # B race End Stress

puts "R egular recorders d e f in e d " ;

 #-----------------------------------
# S tiff  Side B race D ata 2 nd  S torey
 # -----------------------------------------
# B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B race2 E le Ilo ca l.o u t -tim e -ele 231 localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B ra c e lE le llo c a l.o u t -tim e -ele 241 localForce

# B race curvature
recorder N ode -file D a ta l/S S B ra c e lC u rv .o u t -tim e -node 241 -d o f  4 5 6 disp; 
recorder N ode -file D a ta l/S S B race2 C u rv .o u t -tim e -node 231 -d o f  4 5 6 disp;

# S tress/S tra in  in braces
recorder E lem ent -file D a taI/S S B r2 sec7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 231 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B r2 se c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 2 3 1 section  1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B r2 sec7 S id e .o u t -tim e -ele 231 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B r2 se c lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 231 section  1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/S S B rlse c7 T o p .o u t -tim e -ele 241 section  Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l /S S B rls e c lT o p .o u t -tim e -ele 241 section  1 fiber 25 0 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta I /S S B rlsec 7 S id e .o u t -tim e -ele 241 section Snum intgrP tsB race fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l /S S B rls e c lS id e .o u t -tim e -ele 241 section 1 fiber 0 25 Sm atID  stressS train ;

 #-----------------------------------
I f  F lexible S ide Brace D ata 2nd  Storey
# ----------------------------
# B race axial load
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B race2 E le l local.ou t -tim e -ele 271 localForce 
recorder E lem ent -file D a ta l/F S B ra c e lE le llo c a l.o u t -tim e -ele 281 localForce
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# Brace curvature
recorder Node -file  Data l/FSBracelCurv.out -tim e -node 261 -d o f 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Datal/FSBrace2Curv.out -time -node 251 -do f 4 5 6 disp;

# Stress/Strain in Braces
recorder Element -file  Datal/FSBr2sec7Top.out -time -ele 271 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Datal/FSBr2seclTop.out -time -ele 271 section 1 fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file  Datal/FSBr2sec7Side.out -time -ele 271 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Datal/FSBr2seclS ide.out -time -ele 271 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file  Datal/FSBrlsec7Top.out -time -ele 281 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Data 1/FSBrl seel Top.out -time -ele 281 section 1 fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file  Data l/FSBrlsec7Side.out -time -ele 281 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Data 1/FSBrl sec IS ide.out -time -ele 281 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

 #-----------------------------------------
# S t if f  Side Brace Data 3rd Storey
 #---------------------------------------
# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file  Data2/SSBrace2Elel local.out -time -ele 331 localForce 
recorder Element -file  Data2/SSBracelE leIlocal.out -time -ele 341 localForce

# Brace curvature
recorder Node -file  Data2/SSBracelCurv.out -time -node 341 -do f 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data2/SSBrace2Curv.out -time -node 331 -do f 4 5 6 disp,

# Stress/Strain in braces
recorder Element -file  Data2/SSBr2sec7Top.out -time -ele 331 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data2/SSBr2seclTop.out -time -ele 331 section 1 fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain,
recorder Element -file  Data2/SSBr2sec7Side.out -time -ele 331 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data2/SSBr2secISide.out -time -ele 331 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data2/SSBrlsec7Top.out -time -ele 341 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  D ata2/SSBrlseclTop.out -time -ele 341 section I fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data2/SSBrlsec7Side.out -time -ele 341 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;
recorder Element -file  Data2/SSBrlseclS ide.out -time -ele 341 section I fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain;

f t -----------------------------------------
# Flexible Side Brace Data 3rd Storey
 # -------------------------------------------------

# Brace axial load
recorder Element -file  Data2/FSBrace2Elellocal.out -time -ele 371 localForce 
recorder Element -file  Data2/FSBracel Ele 1 local.out -time -ele 381 localForce

# Brace curvature
recorder Node -file  Data2/FSBracelCurv.out -time -node 361 -d o f 4 5 6 disp; 
recorder Node -file  Data2/FSBrace2Curv.out -time -node 351 -d o f 4 5 6 disp;

# Stress/Strain in Braces
recorder Element -file  Data2/FSBr2sec7Top.out -time -ele 371 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Data2/FSBr2secITop.out -time -ele 371 section I fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file  Data2/FSBr2sec7Side.out -time -ele 371 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Data2/FSBr2secISide out -time -ele 371 section 1 fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file  Data2/FSBrIsec7Top.out -time -ele 381 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Data2/FSBrlseclTop.out -time -ele 381 section I fiber 25 0 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress 
recorder Element -file  Data2/FSBrlsec7Side.out -time -ele 381 section SnumintgrPtsBrace fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # M id  Brace 
recorder Element -file  Data2/FSBrI sec ISide.out -time -ele 381 section I fiber 0 25 SmatID stressStrain; # Brace End Stress

 #--------------------------------
# F inally perform the analysis
 # -----------------------------------------

# perform an eigenvalue analysis 
set pi 3.14159265358979
set lambda [eigen -fullGenLapack 4] 
puts "\nEigenvalues at start o f  transient:" 
puts "lambda omega period" 
foreach lambda Slambda { 

i f  {S lam bda>0 ,0 } { 
set omega [expr pow(Slambda,0.5)] 
set period [expr 2*Spi/pow(Slambda,0.5)] 
puts "Slambda Somega Speriod"

}

)

# open output file  for w riting
set ou tF ile lD  [open Data/elapsedTime.txt w]
# perform the transient analysis 
set tTot [tim e {

for {set i 1} {Si < 4000} {incr i}  { 
set t [tim e (analyze 1 [expr Sdt/l.O ]}]
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puts SoutFilelD $t
#puts "step $i"

}

}]
puts "\nElapsed Time = StTot \n"
# close the output file 
close SoutFilelD

set fm tl "%s Analysis Result: CtrlNode %.2i, dof %. l i,  Disp=%.4f %s";

 #-----------------------
# I f  Convergence Fails
 #-----------------------

set LunitTXT "m";
set IDctrlNode 48; 
set IDctrlDOF 3; 
i f  {$ok !=0  } {

puts [format Sfmtl "PROBLEM WITH DYNAM IC ANALYSIS" SIDctrlNode SIDctrlDOF [nodeDisp SIDctrlNode 
SIDctrlDOF] SLunitTXT]
} else {

puts [format Sfmtl "DYNAM IC ANALYSIS COMPLETE:" SIDctrlNode SIDctrlDOF [nodeDisp SIDctrlNode SIDctrlDOF] 
SLunitTXT]
)

wipe
f t ---------------------- -----------
# End o f analysis
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